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Botswana Drought Symposium 

FOREWORD 

This volume represents collaboration among institutions in Africa, the United States,
Europe, The United Kingdom, and Australia. It is concerned with planning for and 
responding to drought.

The idea for a symposium belongs to the Botswana Society, which has sponsored otherhighly successful symposia over the years. The focus on preparing for drought grew from
conversations and concerns expressed among the Government of Botswana, the NationalMuseum in Gaborone, and the University College, Botswana. Support for the Symposium
itself came largely through the assistance of the United States Agency for InternationalDevelopment (US-AID) in cooperation with generous assistance provided by several other 
organizations. Credits are duly noted in the acknowledgerents.
 

The Symposium had three basic objectives:
 

000 	to analyze the nature of drought in Botswana in both social and physical dimen. 
sions; 

*ee to review ways in which other societies, both in Africa and beyond, have re
sponded to drought; 

ese 	 to evaluate steps which Botswana might consider to prepare for drought. 

The Symposium demonsttated that much is already known about drought in Botswana.
The papers further confirmed that Botswana is well equipped with a broad base of goveinment and non-government institutions to deal with drought. The papers and discus
sions also established that the Government of Botswana nas already accomplished a great
deal in preparing for future droughts. If this Symposium shall assist in carrying forward 
such drought planning, it shall have been a success.

Work on drought in Botswana is part of a larger effort to analyze environmental trends
in eastern and southern Africa. Orgdnized by the Program .or International Development
at Clark University and supported by US-AID, the project seeks to strengthen capabilities
of local institutions to deal with environmental issues. We extcnd our thanks and appreci
ation to the many individuals and institutions which have helped, both in the immediate
Botswana Symposium and in the larger work in Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, 
Zambia, and Malaw. 

Leonard Berry 
Richard Ford 
Co-Directors, Program for 

International Development 
Clark University 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
U.S.A. 
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Botswana DroughtSymposium 

Welcoming Speech 

by The Hon. Dr. Q.KJ. Masire 
Vice President of Botswana 
Presidentof the Botswana Society 

Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
It is my pleasant task this morning to welcome you all, and more especially those of 

you who have come from distant countries, both in Africa and from over the oceans. We 
are greatly encouraged by your interest, and hope to profit from your experience and de 
specialized advice which springs from it. 

We are gathered here to examine and discuss a problem which is of great importance to 
us here in Botswana. Drought is a recurrent hazard which has sorely afflicted us in the 
past, and which, as a future threat, we ignore at our peril. During tile occurlast major 

rence in the 19b0's, our irational livestock herd dwindled 
 to less than one million head,
arable agriculture became impossible, and famine threatened, to be averted only by timely
assistance from outside, it is easy to forget such harsh times when we have enjoyed such 
bountiful rains for the past few years; the country has been green, water plentiful, and 
the herd has multiplied to over three million head. Common sense tells us that such good 
times cannot last indefinitely and that another drought must come, sooner or later. 
Government is aware of this threat, and concrete steps are being taken to prepare for it. 
It is in ::-is context that the Government welcomes the initiative of The Botswana 
Society and the University College in convening this Symposium.

This is not tilefirst time, of couise, that tileSociety has perceived a problem of na
tional dimensions and organized a conference involving national and international exper.
tise to examine it closely. The Conference or. Rural Development in 1970, the Sym
posium on Sustained Production in Semi-Arid Lands in 1971, and the Symposium on the 
Okavango Delta and its Utilization in 1976, have all been highly successful in drawing
together a large body of very useful data and opinion on major issues. All these have been 
of great value to Government, and I am sure this present meeting will prove to be no ex
ception. 

The organization of such a Symposium is very demanding finances and on people'son 
time and energy. This time,however, funding has not been the problem it has been in the 
past. From the beglnnin3, we have been assured of adequate financial provision from 
USAID, through Clark University in Massachusetts, with contributions from DeBeers 
Botswana Mining Company and the British Council. To them we are greatly indebted and 
offer our warmest thanks. The organization of the Symposium ha- been the work of 
Botswana Society members, University staff and Government officials, all working in 
close harmony and exemplifying the co-operation which achieves its objectives and gives
Botswana the reputation of which it is proud. 

The programme being undertaken in the next three -nd a half days is a full and interest
ing one. The earth scientists will tell is about our wayward climate, "rom the distant past
to the present; of its effect on our crcial water supplies; and of 'low we may closely
watch or monitor its vagaries. Then we shall hear from the social scientists about our 
people's reaction o drought in the past and also about other people's experience of this 
hazard. Finally, the Govemment contributors will outline what our own planners and 
officials are tnking on ways to prepare for any future drought occurrence. A field trip
has already been held, providing the opportunity for those unfamiliar with Botswana to 



appreciate some of the problems arising in a land of little or no surface water and rolling 
expanses of sand. 

To all the contributors, I make the plea for plain and simple speech that all may under
stand. To the rest of the many people who will attend these meetings, I ask that they
contribute their opinions freely and without inhibition in the discussion sessions provided
for in the programme. From this outpouring of fact and opinion we look forward to a 
valuable volume of published proceedings at least as useful as those of previous
symposia. In conclusion, let me wish success to your deliberations. May they be full and 
fruitful! 

2
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Opening Speech 

by The Hon. D.R. Norland 
United States Ambassador to Botswana 

The Gov-rament of Botswana's vital and enduring interest in this Symposium has been
eloquently articulated by His Excellency, the Acting President and Minister of Finance 
and Development Planning.

It may be less evident why the Government of the United States has seen fit to serve as 
co-sponsor for this symposium. There are anumber of reasons, many of them deriving front
the fact that drought, and the threat of .rought, rank high on the list of disincentives to 
a3.iculture in this and other countries in the world. A glance at the agenda for your
debberations shows that this point will be repeatedly addressed by renowned experts 
over the coming three days. 

But there is anuther fandamental reason fr US interest, it stems from an o%erriding
global, and indeed political, dimension of the problem, one which my government be
lieves merits the ma)st careful attention. This fundamental global concern can be best seer
and summarized as a graph that shows the line of total world food production slipping
below anticipated world population by I-)85. fi1he data food productionon come from 
the FAO and the L'S Department of A\griculture. the population figures were developed
by the International Food Policy Research Institute.) These figures show that the popula
tion of developing countries (excluding Asian Communist countries) will exceed 2,5
billion by 19>s5 22 billion of these pe(vple will b,! living in food-d-ficit countries. 
Meanv hde. food production trends show that there are only six food exporting coun
tries and the 1:1I(.. These 15 countries will not, according to projectiois, be able to meet 
food demands h, 1916. 

N,1government's reaction to this prospective food shortage is to cncentrate resources 
on itintuating agricultural output. and on helping to control population growth. This 
ac,:ounts in large measure f.,r the L.S role aio2 my presence at this Syn'posium. The 
pap.-rs and topics provide ample evidence of widespread agreentent that these two objec
tives increased ,i,,d production and controlled population growth are inseparable. (iven
the relar-i.e anpredictahi ,of the weather aid uncontrollability of the population, the 
emphasis on both obectives isnrot only uiderstandable hut essential. 

t might add that o,'ur schedule of proceedings also shows reassuring awareness of a
secrond glohai ,oncern. that ;)f, eological disrupti,ns in bringing into use new lands and 
wkeather c,,ntr,,I sh r e,. 

In hrbiL. I have the impression that the Acting President and I are in the process of
initiatinv ,,e .); a ir,al;. crucial series it orld ( tup ( ,rmpetitions that will he with us for 
mte .--orcseeahle to trc, na;nely between food production and population. 1he world will
be encourappn, ',-)U in your work and in our deliberations this week and in the years
ahead. This is ,r,e matt.h where we dare riot allow ihe outcome to remain iii doubt. 

3 
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The Problem of Drought in Botswana 

by H.J. Cooke 

Drought is an affliction which may occur in practically any part of the world, and islargely unpredictable in its incidence in both space and time. Governments and peoples
are generally unprepared for it, witness the near panic of the Britich Government in face
of the drought which affected much of the Britic. 
 Isles in 1976. The severe drought o"
recent years in the Sahel zone of northern Africa has become a major concern in both
political and academic circles, and has set 
 in mo'ion a whole series of conferences,
research programmes, etc. These ar, conceined both with drought such, and withasthe phenomenon of desertification which may ai.ear to be its almost inevitable sequel

in those parts of the world which may be broadly described as semi-arid.
 

E-ndless academic argument may and does take place as to the precise meaning of the
term drought. The etymology of the word at least iscer:ain. It is derivea from the Anglo.
Saxon drugoth, meaning 'dry ground'. Its concern tnen is with a loss of moisture. Also
certain is that the conditions which m2y be considered lo constitute a diought will vary

considermbi, . -om 
this springs the difficulty of estabFshing orecise criteria concerning
drought which have general validity. The US Weather Bureau in 1953 defined drought

as a "period of dry weather sufficient in length and sevc-ity to cause at least partial crop
failure." In Britain absolute drought has been defined as a 1,,piod of at least fifteen consecutive days without 0,01 inches of rain on any one day. (BoL1 definitions quoted by
Thomas, 1961.) The World Meteorologic! Ornznzation in a recent locument on drought
(WMO, 1975) 
 introduces the idea of drought as a supply and dema.'d phenomenon; in
other words it is not an absolute physical state but is relativ, to other things, mainly tohuman demand for water for a multiplicity of purposes. Sandford has developed this idea
in his report to the Botswana Government on drought in Botsv. ma with special reference
to the livestock industry (Sandford, 1977). The validity of this stance is nnt contested
 
but the question needs to be examined 8'urt.,:.


Shortage of water will cause erv,ironmental stre,'s, affectine the soil, plants, animals,
and man. In environments that stress is ever present
some nd simply becomes moreextreme at certain times. In human terms, the degree of stress experienced will depend
on the nature of the society and its preparedness for that stress. The way of life of the
Sarwa people (Bushmen or Spn) of the Kalahari is totally geared to a mean annual rainfall below about 350 millimetres per annum. 
The Tswania cattlemen experience disaster

if the rainfall is much below about 400 millimetres in a series of consecutive years. The

people of the British Isles, in a humid environment, suffer simply if it does not rain for
fifteen consecutive days. But in all situations to which the term drought is applied, thekey usichanging factor is water avaiiability, or rather a !ack of it. It is true that this is not 
a simple factor and is not dependent solely on rainfall; evaporation rates, run-off, ground.water supplies, surface storage, extent of re-cycling, cultivation practices, vegetation
cover, are some of the many other factors which will affect availability.

At its simplest however, drought stems from alack of water, and the basic crude factoraffecting this is rainfall. It is in areas where rainfall is uncertain, unreliable and generally
small in amount (i.e., where there is inadequate water replenishment for that being used 
up or lost), that drought is a recurring hazard. Botswana is such an area and a suitabledefinition of drought applicable to Botswana might be "a lack of rainfall severe enough, 
of long enough duration, and of wide enough extent throughout eI onr t deeeeiousoPoa g l ,ev ltoPrevious Page 



riously affect plant growth. and water supplies for stock use, for domestic use, and for 
urban, industrial, and mining purposes." 

The climate of Botswana 

Any consideration of the dr,,ught-proneoess of Botswana must start with a study of the 
country's climate, especially with its pattern of rainfall. A word of tremendous signif
icance to the BatvAana is P la. which simply means "'let it rain." It il the motto the 
country has emblatoned on its coat-of-arms. it is the rallying cry at political assemblies; 
and it is the name given to the country's new currency. On adequate rainfall everything 
else ultmatel) depends. 

Botswana is located in the latitude of the Tropic of Capricorn and in the centre of the 
large landmass of southern Africa. at the comparatively high elevation ot" 1000 metres. In 
terms of the world-wide pattern of atmospheric pressure distribution it lies in a zone 
where air is tending to descend and there.ore to compress and warm-up. so that pressure 
is generally high and the air dry. In this same zone are situated most of the world's arid 
and semi-arid lands. It is difficult for moisture-laden air streams to penetrate to Bo
tswana from the major sources of such air over the oceans. In the winter months from 
April throug, September the high pressure is dominant and the climate, stable; the air is 
clear, warm and dry in the daytime, but cold at night, due to rapid radiational cooling 
through the clear air. \u rain falls at this season. In the summer months the climatic 
situation becomes much more complex. The sun is now overhead on the Tropic of 
Capricorn. Thougl pressure remains high in the uppei atmosphere, a thermally induced 
low pressure tends to develop over the continental interior, while the wide and generally 
diffuse zone of air convergence known as the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) 
moves to a position over Central Africa. In some years its southern U.mit may Lie over 
northern Botswana. Moist riaritime air from the Indian Ocean may move in over the 
interior from the north-east. arid curving southwards and anti-clockwise round the upper 
atmosphere high pressure cevtre, may affect eastern Botswana. Air from the Atlanti. 
mo--ing in over Angola and th, Congo Basin may reach northern Botswana. The trend of 
the rainfall isohyets over the cuntry reflects this pattern of ;ain-bringing systems. :n the 
north the is.'hyets trend east to west and rainfall decreases in amount from 650 milli
metres at Kasi.ne to 450 millimetres at Orapa. In the east the trend is north to south, 
with rainfall di:creasing sharply westwards from about 550 millimetres in the south-ea.t 
to 350 millimetres at Tshane. Between dtese two major rainfall zones is an anomalous dry 
zone, , i rainfall less than 350 milhinetres, extending westwards into Botswana along 
the Motloutse Valley In the south and west of the country, rainfall decreases to less than 
250 millimetres. Whether rain dctually falls or not is dictated by the synoptic meteorolog
ical situation zt anv one time. 

In general, weather changes over southern Africa are dominated by perturbations i, the 
general southern hemisphere westerly circulation which appears as a succession of highs 
and lows moving arou-id the coast or across the interior from the west. Botswana lies at 
the western and southern limits of rain-bearing air masses, so that the actual incidence of 
rainfall over the countr) is subject to great variability in both space and time, and mean 
figures for rainfall have little real value. Generally, variability bears an inverse relationship 
to amount, so that the more reliable rains are experienced in the north and east. Variabil
ity may he expressed as the standard deviation divided by the mean, and it ranges from a 
value or twenty-five percent at Kas;ne in the north to thirty-five percent at Gaborone in 
the east and eighty percent at Tshabong in the south, where the mean isonly 250 milli
metres per annum. 

The actual distribution of rain within the rainy season is almost more critical than the 
total seasonal amount, especially for arable agriculture. In the northern rainfall zone there 
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is a tendency for precipitation to i.crease through the season and to peak in February,with that being the most reliable raisnfall month. In the east, however, there may be threesubseasons early rains in October. later ones in ";ovember!December, and still later
rains in March. Between these may be prolonged dry spells, and often orne of' the subseasons may fail completely, with serious con .quence! for the crop harvest. Most of the
raip which falls is of poor quality, in that it tends to fall in short sharp shl.wes. Over
sixty percent of th'. total rainfall may fall in showers of over 10 millimetres, though these may represent as litt!e as ten percent of total rainfall occurrences. Much of this heavy
rain runs off rapidly into stream channels and is lost. Showers of lers thaig 10 mi*imetres
inamount are also of poor value, however, because high temperatures during the rainyseason create high rates of evaporation. so that little moisture is available for recharging
soil storage or suppl. ing moisture for th: crops. Rates of evapotranspiration are high atall tin'es and normally exceed gains fran precipitation even for ten-day periods in therainy seascn. Pike estimat.d open water evaporazion rates of from 1,7 to 1,9 n.tres,
with daily rates of 7,5 millimettes. Estimates of potential evapotranspiration for freelywatered crops were 1.4 metres per annum, with daily rates as high as 5,5 metres (UNDP/
FAO, 1971). Later studies have given rates of twelve millimetr'! per day, with openwater evaporation as lUgh as fifteen millimetres per day (Giouoil, 1975). Much more
research is required into patterns of rainfall variation ove. s1-rt ncriods and the effecti 
of this on soil moisture storage ina variety of microenvironments in Botswana. 

Drought susceptibility and historical patterns 
It is a relatively straightforward matter to describe the patterns of rainfall in space andtime over Botswana. It is much more difficult to explain these except in very generalterms, and this lack of unde.standing makes prediction both difficult and hazardous.

Meteorological records are available for only a relatively small number of stations and formost of these the time series is short. Even in neighbouring South Africa, the situation,
though much better, is far from ideal.

In the absence of hard data concerning past climate, recourse may be had to therecords of early travellers in the region (though these usually do not extend beyond the19th century), to official Government reports in this century, and to the oral history oflocal peoples. Kokot (1946) made a valuable summary of the reports of early travellers,from which he concluded that within the time period covered there was little evidencefor a climate much different in essentials from that of the present day. A record of recur
rent drought and famine is evident, interspersed with pe.iods of heavy rain and flooding.Government reports tell &,e same tale, and oral records reveal nothing vitally different.

There seems to have been, during the historical period, a series of drought years alternat
ing with good rain years.


The question which poses itself is whether there is any recognizable pattern in this.
Is there a more or less rhythmic cycle of change? A good deal of work has been carriedout in neighboi.ring South Africa by Tyson and othrs in this field, using sophisticatedtechniques of statistical analysis of available climatic data (e.g., Tyson and Dyer, 1975).Strong evidence appears to have been noted for a twenty-year cycle in the summer rainfall zone of SoLth Africa, of which Botswana may be considered an extension. Researchof a similar nature is urgently required on the Botswana dt.a, such as they are. It must beemphasized, however, that though cycles may be recogniz-d arom past data, there is nocertainty that such cycles may be safely extrapolated iji:o the future the b;.4s ofas
prediction. The runs of data used for the analyses are not of iery long duration, a:ad there 
i3 no knowing whether the fundamental mechanisms controlling the climate of southern
Africa are changing inways that we are not at present able to recogkize, a'd at a pace
which available data cannot encompass. 
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In northern Africa, where the 1970's drought in the Sahel has been of catastrophic 
proportions, some climatologist. claim to recognize a long amplitude dowrturn in mean 
annual rainfall (for example, see Winstanley, 1973). There is no doubt at all that long 
terni fluctuations in clir.:a'e have occurred in the pest, and there is ample evidence for 
this in Botswana. A great lake once existed in the basin now occupied by the Makgadik
gadi pans in northern Botswan2, fed by a number of large iivers from the south and west 
whose valleys are now totally dry. This lake fluctuated in extent and depth on a number 
of occasions. Present research is actively trying to understand the exact pattern of these 
fluctuations to gain insight into the climatic changes which must have been their major, 
if not their only cause (Cooke, 1976; (;rey and Cooke. 197 t). Over much of Botswana on 
the other hand. extensive systems of sand dunes, now stabilized by vegetation, point to a 
past climate which was much more arid than that of the present day. Research in Bo
tswana's caves and radiometric dting of cave deposits have already yielded valuable data 
on the climatic record. It is cleer, for example, that between 16000 and 14000 BP 
(Before Present. the rainfall in northern Botswana was probably of the order of 1000 
millimetres per annum ((ooke, 1975). Further research is needed, and there are exciting 
possibilities that Uranium Series Dting of cave stalagmites might yield much detailed 
information on past climate changes up to historical times. Since the Earl., Stone Age, 
over hall a million years ago, Botswana has been populated. The great extent and variety 
of stone artifacts throughout the country testify to this. Urdoubtedly the movements of 
man have been greatly affected by water availability, co trolled by patterns (.f climate 
fluctuation right up to the last century. The archaeolotist, the palaeo-ecologist, and the 
historian of more recent times, working with documents .;,.e the oral history of local 
peoples, can shed much light on the history of climtic variability tiere. All such research, 
in avariety of disciplines, is highly relevant to present concerns with climate and drought. 
A cicarer picture of climatic changes in the distant and more recent past provides the 
context in which the cycles apparently seen in statistical analyses of recent data may be 
better comprehended. 

Drought iesearch 

Wh.le accurate prediction of future climatic trends is still not really possible. there is 
every likelihood, based on available statistical analyses or smply on common sense, that 
the recent run of good rai years will not continue indefinitely. Bad years will return-pos
sibly during the next decade-bringing poor rainfall and exacerbated stress situations 
caused by shortage of available water. The question is whether it is at all possible to estab
lish sone system of monitoring day to day, week to week climate as it occurs, in order to 
sense the development of conditions which will lead to water shortage stress. The purpose 
would be to alert Government to incipient danger so that it would be prepared for action 
should such conditions then materialize. The establishment of such an early warning 
system would be difficult but not impossible. Research would be necefsary on past pat
terns of climate which have developed into drought, on the relationship between rainfall 
and rates of evapotranspiration in varying local environments; and on actual rates of water 
consumption. There seems to be no reason not to construct a model into which data can 
be fitted as they are recorded, in order to give short te;rn prediction of the onset of 
drought conditions. Considerable attention has been given to this type of work in 
Australia t(,ibbs and Maher. 1967) and South Africa (e.g., lerbst, Bredenkamp and 
Barker, 1966). both of whhch suffer from recurrent drcught. Urgent attention needs to 
be given to this type of research in Botswana. 

Although drought is thought to be caused basically by poor rainfall, there are many 
3ther physical factors which may increase drought susceptibility. Water which falls as 
rain may be absorb"-i into the soil to be used by plants, may penetrate more deeply 
through the soil into ground "rorage. or may run off on the surface into streams, rivers 
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and lakes. There are great differences in soil mo~sture resources, ground water resources,
and stream flow characteristics in various parts of the country, which are basic.flly due todifferences in the soid and to the underlying materials .hrough which and into which the
water may pass. A number of studies have been made of Botswana's soil by teams from
the Land Resources Division of the Ministry of Overseas Development in the UK (e.g.,
Mitchell, 1976) and from the UNDP (e.g., Siderius, 1972). More than two-thirds of Botswana is covered by geologically recent wind-blown sands of the Kalahari Systcm. The
soils developed on this are largely structureless and composed of coarse to fine sand with 
a mcdJ grain size most commonly in the fine category. This material readily absorbs
rainfall so that there is rarely any surface runoff and therefore no streams. This moisture 
cannot move easily down through the fine sand and is rapidly lost from the surface by
evaporation and by transpiration from the plants which can utilize this moisture. In fossil
river be'c, inter-dune hollows (mekgacha in Setswana) and low-lying pan areas, a greater
concentration of clay and silt-size particles may render the soil more impervious, allowingwater to he for a period on the surface. The microenvironments of these two types of
surface are very diffeient and this is reflected in their vegetation pattern. In the east of
the country, beyond the eastern limit of the Kalahari sand, the soils which are derived
from igneous and metamorphic rocks are broadly described as ferruginous tropical types.
They are generally weakly developed medium to coarse grained sands and sandy loarnswhich easily lose their structure un'e,- heavy rain, overgrazing, and cultivation. In this 
zone relief is more varied. Small diff:rences in topography, leading to surface water 
movement during and after rain, result in significant differences in particle size distribu
tion and chemical con position, and in considerable variation in moisture absorbing andretaining capacities. Crusting is a serious problem It to result fromhere. seems 6&hly
evaporative conditions following the action of heavy rain which breaks down the soilsurface. This crust seals the surface, reduces subsequent infdtration and soil aeration and 
hinders the emergence of seedlings.

A goo. deal of investigation is being done by the Department of Agricultural Researchwithin the Ministry of A..riculture, where tb, main aim of arable research is "to reduce
the risks in the production of staple fooi crops by improving moisture utilization" (National Development Plan, 1976-81). Gibbon (1975) giveF a good description of achieve
ments to date. Research by the Ilydrologic.- Section of the Department of Water Affairs
into surface runoff and the hydrological regile of the main rivers of eastern and northern
Botswana is also relevant. These "arious types of research will be referred to again laterin this paper. In 1978 a joint project involving environmental scientists from the ITC
Enschede, Netherlands (International Centre for Aerial Survey and Earth Science) and theUniversity College of Botswana will begin to study the drought susceptibility of different
local environments in the Makgadigadi area of northern Botswana. This study will be

experimental, using 
 remote sensing imagery, air photographs, and field investigations to
recognize and quantify varying degrees of drought susceptibility of particular areas ofland surfacc. A number of factors will be relevant, such as soil character and depth, degree
and length of slope, aspect and exposure, local hydrology, vegetation cover, the presence
or absence of hard pan layers of calcrete or silcrete, and human interference. 

Man and drought 
Given the poor, erratic and unreliable nature of its rainfall and th. generally poorquality of its soils, Botswana may be said to be highly susceptible to the water shortage

strest we call drought. The degree of susceptibility will vary frnr. a low level on theislands in the Okavango Delta or the low-lying lads along the Limpopo River, to a very
on areashigh level the of deep Kalahari sand in the south-west of the country where

rainfall is only about 250 millimetres per annum and the coefficien! of variability is 
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eighty percent. This susceptibility is inherent. In good rain years the land may have the 
appearance of a lush savanna, but in very dry ye ,rs it may have the aspect of a desert. 
This may have nothing to do with man and 'is actjities. Botswana has alternated between 
savanna and desert in the past. before mar. can have had any influence on the scene. Btt 
man can adapt and modify. With controlled grazing, judicious and controlled burning and 
other practices, lie car, conserve and improve the quality on the rangelands. By correct 
agricultural practices, which improve sol structure and reduce bulk density, he can reduce 
runoff and increase infiltration, and su make optimum use of soil moisture. By control
ling weeds he can reduce wasteful transpiratio-ial loss of moisture. lie can in other words 
allekae drought susceptibility. 

Unfortunately he also has a wayward ability to aggravate it. In arable lands bad cultiva
tion practice leads to a breakdown in soil structure, excessive loss of moisture and very 
pocr crop yields. Only about 4 percent of Botswana is )uitable 'or arable farming, how
ever, and only about 2,7 percent is so used. The greater part of the country is rangeland, 
and it is estimated that about seventy-five percent of it is used for grazing, with seventy 
percent of the population dcpendent on it (National Development Plan, 1976-81). Un
controlled grazing by excessive numbers of livestock under communal systems of tenure 
and land use, especially the concentration of animals round watering points, is common. 
This exhausts the palatable grasses, encourages weeds and woody shrubs, tramples the 
ground and breaks up soil structure, then a slowly spreading zone of wasted land creens 
radially outward from the water source. Such zones coalesce and enlarge, creating a sor 
of mottled or spotty desertification. 

The national catle herd in Botswana has now reached an estimated three million after 
having 5hiunk to less than one million in the 1960%.drought. The sheep and goat popula
tion is now an estimated 1,7 million. Much of the rangeland is already degraded and it is 
doubtfui whethei, vth presei,.t practices, such numbers of livestock can be sustained 
without accele;ating degradation. Should the country be afflicted with another run 'f 
poor rain years the problem will become greatly exacerb-ted as more and nore animals 
concentrate on fewer and fewer rapidly shrinking water sources. At such a time it might 
become possible to see extensive man-induced desertification taking place. 

This phenomenon of desertification is one about which there is much current concern; 
witness the recent UNI-P Conference on the subject held in Nairobi, Kenya in 1977. The 
subject infact has beea a live issue in Botswana for a number of years, and in 1,)71 the 
Botswana Society held a Symposium on Sustained Production from Semi-arid Lands. At 
this, a thorough airing was given to the view that, given Botswana's marginal climate, 
current land-use practices held the inherent danger of literally turning the country into a 
near desert. A: the same time, full consideration was given to the means available to use 
rangelands in such a way- as "osecure their optimum economic utilization, while conserv
ing them as a vital asset for the use of future generations (The Botswana Society, 1971). 
This Symposium was of great assistance to Government thinking and decision-making 
with reg2rd to land-use, and a completely new policy has now evolved known as the Tribal 
Grazing Land P,icy (Republic of Botswana, 1975). More will be said about this later in 
the paper. 

About the reauty of the threat of true, permanent desertification taking place in Bo
tswana there ismuch debate and no unanimity of view. It has been explained that 
Botswana's climate is a marginal one, usually described as semi-arid. At all times moisture 
loss through evapotranspiration excec.; i .oming rainfall. Available evidence appears to 
indicate that this has been so for a lengthy period, at least during what we may call 
historical times. The country has supported pastoral and cultivating peoples at l,-ast since 
about 1700, when the main waves of Tswana immigrants began to arrive. Since their 
arrival there must have been, and indeed the evidence testifies to, a number of severe 
drought occurrences. Yet the country is not a desert. During the last drought occurrence 
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in the 1960's, the land resembled a desert, with large, apparently devastated areas containing neither water nor grass. Today, after four good rain years, the country looks green andpleasant and supports 3 million cattle and 1,7 million smallstock. This line of argumentleads to the postulates: (a) that under the present climate the environment is resilientenough to recover after the droughts which do occur, and (b) that permanent degradationand desertification will only result if the climate is slowly changing for the worse (i.e.,towards another of the dry phases which have cyclically recurred in the distant past).Whether this is happening or not cannot be said with any certainty. The opposing school
of thought, exemplified in a paper by Campbell and Child (1971), argues that long termclimatic changes can only manifest themrcives very slowly, but that man, by his activities,can induce rapid environmental changes which have the same effect as a declining rainfall,within short time spans. The writings of early European travellers in Botswana frequently
mention flowing streams, lush vegetation, and water-dependent game animals in placeswhich are in the present day quite dry and unattractive. This evidence is used to argue the cam for progressive degradation and desiccation iswhich not due to any detectable
climatic deterioration. It is further argued that the pastoral and culu.iting peoples whonow occupy the land have only been there in significant numbers from the early 18th
century onward. In th. 18th and 19th centuries peoples were continuously on the move,due to recurrent drought, fa'ine and local warfare. Only towards the end of the 19thcentury did really permanent settlement become possible and a concomitant growth inhuman and cattle numbers take place; bur then the great rinderpest epidemic of the1890's, wiping out most of the cattle, set back the increase in cattle numbers for decades.In the 20th century colonial peace, the provision of medical and veterinary disease :ontrol services, the development of corm'iunicatiors, and the provision of famine relief intime of need have led to permanent settlement and a considerable increase in population
and livestock. This increase has continued to accelerate despite temporary setbacks caused 
by drought.

In short, the present situation is his:orically new and is not anothe, stage in a cycle.Its inevitable consequence, unless traditional attitudes and methods change, is an insidiousdegradation of the land which may, unfortunately, be superficially masked during a seriesof good rain years, such as those in this decade. Should this degradation be allowed tocontinue -especially if accentuated by another severe drought occurrence-it could become irreversible and thus ultimately catastrophic. The desert would be upon us. Fortunately, t;,e threat is officially recognized and much work is being devoted to combating
it, as will later be described. 

Water requirements and reources 
In the modern economy which Botswana has rapidly constructeu during the decadesince independence, water supply becomes important for more than the national food
supply or the national herd. The rapidly P-owing towns 
 (Gaborone's growth rate isthirteen perceni per annum) need large and guaranteed water supplies; the policy ofaccelerated rural development requires clean supplies of piped water in the villages; thedeveloping industries demand much water (the Lobatse abattoir acceunts for fifty-threepercent of the town's water usage which is projected to rise to million m3 by 1981); andfinally, the mining sector, a major growth point now and in the future, has enormouswater demands. (The Orapa diamond mine's current 

3 
annual water requirement is 1,7million in , projected 3to rise to 2,5 million m by 1981). The total present annualnational water requirement is of the order of 90 3X 106 M .This consumption of wateris certain to increase rapidly. During the current five-year development plan, 1976-81,water demand in the three maior towns of Gaborone, Francistown and Lobatse isestimated :o increase to 36,7 milln M per annum; in the urban-mining complex ofSelebi-Phikwe to 10,6 million m3 per annum; and at the Orapa complex to 5,7 million 
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3m per annum. Water consumption in the rural areas is enpected to increase at a rate of 
five percent per annum during the same period. (All figures are derived from the National 
Dvelopment Plan, 1976-81.) 

The major sources of supply for this water are surface rivers and their dams, sand river 
wells, and boreholes which tap deeper groundwater reserves. These at pfesent supply 26,4 

percent, 15,4 percent, 18,4 percert and 29,6 percent, respectively, of total utilization. 
Total water resources appear to be dominated by surface water. The estimmited annual dis
charge of Botswana's rivers is of the order of 18 X l09 m3 but this is overwhelmingly 

i 3 ,dominated by the anomalous Okavango with an estimated inflow of 12 000 X 106 
3
and by !he smaller Chobe, with 5 500 X l06 m .Water transport from this mighty source 

to the main area of demand in the east is urlikely to be economic in the near future. The 
rivers of the rest of the coarntrv have an estimated discharge of only 700 X 106 m3 but 
they are in the more popuuus parts oif the country. The eastern rivers draining into the 
Limpopo and the Sua pan are ehemerid and show a marked variability in their arnual 
flows, but they have the greatest potential for immediate use. Dams already exist on the 
Ngotwane for Gaborone and Lobatse, and on the Shashe to supply Selebi-Phikwe. The~e 
dams, and thu smaller "\'Jancdam near Lobatse, have acombined firm yield of 43 X 10' 
3.In the largest part .fthe country, covered by Kalahari sand, there is virtually no runm


off, no rivers ar'. .nolakes, apart from pans which may hold water for short periods after 
heavy rain. It is very clear that the major towns and indtstrialmining activities of eastern 
Botswana depend on rivers whose flow isvery uncertain because of their reliance directly 
or indirectly on rainfall. The enormous evaporation rates from the water surface3 of 
these dams, combined with man's increasing demands, could conceivably drain the dams 
should rainfall over their catchments fall below a critical figure in three or four consecu
tive years. The Orapa mine and town depend mainly on water from the Boteti River 
which is pumped into a bunded depression at Mopipi and thence to the mine. The Boteti 
is the main :utflow from the Okavango Delta, but on several occasions in this century its 
flow has not reached anywhere near Mopipi. Groundwater supplies at the mine could 
only yield ;n emergency supply of 0,5 X 106 MI

3 . 

Groundwater sulplies are or great importance, especially in the rural areas. It has been 
estimated that seventy-five percent of Botswana's human and cattle population are totally 
or partially dependent on groundwater. This water is obtained from two major sources: 
underlying bedrock aquifers, or the sand beds of ephemeral rivers in the east. Some very 
rough estim"es of the groundwater resource are available. The annual recharge to ground
water has been put at 3 150 X 106 m3 assuming an average rainfall over the whole 
country of 400 miLlinetres; one percent of this is thought to reach accessible aquifers. 
Less is known about sand river storage, but calculations for the Motloutse bed suggest 

3that at full saturation up to 5,4 X 106 m of extractable water might be available there. 
Clearly, a sciies of poor rain years, linked with accelerating draw-off by man, would have 
the effect of lowering water-tables and greatly reducing availability of water from these 
sources. Unfortunately, the knowledge currently available of the country's groundwater 
resources is imp'rfect. Little is really known about the total resource, the age of the 
water, or recharge rates under present climatic conditions. There is also a paucity of 
knowledge about the detailed charact.ristics of surfzce flows, and about rates of runoff 
and infiltration. Fortunately, the Government is aware of these deficiencies in available 
knowledge, and steps are being taken to speed up research in these critical fields. More 
will be said of this later. 

brought and man 

Drought has so far been considered as a form of environmental stress arising from a 
deficiency in water availability, and tl.e purely physical causes of this have been 
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emphasized. The human dimension in the problem has been involved in the consideration
of the phenomenon of desertification, but there are nmany importa-t economic and social 
aspects to drought that need to be pondered. What are the ical impacts on the state ana
the individual citizen of an acute and prolonged shortage of water? Clearly as already
mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the more economically developed and sophisti
cated a society is, the greater its watt r need, and thus the greater the potential stress
likely to arise from a prolonged rainfall deficiency. It is also true, of course, that the n..re
developed society will have a greater ability to anticipate drought and to plan the reduc
tion of its impact in both the short and the long term. 

Though drought has been a recurring environmental hazard in Botswana for as long as 
man has inhabited the land, we really know very little, in any formal sense, about how 
man has reacted to and coped with it. Throughout Botswana, along dried up river beds,
around pans and dried lakes we find the stone artefacts of early man. From the charac
teristics, number, and distribution of his toohs we can begin to understand something ofhis economy and habits. We can roughly plot his movements, but as yet we can
hazard only hypotheses as to how he must have reacted to a changing climate and to a
varying water supply which controlled the onanimals and plants which he depended.
Coming closer to modern times we do not know enough about traditional perceptions of
and attitudes to drought. flow did the Batswana react to drought one hundred years ago,
and what did they do to combat its effects? flow did it control or affect their move
merits, their customs and their habits? To what extent, for example, did they fall back on
wild game and veld plants as sources of food? In recent years even, how much detailed 
accurate knowledge do we have of the !960's major drought? Ilow did it progress, what
did people and Government do about it? Ilow successful were they? What lessons ca'i be
learned from this experience in preparing for the next drought? There are clearly vast 
gaps in our knowledge which need to be filled. Many other countries in similar geograph
ical locations also suffer from drought. In western, eastern, and northern Africa, in southwest Asia, in India, in Australia, and in the Americas drought is a serious recurrent prob
lcm. Much can be learned from studies of the impact of drought in these lands-and of
how other cultures and societies have coped with the problem--which could be applied in 
tackling the problem in Botswana. 

Government research and policy
 
The Government of Botswana is fully alive to 
the danger which drought poses to the

continued rapid development of the country. The realization that the present run of good
rain years is not likely to continue, and that drought will come again, has a number of
important implications for politicians, planners and administrators. The four national
priiciples on which Government policies are founded are Democracy, Development, Self-
Reliance, and Unity. These give rise to a national planning strategy which has four major
objectives: rapid ecor mic growth, sustained development, economic independence, and
social justice (National Development Plan, 1976-81:15). The maintenance of these objcc
tives in the face of a severe and prolonged drought of wide areal extent must entail
Government policies which will cover the following broad areas of action: 

I) The acquisition and dissemination of knowledge, so that understanding of the prob
lem becomes possible. Such knowledge must be made available in readily assimilable form 
to politicians, planners and administrators, and the gereral public.

2) The legislative provision for an overseeing and coordinating body to operate an
agreed strategy on drought, and to ensure clearly defined areas of action and responsibil
ity down to district level. 

3) The creation of an adequate infrastructure, especially in transport, storage, distribu
tion, and marketing, able to cope under stress. 
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4) The provision of adequate funding resources to make this possible. Each of these 
points must be examined in more detail. 

Research and education 

Understanding of a particular country's problems stems from carefully thought out and 
relevant research, and especially from the orderly dissemination of the findings of that 
research. In the longer term ,Jso it is derived from an educational process geared to the 
practical needs of that country. In Botswana, Covemnient is a main initiator and sup
porter of research. Particularly in the fields of agriculture and water resources, much of 
current and planned work has direct relevaiti;e to the environmental problem of drought. 
Given the vital importance of Botswana's rangelands it is important that research be 
directed to their better utilization, and the programme under the current national plan 
includes the following: 

1) Monitoring of range condition by the establishmert of a network of recording sites 
on ranches and in communal areas. 

2) Evaluating the effects of ranching on previously ut.'itilized areas, on the settlement 
ranches at Ncojane and in the main village area; of the western Kalahari. 

3) Investigating the potential of different grass species, the soil and microclimatic con
ditions affecting superior grass species, the value of browse, and the effects of bush 
clearance. 

This work will also determine the effects of different grazing systems on range condi
tion, and requirements to restore and improve degraded range. Crop production is vital 
to the nation's food supply, and the main aim of arable research is to reduce the risks in 
the production of staple food crops by improving moisture utilization. A dryland agri
cultural research scheme has been established to study the majer factors limiting crop 
production. A research team is investigating farming systems, crop rotations, and cultural 
practices to optimize utilization of scarce water resources. Part of the work entails the 
development of low-draught tillage implements that ersure effective water infiltration 
for optimum plan( grovth: to test the new technology a project has been established, 
known as the Evaluation of Farming Systems and Agricultural Implements (EFSAIP). To 
examine the t-'al impact of the recommended system in a combined arable and livestock 
community an Integrated Pilot Project has been set up in a community of 330 families at 
Pelotshetlha in the Southern District. Other relevant work includes that on the identifica
tion of the best varieties of grains and pulses for Botswana's environment, on the control 
of pests, and on the possibilities of irrigating Kalahari sand soils with Okavango water. 
The dissemination of better knowledge and understanding among the rural population 
is carried out by the Agricultural Extension Services, with demonstrators in over two 
hundred villages. These are backed up by farming courses run at three Rural Training 
Centres and six Short Course Centres. Of increasing importance will be the programme of 
public education being developed by the Agricultural Resources Board. This has estab
lished Conservauon Committees in all districts. Their main purpose is to further public 
awareness for and appreciation oi the need for improved range management methods. A 
major current task is responsi :il.ty for the prevention and control of veld fires, which 
can be so destr'jctive of dry season grazing. The use of radio and radio listerung groups 
throughout the country to familiarize the rural population with Government programmes, 
such as the TGLP, has been an innovative effort in popular educatioi of gr-at significance 
to the country. 

The current and planned programme of water resource research has the stated aims of 
acquiring knowledge of and managing properly the nation's water resources. A major 
project will be directed at a full evaluation of the country's groundwater resources. The 
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main aim will be to determine abstraction and recharge conditions, and the balance of
groundwater reserves available for future development. Three other projects will be more
localized and concerned with: (a) water supply implications of the TGLP; (b) an evalua
tion of the groundwater potential of the Okavango Delta; and (c) an evaluation of the
beds of all the main sand rivers of eastern Botswana as potential water supply sources.
Surface water research will involve an evaluation of all potential dam sites in eastern 
Botswana, and river gauging on all the mofe iniprt.int rih'rs in the east and in the
Okavango Delta. Evaporation monitoring will be continued on the Shashe Dam and
possibly extended to the Gaborone, Nuane, and Mopipi dams, also. Other important
work will involve the continuation of schemes to evaluate the resources of the Okavango
Delta and the Limpopo. Much work here has already been done by UNDP and other 
agencies on the Okavango as awater sot i.e. 

Research with short and intermediate term objectives, and extension work to farmers
and cattlemen are geaerally the responsibility of government, especially in a developing
country like Botswana. Less immediately relevant work and longer term educational
aims are, however, more properly the province of the growing University College, and
such organizations as the National Research Counil, tile Botswana Society, and the
National Museum. Currently, research directly or indirectly relevant to the environment
is being carried out on Botswana's present and past climate, on the drought susceptibility
of particular local environments, on the movement and settlement of early peoples in
relation to water availability and other factors, on the oral history of Botswana's peoples
(which m.,'throw some light on past vicissitudes of climate), and oin traditional responses
to food shortages. The University is shortly to begin devcloping new programmes in 
Environmental and Earth Science which will have the twin aims of: (a) preparing students
for specialization in such -nvironmental fields as soil science, hydrology, land utilization 
survey, and surveying; and (b) giving a broad understanding of environmental problems
and their special relevance in Botswana's marginal climate situation to as many students 
as possible. These may not be destined to be environmental specialists, but as civil 
servants and teachers they will be key people in the nation's future development. Thus 
may real understanding of such environmental hazards as soil erosion, range degradation,
and many others as well as drought be made to permeate society. Special mention must
be made here of the series of symposia organized by the Botswana Society with the full
collaboration of the University, the National Museum, and the Government. Two of these 
-on sustained production from semi-arid lands, and on the Okavango Delta-have been
concerned with direct environmental issues. They have clearly been oaf great importance
in assembling masses of up-to-datc data, in making possible discussion and evaluation by
specialists and laymen and in presenting full proceedings in published form assimilable by
politicians, planners and administrators. The forthcoming symposium will concentrate on
the problem of drought in Botswana. Further mention will be made of this. 

Legilation and implementation 
The record of the Botswana Government in appreciating environmental problems anc,

in making legislative and administrative provisions for dealing with them effectively is :i very good one. A Natural Resources Techncal Committee, chaired by the Director of 
Development Planning, acts a clearing house and for theas forum discussion of all 
matters affecting the evaluation, utilization, and conservation of the natural resources of 
the country. As such it is intimately concerned with the environment and its problems. It
is in the rural areas that such problems are most pressing and obvious. Here the bulk of
the people lie and work, and here the greatest good or ill can be done to the land.

All rural development iscontrolled and coordinated by the Rural Development Council,
presided over by the Vice-President. areIts members the Permanent Secretaries of all 
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concerned Ministries, a representative of the District Councils, and a representative of the 
private bodies concerned with rural development. The RDC is serviced by the Rural 
Development Unit within the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning. This unit 
also services several subcommittees of the RDC, for example, the Rural Extension Co
ordinating Committee and the Grazing Committee established to deal with the introduc
tion of the Tribal Grazing Land Policy. At district level are District Development Com
mittees on which sit representatives of the District Council, the District Administration, 
and key departmental officers. Their function is to serve as a planning body for the 
district, to coordinate the work of various agencies in the district so as to promote 
development, and to advise local and central government agencies in the district on devel
opment matters. Also of direct relevance in the chain of responsibility and action are the 
District Conservation Committees, established by tile 4gricultural Resources Board; the 
District Land Boards, responsible for all land allocatins; and at village level, the Village 
Development Committees. 

The administrative machinery clearly exists for dealing with environmental matters and 
for coping with recurrent environmental hazards such as drought. The Tribal Grazing 
Land Policy and its promulgation illustrate well the way in which this machinery can be 
made to function. Tile philosophy and aims of the policy are set out in Government 
Paper No. 2 of 1975. The Grazing Subcommittee of the RDC is responsible for super
vising the introduction of the TGL.P, and tile RDU services this committee. District 
Development Committees are supervising the collection, collation and presentation of all 
the basic land-use data on ,hiLlh the allocation of land to commercial, communal, and 
reserve categories will be made by the District Land Boards. These allocations will be 
subject to confirmation by the Ministry of Local Government and Lands after due con
sultation with the Ministry of Agiiculture. District Councils, Village Development Com
mittees, Conservation Committees, Agricultural Extension staff, Community Develop
ment staff will all be drawn in as tile policy is put into effect. 

Drought is a hazard whose effects could be destructive to all forms of development 
progress, but because it cannot be predicted, preparation for it must be in the nature of 
contingency planning. A strategy must be agreed on, appropriate action devised, and 
chains of responsibility and executive action established. A National Drought Committee 
has been set up. and in 1976 a conmiltant was commissioned to investigate the problem 
of drought with special reference to the livestock section. His report has been received. 
In 1977 an Interministerial Working Party was formed, serviced by the Rural Develop
ment Unit and chaired by its head. The Ministries of Local Government and Lands, and 
of Agriculture are represented on this iorking party; at the same time each of these 
ministries has its own Drought Committee. Active consideration is being given to the 
formulation of a national policy on drought, and to immediate and longer term 
responsibilities and their allocation. The terms of reference of a second consultancy to 
look at the problems of drought relief and contingency measures for the livestock sector 
have been agreed. 

Along with the creation of poliLles and the allocation of responsibilities for drought 
emergency, Government has been giving close attention to improving and financing a 
more widespread and efficient system of transporting and marketing livestock, and for 
storing, marketing and distributing crops and foodstuffs. Such systems will be more 
efficient- and, therefore, more profitable -n normal times. They should also be able to 
cope with the stress of drought, when large numbers of livestock might have to be pro
cessed quickly, and food distributed over wide areas. Part of the funds allocated under 
the Second Livestock Development Project (Livestock 11) will be for the development of 
trek routes, the improvement of railway handling facilities, and the development of small 
stock-holding grounds. The expansion of the grain storage facilities of the Botswana 
Agricultural Marketing Board and the rapid improvement and extension of the country's 
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road network are other i.'poitant elements of infrastructural developments taking placewhich will be very effec-ive should another drought emergency develop in the near 
future.
 

With the expectation of drought recurrence and Government's active plans to copewith it, the Botswana Society anid the University College of Botswana decided to mount 
a symposium in mid-1978 to examine as many aspects as possible of this hazard. TheUnited States Agency for International Development, through the Program for Inferna.tional Development and Social Change, of Clark University, has generously donated fundsto finance it. Along with participants from Government departments and the University, anumber of specialists from other parts of the world are being invited to take part. Theprograrme being devised will attempt, first, to define drought in terms appitpriate toBotswana, and, next, to look at the purely physical aspects of the problem and its causes,with contributions covering climate, ecological factors, the phenomenon of desertifica.
tion, and Botswana's water resources. Attention will then be focused on the actualexperience of drought, both in Botswana and in other drought-prone areas of the world,to 	see what its effects have been, and how governments and peoples have tried to copewith it. Following this, a series of contributions will review methods for combating
drought and ameliorating its effects, with special reference to 	the problem in Botswana.Finally, an attempt will be made to suggest the broad outlines of how Botswana's policyon drought should or is likely to develop. Full discussion will take place at all stages. Theoutcome will be a volume of proceedings containing a great deal of relevant prdctical
information on all aspects of the drought problem. 
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Kutse Game Reserve: Field Trip
 
to a Drought-Prone Environment
 

by H.I.D. Vierich and R.K. Hitchcock 

Introduction 
Arnold Hodson, a Protectorate policeman who wrote a book about his experiences in

Bechuanaland (now Botswana) in the early 1900's, entitled his volume Trekking the Great
Thirst. Numerous other authors, explorers, and scientists have noted that the Kalahr.ri is 
not a dert per se but rather a thirstland-a vast tableland covered with grass, shrubs.
and trees, nilar to a desert only in that surface water is lacking and evaporation rates
exceed rainfall. Moving west from the major towns in the eastern part of Botswana onediscerns a change in the soils and vegetation; while the east is dotted with hills and
dominated by tropical ferruginous soils and sand ivers, the west is characterized by the 
broad savannas of the Kalahari. 

Although most of Botswana's population is concentrated in the better-watered eastern 
sectors, the Kalahari is not entuely devoid of people. Archaeological evidence indicates
that for hundreds of thousands of years hominid populations have occupied the area.
Recent evidence from the north-western part of Botswana indicates that these groups
subsisted at least partly on now extinct species of giant buffalo, hartebeest, and zebra.
Early Stone Age (Acheulean) handaxes have been found in the Mababe Depression in the
north, ir. areas bordering the Okavango Swamps, near Serowe on the eastern side of the
Kalahari, and in the south-eastern par:s of Botswana. Middle and Late Stone Age remains
have 'en found all over Botswana, while there is also a high density of Iron Age sites,
particularly in the east. 

Today the remains of fossil river valleys can Ike seen cutting across the Kalahari; many
of these empty into the Makgadikgadi pans, a series of depressions which once formed agigantic !ake covering much of north.central Botswana. There is no question that Botswana was vastly different at one time than it is today. At the same time, the Kalahari,
thought for years to be a wasteland into which populations were pushed from further 
east, can now be seen as an ecosystem which has supported huinan as ,.,ii 4s massive
anmal populations for a tremendous period of time. Yet like any other ecosystem, the
Kalahari has undoubtedly undergone cycles of greater and lesser rainfall, with consequent
shifts in vegetation types. The questions still facing scientists include just what the 
magnitude of these changes was, how they occurred, and when they occurred. There '-n
be no doubt, however, that the interior of southern Africa is and has been stlject tofrequent droughts. One example of such an area in tf.- KailJari i. Kut:,- CiUne Reserve,
which has seen climatic change over the long term and drought-induced alteration in the 
more recent past. 

Kutiue Game Reserve ard the field trip
 
The Game Reserve is an area 
of 2 440 square kilometre!s located in the south-central

portion of the Kalahari Desert. Established in 1971 as part of the National Parks and
Reserves system of Botswana, it is composed of rolling savanna, dotted with pans (fiftyto sixty in all) and supporting a sizable game pcpulation, includirg antelope like
hartebeest, genbok, springbok and kudu, as well as the full range of predators, such as 
lion, hyena and small cats. 
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Located only about 240 klometres from Gaborone, Botswana's capital, Kutse is within 
easy reach of visitors and was, therefore, the natural spot in which to introduce drought 
symposium participants to the vegetation, wildlife and people characteristic of a drought
prone environment. Development of tile reserve is minimal, ith a game scout camp just 
inside the boundary and only about 100 kilometres of improved tracks. Ninety-six per
cent of Kutse is dry savanna (Dawson and Butynski, 1975), but this savanna actually 
consists of a variety of habitat types, ranging from grassy plains to bush and tree savanna. 
The pans. with their dunes and surrounding thick vegetation, contribute to tile environ
mental variabihty of the reserve. Tile vegetation of the southern Kalaluari is a product of a 
variety of processes, including wet-dry cycles, tile impact of fauna, and frequent bush 
fires 1Leistner, 1967). Those attending the field trip, which took place from June 1st to 
3rd, were able to see the results of many of these processes. In addition we bore witness 
to nature's fickleness -.in bestowing favours liberally in some years and not at al in others 

by the auspicious occurrence of showers the day before the trip began. 
Departing from (aborone in several four-wheel-drive vehicles, the group headed north

westward zowards Molepolole. capital of the Kwena. one of the country's eight major 
Tswana tribes. Not far beyond this rocky hilly area, which could be termed hardveld, 
begins tile vast expanse of the Kalahari Desert. Like the grey skies and misty dew, the 
high density of vegetation was a reminder of the past several years of good rainfall. In 
drought years the Kalahari appears substantially different, with vegetation found only in 
patches and whole areas burned off by extensive bush fires. 

The dusty road to Kutse passes through several Kgalagadi villages which originated as a 
string of cattle posts (pperaka).some with agricultural lands (tmasitno). The first was 
Letlhakeng, whose name, which means 'place of the reeds", indicates the extent of en
vironmental change there, since reeds are no longer to be found. It has emerged as a 
nucleated village only in the past fifty years. Khudumelapye. the next village, began as 
the cattle post area for two major wards (dikgorla) of Molepolole, with its present popula
tion also arriving fairly recently. Many of these villagers were former serfs (barlhanka) of 
the Kwena. A third ,galagadi village, Salajwe, comprising some three to four hundred 
people. lies north-west along the road in a fossil river valley surround'!d by fields. Here 
sods are richer and rainwater ca. be held longer, making it a better agriculural area than 
the surrounding rolling savanna. 

From here the group drove to a campsite on a dune overlooking Kutse II pan, having 
picked up a game scout on entering tile reserve. This site afforded a splendid view of the 
pan and several hundred hartebeest moving across its grassy floor. The same afternoon an 
excursion was taken through several of the pans (Kutse I, Motsailane, Tsilwane). The 
pans are a major habitat for wildlife (Parris, 1970; Parris and Child, 1973), and the water 
which collects ini them is highly favoured for its mineral content (Child, Parris and 
LeRiche. 1971 j. -ormed by aeolian processes, as evidenced by the sand dunes near them, 
these pans vary in characteristic from bare to grassy. They also form tile north-west point 
of a major game migration route, which stretches south and west to Mabuasehube Game 
Reserve and (,ernsbok National Park in the Kgalagadi District. Stopping at a salt lick 
recently used h game. we were informed that one of the reasons catt.e ranching can be 
so ha/ardous here is because Kalalari soils are phosphate deticient. Tile :xistence of licks 
inditcates that indiqenous species have found their own solution to minel-A deficiency. 

Talks on drought-related topics were held in camp that evening by people who had lived 
and worked in Botswana. Alec Campbell seized the opportunity to set tile ;,,ne of the 
conference by taking the position that man and man alone (along with his anima;) .-.as 
responsible for the environmental degradation in the Kalahari. Others disputed this stance, 
saying that climate, too. had played a niajor role. All were in basic agreement, however, 
that tremendous changes had occurred in Botswana over die past one hundred years. It 
was also agreed that droughts had become increasingly frequent since about 1930 when 
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stock numbers were at their highest since the disastrous rinderpes,. epidemic of 1896/97.With dree to four million head of cattle on Botswana's rangeland! in the late 1970's, it isonly to be expected that the next drought will have a devastatitg effect, unless seriousplans are made for copiig with the marketing and offtake probiems precipitated by it. 

Peocle arid places of the south-central Kalahari
 
Two major ethnic groups live in the south-central portion of the Kalahari: 
 the Sarwa(Bushmen, San) and the Kgalagadi. The former group subsists largely by hunting andgathering, while the • .:,er owns goats and cattle, does a limited amount of agriculture,and supplements thi. . ib;itttce base with hunted and gathered foods. Further to the

south and east is a third group, the Kwena. 
The Sarwa are believed to be the oldest inhabitants of southern Africa, having existedthere for at least ten thousand years and probably much longer. The Kg?.lagadi, on theother hand, are a Bantu-speaking people who moved into the Kalahari only within thepast thousand years. The Kwena, a Western Sotho.speaking Bantu population like theKgalagadi, are even more recent ijraig uts; oral history data indicate that they enteredeastern Botswana in about the 18th century. They have a highly organized politicalsystem with a definite class structure, at the apex of which is a chief and the royalfamily. The Sarwa are just the opposite; they live in small dispersed groups which are notheld together by any socio-political ties other than kinship and marriage. Tie Kgalagadifall somewhere between these two extremes, they have chiefs but still live in relativelysmall groups which are more or less independent of each other.There are bet. een two hundred and two hundred and fifty Sarwa living at least part ofthe year within the Game Reserve. Many of these people are G/wi-speaking (one of theCentral Bush languages) hunter-gatherers, who follow an annual round of movement outof the Central Kalahari Game Reserve to the north, down into Kutse and back again. During the winter they move southward down the .iolose and Meratswe river valleys orwestward towards Tsetseng. Many of them wind up late in the dry season near a cattlepost called Tsia, just south of Salajwe. In 1976, and again in 1977, over one hundred

hunter-gatherers were found at this location.
 
There is another Sesarwa 
 dialect similar to G/wi, called G//ana, which is spoken bySarwa living in the north-east corner of the reserve a.,d north-eastward from there. Thesepeople have kinship ties stretching as far as Lephepe to the east and Metseamonong tothe north. Their annual route generally follows the Mertswe Ri.ver Valley to Kungwan.Kutse's borehole-and Salajwe, 
 and then turns east to Khudumalapye. There arc also
other people whose home territories are in the local area, generally in the river valleys to
the east of Kutse. The final group of Sarwa inhabiting the area is the one which speaks
Eastern f Hua, a language appearing, at this stage, to be unique.

On the cold, grey morning of June 2nd, field trip participants left the reserve to visit
some of these Sarwa and Kgalagadi settlements, consisting mostly of cattle posts and lands
areas. Th: first stop was at Kungwane where 
 a Sarwa family worked as herders for a
cattle ow."-r who kept his animals at the nearby borehole. Approximately fifteen people
lived .i the compound, some of whom may have been temporary visitors attracted bythe abundant milk available from the herds. Next stop was the borehole itself, a depressedsandy location in the middle of which stoo6 a pump and engine surrounded by a tl',rnfence. Nearby was a reservoir, with a drinking trough for the animals watering there.Beyond the borehole we visited another settlement, this one occupied by a Kgalagadifamily. Near the compound was a vast field, much of it alreacy harvcited and stacked inpiles in the fenced in area behind the house. Melons, sorghum and maize could be seendrying or processed for storage in cone-shaped structures made of branches whose pointedend was mounted on stone to keep insects away. he third and last compound was even 
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simpler than the previous two, containing only two partially roofed huts. Yet even this 
settlement had a large field nearby and piles of food distributed around the camp. Two of 
the women demonstrated the stamping and winnowing process with a mortar and two 
pestles, showing admirable stamina and a finely developed sense of rhythm. 

All three settlements visited provided field trip participants with a perspective on the 
range of adaptations characteristic of the south-central Kalahari, except for those of the 
fully mobile hunter-gatherer group. One compound contained people who were attached 
to a cattle owner, herding his animals in exchange for food, milk and, in some cases, cash. 
The second held a Kgalagadi family living off small stock and agriculture. The third com
prised a family partly dependent on agriculture and partly on hunting and gathering. 

Returning from this trip, the party encountered two Basarwa women with digging 
sticks and leather bags, who were collecting roots and other wild plant foods which 
abound in the Kalahari. As we drove by, one woman bent over and unearthed a small 
onicnlike tuber with her stick, possibly Ceropegia spp., a kind of tuber which can be 
roasted and then eaten. Melons are also important to the Sarw , and Kgalagadi of the 
Kutse region, particularly in years when there is little rainfall. They provide the only 
source of water in the southern Kalahari besides roots, since surface water is entirely 
lacking except after rains. Because of the relative abundance of this year's harvest, it was 
necessary to remind ourselves .at these rains are often not forthcoming, requiring great 
adaptability from the inhabitants' lifestyles. With a run of bad years, some people revert 
to huntin, and gathering, selling off their livestock; others move out cf the area entirely, 
som. to tilages, some to the mines in South Africa, and still others to nearby boreholes. 
Most of the boreholes in the northern and north-eastern Kweneng District were drilled 
under the drought-relief programme iustituted in 1965/66; these water sources provided 
a focal poin' for ettlement of populations which lacked other means for procuring 
water. 

The final evening of the field trip, participants witnessed a very special performance
the trance dance-by a group of Kutse Sarwa (and Kgalagadi), some of whom had walked 
thirty-five miles to take part. After establishing a small camp of grass shelters and hearthi, 
the Sarwa set their dinner of goat and maize meal to cook. Soon the sound of poly
rhythmic clapping and singing drew us from all pari; of the camp. (Dancing is an im
portant social and ritual acti ity among the Sarwa of Botswana, and groups need little 
excuse to engage in it.) The women formed a circle, keeping time by clapping and singing, 
while several men, at least (,%e of whom was a traditional doctor (cho k 'ao), danced in 
the centre. As the evening piogxr'ssed and the flames leapt higher, the dancing became 
increasingly more animated the si ging louder ra.d loude:. Those who watched either sat 
round the fire, huddled clo;e in th. cold night air, or stood back in the shadows, closely 
observing the ac'ivity. The men. wooden sticks in one hand and wildebeest tail fly
switches in the other, danced --id stomped, scattering the dust and pounding down the 
sand around them. Their songs dealt with animals and their antics, great hunts, the coming 
of the Bantu-speaking peoples, *,.- later arrival of the strange Europeans, and how these 
things had affected their live,.. At one point, when the singing, clapping and dancing had 
reached fever pitch, one man vith glazed eyes walked dazedly over hot coals towards the 
fire. When he seemed on the verge of fainting others came to his aid, holding him as he 
swayed back and "orth. This was a man in trance, a state of altered consciousness which 
is said to be closely associated with healing powers. After this excitement a tired audience 
drifted off to bed, while the singing and dancing continued through the night, dying out 
only as the rest of the camp was rising to begin the new day. 

A trip through history 

The return trip to Gaborone included stops at several interesting spots. One of these was 
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Mashwaneng Valley, near Letlhakeng, one of a series of fossil river valleys bisecting the 
northern Kweneng District and the southern Central Kalahari Game Reserve High, steep
banks had been cut into the gently rolling Kalahari plains, and small alluvial fans Oro
truded from the tributary valleys whose streams had flowed into the larger valley. Ter
races could be seen along its length, and at the base were dense stands of trees with a
small stream, already dry despite the recent rains. Clearly the Kalahari had once looked 
vastly different than it does today.

Another valley, behind the village of Molepolole, was the site of the Kwena tribal 
capital in the mid-19th century. Here, remains of old walls and hut foundations can still 
be seen, though now largely covered by grass and vines. Over a small dani looms a high
cliff from which, legend says, the Kwena used to dispatch people suspected of witchcraft 
and other crimes. Not far from the dam stands the remains of the old mission occupied
by members of the London Missioaary Society, two of whom were Roger Price and John 
Smith Moffat. Price's wife, Elizabeth Lees Price, has left us a valuable diary de:cribing life 
among the 19th-century Kwena, and mentioning a drought which occurred there in 1879 
(Long, 1956).


High up on 
another cliff in the area is a cave which has long been important in the rain
making ceremonies of the Kwena. On being told that this cave was occupied by ancestral 
spirits (badimo), David Livingstone--anxious to prove his God greater than that of the 
Kwena-responded by spending a night inside it. Although he emerged unscathed, making 
a convert of Chief Sechele, the conversion was only temporary. As soon as Livingstone
left Botswana, Sechele, confronted with another drought, reverted to the oid magico
religious rainmaking ceremonies which have been practiced ever since. 

Conclusions 
Kutse Game Reserve provided symposium participants with a good example of a 

drought-prone environment for a number of reasons. It is inhabited by wildlife which is 
migratory, coming in to Kutse to drink water and eat mineralized earth from pans. Some 
of these species are well-adapted to arid lands, drinking water only occasionally, if at all. 
The vegetation, too, is adapted to extremely dry conditions, wi:h much of its moisture 
tied up in large underground storage organs. The human populations which subsist on the 
fauna and flora (ifKutse are also adapted to dry conditions, being mobile and at the same 
time able to go long periods without access to surface water. The animals owned by Kutse 
residents a,. usually smallstock, especially goats, which are better adapted to arid condi
tions than are cattle. Yet there is evidence that people have moved out of Kutse as it has 
become increasingly dry. The boreholes dug on the peripheries of the reserve in the
1960's served to attract many new residents, some of whom gave up their traditional 
pitterns of mobility. 
Both hunter-gatherer and pastoral and agricultural groups have marital and trading ties

which extend over vast distances and which facilitate movement during stress periods.
Droughts can be highly localized, so that options which groups possess to gain access to 
resources in other areas are extremely important to them. Even the large settled towns 
of the Tswana tribes like the Kwena were depopulated in drought periods, with people
moving to cattle posts and going into the Kalahari in search of trade goods. Localities 
such as Sechele's Cave inidicate that mobility and changing subsistence patterns were not 
the only responses to droughts; ideological responses were just as significant.

The climatic history of Kutse is etched in the landscape in the form of fossil river
valleys; the vegetational history can be seen in the form of stumps of huge trees which 
have been either cut or burned. That winds blew at a greater magnitude during dry
periods is indicated by the numerous pans in the area. Archaeological remains indicate 
that people have moved in and out of dry parts of the (.1ahari, while present-day 
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populations reveal that it is not impossible for peoplc to live under what many would 
consider harsh conditions. Thus, Kutse provides an ideal location for Kalahari visitors to 
gain an appreciation for a semi-arid ecosystem which has had a history of climatic, vegeta
tional, nd historical change over thousands and thousands of years. 
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Kgalagadi woman with harvest of melons and maize, which are stored for use during thc 
dry season. 
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Grain storage containers made of branches and twigs are set conically oI a base of rocks 
to keep away insects and rodents. With the plentiful rains last year granaries were brim
ming with maize and sorghum. Melons. too. were abundant. 
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Botswana Drought Symposium 

Towards a Definition of Drought 

by S. Sandford 

Humpty Dumpty said about people and words, "The question is which is to be master
that's all. When I use a word it means just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor
less" (Carroll, 1872). Apart from this general need from time to time to assert the 
supremacy of man over patter, what further need have we for a definition of drought?
After all, most of us recognize one when we see it. 

Occasionally, however, we do need to be precise. One needs such precision, for example,where one has taken out an insurance policy against drought, or where, under government
legislation, restrictions on water use apply in times of drought. In such circumstances we
need to define drought precisely, because matters of real moment will depend on theexact whereabouts of the definition's boundary, and because different people (for
example, the insured and the insurer) will have opposing interests in where the boundary
lies. One also needs some such definition in calculating and forecasting the past and
future incidence of drought. In this case the need arises not because of a clash of
interests but because an estimate of the trequency of incidence will be greatly affected
by the inclusion or exclusion of certain from'events' the definition. But the precise
definition of drought adopted will depend on the particular circumstances and require
ments of the situation. 

Th. concept of drought 
The Shorter Oxford -inglish Dictionary defines drought as:
 
I ) The quality of being dry. aridity, lack of moisture.
 
2) Dryness of the weather or climate; lack of rain.
 
3) Parched land, desert.
 
4) Thirst.
 

We can ignore the first (I) and the last two of these (3 and 4) as being obsolete or
specialized. Most of us would, I suppose, associate drought with lack of rain. Clearly,
however, drought is not just low rainfall in some absolute sense (e.g., rainfall in any one year of only two hundred millimetres). In places of normally very low rainfall.-say an 
average of only one hundred milimetres per annum-- then a year with two hundred
millimetres would be regarded as a flood, whereas in places with an average of six
hundred millimetres, then two hundred millimetres would be a disastrous drought. Nor
do I think that one can define drought in a particular region just in relation to the long
term average of that region. In many regions of low and uncertain rainfall the long -m 
average is greatly affeczed by one or two years of exceptionally high rainfall, and years exhibit figures well below the average. I do not think, however, that we c.
properly classify a majority of years as being periods of drought, nor do we classifyperiods that are normally much drier than others within a year as being drought periods.
We classify them, rather, as dry seasons. Drought has, therefore, to be defined in relation 
not to the average but to what isexpected or normal. 

We conceive of drought as occupying space and time. For example, we talk of 
"drcught-stricken regions' and of 'periods of drought' or 'a long drought'. We conceive
of drought not only as existing or not existing, an attribute (i.e., it is or it is not now a 
time of drought), but also as varying in in;l ity-as beingAm oderate, severe, etc.Previous ag s, 



So much would be universally conceded as being essential elements in our concept of 
drought. I now want to look a. two further ideas. The first is that one's judgement as to 
the presence or absence of drought, or its intensity, is specific to the production or con
sumption of particular economic gcods. Britain, in 1976. experienced rainfall which was 
variously described as being the lowest for 200. 500, or even 1 000 years. The consequent 
'drought' led to the closure, or restriction to part-time working, of a number of indus
trial concerns, as a result of failure or shortages of urban water supplies. The urb-n popu
lation of Britain was universaily aware of the drought, which it regarded as quite excep
tional. British agriculture, in contrast, was relatively little affected. Cereal yields in 1976 
were higher than in the 1950's and less than twenty percent down on what would have 
been expected if the rainfall in 1976 had been normal. The yields of the main vegetable 
crops, other than potatoes, were scarcely affected at all. I suggest that to many British 
farmers 1976 was not really a drought year at all. 

Let us also consider the rase of farmers wishing to insure their crops against drought. I 
suggest that a farmer of adeep-rooted, slow-maturing, but water-extravagant crop, grown 
on soil with high moisture-holding capacity, would need a quite different definition of 
drought one that lays emphasis on total rainfall over a long period-from the farmer of a 
quick-maturing shallow-rooted crop grown on a soil of low moisture-holding capacity. 
I he latter would need to put emphasis on frequent. moderate amounts of rainfall in each 
of several short periods. T', take a more local example, growers of maize and sorghum in 
Botswana will have di'ferent imtercst in the timing and overall amounts of rin and, 
consequently, will necd dlierent definitions of drought for insurance purposes. 

The other idea I want to lo,,k at is whether the frequency and severity of drought, 
measured at the same place over a period of time, is determined solely by variations in 
the weather (i.e.. rainfall' )or whether other factors can affect it. One often meets farmers 
or stockowners who firmlly maintain that droughts are becoming more frequent than 
they used to be. even when rainfall records do not support their views. One reason for 
this may be simply that the weather records are measuring the wrong aspect of weather 
(e.g.. the monthly (Jr seasonal totals), whereas it is rainfall in the two weeks immediately 
preceding or following planting that really matters. Another reason may be that the same 
weather variations which caused relatively little trouble in the past are now causing much 
more, because of' the increased pressure under which the system operates. Such increased 
pressure may consist of more cattle being kept per square kilometre of grazing, smaller 
farm sizes, with more people dependent on one hectare of crop, or a decline in per 
hectare yields caused by efosion or overgrazing. 

In order to accommodate these two ideas in our concept of drought, I have suggested 
that we should define drought as a rainfall-induced shortage of some economic good 
(livestock feed, in the case in which I was interested) brought about by inadequate or 
badly timed rainfall (Sandford. 1977)". By this definition, the future incidence (frequen
cy and seventy) of drought depends not only on rainfall but also on trends or fluctua
tions in requ'ments (demand) and on the factors other than weather which influence 
supply. 

The point is illustrated in Figures I and 2. In these the various points (dots, squares, 
circles, triangles) represent the amount of an economic good supplied or grown in a 
particular year. The amount varies considerably from year to year, and some or all of thii; 
variation is caused by more or less random tlu:tuations in the weather. The solid line in 
the figures represents the amount of the good required. This could also vary in a some
what random fashion, in which case I would have to illustrate these different amounts 
required by another set of points. For the sake of graphic simp'licity, however, I have 
assumed that requirements either do not vary at all (Fig. I ) or vary according to a 
constant trend (Fig. 2). By my definition then, a 'drought' occurs whenever the point 
representing the amount supplied falls below the line representing the amount required. 
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The degree of severity of the drought depends on the vertical distance (i.e., deficit) be. 
tween the amount supplied and the amount required. I have classified droughts as mod
erate, severe, or disastrous, and in the figures identified 'he levels of supply in different 
years by circles, triangles and squares, respectively, depending on the size of this deficit. 

in Figure 1, I have illustrated a situation in which neither the amount required nor the 
average of the annual amounts supplied changes over time. As a consequence, the fre
quency of drought does not vary either, with some degree of drought occurring on an 
average of once in four years. Figure 2, in contrast, illustrtes a situation in which the 
level of requirements rises over time --as a result, for example, of population growth
while the trend in supply (represented by the dotted line) is downwards. Such a down
ward trend might be due, for example, to ecological deterioration and declining soil 
fertility. As aconsequence of thesz trznds, the frequency with which the amount supplied 
falls short of requirements increases as time passes (i.e., from left to right on Fig. 2). 
Note that this increase in frequency is not due in this case to increasing variability in the 
weather which would, if it occurred, be represented by increasing dispersion of the 
annual points around the trend line -but is due to other factors influencing the levels of 
requirement and supply. 

A quanitative application of th- concept 

This way of looking at drought can actually be applied in a q';.itative way to the 
analysis of a specific case. In 1976, I was asked to estimate the probability of drought in 
Botswana. Five years earlier, J.G. Pike had done work on rainfall probability. But reading 
his work- interesting and valuable though it was- convinced me that just looking at the 
probability of rainfall is not very useful in terms of practical planuing. What one really 
wants, especially for government purposes, is not an analysis of the probability of rain
fall, or even an analysis of drought in terms of rainfall-induced shortages, but astudy of 
the frequency and severity with which ccrtain consequences of drought are likely to oc
cur. Such consequences will include the need for famine relief, the death of cattle from 
starvation, hordes of cattle pouring into market, or the closure of factories and mines due 
to water shortage. We can think of acausal chain going: 

Rainfall - Drought - Consequences of drought. 

Those whose job it is to make sure that the facilities and oreanization are available to 
provide famine relief or to market and process extraordinary numbers of livestock will 
be most interested in an analysis of the frequency and severity of these consequences. 
An analysis of prior links in the causal chain will be of interest only insofar as it directly 
contributes to this analysis. 

In carrying out the task of estim'zting the probability of drought and certain of its 
cc.-eqzences, I ,-.ed t.he concept .,I drought discussed in this paper, that is, "-i rainfall
induL.d shortage of an economic good"-ir, this case, livestock fee-I. In order to make 
this c )ncept operationally useful seven major steps were necessary: 

1)T ) decide on the length of the discrete time period for which I was .alculating the 
probabdity of supply, requirement, and shortage. Because I was interested in the supply 
of livest( "' feed from natural grazing and browse, and since Botswana 'iasically has a 
single rainy season per year, I felt justified in taking a complete weather year (from July 
to June) as being the discrete period. 

2) To determine the present degree of grazing pressure in any region, in terms of the 
relationship between the requirements in that region for livestock feed, at present live
stock numbers, and the amount of that feed accessible to livestock that grows in a year 
of normal (herein defined as median) rainfall. 
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3) To estimate the probability of annual rainfall' in any one year in a region faliiig ;,.
or below, values representing specific proportions (e.g.. sixty percent, eighty.tivc percent)
of normal annu.l rainfall. 

4) To estimate any secular trend in time in the value of normal annual rainfall. 
5) To estimate the amount of livestock feed that, other things being equal, will be pro

duced at different ievels of annual rainfall. In practice, what I did was to presume that a
normal amount of feed is produced by a normal level of rainfall, and that the actual 
amount of feed produced in any year bears the same proportion to the normal amount 
as the rainfall in that year bears to normal rainfall. 

6) To estimate any secular trend in the produtivity4 of grazing land for a given level of
rainfall. That is, is there evidence fe, .,ny change in the *other things' mentioned in the
previous subparagraph? Such a trend might arise, for example, from the opening up of
previously inaccessible land to use by livestock, or from some change in soil ferfility or 
composition of vegetative cover. 

7) To define 'degrees of drought' n terms of the size of the deficit between the amount
of livestock feed required in any region in any one year and the amount supplied. I 
termed anything up to a fifteen percent deficit a 'moderate' drought, from fifteen to
forty percent 2 'severe' drought, and a deficit in excess of fifty percent a 'disastrous' 
drought. 

These steps were carried out, making use of work done by others, both in Botswan, and 
elsewhere. In addition, it was necessary to n ,'.e certain assumptions about: 

I l How representative of the area as a whole ,re the stations for which rainfall statistics 
are available. 

2) The statistical frequency distribution of rainfall phenomena.
3) The extent to which rainfall in previous years affects the production of grass and 

browse in the current year. 

This information enabled me to calculate the probability of droughts of gien degrees of 
seventy Gccurring in different regions. For example, with the present number of live.
stock, I calculate about a twenty percent chance of severe drought in the Gaborone 
region and more than a fifty percent chance of moderate drought in the Francistown
 
area.
 

Further work on the correlation of rainfall in different regions of Botswana enabled
 
me to estimate the probability of drought, with 
a given degree of severity, occurring in 
more than one region at a time. Table I summarizes some of the r,.ults of these calcula
tions.' 

One feature of the results summarized in the last paragraph, and in Table I. is that the
probability of drought is not, once determined for a region, constant ard unchanging 
over time. This is not solely because of possible long-term secular or cyclical changes in 
rainfall. Drought probability is also determined by the productivity of the cnvironmcnt. 
by government investments that make grazing more accessible, or by changes in livestock 
numbers and, hence. in feed requirements. All these factors change with the passage of
time. Moreover, since the occurrence of a drought itself affects subsequent environmental 
productivity and livestock numbers, the probability of €x-currence of the next drought
will be substantially determined by how much time has elapsed since the previous one. 

I hope I have shown, briefly, that this concept of drought as a rainfall-induccd shortage
of some good can be applied to the analysis of a specific case. The next question is
whether we have gained anything by doing so. There are. no doubt, some general advan
tages to be gained from focusing the attention of policy makers on the influence that
excessive pressure on natural resources and trends in this pressure have on the incidence 
of drought. There may, howe,,er, be less complex ways of achieving the same end than 
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TABLE I
 

Summary of calculations of probability of drought in
 
various regions of Botswana 

Region Pr. ,habhtr(,f drought at least as severe as degree indicated ].dcratc Severe DisaiwOus_1 

(ahbrone ": .5 << 0,22 4 0,02 
I i II, ears I in > 50 years2 . I iw ) 5years 

\lahalap. I' < 0< 0 0,22 < 0,02 
I i irn 2 years I In; 5 years I in > 50 years 

F-rancst,,, i t ,- 0.50 , 0.23 > 0,02 
I1 m < 2 ears 1 in 1 4years I in 4 50 years 

Maun P < O.0" < 0.03 Negl. 
I In ,, l0 years I in > 33 years 

Ghan, P 0.09 < 0,04 Negi. 
I im ,I I years 1 in > 25 years 

Tshabon 	 1 ' 0.16 0,09 < 0,02 
F I in > 6 year, in 11 years 1 in > 50 years 

Symbols P =Probabil:y. 
F-= I-requenc) (i.e.. once in every x years). 
< means at most. 
,, means at leas!. 

Negi. =Negligible. 

by formally acrp,,atin this pressure into the definition of drought. But what about 
any gains in tcrms ,: specific plans to cope with the consequences of drought? As sug
getw, arlier. gusernment officials are not going to be interested in how much rainfall 
departs from its nornal pattern, or even how much the supply of cattle feed falls short 
of requirements. but. rather, how often and how man%. people will have to be fed by 
government. ho'. much feed %killbe required, how nany ;attle will die and how many 
will ti'hod into market. l.oes an estimate of the likely incidence of livestock feed shortages 
help them tv carry Lut their tasks any better? One answer to this nay be found in Part 4 
of this Sy mpusau.i wihen wke see whether any of the calculations I made in 1976 have 
.nfluenced the B,tvAana Government's plans for combating and ameliorating drought in 
B)itsv. an a. 

M\ calc;Jla. t;w,, the like!% incidence of drought in Botswana estimated the probability,
at the prcsw:.t mtea:saty ,, graT:ng pressure. ot different regions recording deficits of live

sto..I: :ee" a: ,crtal:l prpiirtains in relation to normal requirements. The original calcula
tions. :.,)* :eprod-aced :n *,hispaper. also showed the probabilities of such deficits at dif
:erent intorsites .,t grazing pressure to those presently obtaining. The next step that has 
tj be taken is t,, associate each leel of deticit (i.e.. each degree of severity of drought) 
with Certaam insc ae:,.s. For example 

Ii .\ ten percc:.t ,'.:-icat .ill lead to x extra cattle sales, . extra deaths. less calves, 
etc. and that

11 a tirt, p-.rce::t del..t %hilllead tI, some other specific levels of these variables. 

This .s dificuh and i,,mplex. and what I put forward below is only a first shot at finding 
an answer -1 Jelcit ,.i x pctcn( in livestock feed does not mean that x perceist less 
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livestock must be kept. In round figures, in a typital free-ranging herd in a developing 
country, some four to five percent of gross feed intake (in terms of ene.. ) is used for 
net production of useful commodities (meat, milk, power); a fuirtbhr four to five percent
is 	used in the production process, and about thirty-five percent is required for main
tenance6.The remainder is excreted or used in various digestive processes or in foraging.
Zebu cattle can probably survive a weight loss of up to tweniy.five percent during
drought. Some of that loss of weight will reflect a reconversion of food previously con
sumed and stored in tissues into energy available for maintenance or movenent. Depend
ing on the efficiency of conversion and other factors, on an animal falling from a weight
of 300 to 225 kilograms, that reconverted energy might supply the maintenance require
ments for fifteen to twenty days, or five percent of maintenaoce requirements for t:,e year 
as a whole'. A weight losq of twenty-live percent will, of itself, decrease the maintenance 
requirements in a new equilibrium position by twenty percent, due to the lower volume 
of tissues now needing to be maintained. By the three processes, therefore-reconverting
fatty tissues, reducing net production, and reducing maintenance requirements in 
equilibrium- a given number of cattle can probably survive a feed deficit of up to fifteen 
percent below their normal requirements. For a continuing deficit beyond that level one 
would expect to see an equivalent adjustment in stock numbers, either through sales or 
through deaths. In terms of degrees of drought, one would expect a moderate drought,
involving a deficit of up to fifteen percent, to 	be absorbed without much adjustment in 
stock numbers. A severe drought, with a feed deficit in the range fifteen to forty percent,
would involve a downward adjustment in stock numbers of twenty-five to thirty percent
and a disastrous drought, an adjustment in excess of this. Whether this adjustment takes 
th,.' form of stock mortality or increased sales will depend on the adequacy of marketing
facilities and incentives, and whether stockowners wish to gamble on a timely end to the 
drought or to play safe by selling stock while they can. It is worth recording that these 
figures are broadly compatible with the figures for potential trade flows insevere drought,
which I forecast in 1976 in a report on drought in Botswana, and which, on that occasion, 
I based on aquite different line of reasoning. Clearly the number of animals to survive a 
drought will depend heavily on how early the excess population is removed. My calcula
tions assume that it is removed rather eariy. but this cannot happen unless there is ade
quate capacity at each link in the marketing and processing chain. 

Conclusion 
People will continue to define droight in the way that best suits their own needs. This 

paper has tried to show that definirg drought as a rainfall-induced shortage between the 
supply of a gocd and the requirements for it not only has some logical elegance in in
corporating useful additional elements into our concept. It can also be extended to yield
useful and practical results for pohcy makers, in terms ef rough quantitative estimates of 
the effects of different degrees of severity. 

NOTES 
I. Aridity or moisture deficit will also he affected b) variations in potential evapotranspiration. But 

variations in this are pretty insignificant in comparison to variations in rainfall. 
2. 	 See pp. IS and 82. An earlier puhlicalion h) WMO. ought Special ,r't,miret Report No. .'. 

1975.had already sulleited that "droiught . . . os3 supply and demand phentimexon."
3. 	To be precise. I used a "'rainfall index" involving a weighted average of three years' rainfall. 
4. 	 This asaumes that such pr'-ductivity is affected hy a trend and not by stiochastic flucluations. If it 
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were subject to stochastic fluctuations one would need to estimate any correlation between such 
fluctuations and rainfall. 

S. 	 Details can be found in Stephen Sandford, Dealing with drought and livestock In Botswana. a 
report prepared for the Government of Botswana. See especially Chap. 3 and Appendix B. 

6. 	 I.e., basal metabolism. 
7. 	 This asaumes an average weight per animal in the period of 250 kg. Daily maintenance require

ments are 80x (liveweight in ki) to the power of 0,75 Kcals = about S 000 Kcals. Average grou 
energy cnntent of weight lost = 2 500 Kcals per kl. The efficiency of reconversion = S0. 
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General Discussion 
In the opening paper of the symposium, "Towards a Definition of Drought," Stephen

Sandford (Overseas Development histitute) put forth the concept of drought as "a rain. 
fall-induced shortage of some economic good ... brought about by inadequate or badly
timed rainfall." The detailed explanation which followed led to some interesting questions 
and comments from the floor. 

Mr White (Dept. of Wildlife) asked if a bad drought not only reduced the numbers of 
cattle, but also adversely affected grazing both during and after it. It was noted that since 
range reduction is difficult to estimate, the answer is to try to reduce the number of cattle 
on the veld at the start of a drought. Grazing has remarkable recovery powers provided
it is not heavily utilized at the height of a drought.

Mr Ochieng (University College of Botswana) aked the distinction between drought and
famine and was told that famine normally occurs only when government- fail to provide 
adequate relief measures during and after a drought.

Dr Kreysler (Ministry of Itealth) wanted to know if there was a point on the rainfall 
scale below which it could definitely be stated that there would be no food Sandford 
pointed out that the thresholds are different for grazing and for human food. production.
Using rainfall averages it is possible, to some extent, to predict the amount of graze there 
is likely to be. But he said that because of his interest in drought, his calculations always
tended to work from the mean downwards. lie did, however, think it probable that a high
point existed, above which more grazing was unlikely to be produced. fie added that a 
twenty-five percent drop in animal weight during a drought would result in the animal 
requiring probably twenty percent less in-take until its recovery.

Mr Ridgway (Div. of Land Utilization, Min. of Agric.) asked if proper consideration had 
been given to abattoir capacity and wondered if two abattoirs, the second to be located 
in the north, would not help a future situation. Sandford replied that his report stated 
that during a moderate drought (up to a fifteen percent deficit) it should be possible to 
keep the entire national herd alive without having to increase off-take. During severe 
drought, however, it might be necessary to provide abattoir capacity for 500 000
1 000 000 head per annum. He had advised that the abattoir have capacity for 600 000 
annual through-put, but declined to comment on the advisability of a second abattoir. 

Mr Staring (Mm. of Agriculture, Maun) commented that low rainfall goes with soils
usually low in nitrogen and phosphorus, two elements necessary for crop production.
Sandford agreed that improved dryland crop methods were needed on poor soil. With 
only 450-500 mm of rainfall in Botswana, soil must be poor. Although a complex prob
lem, it may be possible to work out a curve giving some idea of productivity measured 
against rainfall; however, rainfall below 300 mm would register as a straight line. 

Mr Saunders (DOD, Tsabong) mentioned the poorer people in the Kalahari and asked
about methods for livestock purchase at the beginning of droughts. Sandford said that 
there is already an allocation system for areas during drought periods. One of the prob
lems, however, is how to determine whether a moderate drought will turn into a severe 
one. Discussion followed on the difficulty of getting people to sell their cattle when they 
cannot see the immediate need. 

Mr Sharp (Village Area Development Programme, 'Iukuntsi) asked if it is possible to 
predict specific types of droughts, such as: (a) one afiecting crops but not cattle; (b) one
affecting both crops and cattle but not wildlife; and finally (c) one affecting wildlife. 
Sandford comme!nted that in his work he had generally used only annual figures. Obvious
ly the temporal distribution of rainfall is vital to crops, if not so important for livestock.
lie thought it quite possible to predict such drought types, given the rainfall as an annual 

graph. 
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Southern African Rainfall:
 
Past, Present and Future
 

by P.D. Tyson 

Circulation and rainfall 
The climates of southern Africa are strongly influenced by the position of the sub

continent in relation to the pressure and wind systems of the Southern Hemisphere.
From the equator to about 200S isohyets of mean annual rainfall have a general east
west trend' the rainfall increases towards the equator, and the maximum falls at the time 
of the equinoxes. Chanes in the distribution of rainfall take place in response to the 
movemeni of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone and associated belts of disturbance. 
South of 200S, however, the isohyets assume a nearly north-south alignment, such that 
the 400 millimetre isohyet almost bisects southern Africa, dividing it into a wetter eastern 
section and a drier western section (Fig. 1). This meridional distribution of rainfall 
reflects the replacement of the latitudinally operating convergence zone by the sub
tropical high-pressure centres, and farther south the disturbed westerly air-streams, as the 
main controls of weather and climate. 

Precipitation over southern Africa, except for a restricted area along the south coast,
is highly seasonal in character, as seen in Figure 1. North of the Cape fold mountains rain 
is almost entirely a summer phenomenon, and only a small winter rainfall region is present 
in the south-western Cape. 

Between the winter rainfall region of the south-western Cape and the mainly summer 
rainfall region of the east coast is found the year-round rainfall region of the south coast 
and southern slopes of the Cape mountains. 

On the plateau of South Africa rainfall varies bctween 500 and 1000 millimetres. Over 
most of the flighveld more than eighty percent of the total annual rainfall occurs between 
October and March, while farther north, over northern Botswana, Zambia and the western 
parts of Rhodesia, the figure exceeds ninety percent.

Most of Africa south of about 200S is dominated by the subtropical anticyclone (Fig.
I). Over the oceans the high-pressure cells are conspicuous. The South Atlantic anti
cyclone is centred well off ne Nanib coast and produces south-westerly on-shore winds 
that blow over the cold ocean current. By contrast, the position of the South Indian 
anticyclone off Durban fluctuates more than its Atlantic counterpart. Thus the cell with
draws in summer and advances toward the coast in winter. South of the anticyclones is 
the zone of the westerlies, in which mid-latitude frontal depressions form and travel east
wards, carrying their normal sequence of weather with them. 

Over southern Africa the pressure and circulation patterns are not as simple. An 
anticyclonic circulatio- is the predominant feature over the land, and apart from a 
weakening and soutbward movement of the system through a few degrees of latitude in 
sumsr,,.;, i;,c essenti d features of the circulation in winter and summer are not greatly 
different. Yet the seasonal contrasts of climate are marked. 

Summer rainfall over Botswana and the central and northern regions of South Africa 
is closely linked to the occurrence of thunderstorms and the occurrence of syioptic situa
tions conducive to the production of widespread general rains. Longley (1976) has 
developed a typology of weather systems producing general rains, and four situations are 
presented in Figure 2. Data for the four summer months, November to February, in the 
years 1970, 1971 and 1972 (i.e., 361 days), have been used. The first synoptic type, typi
fied by the circulation of 20 February 1972, featured a low centred ever central 
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Fig. 2. Circulation t)pes and the occurrence of rainjall oLer lhtswana. tihe cetntral interior 
and north-easternparts oif South Africa Ishadedareal(after Longley, 19 76). Pie synoptic
charts for each of the four days represent situations occurring with given frequencies. 
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PERCENTAGE CUMULATIVE SPECTRAL DENSITY 
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Fig. 4. Conmparisonbett een the spatial incidenceof seasonalrainJall regimes and predom
inant oscillations. 
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SUMMER RAINFALL REGION: SPACE MEAN SERIES 
RAW DATA 
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Fig 5. Mean annual rainfall texpressed as percentage deviation from the mean) for the 
summer rainfall region as u iJhole. raw and filtered /5.term binomial) data. it the case of 
the ra- rainfall scnes. individualwet and dry years conformimg to the spells shown in the 
filtered series haiebeen sladed. 
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MEAN, FITTED AND PREDICTED RAINFALL 
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Botswana. Widespread rains occurred throughout eastern Botswana, tile central interior 
and north-eastern parts of South Africa. Likewise a high centred over the northern 
Traavaal, as typified by the circulation of 18 February 1970, a deep low in the Mozam
bique Channel (e.g., 4 February 1972) and a strong pressure gradient between a low over
Namibia and a high over Mozambique (e.g., 13 November 1971) produce isolated,
scattered and general rains in varying degrees (Fig. 2). 

Recent climatic change 
How the frequency of occurrence of various synoptic types has varied historically is not 

known. However, the variation of mean annual raijnfall over South Africa is well docu
mented (for detailed references see Tyson 1977). It has been shown that, as in the case of 
data analysis of long records of precipitation in other parts of the world, no radical one
sided trends can be isolated in South African rainfall. Ilstead quasi-periodic fluctuations 
appear to have persisted throughout the period of meteorological record. South Africa 
as a whole appears not to have undergone a uniform pattern of recent climatic change.
Instead, areas of the country with different seasonal rainfall regions have behaved dif
ferently in time in response to the different meteorological mechanisms producing the 
rainfall associated with each regime (Fig. 3 and 4). Thus summer rainfall areas have been 
affected predominantly by a quasi-twenty-year oscillation in rainfall, the southern Cape
coastal all-seasons r. :nfall belt by a weak ten-year oscillation, the Mediterranean south
western Cape by complex fluctuations with periods greater than twenty years. '-inally,
the arid interior region that experiences equinoctial rainfali maxima has been affected 
predominantly by a quasi-biennial oscillation. Of the high frequency oscillations, the thre2 
to four year typc are the most widespread. 

The quasi-twenty.>,ear oscillation of tile sumre, rainfall region is the most pronounced.
Data ;or over sixty stations covering the period 1910-77 ha' been aggregated regionally
into a cingle mean time scries (Fig. 5). The quasi-twenty-year oscillation shows a peak at 
eighteen )ears which is significant at rile one percent level. Other peaks occur at 3,5 
years (p < and 2,3 years (p < :'-. Smoothitig ,.ie data -with a five-termed binomial 
filter sho s how clear the quasi-twenty-year rainfall changes have been (Fig. 5).

Lsing a regression technique described by Dyer and Tyson (1977) and updated for 
1910-77 data T':son and l),er. 1978). it is possible to extrapolate the regionally
aggregated, smtw, d data into the future (Fig. 6). Such an analysis suggests that the 
present %k-:r spell of the seventies will continue with d:.;i,,islung average yearly rainfall 
until ahout 1982 or 19h3. 'he succeeding dry spell will possibly last until about 1992 
and the following wet spell until the turn of tile century. Past experience suggests that,
providmg the present pattern continues into tile future, then in every wet or dry spell
only two to th;. . ears C;age will not conform to the pattern.

Whereas, lot the vast majotrity of sations. data seldom exist before 1910, a very ifcw 
stations, particularl) in the ( ape. show that tile quasi-twenty-year oscillation was present
from the 187(s onwards lo 1874-I 977 data for the farm Wellwood near Graaff R1inet,
the quasi-tv.enty-. ear oscillation peaks at twenty-one years and is significant at the live 
percent level. [he evidence f Nevill (1908) and Rawson (1908) suggests that tile oscilli
tion was eviden! in the early 1840's (i.e., it would appear that tile osciliation has pe.
sisted for about 140 year , if not more). Ilow long it is likely to do sr in the future is 
imp ssible to t. ll. 

Conclusion 
In the absence of any deterministic models to predict fugure climatic changes, it is im

possible to ignore the likelihood :hat tile oscillations observed in past rainfall over 
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southern Africa vill continue into the future. That being so, there is a strong possibility 
that the summer rainfall region of southern Africa, including Botswana, will experience a 
s-.ries of below-normal rainfall years in the eighties and that extended droughts of the 
kind experienced in the sixties will again be experienced in the eighties. 
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Botsivan Drought Si'.isuhmi 

Botswana's Present Climate and the
 
Evidence for Past Change
 

by H.J. Cooke 

Botswana's :chnate is strongy influenced by two ma;or factors, its position in the 
centre of southern Atrica. and its latitudinal position, p:articularly in relation to the main
world distribution of pressure and windi. Concerning tile first, it means we arc a lung 
way froin the riajor sources of most maritime air. The second factor is more complex.
Firstly. becaus,: it hes on the tropic. Botswana is a hot country. Secondl ,. it is in the 
latitudinal zone where pressure tends to ::- lugh. In winter it is certainly o, the circula
tion of air being subsident and disergent. resulting in calm and settled w-ather, with rals 
only rarely. In sumniner the situation is modified as the sun moves south to its overhead 
position on tile southeiri tropic. Temperatures rise and weak 'ow pressure develops over 
southern and central Africa. with tile lowest pressure over south-ea:.,t Acigula. Towards 
this low pressure /one air tends to converge. Within this situation. Votswana receives 
moist air fron th4o r aj, r sou:ces tle Indian Oean from the east and the Atlantic froit 
the nurth.',est but because of its location, we onl. receive tie attenuaed effects of both
thest streams. As a result. onl) tile north and east of tile country get much raunfall. As 
one g'x, south and .est 't gets much drier. To the north. Angola, Zambia. Rhodesia and 
Malawi normally receie the full benefit of the southern position of the ITCZ, and usuaUy,
but not alwa) s,get god summer rams. To hc east al south-cast, southern Mlozambique,
Natal. the Transvaai. and Swaziland get rather hetter summer rains than does Botswana. 
The following figures show the pattern 

eorth \t* .17-:1.1- ',m p K j \Ine #,Is-m fahng 248 mm South 
.. SIt .6.4 ( ;,h-,n v .( ,mi ( Ihanti 4P11 mm 'esr 

Because ,: these hasic factors. Bhotswana has tile climate with which we are familiar.
Winters are title and clear warm !n the day, but cool at night. Summers are hot. though
with some lo,%ering of temperature at night, especially in clear dry weather aiid during
rainy spells. I hc :Wllow,.ing figures illustrite these characteristics 

(,b,....," II.4,it forth "t.r'ebr ( N.cIrt monih 'Juneo 
tfen-.,: r Iear. min' in dcf: ( ck%:j~ .%;eon rna% Miean nunA€e ': i t .)i14 I1 1 , k 3!.4 

tira >c r * 14.f 2.14.5 2.8
 
'l9Jc1 2.
 

fligh day.time :emperatures lead to high water lutsscs throughout the year fro n evapora
tion and transpiration Daily r .tes of open water evaporation may reach 7.5 millimetres 
and transpiration rorn freely watered crops. 5.5 millimetres per day.

The main .haractristics of the precipitation are a,, follows. 

I i Rain all al::csr entz:el. in the summer mcnths fIrmi NveMbcr through to April.
Thus, the percentage of total rainfall corning fi tile su:uiner season at Kasanc isninety-six
percent. at raljnet -*i.e :ercent. and at (,han, ininet -unc percent. Distribution v itii. 
ir. this season is ser. important. l,i the north there tends to be a progressivw increase 
until about february. followed thereafter bh a s,,c dechne. in the east !here are, in hle 
best >ear,. earl,, middle and late rains. The failure oc: one oir more of these, even il the 
seasonal total is good, rnay spell disaster for the farmer. 
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2) There are marked differences in the distribution of ranfall over the country. The 
north and east get the most rain, with a substantial decrease southward and westward, as 
the following figures show: 

KAsinc '017 mm p.a 

(.aboronc 518 mm p a. 

Ghanzi 40i mm pa. 

Tihabong 248 mm p.a 

An exception to this oattern is the lower Motloutse Valley in eastern Botswana, which 
has an annual mean of less than 35,) millimetres per annum. Eastern, western and north. 
ern Botswana appear to be subject to rather 1ifferent climatic controls. The following 
correlation coefficients pertaining to rainfall are interesting: 

(,ac.,:.:: 	 '.1hNo:crolic,).A Kan) c 0.85 I-ancisto'~n 0.5 

N13h, L.ipc 1).. Kasane 0.45 Thabonig 0.34 

KaI . :an.':ston 'i.6"j Sihalip) e (.60 Ghanzi 0.3 . 

(Ahjni- M.i.., ..1.4t, Kasine 0.3? Tsh-bong 0.49 

3) Rainfal is uereliable and great %ariationsoccur from )'ear to year as the following 
figures rctal 

hell, it ,:r Dirs sear 
,...,. . ,6. "1 307.6 i 196t1 i) 

I I 1 

I ". ,:. , r. , 1 '".t) , 1.E. . 964 5) 
\fa ;r. h 2 .)1 'tr, 26".5 119' .,5) 

41 The rain is tf %er> poor qoah'y in that it ui tally falls in heavy showers of short 

duraition. ,hus. sixty percent .tl t:tal may fall in showers of more than ten milli
metres, hut 'hest ma%. accoit for onl> tell pccent or total iainfal! occurrences. Such 

heav% ral; r-Uns on ripidl. as surface flow. and is lost. oftcri taking much soil with it. 

%luct of th, r.ini seesils t, h-.due to individual convcctive storms whose effect may be 

tzer u':.,.en spatialll . ndoubtedly there are subsiantial lxal variations in rainfall which 

Ca t,,,l r..-ealed the inadequate spread of rainfall recording stations litthe country.he 	 h) 

l)rought ,ccurs A hen rain fails, which happens most often in the dncr paris of the 

c,,untr\,. Thus the annual drought frequenc probability for three stations has been 

,alculatcd b%Pike sfollowsII1-l i -.

I, )%t III_-r 
(lab. t',li¢ I )€41:1n I. 

J n1.'; I I;n 

.ecirthe!ess. the rainlall patterns. at observed and as corroborated by statistical analysis, 
tend :,oshow, that the inc,eice of drought is not the same in all parts of the country. 
This ma> indicate a high poten'ial for intert:gional transfers of livestock and food.stuffs 
in times -if ,!r,ougJit stress titparticular parts of tic country. 

Pr,nss,,r I )s,imhas descrihed the Wimptic inectorolugical situations in which rain may 

occur. sO it,,:-ilrther cscriptin is required here. We may sa). i summary, that otiswana 

has ii; aid. iheref,,re. margilil climate. Illgood yCars the land is greei anda.i.li.iahle 

I'n fiill ,i ih ,%ater ji-d itters lh', so that agriculture and stock raising may 

Ii cirried '.i a;:.i icals.,.hlc hopc ,I success. Ii bad years these activities becone 

I: ( ind dr>haard,, .;:s d i: ticult. r.,ps pastures up and shriVcl, water becoiTs scarce, 

and the land tikies ,,ithe .ppara:ice of a desert. 

Climatic fluctuation in the past 

Ilas the climate alays bcen more or less as it is now f[his is a cumplex question to 
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which there is no simple and direct answer. In the longer perspective of thousands of 
years, the climate has certainly fluctuated between greater extremes of aridity and humid
ity than the present. But in the short term of a hundred or so years there has probably
been no fundamental change from the present pattern. Let us examine the evidence for 
these statements. 

Thousands of years ago, the climate of the area now known as Botswana was at certain
times very arid, but at others almost certainly blessed with much better rainfall than now, 
so that at present we stand at an intermediate stage. The evidence for aridity lies in the
widespread distribution throughout the country of old sand dunes covering thousands of 
square kilometres. These resulted from wind blowing sand, unprotected by any cov.r ofvegetation, into distinctive alab or longitudinal, barchanoid and transverse forms. At pres
ent these dunes ate stabilized by a cover of vegetation sustained by adequate rainfall, and
only in the extreme south-west is there any sand movement. Such sure indications of
aridity as dunes, however, are found in close juxtaposition to c'thr land forms which are
the work of running water. rhe Kalahari isseamed by many ancient valleys, clearly carved 
out by on :e-flowiig rivers which are now quite dry, and have been throughout living 
memory. Some excellent examples may be seen of deep old river gorges converging on
Letlhakeng in the Kweneng. The most important of these fossil valleys slopes gently to
wards the huge inland basin now occupied by tle Makgadikgadi pans. Here we find clear
evidence, in tile form of old shorelines and coastal landforms, of the past existence of a very large lake (Grey and Cooke, i977). Further evidence of a wetter climate is to be 
found in the caves of western Ngamiland and near Lobatse. Caves in carbonate rocks have
been dissolved out by large volumes of water. The elaborate secondary formations in caves
(e.g., stalactites) also indicate very wet conditions at the time of their major growth
(Cooke, 197 ). In sections of valley sides and lake shorelines deposits typical of fresh 
water conditions can clearly be seen alternating with layers of blown sand, indicating a
succession of welter and drie, periods during deposition. Of great interest is the fact that
radiometric dating of cave and lakeshorc deposits is beginning. to yield firm information 
on when the climate was v.e;te, within the past 30 000 years (Cooke, 1975, Cooke and
Verhagen. 1977. Ileine, in press and pets. comin.). This work is still at an early stage,
hioever, and a great deal riore investigation and many more dates are required before 
any really definite con,.lusions can be drawn. 

Within the more recent historical period, say the last 200 years. ,re hve different types

of evidence to rely on. most ,,f them 
 firm and clear. Regular meteorological records for
 
varying periods go back in the case of Mahalapye. for example, to 19 12. Maun, to 1917.

In neighbouring South Africa rather longer records arc available, but anything beyond one

hundred years is rare. lthis isa short period, nonetheless it is possible to discern a pattern

of climatic variation. Groups of rather 
wetter years tend to cluster together as do runs of 
drier ears. Various means, ranging from very simple to higlily sophisticated, are available
 
to analy/c this data. Adjectives like 'mean' or 'average' are of little value when applied

to rainfall %hich :aries in annual amounts 
 " much as it does in Botswana. One way of
getting round this is to arrange th annual amounts in order of niagitude and then divide
them into decile or ten percent groups. Thus the first decile is that amount of rainfall
which is exceeded h%ninety percent of the annual totals. and so on. By determining the
decile range in 'hi icha particular total fa!!s. we obtain a useful indication of departures
from 'average' i(,ibh1 s and .Maher. 1967 Lec, in :his %olume). It the Malialapyc data are 
converted to deciie :alues and plotted graphically, it becomes clear that there are 'good'
year peaks centred about 1922. 1941. 1959 and 1978. and 'bad' year troughs at about
1930. 1950 and i . h're.this is approxiniat'lv a twenty-ycar cycle. At a much more
i,,phisticated level. I' 1). r) son and colleagues at Witwatersrand ;niversity have done a
c(rnputeri/ed anal)sis -it rainfall data from tile sumner rainfall lone of. South Africa,
and hae rec,,ined a ';uasi-twenty-)ear oscillation in annual rainfall since 1910 (Tyson, 
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Dyer and Mametse, 1975. Tyson, in this volume). Professor Tyson has very kindly put 
data from six Botswana stations through the same programme, from which asimilar pat
tern of oscillation emerges in eastern Botswana but not in the north and west, an ex
pected result in view of the poor correlation already referred to. 

For historical times before the beginning of organized meteorological data collection, 
we have to rely on other .;s precise sources. Many references to climate, both direct and 
indirect, are to be found in official documents, in the diaries and reports of travellers and 
explorers, and less directly, in the oral history of indigenous peoples. Valuable reviews 
have been made of the writings of early travellers by Kokot (1948) and by Ca.npbell and 
Child (1971). One example of such a non-scientific record will suffice iiire as P;nexample. 
Elizabeth Lees Price was the wife of a missionary living in the Kweneng from 1854-1883 
and 1889-1900. Sae was neither explorer nor scientist, but a simple housewife trying to 
raise a family under difficult circumstances. A diary she kept contains frequent references 
to the weather. From !;er writings we get a clear picture of harsh, dry, dusty heat. Fre
quent delays in eagerly awaited rain alternated with heavy rain and floods, a situation 
wholly familia: to present day residents. An analysis of government records going back to 

the 1880"s reveals a similar pattern late rain. failed rain, and drought at one extreme; 
heavy rain and t'.oods at the other. One hopes ti :t as research continues into the oral 
history of Botswan.'s peoples, much valuable infon, i on climatic history will emerge. 
Professor Webster's contribution to this Symposium ,; an excellent example of what can 
be done. 

Looking at the evidence together, then, we seem to have a pattern of short-cycle oscilla
tions within a much longer term pattern of large-scale climatic changes. This, it should be 
emphasized. is not a local but a world-wide phenomenon. During the past two million 
years or so, the period known to earth scientists as the Quaternary, long-term climatic 
stability has been the exception rather than the rule. At tir- .. - that short-term 
variability has been specially marked, and there issome evidence tha, we may be entering 
on such a period now. The main cause appears to lie in the more marked meridional flow 
of upper westerl% winds, with the development of 'blocking' situations which produce 
long spells of settled Aeather warm or cold, wet or dry and a greater incidence of 
extremes of all kinds, such as exceptional droughts and exceptional floods. The past 
decade yields many examples in all continents. With the relative stability of the recent 
past apparently giving %ay. it is probably unwise to base predictions too much on statis
tical analyses of wether over the last several decades and extrapolate from these into the 
future.
 

Man's effect on climate 

Many climatclogists are also expressing concern about the effects of man's constantly 
accelerating interference in and manipulation of the environment (see the WMO state
ment on trus in 1976). Man's activities produce vast quantities of waste heat and gases 
such as carbon dioxide which, to put it very simply, may interfere with the heat balance 
of the atmosphere and lead to a rapid warming which could have catastrophic effects 
(F1ohn, 19- ). Iii; manipulation of terrestrial ecosystems leads to great changes in the 

surface patterns of the earth. fhis may lead to changes in the surface albedo or reflectiv
ity. which. again, may have untortunate cumulative effects. 

In this context, particularly at the micro scale, we must examine more closely man's 
relationship to his environment in Botswana. especially with regard to drought. The 
WMO statement of 19'76 on ,limatic change stated that "the natural shorter term 
variability of climate is becuming of increasing importance as the result of growing pres
sures on limited natural resouirces." At nois Symposium Stephen Sandford elaborated the 
idea of drought being, at least in part. dependent on the degree of intensity with which 
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the environment is being exploited. Thornthwaite (1958) went even further, stating that 
"by changes in the water balance he (man) can exercise an influence on micro-climate; by
destruction of the groundcover and by cultivation he reduces the water-holding capacity
of the soil and thus increases the incidence and severity of drought." There is little doubt 
that man can cause a deterioration in the local climate by interfering with its controls, or 
that he can exacerbate the effects of periodic decline in annual rainfall. 

Pastoral and cultivating peoples have occupied Botswana since at least the I7th century,
progressively increasing both the area and the intensity of utilization. The human and 
domestic livestock population is now higher than ever before. A number of authorities 
have made significant comparisons between the state of the environment in the pa-t, as 
revealed by travellers' reports or significant place-names, and its present-day condition 
(for example, Campbell and Child, 1971). There are clear indications of a deterioration 
in the quality of the veld, and of the drying up of springs, water courses and marshy 
areas, none of which can be attributed to any fundamental worsening of the climate. This 
theme has been discussed at previous Botswana Society symposia, the one on rural devel
opment in 1970, and that on sustained production from semi-arid lands in 1971. Much of 
the evidence adduced in the past has been subjective, but increasingly more objective data 
is now becoming available, much of it from work being carried out by the Agricultural 
Research Division of the Ministry of Agriculture. I am indebted, for example, to Ms. C. 
Skarpe of the APRU for some figures recorded at sites in the western rangelands of Bo
tswana (APRU, 1977). A first examination of this data reveals that the surface tempera
ture (at "5centimetre level) over bare ground is lower by a significant amount (3-50 C),
than over partially covered soil. This means that there is a lower lapse rate over the bare 
ground, which has considerable implications in terms of local clmate. As it happens,
somewhat similar observations have been made by Israeli scientists in the Negev (Otter
man et al 1974, 1975). They noticed that the high-albedo sandy soils, denuded by over
grazing, appear very bright on Landsat images when compared with vegetation-covered
nearby areas. Cooler ground temperatures over the bare ground were considered to be due 
to this higher reflectivity. Otterman hypothesized that this thermal depression effect 
results in a decreased lifting of air necessary for precipitation, .vhich may lead to local 
climatic deterioration. lHohn ( 1977) has elaborated on this theme, referring to the work 
of Charney (1975) who showed that a drastic albedo increase, such as results from clear
ing high-albedo sandy soils, results in a sharp reduction of local rainfall. The micro
climate data now coming to hand in Botswana deserves very close examination in the 
light of these hypotheses.

From this brief survey, together with Professor Tyson's complementary observations, 
certain salient facts must be emphasized: 

I) The earth appears to be entering a period of greater variability, leading to stress 
sitLations in various parts of the world which are made worse by the rapidly accelerat
ing world demand for food. 
2) In southern 'frica, including Botswana, there is a strong statistical likelihood of 

below-average rainfalls in the next decade. 
3) Pressure on the Botswana environment, recognized as a fragile one, is heavier than 

it has ever been before. Widespread damage to the vegetative cover of local soils may
exacerbate local rainfall deficiencies, especially in a succession of drier-than-aserage years. 

Given this situation, it may be relevant to conclude with two statements recently pub. 
lished by two responsible bodies. 

"ifthe highly complicated and still ill-understood fluctuations in atmospheric circula
tion and energy, which result in such disasters as drought ...are too technical to in
vite articulate public involvement, the effects themselves drive home the long-term 
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implications. World agricultural productivity will become less stable: centralized 
systems will become more vulnerable, and, increasingly, there will be aneed to in
sulate communities-both rural and urban-against the effects of extreme" (The 
Guardian, 5 March 1978). 
"It is important to emphasize that information regarding the impact of climatic 
variability on human activities is essential for application in the (governmental) 
decision-making process. The methodology to be developed for this purpose, there
fore, should aim at making it possible to present ultimately the impact of climatic 
variability in terms of production figures, costs or other similar measures which can 
be used directly by the economists, planners and politicians" (WMO, 1976). 
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Botswana Drought S)mposium 

A Mini-Guide to the Water Resources 
of Botswana 

by B.H. Wison 

This paper consists of a series of annotated maps and diagrams and is intended to be 
suggestive rather than conrlusive. It is published by kind permission of the Permanent 
Secretary, Ministry of Mineral Resources and Water Affairs. The author wishes to thank 
all those who have helped him. 

Note: The r:ader is asked to look first at the diagram or subject matter within each box 
before referring to the footnotes beneath it. 
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Botsv.ita DroughtS.Vy1llosiuna 

General Discussion 

Papers in this first section of Part 2, Physical Aspects of Drought, were given by P.D.
Tyson (Witwatersrand University), HJ. Cooke (University College of Botswana) and B.H. 
Wilson (Dept. of Water Affairs). They focused on climate and water resources in Botswa
na and in southern Africa generally. Dr Tyson discussed past. present and future trends in 
rainfall, while Dr Cooke focused on past climatic changes and what they have to say about 
present climate in Botswana. Mr Wilson presented an illustrated talk on the water re
sources of Botswana, with ;naps showing dam locations, rivers, )orehole distribution, and 
a host of other water resources in the country.

The discussion opened with Mr Matenge (Dept. of Wiie) asking if there was fossil 
water in Botswana. and if so, how long we could rely on it. Wilson replied that there is 
indeed '.ssil water beneath the Kalahari. according to him, the question is whether or not
this water is being recharged. Kreysler asked to what extent water is being recycled.
Wilson replied that it is recycled in several locations, notably the )e Beers Orapa Diamond 
rine, the Lobatse abattuir, and the Gaborone golf course. Mr Temane (Min. of Local
Gov't and Lands) obser,ed that economists would be against recycling water, since it may 
not be econonucal. feasible. 

Mr Spears (Univ. Coll. of Botswana) asked what makes the water level drop so much,
evaporation or consumption. Wilson noted that it is evaporation and that this evapora.
tion can be reduced but at great cost. Mr Austin (Ministry of Finance and Development
Planning) commented that Wilson was arguing for the use of water in a conjunctive way,
but that surely there must be economic parameters to such use. depending on the location 
of the different supplies. 

Mr Macheng (Ghanz l)istrict) asked whether additional money should be spent on 
arable projects in the west, given this rather bleak picture of the distribution of water 
sources. Cooke replied that arable agriculture is hazardous in the west and practical
priurly in the east and south of Botswana. Temane pointed out that as yet there is no 
national arable policy, although one is presently being formulated. Saunders commented 
that arable agriculture is being carried out ir the Kglagadi and should not be dis. 
couraged simply because some experts consider it hazardous. Cooke sid that on the
field trip to Kutse Game Reserve. participants saw arable agriculture being t.arried on, 
some of it in huge fields: they were told ti. it rainfall at Kutse this year is sixty percent
above normal. He emphasized, however, that in bad years people may be f( ced to give 
up agriculture and move elsewhere. Mr Odell (.Min. of Agric.) poin:ed out that the 
Kgalagadi District survey is showing ninety percent of the hc :'olds there to have been 
engaged in arable agriculture in the past three years. lie then asked whether crops were
easier to store than cattle. Cooke replied that people may be storing, but this !torage is 
usually sufficient just to feed the family in the short term. Mr Lund (Lund and Partners,
Consultants) noted that Aith 10 000 acres under irrigation huge harvests could be 
produced which could support 25 000 to and30 000 people earn nine million pula in 
income. 

Mr Pahl stated that there was a technological innovatioa involving artificial recharge
of ground water and asked it this was a viable strategy in Botswana. Wilson conceded that 
it was something which should be considered. Mr Ryman (Min. of Agric.) wondered
about the reliability of early vs. late rains and whether these were qualitative differences 
between the two. Cooke replied that there were no answers :o these questions as yet, but 
that research is being conducted on them. Mr Gibbetd (Mogobane Irrigation Project) 
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pointed out that there is a connection between denudation of tile land and lessening rain
fall. If tlus is the case. and arable agriculture is part of this process, should agriculture then 

be discouraged. Cooke repeated lus plea for further data on such questions. 

Mr Wrigley (C(I l)rought (onsultany) remarked that reliable prediction in December 

or January ould be helpful and asked about the state of predicti-n inllBotswana. Tyson 

replied that the .!r! lit prediction was undrd,,eloped. with no break-through yet ill sight. 

Odell sondered it therc was a v,a, )t improving u)nit long-term data ill Botswana, for 

example. through tree rings. Tyson replied that it vould indeed be possible, but that a 

thorough detid,,-dhr.ouilogical study a,,ould hake to be undertaken. I or the next tel to 

tvent sears, he argued. wc would have ti, continue working froi extrapol:tions. Se

quelices calln h:ille. ic nutcd 

Mr a.a.%30is. ( oil. it BIotlatia said that Itots%aiia raintall was tested against rain

tall scric, ill lthor ,mItrle,. ,tch is /ilhahe :id Kentsa, and that tile oscillations ill the 

difterent cmntries %%ere ntiut tl" sime. T)son said that this %%astit surprising, since there 

are spatilal ,ariatll. %:%(,! ".tlitir ,uoth 	 \1ric2. Net .i tssent. s e. . ,cle has been found in 

liar:t,n,. stressed that ditfereitt methods1n1131% places ill spit, -t these hw loted. lie .lso) 
ift alla] is %kill1:1,c ditltercllt ail1 sers.-ir e miut l ie carcul it it ) ,.i% that the dillerent 

resit t nea i d llcreltr tic Ill op:..jtiot.te ,,,,, 
.. ilAtin iltet that hurchlcd ext\it around lht,,tsana aid that response to driuglit here 

t)tecriol s I. ik- ;' increased h,,rcirile dri'ing. lie then asked it intormiation was 

as a;lhble i,, pro ,t s,hcre it ,old he use!;. t-i drill. Wikon replied that it is expensive It) 

drill hireh,,les aind that jL;r data are priihatll. ,,l paltly capable of making predictions. 

%ir l)asi, ((,eI.ucal S~ira e. 1p-imtcd ti that at least our knowledge is greater than it 

Sa. ses eral y.ears, "e,,. 
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Ioi waita Drouighl .%vtllositim 

Desertification: Natural or Man-Induced? 

by A.T. Grove 

Introduction 
Desertification. or spread of desert conditions. has attractedtile 
 a good deal of atlen

tion over the last few years. largely as a result of hong-continued drought in tileSahel arid 
the many meetings. discussions and publications leading up to .fie United Nations i)escrti
fication Conference in Nairobi in September 1977. 

The term desertification is originally a French one. used by Aubrevilhk, for example, to 
denote a man-nade process of degradation of the plant cover in tropical regions. I do not 
think any one diubfs that such dcgradation call happen, although dilferences of opinion
exist as t',the rte at %xillchit is occurring aid the reasons folr it. Ihere is Uillicertaintv as 
well ab,)ut the parts pla)ed by aiiatlions troll time to tiie in weather conditions. and 
from place to place in soils, slopes and groundwater. I'vidence of desertificafion fron a 
particular area may he unconvincing. because recc~it droughts may be held responsible.
and because it is rarely p.,ssible to( compare detailed studies of the soils and vegetation 
cover tofthe same area made at intervals of miny )cars. 

The main studies presented at the I 'nited Nations (on ference took the form of ftir 
thematic studies, %lich have since 6cen published (1977), and z number ol case studies 
fr m semi-arid iegions in (Chie. tilewhestern ('SA. Tunisia. Niger. Iraq. Iran. Israel. i'aki
stan. north-western India. the USSR. China and western Australia. The thematic studies 
were COncerred with 'limate, ecological change, social and dengraphic conditions, and 
desert technology, The case studies presented more detailed information about such 
things a\ salini/ati.n. over-gra/ing and cc inservation under different clinialic. socio
economic and political regnies. 

There ,.as general agreement at the Conference that desert conditions are spreading to 
increasi'cgly - ide areas, especiaiii% in the Third World. rtie process has operated in the 
distan! past. and ,rnecan point to salhni/ation o)f soils in Mesopotana and to clearance of 
for., ts and consequent er)sioin in Palestine over two thousand y'cars ago. But this century 
is peculiar in tileevety )fIthe risks arid in t:ie extent of regions threatened by desertiti
cation. 

Never before in lustor:. hase hunan populations increased so last all over the world. 
1sIncreas., 3bout one percent annually began in Iuropc in the eightecrth century 

and in ,ther c,untries. like :gypt and thLe Ma~irch. in the nineteenth. In many senui-arid 
lands. thas risen to the unprecedented rate oit three percent per year. Such rates. cOntilu
ing year alter :.,ear as they have been. will double pipulations in the ciiintries concerned 
by the end .,Ith:s centur\. 

While numbers hae b.-en increasing at this exceptional pace. technoligical a,:.ances. 
ind particularly the use iflf5sil fuels, hIase allosed production and consumption to grow
at equally unparalleled rates. As a result of these two proesscs 1pcrating together. pres
sure on res,,urces has been d,,ubling csery filteen '.ears or thereabouts. I semi-arid lands 
this increased pressure is exhib:ted in the r,,rinIwidening areas under cultivation and-.

growing numbers ,,hvest,ck. The expansion ofI activity has been greatest in times with 
good rainfall conditions and has been made pis&sible by investment in roads, water supplies
and disease control. The whole process has been greatly accelerated within tilepast fifty 
years. 
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The effects of the increased activity in semi-arid lands have been a reduction of the 

biological productivity of wide areas, with tilefelling of tilelarger trees, a deterioration 
of the grass cover, accelerated erosion of soils, stream entrenching and falling water
tables. Only in a few cases have we reliable quantitative information about the rate at 
which degradation is taking place. Surveys iii the west-central parts of the Sudan Repub
lic. made ikth an interval 0! about twenty years, seem to indicate a southward advance 
of more desrt.like conditions over a distance of about one hundred kilonmctrcs. General-
Iy.however. it is cle?.r that tiledesert does not advance steadily over a broad front. 
Instead. destruction of the plant cover begins here and there. particularly around wells 
a:id horeholes, and cntinues to spread outwards, affecting particularly susceptible soils 
and slopes first. 

The seriousutess -ithe sititltjn varies trot one country to another within the arid 
one, w'hich occupies about o,,. third of tileearth's land surface. In the USA, for example, 

it seems that the less ins of tileI930's have been learned. A, that time droughts and 
dust storns se.erel. damaged tile,estern plains. Since then people have moved off the 
land., nse;sjtiin measures has e been introduced, and the threat of desertification has 
beei recogni/ed and containtd. 

Man. I the ciintries in the arid /one happen to be rich in oil, which hIas become the 
main source their incomnne three decades of rapidly aising population,it* within the last 
and consumption. li such countries less reliance is being placed on the biological produc
tion if their senn-arid land than was formerly die case. Nomadic pastoralisn has disap
peared from large parts of Saudi Arabia and Libya. Activity of all kinds is becoming 
concentrateu . .. te limited areas uif such countries, with funds being invested in urban 
groi.ith and in hiirehoies titprovide water tor both urban use and irrigation. In many 
cases this is result:ng i, rapid !uiwiering of water-tables. [)emands from tilerapidly grow
ing numbers ,iftownspeople for meat and charcoal have spread to neighbouring countries, 
like Somalia. Ahich have nti so tilevaluable minerals, and risks of desertification may be 
exported. 
Th- seriousness oif the situation is greatest in the poorer semi-arid lands without indus

tries and %tithiiut oil. In such countries, land and water are the main resources upon 
which the people depend. The majority rely on agriculture and pastoralism for their daily 
needs and f,,r desire to purchase from abroad. They are unable to affordthe goods tile) 
many ,itthe measures that might help to maintain fertility, such as fencing, planting trees 
and using artificial fertilizers. Most important, there may not be the alternative oppor
tunities :or employment of people over and above those that the land can support. If 
droughts ,ccur, neither individuals nor governments have the reserves to carry them for 
more than a year or so. and when the rains come again the people return to their old ways. 

Droughts are part and parcel of the climates of semi-arid lan"ds. Severe or even disastrous 
droughts seem to recur at intervals (If very roughly twenty or thirty years. They are, then. 
the kinds of events that most of the population may have experienced only once, or 
perhaps twice. Wa s (if life are therefore not well adapted to such hazards, and the people 
have gre2t difficulty in coping with theom. The processes of desertification operate over 
a similar ,,reven longer time scale which ma- blind people to the changes that are taking 
place ariiund them. 

Environmental change and the manpgement of resources 

Thier.: are ii.,me mdicatiiins that few~er closed basin lakes have existed over the last 
thousand %ears than in the preceding ten thousand. On the whole, however, climates in 
low latitudes have nut varied greatly over the last five thousand years, nor are they 
hkely to change much in the next twenty or thirty, though most semi-arid countries will 
experience a period of severe drought. 
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Ioiivara ()rollgh! .'lh(lt1P?"t 

While climatic patterns may not have varied much by the end of tc century, dramatic 
alterations in the environment will undoubtedly have taken place hcfole then. The effects 
of man's interference with the atmosphere (i.e.. the release of enormous quantities of 
carbon dioxide and other pollutants into it) have not yet been fully measured. But en
vironmental differences ate even more likely to occur as a result of ch:oes in the human 
condition. 

The fundamental forces at work are population growth, the availability of energy, and 
the control systems that cart be dcscribed as the disposal of political power both national. 
ly and internatiorall>. It is pos.stble that the 1970's are witnessing the start of a long-term 
drop in growth rates which was hound i occur sooner or later. According to reports, 
global population is increasing slightl) less fast than it has in the past. Nevertheless, tie 
populations of semi-arid lands will almost certainly double before the end of this century. 

More immediate in their effects are likely to be the real costs of' fossil fuels, which are 
in plentiful supply at present, but which are certain to become more expensive within the 
next few years. Econ omic growth throughout tie world has depended ott their availability 
at low cost. 1I ie cotltrtllers of oil arid natural gas production will presumably remain 
prosperous as long as their resources last. and both they and tie itidustrial countries are 
likel) to generate nucleat po er ot a great scal.. But tite puor,'r e',untries are unLikely to 
be able to afford nuclear energy; those with coal, among them l1!,tswana. will be com
parativel) fortunate. lhe ;rnbalance in energy availability is likely t. accentuate tle dis
parities in tie wealth of nations. 

)ecisinns ahout the flow of funds for investment arid other purposes are made by 
governments and owhc r less easily identifiable organiiations. mainly located in a relatively 
few centres. )ecisions about tie ways in which soil arid water, grass and trees arc used in 
the semi-arid lands are made by tens of millions of individual cultivators and pastoralists 
seeking to m..ke a profit or just to survive. The linkage between the two sets of decision
makers is lengthy and tenuous. One set gencrally has little knowledge or conzern for the 
other except in times of disaster, as when a drought occurs. Then pub:;c opinion in the 
wealthier countries. influenced by press. radio and television, can stir governments and 
intemational bodies into action, and the smitten people can look to the richer countries 
for assistance. Drought disasters thereby provide opportunities for better communication 
and more effective concern than at other times. 

The Sahelan drought attracted an unusual amount of attention and has been said to 
have iouched the world's conscience. Not only did relief aid flo-i in the region but there 
was widespread recognition of deep-seated problems affecting the Sahel and similar dry 
lands. The recent Desertification Conference has familiariued governments, and people 
generally, with the nature of the processes that are at work, but it has not offered any 
easy solutions to them. This is largely because th. spread of deserts is part of a much 
more widespread degradation of the er uronment which is tZking place in response to 
monetization and moderniition. These are the prime movers, not drought, climatic 
change or the people living in semi-arid lands. 

Monetization, improved transport, better medicine, wider marketing organiz.a'ions and 
all that go with them have 0',owed the numbers of people and livestock to quadruple in 
the course of a fem decades. .t the same time, manufacturing industry, mainly confined 
to restricted areas of the globe, is producing articles in demand by people living in rela
tively remote ru:al areas. .\s a result, th: plant, soil and animal resources are pressed 
extremely hard. xith few new inputs being pro-,ided. When diought conies, reliance has 
to be placed on food supphes from the industrial countnes, who are the big consumers of 
fossil fuel, much of which the), use as an energy source for crop growing. 

It may be argued. then, that desertification in semi-arid lands exemplifies, in a some
what exaggerated form, a threat that exists to other lands as well. Firstly, there is increas
ing pressure on environmental resources. Secondly, power and production are concen
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trated in a few centres, with vast areas and their populations dependent on then. Thirdly,
there is the risk of disaster if communications break down between the centre and 
periphery, or if the centies cea.;c to perform their lunction because of the unavailability 
or increazing cost ot the energy on which thei: productive processes depend. 

Conclusion 
There is fit doubt tha t ii;sinpOrtdnt to rCcogni7C the drought hazard and to take 

steps accordingly in individual countries threatened by it.Measures are also required to 
guard against the lonegr term degradation of scmi-arid lands. 

It has been suggested here that the imbalanice amnong nations underlies and compounds
both problems. I,,,n i:ore imp,,rtant, however, thre ate reasons to suppose that the 
present order is hamicall, unstable and liable to be di upti within a period of much less 
than a lifetime. I ndcr these circumstances, the need to conserve the natural biological 
resources Wseni-iarid lands oer the long term becomes all iemore essential. 
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Drought Susceptibility Survey and the
 
Concept of Monitoring Landscape Ecology
 

by H.Th. Verstappen 

The general desiccation of arid and semi-arid lands. which is felt especially ill periods of 
drought, is, in fact. the ,umulative effect of two entirely different factors or groups of 
factors which are, .espectively, of anthropogenous and of climatic nature. The anthropo. 
genous factor boils dow-n to inappropriate use of the land and becomes particularly 
devastating when the population increases rapidly and %%lien inappropriate technology is 
introduced. This .a% lead to intensified agricultural land use in marginal areas and to 
overgrazing of natural grasslands. Slaslung of scrub and particularly burning practices are 
other important aspects A'hich contribute to a gradual deterior-ition of the environment. 
The climatic factor is it,. a large extent associated with se,:ular fluctuations in the average
situation and seasonal tluctuations (lig. I) of 'he Inter.Tropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ). along Mhich. in tropical areas, most of the precipitation is concentrated. When 
years of belo,-aerage ... :*all occur where man has alread\ caused environmental degrad
ation. the effects of periods oi drought will become increasingly serious as a result of the 
cumulative effect of these t,; groups of factors. I-igure 2 is a synthesi/ed graph illustrat. 
ing this situattun. 

Both factors are pr,,habl interrelated toa certain degree. and it is thought b) many 
insestigators that they rnutuall.\ reinforce each ,thier. l'he graph of Figure 2. therefore, 
is hkel% to be a simewhat to) optimlistic apprmixin[atlon. The nechanism off this inter
relation is belieed t. ,perate ilwng the tollwing lines deterioration or decrease of the 
vegetatle co er cauij, a rise in albed,, of the land. resultin2 ;n a subsiding air current 
being Introduced ,,r reint,,rced ill the :narpns ,,t tie de ert. (,onsequntly rainfall de
cr. s'v a:.d !t. ;ietat,,o is !;irhe" re(,,ced. Sl:;te ,il'..t atIptio s ;t'iig NflAA satel!i:c 
data seem ti, indicate that a re'ersal ),I th. il,)cess ;Ila% also occur where the vegetation 
reappears after a drouht has caused a massie death toll or adispiacetment of cattle. The 
natural iicrease Ill precipilati in alter the dr,.uglit %killthen be reinforced. 

l.ea' ng aside fo)r the nioment the extent to kluch the interrelation between anthropo. 
genius and clia.tiL !a (rs icreases the implitude o' the eiivironrnental changes brought 
about. it Is Cideilt that I.! all practical purp,,ses of drought relief these two groups of 
fact)rs are quite distinct aiid require ditlerent approaches. 'lTe factor of climatic fluctua
tions is hasicall heyvod ,mur cmitrol. I)ry and wet periods alterlate at irregular and 
usuall tairlk short iotci ais Dr% 'cars tend t) occur ill groups rather than at random. 
Iluman respoise t,, Tis sltua tiIi is largely the bracing of oneself as well as possible 
against th'e ad'.erw e:tects ( a dr ,ugh: kiivcli is bo)und toi come sooier or later. Measures 
to be Colsidered include an carl-warmg s stenit. the lcali/atimin ot areas hIkel, to be 
most ':,.. isly aftected. the hul dhing tip of an infrastructuire Iriads. slauJliter houses, food 
and :,idLer tocks. et, aind the ad'ance prepar.mn in etcmergenc) relief operation. 
The anti'ropigenous factor, at least in theor). can be influenced by concerted human 
effort and timely measures. It is. hioweer. a major operation. covering many years to stop 
environmentai deterioration :r t o reerse the process. -ciimlogically tle problems ill
volved are already coinple\ arid munie.us. I .'crcase o;' humus content, loss of litter and 
erosion b) wind and .,ater have atlected the toisoil. \\atcr losses have resulted ill in. 
creased surface run off, infiltration and or evaporation. Storage capacity also has been 
reduced, river courses may have been filled with sand. inundations during flash floods 
arid the covering oif agricultural fields hb i ind-laid deposit%nmay have been introduced. 
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More ,r~ti,:. .i,,meer ire the s,)c economic problems "hich lave to be faced, along
 

,ith cultura!t+tit.deS % :i,;n man% areas m'ake it difficult to get ne', methodsottilling.
 
tater~,,,I',.atm ,' . a_,:,t d h% tile IocaI p,,pulatiot. It is cxident that both lill

medate :chef Ia;! .:.'It and i,,ii-term inprt mIeint ot the ecological situation 

merit :,I!l I :c% at it;:.:.ct. hardl. .ep.irable although eachi requires a dillerentatc;;ti.,n 
app.'ach. 

I aluation and planning of drought relief 

A tirst step t,,r.,L Ctie;,t planimmi ,itdrught relict mcasures and evaluatioln otl the 

-virnmental %ituatium ;S tih res,:nt litirid and sItni-arid lands aldmap sttuation 
monit,,t t)- . na , ,<,,1 l.; :;dN,,:ape h%re,:,):ding the dr. and wet season conditions 

the scular Jl.;.ic .,:,'rrun \erial plhoigraplis and satellite iitages are efficient 
,sIn these +r.'.. . . il:..: *,,koje. should he i:tmipletcd h thor,,ugt grouInd truth 

gathering In tIe :ield It).V tilt the assistance t otier internatinal organl/atiotts. such 
as I. NIS,( 0 1.ad W,11H.at a ,wrld .Map )tlDesertitication on a scale ol;S present ptepatrin 
I 25 i)(KJ (9J . .ilar :aps a, hi;w made t cer tam nes tilta scale ot 1.5 000 000. 

( itnal,, :c.,i tai,,:; ,ar ritarJ includCd In these map%..:: .- Ir .teli It is evidemt 
that. a i,-., tl:ec, :.lap, i , ,Cc;Wp,,:ture 1t the situation and are useful for 
dhelini:at i; .. ,.r -i. onre required for: a a:.,hi.'o ,msidertrhl detailed maps are 

uperatitoral purpses In,rdcr no t, create data cencterics'. the gathering of unneces
%ar;I. !ara,c;q-artitis "A.i.i: may unused ordita. suhsequentl. retain onl) partially 

;,:d. d: uld h. a..,tded l[t :spe anid Amuont ,,data required should therefore be care
!dll-. .tidicd pri-,r :, i;c :rc\ , :11oWit 4iig +peaolln)ll 

'Nincc ma:i-:. spa)J. nhi. areas ara.J iimhbiicd ot*l)w economiic Imtiportance ill

,,,ed..a :ol~t ,,tae approa,.i is .dsisable in most cases "[his approach may amuunt to: 

I * recnnaissrice lc,.el ,,sr\,e\ if the whole area. studied using satellite (Landsat) 
minagr\, !,,re,.%cal the :napir pattern, ot terraln contiguratlion and the essentials of the 
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landscape ecological dynamics. Lven low-resolution satellite images. su.-h as NOAA. may 
be of use inthis phase. 

2) A semi-detailed survey of carefully selected *key' areas using aerial photographic
mosaics, ph.,toruns or photoblocks, or blow-ups of Landsat images. 

3) A detailed stud) of areas of particular interest by way of stereosopic observahon of' 
pairs of vertical aerial photographs. 

The fieldwork associated with the three phases nimemtioned above is either by traverses.
particularly in phases I and 2. or by site-observation. particularly in phases 2 and 3. 
Observations land oblique photos) madc from small aircralt flying at low altitudes have 
also proved to be valuable, and form a link betwecn orbital and ground observations. 
1-igures 3 and 4. showing a Landsat-2 image (land 7)alid an aerial photograph of the 
%lakgadikgadi pans. illustrate the importance of this multistage approach. Another essen
tial aspect of the surveys is that from the very beginning the local population, and also the 
local experts at all levels, are consulted about the ways people traditionally make use of
their land and environment. Since the local population, usually for generations, has 
learned about all the whims of the environment by trial and error, a very realistic mode
of adaptation to the potentialities of the ecosystem has been developed. This precious
experience should be used as a starting point for survey work and as a guideline for the 
evaluation of the land. 

The factors t) be included in the stud% and evaluation of arid and serni-arid lard for 
drought rebel purposes are diversified and should o data ranging from toover climate
vegetation, soils and hydrology. It is important that no undul, large number of sectorial 
maps be prepared, but that data be skillfully combined to reflect the characteristics of 
terrain configuration and land types. Lvidently geonmorphology has an important place in 
this evaluation f stmt-arid lands. The surveys will have to be carried out in close coopera-
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Fig. 2. inte action of anthropogenic and chmnatological causaie factors of drought 
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lion with governments and othe- organizations engaged in combating the adverse elfects 

of drought and will have t,: make efficient use of the methods of remote sensing now 

availa ..le. 
rhe modes ot remote acquisition o' environmental data are diversified, and careful 

selection of the mohst appropriate technique for a specific purpose is essential for obtain

ing optinlun results. I- stir 1e) and monitor arid and semi-arid lands for the purpose of 

combating desertificat )ion.onel hias it) consider the inherent characteristics of those areas 

and the related prohlems. such as. 

I ) The extensiveness of the areas to be mapped. 
2) The spasmodic nature of short-lived phenomena like floods and vegetation 'explo

sions ifter rain 
.ij ThIc :::,,,rtant seasonal changes it- vegetation. 

4) lhe linuted scope tIr field ,obscrvations due to the size of the area, transportation 
difficulties .und the discontinuous aspect of natural processes. 

jl The need for providing rapid and ready-to-use information, if possible by simple 
means. 

6) The fact that the surveys should ultimately lead to directives about land-use prac
tices %.hichare .inderstandable and acceptable by tile local population. 

rhe use of aerospace technology 

The ,pphcatiins fotr aerispace technology in the aesertilication issue relate to inven

tor., classilicatin and evalu.1ticn. lhe production of topographical maps, and specifically 
of atmpl,. photo maps. as a hasis tir resource mapping and for planning is, of course, only 

a first step. I he pri)('Ac I i l varlios kinds of resource (i.e., tiiematical) maps of soil, 

water, grass rc*s(Iircc, etc.. comparable ti those made ii (ther parts of !he world but 
geared t., the sp.c:iic si luatim in arid lands, is a logical hollowup. Monitoring also 

.ntrihutes siibantall ito tile imentor.. retrain classification and the evaluation of 

land suitability are essential lir cstahlishing thie proper land utilization type for ever), 

part )I the area. I hc. should be carried out in concordance with decision-making oil the 

nati)nl and :ci,nal levels. The suoe.ing and mnolitorinig prtogrammtue should be oricil
tatcu , liM,.-ermn eiiirtimental planni g (t the one ]iand aitd to mitigation of the 
et ets i drigit disajster tin tile citier. 

trhree maji fields ,I aerispace techniimllu applied it) cimbatng desertification deserve 
special men l in 

1 Oewration of weasonal variations rile seasonal fluctuations of tile hiter-Tropical 
(mer,,ence (FR I.) can be mlnitored on tie basis ol cloud distribution as pic

tured till satellite imager) .)t van' us kinds. lit addition, the corresponding seasonal 
changes in segetation patterns have lti he mapped. Retardation or above-normal, rapid 
advance and )tile: deviattms ftrom the average pattern of scasc:nal fluctuations of the 
I I(Z can thus he rec,rdeJ aind are it tile itniist importance for establishing an early 
w.arnirw ,,setmn i,,r drimeht. Ilie irbiting N\AA-2 satellite of NASA, the LSA 
lur,,pean Spac:- .\gciic\ i netctr,,l,,gical satellite. to be brought it a stationary position 

ii5er equat,irial Atrica in mid-1 )78. and the high resolution orbiting Lindsat (ERTS) 

satellte are tf importance li tins respect. 1he data obtained can also be used as com
ponents in the evaluatmn i)f gra/ing resources, inoirder to achieve tile proper management 
for the natural %egetatiin as a siurce of loragc tor both livestock and wildlife. Conven

tional methidi ,t Idata collectii, including aerial photography, here fail to meet the 

requirements it timeliness ouan. repetitiotns in a relatively short period to show seasonal 

development), large area coverage and low-cost per unit area. Recent work with Landsat 
imagery. mainly in the USA, and indications from aircraft and ground MSS measure
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ments have proved that satellite observations with the present Laadsat and other future 

systems can provide not only the location but also an estimate of the amount of forage. 

This could mean a great step forwa:d in the management, and thereby the proper utiliza
have the potential to

tion, of the vulnerable grazing resources. Satellite imagery may 
areas at short intervals and to monitor deteriora

detect and to delineate the best grazing 

tion or improvement. 
be on the basis of aerial 

2) Drought susceptibility classification. This can realized 

photography and satellite imagery combined with limited ficid checks. Landsat imagery 

is partiLularly important for the purpose, especially if image.- taken during the dry and 

compared. The distributional patterns of surface water and soil humidity
wet seasons are 

fluctuations can be mapped on areconnaissance level. Data on surface
and their seasonal 
temperatures can be obtained from meteorological satellites such a' OAA-2 and the new 

,ellite data, aircraft
ESA meteo-satellite. Terrain reflectivity can also be measured using -. 

and ground observations. It is important in tus connection that the albedo of the ground 

varies with humidity and thus isa useful indicator. 

Further uata to be taken into consideration are matters like _i1 texture and water

absorbing capacity, the distribution of drought-resistant vegetation, topographic factors 

of water in the wet :eason, the depth of groundwater, etc. 
affecting tht flow direction 

Ultimately the terrain will be divided into drought susceptibility classes on the basis of 
a plan of actior launched

wh;:h the most seriously affected areas can be defined and 

whei;ever drought occurs. An advantage of this approach is that once the survey has been 

be used time and time again. The method is complementary
carried out the results can 

under heading 1. Since the concept is a new one, experi
to the monitoring mentioned 
mentz', pilot surveys will be requ;red in the early phases. 

" process. Aerial photograplhs taken with an inter
3) Quantification of the desertifica' 

val of 10. 20 or 30 years are available of many parts of the desert fringes and other areas 

alfected by desertification. Comparison and temporal interpretation of these sequential 

images makes it feasible to map and quantify the desetification which has occurred in 

tha: peiod. F-xtrapolation into future decades then comes within reach, and the results 

useful in plans to combat desertification. It should be under
so obtained may be very 
stood that only in very few places (e.g., an advancing dune field) does the desert advance 

situation is one of gradual deterioiation in a 
',4th a knife-edge boundary. The normal 

around the desert. The common belief that the desert advance, at a rate of a 
b:oad zone 

annum is thus usually an invali" generalization. Exa.t euanttative
specified dista.nce per 
information about the rate of advance and the intensity of degradation and Jesertifi'ation 

needed. Aerial photograph. can provide this information for selected areas, in 
is badl) 
comb. nation with a limited amount of groundtruth gathering. Satellite imagery may also 

contri lute in this res-ect, at least on the -econnaissance level. 

a new
Tht' cought s, ,ceptibility survey mentioned above under heading 2 is, in fpct, 

,d vi maps of this kind have yet been made. It iswith the practical importanc.
concepit, ' 

of tih matt .r in mind that a drought susceptibility survey has been planned in northern 

Bot vwana ir the framework of a Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Co-

IC) Project. to be conducted jointly by he University College of Botswa
operdtit', N(U F 
na (UCB) and the Enschede, the Netherland (ITC) in md-1978. The aim of the survey is 

to execute a drought ;usceptibility pilot survey in Botswana which will provide Govern
eventual drought. At the 

ment with information useful for mitigating the effects of an 

the survey will be an interpretation of Landsat imagery taken during the dry and 
basis ot 
wet seasons. The distributional patterns of water and humidity and their seasonal fluctua

tions can this he mapped on t reconnaissance scale. Further informtr'ion collected in the 

field %hillalso be used. in p.rticular 

I )Data on soil texture and water absorbant capacity. 
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2) Data on the distribution of drought resistant vegetation. 
3) Dkta on geomorphology and topography which influence the flow direction patterns 

of water in the wet season. 
4) Data on climatic fluctuations in historical times (me!eorological data). 
5) Data on the dunes, old lake shorelines and other geomorphological features that 

could contribute to an understanding of humid and dry periods during the Pleistocene/ 
Holocene. 

The survey will centre upon geomorphology. vegetation, sedimentology/soils and hydrolo
gy. Data on hydrology, etc., produced by ih' FAO/UNDI' Project, will be useful in this 
respect, pa.-.icularly the electrical resistivity measurements carried out in the Okavango 
aea and elsewhere. The borehole data from the salt exploration in the e;.stern parts of 
the Makgadikgadi pans %killalso Ie of use. Possibly additional borings, P.len analysis, 
Carbon-14 dating, etc., will be required. The dunes west of the pans and the old shore
lines will also be subjects of study. 

The dry season-wet season humidity pattern changes, visible on Landsat imagcry, are 
very pronounced in northern Botswana. The detection of these changes has been 
optimized by superimposing a diazo print of the negative of wet-season inages on a diazo 
print of dry-season positive images of the same wavelength band. When using Band 7, 
changes in the extent of waterbodies and in soil hltmidity are optimized, whereas the 
sane procedure with Band 5 gives a clear picture of the seasonal vegetation changes. 

Conclusion 

It is estimated that the results obtained in northern Botswana in ; ;ater stage can be 
extrzpolated also to eastern Botswana, through the use of the landsystem survey maps 
prepared of these areas by the Department of Overseas Surveys some years ago. Ideal*y, 
a drought susceptibility map of the whole of Botswana should ultimately become aval
able as an operational tool in combating the adverse effets of drought. 
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General Discussion 

The afternoon session of Part 2 presented papers by A.T. (;rove (Cambridge University), 
on whether desertification is caused by natural processes ur by man, and by H.Th. Verstap
pen (ITC, Netherlands) who followed with one on landscape monitoring using remote 
sensor imagery. 

Grove asked Verstappen whether his conclusions would be affected by two to three 
years of good rain, to which the latter replied they would. Mr Astle (Min. of Agric.) 
asked if all of northern Botswana would be covered by the ITCiUCB survey. The reply 
was that only part of the area would be covered, specifically the region showing the most 
pronounced wet-dry changes over time. 

Mr Ford (Clark University asked how "'e maps and information would be used in con
tingency planning. Verstappen answered tatmethodology still had to be worked out in 
detail, but at the vcr. iast the frequency of dry years could be detcrrr;ned. lie also com
mented that drought 'here :re re no peopie is not a problem. 

Mr Devitt (London) said that from the sound of tht ?:e.'-"':ion the sur ey would be 
based primarily on ecoloIlcz asQ,,srnent, and he asked about Oie role of local people's 
knowledge in the evaluation. Mrs Kache (Community Development) also emphasized the 
importance of such local knowledge. Verstappen and Cooke stated that access to local 
knowledge will be made easier by the participation of two Batswana graduate students. 
Cooke further emphasized the key role of the University College of Botswana in training 
local specialists in environmental and social science disciplines. Ver.-tappen said dat local 
knowledge can aid in groundtruth checking of satellite imagery interpretations. Grove 
supported tius, saying many people are quite good at interpreting aerial photigraphs of 
their own areas. Ford said that colour composites can be created for use by ,ocal people 
in identifying certain ,mreas, thus there can be a productive interchange betw,.en scien:ists 
and the people themsel,,.,s. Odell pointed out that results are brought back to the people 
for discussion but there is a tremendous need for such discussion to be conducted in terms 
local people can compreh-nd. Ast!e noted that some people in areas such as Nganiland 
are recent immigrants who %,l', not know as much .1bout their environment as others who 
have lived there for a lorg period of tise. 

Ryman pointed out that drought-susceptible countries, as discussed by Grove, are often 
poor and characerized by a low investment in agriculture;he then asked how these invest
ment problems could be overcome, especially in the area of arable agriculture. Grove 
pointed out that large-scale agricultural •. :ient is occurring in countries wealthy in 
other respects (through industry, oil, etc.). . . iey from these other arcas can provide the 
necessary resources for agricultural needs. 

Ryman pressed the issue, inquiring as to whether there were any other investment 
opportunities in these poorer countries. Grove mentioned the Sudan Gezira scheme, 
which is a large-scale agricultural project, but this has been open to criticism on social 
grounds. 

Grove then asked Verstappen if Botswana's recent wet years hadi been taken into ac
count when setting up the ITC/UCB Makgadikgadi project. The I.-. er replied that this 
fact was well recognized, adding that it was seldom possible to enc.)unter average condi
tions. 

Mr Field (Div. of Land Utilization, Min. of Agric.) referred to work whcre vegetation 
removal was affected by temperature and micro-climate, but asked if fire had been given 
sufficient consideration as an additional destructive element in drought.prone environ
ments. What about the burning pratices of people like the Basarwa? Ms Vierich (Uni
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versify of Toronto) discussed fire ecology in the Kalahari, saying that some research indi
cated that plant species which are fire resistant arc also drought resistant. There is a 
relationship between increased smoke and increaed riinfall. She added that tire around 
a borehole would probably cause a worsening of conditions. At the same time, fires are 
reduced in drought years because of a lack of plant material to use as fuel. 

Mr Kgosidintsi IMin. of Agric.i noted that no mention had been made of wildlife in the 
discussion of descrtification. This was an important issue, since some species have grazing 
habits that are incompatible with drought. Temane supported 10s point. saying that cattle 
in Namibia have different grazing habits from those in Botswana. Cooke said that in
formation from the past and from local people can help us in the future. 

Grove concluded the discussion with the adnionitioi that desertification is everybody's 
concern. 
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Some Sociological Aspects of Drought 

by K.K. Prah 

Drought generally results from long-continued dry weather and a lack or insufficiency
of rain, which causes exhaustion of soil moisture, destruction of plants, depletion of
underground %iater supplies, and the reduction and eventual cessation of stream flow. It is
only when the rate of rainfall exceeds the rate of evaporation that there issurplus water 
for soil moisture recharge, groundwater and also runoff.

One of' the reasvas for the severe consequences of drought is what Lester Brown has
called *ecological overstress'. which is especially prevalent in many areas of sub-Saharan
Africa and the Indian subcontinent (Brown. 1974:10-11 ). This term underlines the cumu
lative effects of population growth, overgrazing, deforestation, and air and water crosion
of the land. which collectively exacerbate the effects of drought, environmental degrada
tion, desertification, and floods in many parts of Afro-Asia. Similar reasons have been
given by Raynaut (11977. 18), who argues that the Sahelian drought and desertification
1.ocess can be traced to three factors. "climatic uncertainty, excessive population
growth. spoliation of the natural environment by man." 

The persistence of drought always brings in a host of other social problems, like famine,
diseas .nd epidemics, for which society generally develops palliative measures, such asfood storage granaries. Among the pre-colonial Shona, one way of countering the effects
of drought in agriculture was to cultivate the more drought-resistant bulrush millet in
stead of finger millet, another method was to plant a second crop, in the hope that itwould be more successful (Beach. 1977). Formerly, the Sarwa of the Kalahari responded
to drought by remaining socially mobile and by fragmenting into small groups. Their
cultural adaptation involved dietary habits which included the consumption of species
providing both food and water. It has been shown that where very little water was avail
able the Satwa obtained ninety percent of their requirements from plants (Devitt, 1977).

Societies develop other, more preventive, measures to cope with drought, depending
on their level of develpment. These may include boreholes, drains, irrigatiuii Cdlais,
aqueducts, cisterns and tanks. Generally, the more a society develops its water-tenure 

.. , ..t..-L,. , ii it, ,ci,-ve the danger of drought. Some societies have at
tazked the problem ot drought and aridity more radically than others. In Eleventh
Dynasty t-gypt (2000 B.C.) an officer claimed that, "With a force of three thousand 
men I made the road ariver, the desert a meadow." The same feat was also accomplished
in more recent times (between 900 and 1100 A.D.) by Indian agriculturalists in New
Mexico znd Arizona, who invented and successfully applied the techniques of irrigation
and the terracing of steep valleys. This enabled them to cultivate gourds, maize and beans,which in turn made it possible to establish large villages (Le Roy Ladurie, 1972).

The importance of rain to the Tswana can be appreciated from the fact that of allthe magico-religious functions of the chief in the pre-colonial period, rainmaking (go
Ietlha pula) was considered to be the most important. Schapera indicates that: 

"Rainmaking was everywhere held to be an attribute of the chiefship, and a chiefs
reputation and popularity were often determined by the nature of the rainfall during
his period of rule. Some of the rites he performed himself, others were carried out at
his request or under his supervision by proft ssional rainmakers (baroka bapula) and 
other members of his tribe" (Schapera, 1976:60). 
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Another indication of the importance of rain is the word /Ida. tile national motto, which 
means 'l.et it rain', and in its broad sense connotes happiness and overabundance. For the 
Shona, the negative word carries tile import.ShapIgwa means drought and, according to 
Beach (1977.45), disaster or inisery. 

Before French coloni,ation ot the Niger. tile principal ethnicities in the area, the 
nomadic Tuareg .id the pastIoralist Ilausa. had culturally instituted economic, political 
and administrative structures governing the use of land, which generally enabled them to 
exist in the arid ecoh:gical conditions ot the area Berry. et ai.. 1977:.84). Ii a recent 
research paper. [aulkiighani and fhiorbahln 1976) argue that, in all likelihood, before 
the modern per id a population balance and equilibrium had been achieved in parts of the 
Sahelo-Sudanic regions ot West Africa. with oscillations and variations caused by tempo
r.,ry increases and d.clines ill population due to famine. The comnmuni ties in this area had 
evolked cultural n-cans. Nuch as settlerent patterns, for dealing with tile drought 
pbemto~mne.,n. I lhe drought of tile last decad: accelerated the rate of labour migration 
to the larger tidutrial mid commercial centres ot West Africa.) Prior to Frelch colonial 
pelietratio lot the area. thousands of villages in the Salhcln-Sudanic region were largely 
self-sufticient in terms oft tood production. "Illowever. the requirement, beginning in the 
late 1920"s. that taxes be paid in cash amnd the availability of and demand for consumer 
goods manutactured elsewhere, especialy since 1960, made inevitable tile sale of labour 
tor cash' (i aulkngham anid Thorbahln. 1970 475-476). Cooke (1978. 12) also draws our 
attention it) the tact that ''the writings ot early Iuropean travellers in Botswana frequent. 
1y mention l. Imini streams, lush vegetation, and water-dependnct game animals in places 
which are at the present day quite dr, and unattractive.'" 

Ill man.> parts ott pre.coloual Africa, peasant resourc,.' management was functionally 
adapted to the environment. O'Kecle aid Wisiner (1975.33) correctly indicate that 
"'peas-,nt land-tse systems were or.-: successfu and ef ficient.... One needs to reconsider 
their recent ! tory to understand why they should be so vulnerable now." Tile salient 
conclusions th 'y draw show that colonialism had far-reaching effects on the functional 
adaptational c; abilities of' these societies to tile environment. Improved medical facilities 
with no birth .mtrol. the emergence of new classes of poor, middle and upper peasants 
operating witnio a new and expanding capitalist system, the socioeconomic pressures to 
expand cash crop production at tile expense of food crops; and the encroachment of 
grazing land. formerly the preserve of pastoralism, fo:ced and induced migration to less 
productive .res. Cclckc'ively. this unbalanced whatever functional adaptation existed and 
eroded the resource base ot these ocieties. O'Keefe and Wisnt: Ibid.35) also show that 
"changes ir, the "ormer's [peasants'j objective conditions throughout the colonial and 
neocolonial periods, especially with the rise of the capitalist mode of production, have 
worked to :onstrain this array of possible actions or range ot choices." 

In the pre-co!onial period, the Tswana were almost entirely self-supporting. Though 
partly sedentary cultivators and partly cattle breeders, their society seemed to favour 
cattle over cultivation. Generally, during the pre-colonial period, natural waters and graz
ing beyond the arable zones were shared by all. Communal borehoies and wateiing 
points, constructed by age-set regiments (n;.,p/ato) or by the whole community under 
the chiet's instructions, also existed. Nevertheless, anybody who sank a well or built a 
dam had exclusive rights over the water. 

Territorial organization during this period consizted of relaively concentrated, large 
settlements. "Villages were normally situated on the banks of rivers or at other places 
where water was readily accessible- (Schapera, 1970. 30). 

The Tswana have two words for drought. kon:cll.) a:ij /cuba. The first is derived from 
the word -Pia. which mea.is 'to (,ry'. Tile second conics ,rom the veib uba, meaning 'to 
blow dry hot air'. Leuba signifies a drought of a more intense kind than konello (E.S. 
Moloto, peri. comm.). During the pre-colonial period, social effects of drought situations 
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weie gen.Aly kept in .heck (R. Molomo, pers. comm.). The communal fields (lepasha) 
were worked regularly under the summons of the chief, either by agc-set regiments of by
the whole community. larvest from these fields was stored in communal granaries
(sefala), often constructed near the court (Agotla). I times of fanine and drought, the
stored grain was: (a) sold to the fai:ly affluent members of' the c(mmlunity below nornal 
market prices; (b) given free to the poor; or (c) given to able-bodied people inexchange
for their labour. (".liidio h'fa ka Irmiao." or "'Iepoor man pays with the ieedle.")
Supervision of' these activities was undertaken by the chiel or his delegates. These were
usually the uncles (horaik'waaaAgot) and his other councillors. 1' latter were tlhe senior 
officials of the state, whose functions were wide ranging and inot 3s specialized as the "agro
managerial bureaucracies' of pre-capitalist Asiatic societies. their bureaucratic functions 
were largely based on purely ascriptive criteria, and their influence on the gerontocratical. 
ly organized regiments of labour and civil power.

From 1890-1965, Colonial ()tfice reports for the lBechuana!and Protectorate indicate 
at least thirty-two recorded ye.rs of drought, of varying severity, in different parts of the 
country. Perhaps tile worst case throug,)out tus era occurred ill 1896,i07, when rinderpest
and drought ravag.d the Tswana.%pe,'ing world, leaving large numbers of people desti
tute. In the southern Protectorate, *hich today is part of' South Africa, ninety-live per
cent of the cattle population perished ISandford, 1976). During most periods of drought, 
crop failure is the most constant economic casualty. Nevertheless, droughts affecting live
stock increased in frequency from the 1930's onward. Sandford (Ibid.121) suggests that
this 'pa'allels the increase and recovery (f the livestock populations from the rinderpest
epid.:mic of tile I890's.'" lhe drought of the early 1960's was of such serious proportions
that at its height about twenty-five percent of tile entire population of' Botswana was at 
least partia'ly dependent on governmentally and internationally organized famine relief.
For a large part of the population, the social problems arising from drought arc closely
interwoven with the problems stemming from social unrest, pests and epidemics (Ibid.).
Obviously this is partly because each type of natural calamity affects and aggravates ,he
other in such a way that tile cause becomes the consequence and vice versa. 

It is significant that most of the early civilizations of man were based in major river 
basins, where the availability of water facilitated sedentary agricultural social organiza
tion. In such areas it is easier to accommodate concentrated populations, and the forces 
of production develop more consistently. In drier regions societies generally develop

cultural adaptations which materially control the social impositions of low rainfall and
 
drought.


With certain patterns of social organization, several years of low rainfall may occur

without affecting the natural environment too drastically. Ilere we often find that the
 
capability of that society 
to conserve and control watei use and distribution isexpressed
in a distinctly structural form. Groups of skilled and unskilled labourers are harnessed to 
the budding and maintenance of tanks, dams, and other lower capacity storage systems
(e.g., cisterns). The social use of these constructions is well and clearly supervised by
functionaries and bureaucrats within the state structure. Where tle systems of water 
control are more developed, population density is generally high. As the author has
argued elsewhere (Prah, 1977), these societies show an intricate division of labour as well 
as intensive cultivatici, aad generally require cumplex bureaucratic structures to ensure 
the building and maintenance of these water-agrarian systems. Wittfogel (1967) describcs 
classic examples of these 'hydraulic societies'. The term hydraulic is mueanlt to "draw at
tention to the agro-managerial and agro-bu.eaucratic character of these civilizations" 
(Ibid.3). There is little reason to conclude, however, that these state structures also re
quite peculiarly despotic or centralizeo leadership. Wittfogel's study essentially based 
itself on pre-capitalist Asiatic societies and was a reaction against the more consistent 
Marxian views on Asiatic society and the Asiatic mode of production. On the whole, the 
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social implications of" water-tenure systens for agriculture and drought prevention were 
different in pre-colhnial Africa an much less structurally distinct. 

Goody (1971) has argued thl, in most of pre-colmial Africa, the low development of 
production forces particolarly technology and, more specifically, the absence of the 
wheel, limited irrigation technology and water-control systems in a way quite different 
from the drier regions of the Iurasian continent. ()bviously many African societies pos

sessed simple irrigation systems before western penetration. Goody gives the examples of 

Ifirilfu ( LoWiili) irrigation channels, the water sy,tems of the Sonj) of Tanzania, the tradi
tional rice-producing areas of the western Sudan. and the Iamous cisterns of 'tilecity of 

a thousand ,ells'. Salafa. Apart fron the Shadul in the Sahara area, relatively sophist. 
icated technolltiv ttir water control in Africa has been generally lacking. 

One may conclude that societies in diffeient historical epochs leave. wiihin certain 
bounds, generally created sociocultural features to enable men to check and mitigat,. .e 
effects of aridity and low rainfall. Some of the contemporary social problems of drought 
in many parts of the wiotld arise because the natural balance between societies and the 
environments in wich they exist has been rapidly altered withoit the culture having ad
justed to provisions of the environment. 
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The Traditional Response to Drought
 
in Botswana
 

by R.K. Hitchcock 

A /aise Sarwa from Man/otai, on the Nata River in no! th.eastern Botswana, once told me
how he and his family coped with the 1960's drought. As they had done no ploughing the 
previous year, they had to survive by hunting and g; thering. During the day his wife
would leave their hut beneath the tall trees along the river and go out to the gathering 
areas (inekgacha) away from tileriver. Often she found these areas so ravaged by bush
fires there was little hope of bringing home much in the way of food. Their children went 
to the river daily to get water, hut gradually the pools dried up and the water level in tile 
sand dropped to tilepoint where it could no longer be reached. They spent many lonely

nights huddled in a shallow hole on the edge of one of the few rerm.ining pools in the
 
river, silently waiting for emaciated wildebeest and buffalo to come dowwn to the river to
 
drink. When they were sufficiently close the man would rise and hurl his spcar at them.


Some days were spent out in the bush, collecting tie bones of wildebeest which had
 
died by tlhe thousands in the Nata area. These bones, along with tile
tails cut from recent
ly dead a:,'nals, he sold to Bobhy Wilmot's store, later Haskins', in Nata Village. One day

he heard of the disappearance of one of his cousins, it transpired that she had been the

victim of ritual murder, the headman of Nata having killed her in order to make rain.

Nights were hot and stifling, and one could smell smoke on 
the wind and hear drums
 
beating in the distance along with plaintive pleas for rain. At one point, while out hunting
 
near some 
pans away from the river, he was arreste.' by a game scout for hunting without
 
a license, under the newly instituted Fauna Proclamation Act of 1961. His reaction to
 
this event isbest described in his own words:
 

"Our lives depend mostly on meat, and the laws have kept us from eating. I believe
 
that when God created man he provided wild anin.,ls to be the food of the Masarwa.

The Bamangwatu depend on their cattle to provide their food. The Kalanga depend
 
on their crops. White people live on money, bread, and sugar. These are the traditional
 
foods ,f these groups of people, o it can be seen that the law is against us, the
 
Masarwa, because it has prevented us from eating. The people who made the law knew
 
that they were depriving us of our food. Even if we raise catt!e we cannot du it as well
 
as the Bamanw."to. We cannot raise crop-, like the Kalanga, and 
we cannot make
 
money like the whute people do. These are th ways of other people. The tradition
 
that Ge gave us, the Masarwa, is to eat meat. Meat is our life. Small animals to us are
 
not important, we eat kudu, duikrr, steenbok, and birds every morning. 
 What we
 
really care about is big animals. Tne!, dre oui food; these are what we care about.
 
Depriving us of meat is depriving us of life and of the tradition that God gave us."
 

After being released from jail in Francistown he went off to South Africa to work in the
mines. When he returned nine months later he found his village abandoned and his wife
and children gone. This was one man's experience of the 1960's drought in Botswana. 

An historica: perspective on drought in Botswana 
Besides interview and oral history data obtained from local people in Botswana who 

have experienced droughts, a variety of information can be found in the accounts of early 
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travellers, missionaries, and hunters. One of the earliest recorded droughts is that front 
1845 to 1851 when David Livingstone was living among the Bakwena at Kolobeng, not 
far from Gaborone. Ilis personal letters (Schapera, 1959, 1961 ),diaries (Schapera, 1960), 
and book (Livingstone, 1857) contain references to a number of events that occurred 
during this severe drought period. Rainmakers were called in, one of whom received per
mission to exhume the body of a child who had died the p~evious year so that body parts 
could be used in rainmaking medicines. Men spent a great deal ot their time out hunting, 
while the women and children gathered roots. In January 1849, Livingstone wrote that 
the famine was so acute that the people had survived the previous six nonths entirely on 
locusts (Schapera. 1959.17-20). The tribe was scattered, sonic of the people having gone 
to neighbouring tribes to seek food. Pressure on local resources was increased by the 
arrival of an immigrant group of Kaa who had been expelled by another tribe, the 
Ngwato, further north. As one might imagine, the drought had a def'ite effect on the 
popularity of Livingstone's mission. People had a tendency to blame Christian teachings, 
and criticism was heightened by the fact that the Kwena chief, Sechele, a renowned rain
maker, gave up his practices when he was baptized. When. after a series of disastrous 
years. Livingstone finally departed, the Kwena immediately moved to a place they hoped 
would be more auspicious. Sure enough, soon after Livingstone's departure, the drought 
broke. 

Other historically recorded droughts of the 19th century included one in 1862 in 
Shoshong, the then Ngwato tribal capital, another in the same location in 1876/77, yet 
another in the Kweneng in 1879, and one occurring at the same time as an outbreak of 
rinderpest in 1896. During the 1876/77 drought part of the Ngwato population was re
duced to eating grass n order to survive (tlepburn, 1895). llepburn, the resident mis
sionary, vied with the local rainmakers to see who would be the first to bring rain, and, 
unlike Livingstone, he was successful. Khama II, the Ngwato chief after 1875, did away 
with traditional rainmaking ceremonies and instead introduced a day of prayer for rain, 
something advocated by all mission churches working among the Tswana tribes. During 
the 1896 drought and rinderpest epidemic (known in Botswana as bololwane), W.C. 
Willoughby, yet another missionary, visited a group of Pedi in the Tswapong Hills east of 
Palapye and found them hungry but managing to subsist on mothope (Boscia albitrunca) 
roots (Willoughby, quoted in Parsons, 1973:156-157). lie also noted that the Sarwa were 
killing the Chiefs livestock at a prodigious rate, a strategy that was particularly common 
in drought years. During a later drought period Khama estimated that he had lost 454 
cattle at only fou, cattle posts (Khama to High Commissioner 28/3/1916, quoted in 
Parsons, 1972:16). 

A series of droughts and economic depressionrs, caused in part by the heavy loss of live
stock, characterized the early 20th century in Botswana. !ndeed, conditions became so 
acute that Khama dropped his baa on Ngwato going to the mines, and in January 1904, 
one hunred and fifty men left Serowe on a single day, bound for South Atri-a (Parsons 
1973:326). The Tswana economic system, as Neil Parsons (1973:328) puts it, %as thrown 
into a downward cycle of rural impoverishment as a result of these disastrous years. By 
1933, when the next drought occurred, people were unable to generate ary income 
through the sale of their livestock because of an outbreak of foot-and-mrith disease; 
consequently, the numbers of people seel'ing alternative employment orportunities i 
South Africa increased tremendously. Other people urned to hunting, gathering, and 
procuring wild animal skins for trading purposes. 

Drought responses of hunter-gatherers 

It is clear from ethnohistorical and oral history information that droughts were a com
mon phenomenon in Botswana; indeed, one might go so far as to say that they were a 
characteristic feature of the ecosystem. It is also clear that the peoples who occupy the 
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Kalahari and adjacent areas have developed a variety of strategies with which to cope withperiodic shortages of rainfall and rainfall-dependent resources. At the same time, it should
be noted that responses to drought vary, depending on the nature of tie land-use practices employed by various populations. The majority of the Tswana and other Banti.speaking tribes have a mixed economy, combining pastoralism and agriculture, which theysupplement with a certain amou.,t of hunting, gathering, and wage labour. There are alsoother groups of people, mainly in the Kalahari Desert, who depend almost entirely on the
products of the bush. Drought will have different effects on these groups, and die balance
of this paper will concern itself with some of those effects.

Hunters and gatherers tend to live in relatively small groups which are dispersed overthe landscape. Well-adapted to arid conditions, these groups are highly mobile and tendto aggregate and disperse, depending on the availability of surface water or moisture
bearing platits. These patterns of aggregation and dispersal vary in the Kalahari. InNgamiland, in north-western Botswana. "'..;re are permanent pans where people can stayduring dry periods (Lee, 1965, 1972,. In the central and eastern Kalahari, on the otherhand, there is no surface water except after rains, so mobilty varies according to thedistribution of melons and roots (Silberbauer, 1965, 1972; litchcock, unpublished data).In the Kgalagadi District in south-western Betswana, water is obtained from sip-wells. Itis sucked out of the ground through a straw, a process sometimes taking five to six hoursto obtain a family's requirements for a single day (Axel Thoma, pers. comm.). There areseasonal differences in mobility patterns, too. Sarwa groups in the north-west tend tocongregate in large groups around pans in the dry season and disper~e into smaller groupsduring the wet season, while just the opposite pattern is seen in the Central Kalahari,where groups aggregate in the wet season and disperse in the dry season. 
A large proportion of the diet of hunter-gatherer groups in the Kalalari is comprised ofwild plant food;. Plants in the Kalahari are well-adapted to arid conditions, having small

leaf surface ratios and large underground storage organs. Hunter-gatherers exploit theseplants, collecting them either by hand or by digging sticks. Melons are an important sourceof moisture, but when these are finished people tend to utilize roots. There is some
question about the relationship between wild plani foods in the Kalahari and droughtcondit'ons. Some Sarwa have told me that melons do better in dry years than they do inwe* ones. Others say that melons are best after a good rainfall year. This difference might
possibly be due to the role of fire in the Kalahari ecosystem. Sarwa use fire to burn off grass so that new growth will be generated to ,ttract game; a side effect of this burning

process is the reduction of tall grass and the encouragement of melon growth, which
 seems to be retarded by high grass (h. Vierich, 
 E. Cishdan, and G. Silberbauer, pers.
cor.,ms.; Hitchcock, unpublished data). Hunter-gatherers, then, employ a kind of environmental manipulation strategy to increase their subsistence security.

While mobility is one response to dry condition;, migration to new places is another.
The Central Kalahari Game Reserve, when surveyecd by Silberbauer in the late 1950's andearly 1960's, contained about 3 000 people (Silberbauer, 1965). A recent survey by Mark
Murray (1976) and Paul Sheller (1977) revealed a population of only about 1 500 in the
Central Reserve. There has evidently been a pattern of outmigration from the Reservefor a number of years. Some groups have moved north-east to the Boteti River; othershave gone west (o the Gnanzi Farms; and still others have taken advantage of the drought
relief boreholes in the Kweneng District to the south and in the Central District to tieeast, permanently settLng there in order to have access to permanent water, milk, and the 
meat of cows which have died. When asked why they moved out of the Central Kalahari,more often than not the answer was that water was getting increasingly difficult to find.
Sip-wells hac, dried up and rain waters were not staying in the pans as long as they had inthe past. Epidemic diseases, too, mutt have played a role; the 1950/51 smallpox epidemic,
for example, wiped out whole villages in the Kalahari. 
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Ilunter-gatherer groups employ a number of social strategies which permit them to visit 
are often fornied over long distances;the territories of other groups. Marri,,ge alliances 

these ties are enforced b. rules of who one can and cannot potentially have as a spouse. 

Fictive kinship systems exist which peruint peone to be incorporated into tilescial 
be given a whole set of relatives, simply oil the basis of a naue-rlationship.system and t,, 

Visiting is cotm onllamolg diflferent hunter -gatherer camnos, especiall inbad )ears. Since 

drought ii most arid ecos)sems is often highly localized, it pays to have relatives and 
resources. Permissionfriends iii other places so that one can move there to have access It) 


is sought for entralce into otlier groups" territories, but this prinission israrely, ifever,
 

denied.
 
Another tmethtd tf estabhisluig letiworks of alliances across broad regions is through 

trading. fhe S.ira if Ngimiland, tir exanple, have a s)sten known as hvar, in which 

something is gil Xt person. thus incurrinig a debt. at son1ic i),lit ilthiefuture.'Ither 
tie exact nature ot this gitt may dlifter markedly from thethis gift is r.-turnied, although 

original one (\\essner. i 7). Sharing is all-importanlt ainoig hunter-gatherer groups, 

especially in uipredic table environllellis. Ilullg success is not always equal amiong 

familes in a group, sO there arc rigid rules if neat distribution. Borrowing and lending, 

too, are extreinly cumnn. lhese trade and sharing relationships are ways of' reducing 
risk anliomg hunter-gatherer populations. 

It can be seen. theni that liutter-gatherer goups in the Kalahan poss,'s a number of 

strategies which permit thein to cope w.ith periods of enviroiniental strtss. Marriage rules 

and band alliances help ensure access to other p..-ople's territories in tinic of niled. Mobility 
helps to adjust population sizes to resource availability In really b ;d years groups may 

migrate owo tn area. st)me individuals, like the .aise Sarwa mentioned earlier, mia) even 

go to te nnes. I here has been a process over time of' increasingly permanent settlement 
on sources ot permanent water, particularly boreholes. Itslcald be stressed that these 
kinds of' adaptations are cnilioi ii arid lands and merely intensified during drought 
periods. One of the characteristic features of hunter-gatherers in the Kalahari is their 
epportunism. drought periods provide them with the impetus to try out new lifeways. 
Admittedl), ii really bad years, sharing and hospitality patterns may fall apart, but most 

of the time hunter-gatherer groups are able t)share resources ilsuch a way as to enisure 
their continued exisiel'c. 

lDrought responses of pastoralists and agriculturalists 

In tie past. the rswaa tribes occupy iiig the fringes of" the Kalahari had a mixed 

eCotlul% C,)inpriscd nimnly of pastoralisi and a.,riculhure. Their subsistencc base was 
supplemented wit:, a certain amount of hunting and gathering; later on. trading of game 
products becaie mncreasimnil, inport iiiit as did alternative labour sources such as the 
mines in South Aftrica. A primary ie!.onse if I swamla pastoralists to drought p,riod- is 

one already cc;, am,,:g hunter-gather rs. they become mobile. gtoinig with their herds in 

search of Aater and gia/log. In rcally bad ycars -ie)may fall back ol village water 
sources, thus increasili gra,' viepressure inIlhted areas. Prior to the expansion of bore
holes, herds were takeri mit the Kalahari onimly seasoiially , to graze iii areas ilear pans 

w.hich held Aater. (,,adtiall these pans were artificially deepened, with wells sunk illa 
number ofi them. zhus. cattlc and sinallstock were permitted to sta) desert for(ot in tile 
longer and loiger periods. \Wh!tel a drought occurs, hovecr,these pans and wells often dry' 
up. Livestock ow miers arc then laced with a dilemma: should they try to keep their 
animals, esen thiougi sonic of them ma) die dir.ng the drought, or should tley sell them? 
(Cattlc are a prestige itc:n anming tihe I swana. and there istremiemndoius reluctance to part 
with them e:,cept under special crcumstanccs, such as bride-price (hlgadi) I-aynents or 

wAedding feasts. While it has been noted that keeping livestock in ih face of deteriorating 
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environmental conditions is an irrational policy, there is another way of looking at this 
problem. If livestock owners can retain enough animals to have a fairly sizable breeding 
herd at the end of the drought, their chances of post-drought recovery will increase. In 
this sense, then. keeping their animals is a rational policy in the face of droulit condi
tions. 

Traditionally in drought periods, the rights of access to grazing districts (dinaga) in 
tribal areas were relaxed. such flexibility in social rules was an important miechanisn for 
coping with stress. While cattle play an important role in the lives of many Tswana, the 
majorit) of thein subsistence is derived from crops. Crop failures are common in lotswa
na, and chiefly regulations were instituted earl) on to ensure that people had sufficient 
food to tide them over bad years. The Tswana chiefs also had a number of rules which 
facilitated redistribution of resources. Every chief had a large field or fields (niasotla), 
vhich were cultivated for him. These tribute fields had tj be tilled and planted before 
work could begin on the fields of individual tribespeople. The products were stored by the 
chief in his os, n granarics. and the grain was ,sed for tribal purposes, such as feeding 
destitutes or gi%ing awk a. in drought yzars. 

Ilarve t tribute, know in as dikgafela. was paid to the chief in years of fent) this grain, 
too, was stored and used for tribal purposes. The chiefs also instituted a rule which for
bade the salt, of crops t traders, particularly sorghum, before it could be ascertained 
whether there would be food shortages that year (Schapera. 1943:19, 123, 203-204). 
People often Lad a tendency, to sell part of their harvest in good years to generate ex!,a 
income. later, \hen a drought hit, tiley.' were forced to buy back their grain at much
inflated prices. Traders were able to manipulate people b) storing food for had years and 
the;, raising tile prices of that food. Such profiteering was recognized by the chiefs who 
introduced cult ral regulations to try- to minimize it. Other forms of tribute included 
.eJtuba. the breast of ever% laree animal killed. Sometimes chiefs would give up their 
tribute in order to feed their people. This was done by Khania, for example, during the 
176 *.""drought. %khenhe gave the Ngwato the proceeds of tie tribal hunts (letsholo) as 

:!! as his earnings from ostrich feathers and ivory (Ilepburn, 1895). 
There '%ere other ways as well, by which people were supported in the tribal system. 

The existence of large extended families ensured that poorer relations vere cared for by 
wealthier famil\ members. The Tswana also have a tradition of hospitality which ensures 
that visit ors neer go hngrN or find themselves lacking a place to stay. The majisa system 
ensured a wider distribution of livestock among the population than might have otherwise 
occurred. This sN stem entails Iclndin S cattle to people who herd them and use their m: 
and draught pok er. later being givei a call for iheir labour. It might be noted ihat nialisa 
is also usetul to cattle mkners \~h, are able it) spread their animals aroune', thus reducing 
the risks frol drought, epicemics. or heavy p;edatmon. 

Another kay of dealing with drought wkas through the mobilization of group labour, to 
conduct omiimnunail !hunts (I. 'r- build dams, :tor example. The chief'. often called out the 
age-regiments (pmtephlwto) to carU out tasks Mhich were in tile interests of the tribe. 1iiis 
was done as recentl as 1965 im Mochudi, where regiments were activated to clear the 
brush out ot damn stcs Some chitefs esei s%tit regiuents to work inl the mines to bring 
money home to the tribe. 

That these traditunal contingency niechanisms were recogni/ed a-; beimg helpful in 
stress periods is underscored bN the fact that the Bechuanaland Protectorate Administra
tion instituted similar mreasures in the 1939-1941 period. Tribute fields were replaced by 
.war lands which \\ere cultivated by the trbespeople in order to increase yields to pay 
for militarN ztto rts. A s)stem of tribal granaries was begun in 1939, modelled after the 
dikgaj-la tribute systen (Schapera 1970.30, 111-112). The Administration alst. followed 
the chiefs' lead and forbade time export of grain to ensure an adequate supply within the 
,.ountry. flls is an important poin in that it illustrates the fact that traditional 
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mechanisms of coping with drought can be integrated into development plans. 
In all agricultural activities, whether choosing a field site, clearing an area, hoeing, or 

planting, the Tswana employ rational techniques. In an unpredictable environment, how
ever, where chances of crop failure are high, 1iis not surprising that people have resorted 
to a more esoteric way of ensuring crop success. Rainmaking was an important function 
of the Tswana chiefs, indeed, their reputatl ,nwa; dependent, at least in part, on the 
abundance of rainfall during their chieftainship. When people began to grow impatient 
because of lack of rain, they approached the chief, beseeching him to bring rain (Schapera, 
1971 ). Sometimes he was brought a black ox which was sacrificed. The chief also em
ployed rain medicines to bring clouds and rainfall. Inreall, severe drought periods, pro
fessional rainmakers (baron a) from outside might be brought in to assist in the cere
monies. Often these people were from well watered areas, one example being the Pedi 
from the Transvaal. 

Seasonal taboos (tmetda) were observed to ensure adequate rainfall for crops. Occasional
ly lack of rain was attributed to sorcery performed by rivals for chiefly, power or by 
members of other tribes. Evil charms known as dibeela might be found within the tribal 
territory ,and these were alway s dealt with ver, c3refully by tribal doctors. In really 
severe drought periods, ritual murder might be undertaken. There was a whole series of 
ceremonies especially designed for dealing with droughts, ranging from the sacrifice of a 
black ox on a former chiefs grave, to the sacrifice of a child using parts of the body for 
medicine. These ceremonies incurred the wrath of the missionaries, who attempted to 
eradicate them. But, like the Protectorate Administration, they could often do little 
better than to substitute a new form of observance for an old one. An annual day of 
pra> er for r.in, thape() ya pula. was established in place of the traditional -ainmaking 
ceremony at the beginning of the cultivating season. The missionaries, however, were far 
from successful in eradicating these practices, since examples of rainmaking ceremonies 
were seen as recently as 1965 and 1973. 

Some chiefs, not satisfied with iraditioi;al ceremonies, tried to institute new practices. 
Isang of the Kgatla. for example, when asked in 1926 to employ professional rainmakers 
because of a drought, chose instead to back a borehole drilling policy (Schapera, 1970: 
40-41. 1971 I10-11). A levy was instituted and a South African Government driliing 
company brought in to drill boreholes, s,ven of which were "-:essful. After another 
drought, that of 1933, the Protectorate Administration followed suit, drilling a number 
of boreholes oeginning in 1934. Another strategy, followed by Khama III of the Ngwato, 
was to set up a chiefly trading company, (Pars.ns, 1975), this was done, at least in part, 
because Khama resente,' the profiteering of the European traders in his tribal territory. 

Conc.usion 

Responses to drought in Botswana art:many and varied, ranging from mobility and 
reversion to hunting and gathering, to magic.o-religious cere-r.onies for inducing rainfall. 
While socioeconomic strategies may have b,en somewhat more effective in coping with 
drought than were i6eological responses, it cinnot be doubted that rainmaking ceremonies 
provided peop;, with a sense of security whiLh was sorely needed ir.drought periods. It 
must be emphasized, though, that these traditional drought responses cannot be viewed 
as separate from the political economy of southern Africa. An individual's decision to go 
to the mines, for ey.amrle, is dictated by the quota system established by the mining 
companies. Cattle sales by traditional herders are dependent on a number of factors, 
including health restrictions of foreign countries, marketing quotas, and the degree of 
development of the marl:eting infrastructure. Outside relief schemes in drought periods 
were viewed in different ways by local chiefs. Khama opposed the giving away of food by 
the Bechuanaland Relief Fund in 1896 on the grounds that it was a threat to his tribe's 
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economic independence, while Bathoen of the Ngwaketse, on the other haad, requested
outside help during the same period (Parsons, 1973, 1974).


A ,,imber of tribal customs were 
adopted by Government in attempting to cope withstress pleriods, especially during the early part of the Second World War. Chiefs, on theother hind, adopted outside innovations, one of them being borehole drilling. So ne traditional drought responses, such as rainmaking ceremonies especially those involvingritual murder were vigorously opposed by missionaries and others. Other droughtresponses, such as ntajako. the selling of one's labour for a share of the agricultural cropproduced, were far from effective during drought periods. But there is no doubt thatmany of the responses can now be viewed as rational and significant in tirms of aiding inthe adjustment of societies to drought conditions. Far from being quaint tribal customs,then, the traditional responses to drought in Botswana must instead be viewed as important mechanisms for alleviating social stress in an unprcdictable environment. 
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The 1960's Drought in Botswana 

by A.C. Campbell 

Before the drought 

The years 1933 to !935 saw a serious drought, with cattle numbers being depleted in 
many parts of the country. By 1939 cattle were increasing again, mainly as a result of 
three years of good rain. The first available stock records (1939) show tilenational herd 
to have been 671 100 animals. No serious droughts were recorded for the next twenty 
years. Even so, rainfall was by no means consistent, with sonic areas, such as the eastern 
Ngwato, suffering intermittent periods of poor rainfall. From 1954 onward, the uneven
ness of the rains increased in most areas, although averages remained not too far from the 
mean. 

By 1957 the national herd had nearly aoubled, numbering 1309 950 animals. At the 
samc time the human population had also nearly doubled. Since cattle play an important 
pait in rural activity, it is likely that there were twice the number of c° ttle owners as 
there had been in the 1930's. Water development only started on any scale after 1950, 
which suggests that grazing areas had not significantly expanded since th,' 1930's drought. 
There appears t.have been no further increase in tilecattle population after 1957, either 
because of the deteriorating rains, or because there was no further grazing available near 
the watering points. In 1959 veterinary officers were reporting scarce grazing in eastern 
Bechuanaland. 

The drought began in 1960 when rains failed in almost every area. Here it should be 
noted that, because they were no longer increasing in number, more cattle must have been 
dying. As .:.dny participants have stated during the Symposium, however, drought means 
different things under different circumstances; insufficient rains do not necessarily affect 
stock, although they may well preclude tilegrowing of crops. 

The drought 

Although all the signs were present and could easily be recognized, the drought of the 
1960's took people by surprise. It was to reach a climax in 1965 and be described as the 
worst for thirty years, yet little real planning had taken place to allevidte it. The first 
signs were noted in 1960, and the Annual Report for that year stated: 

"The filure of adequate rains during tiletrr t quarter of the year resulted in severe 
drought conditions over practically the whole territory by mid-winter. As conditions 
deteriorated and water supplies dried up, there was rairly widescale movement of 
stock to where grazing and water could be found. This aggravated, to aconsiderable 
extent, the adverse conditions around the main water supplies. In some of the worst 
hit areas, there was ,irtually no grazing to be seen, and stock existed mainly on 
browse." 

A Drought Relief Committee was formed in Frarcistown and tile Administration became 
concerned, but good rains fell in November and the ensuing rainy season proved to be 
well above average, except in the Ghanzi District. The rains, however, were not by any 
means regularly spaced, and certain areas, such as the eastern Central District, remained 
drought-stricken. The generally good rains appear to have lulled any official concerns 
aroused in 1960. 

The following season, 1961/62, produced figures well below the mean, and in several 
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centres less than half the rainfall of the previous year was recorded. That year's Annual 
Report records: 

"The most noteworthy feature of the 1961/62 season was the very severe and pro
longed drought which affected the whole Territory. As a result of it, only a very small
proportion of the to cropsland normally planted was planted. Large scale imports
of maize and sorghum were necessary, and emergency measures had to be taken for
the feeding of school children and for the provision of famine relief work in the worst 
hit parts of the Territory.
The worst affected areas were the eastern Bamangwato and the northern Tuli Block
where no, only were no crops produced, but large numbers of cattle died fior 
poverty. The southern Protectorate did not suffer so badly but even there less than 
ten percent of the arable land was planted." 

The next three years were similar; rain fell in October and November, but by ihe middle 
of December it had begun to tail off, and by January the heat was intense. Rains again
fell in March and April, but these had little effect At the beginning of the rains cattle 
were too weak to plough. By January, when they might havc been able to plough, there
had been no rain. Veterinary reports at this time indicate that most cattle were subsisting
on browse (Acacia nellifera, Combreturn apiculatum, Bosciaalbitrunca,Colophospermum 
mopane, Acacia tortilis. Acacia karoo and Greivia flara). In 1964 conditions were made 
worse by severe frosts and temperatures of -6"C in eastern Ngwato. Much of the browse 
was destroyed, and in some areas cattle losses estimatedwere at twenty.five percent.

In October 1964 good rains fell in the southern Protectorate, bit these soon petered
out, driving temperatures steadily upward. Practically no crops were planted, and grazing
was almost non.existent. It was during this year that many p:oplc drilled boreholes on the 
sandveld to the west of the traditional grazing areas. A small proportion of the large
numbers of stock on the hardveld were then transferred, but by this time it was too late 
to make any significant difference. By May 1965 the situation was really serious: a few 
areas had grown no crops for six years, many had grown nothing since 1961, food reserves 
were either depleted or minimal, and stock were fetching extremely low prices- some
times as little as R30 because of their poor condition. In addition, the calving rate in 
many areas had fallen by more than fifty percent. (In some areas, where the drought had
been felt , cows had almost ceased to calve.) The incidence of measles in stock had
increased drastically, and the number of condemnati.nt at the abattoir had quadiupled. It 
was at this stage that Cabinet declared the entire country drought-stricken and appea!ed
for aid. For various reasons this aid was delayed: an assessment had to be made of the
situation, requests submitted and processed, and grain shipped from Reliefoverseas.
would have arrived earlier but for a major dock strike in the United States, from which 
the bulk of the food was coming. As it was, World Food Programme supplies eventually
arrived in late September 1965. 

The rains were late in falling, but finally, in February 1966, the drought broke. Al
thotugh too late for any serious planting, they did restore a measure o' grazing. In
1966167 rains were good, and an excellent crop was reaped. In 1967/68 they again failed,
resulting in a further year's drought, the last for that particular drought period.

Briefly, then, the drought commenced sporadically in the mid-1950's. The first year of
general rain failure was 1960. the following ,ear all but the (Ghanzi District received good
rains. During the next tour years, drought was general, breaking in February 1966. The
final year of poor, drought-producing rains occurred in some areas in 1968. 

The areas affected 
Although the drought was often described as 'total', this was not entirely accurate. Few 

areas received less than 300 millimetres in any season, and all received rain over an 
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extended period-usually not less than seven weeks-during the normal season. This meant 
sufficient rain for natural growth, but insufficient rain for crops. The areas hit worst were 
said to be those along the line of rail, particularly in the eastern Central District and the 
Kgatleng. Others badly affected were the South.East District, the Kweneng and the 
Ngwaketse areas. Conditions varied elsewhere. The Rolong and the North-East District 
both suffered; however, they received more and better distributed rains than the other 
areas, so the drought was not as severe. 

Drought appears to have been felt somewhat less in the west, although rainfall was well 
below average. It is possible that people there were more accustomed to coping with dry 
conditions, or that there were far fewer cattle, so mortality was not so obvious. Crop
growing in the Kalahari usually takes place on small lands, with dry-area plants such as 
sorghum, beans and melons. These are supplemented, during a drought, with edible roots, 
particularly of the motlhopi. Boscia albitrunca,which are cut fine, ground and used as a 
porridge substitute. 

In the Delta area of the Okavango, a certain amount of wetland ploughing is practised. 
Floodplains are cleared in autumn and planted in spring when the floods recede, well 
before the first rains. The effect of water-saturated soil combines with early rains to 
lengthen the season, thus, if rains occur early-as they usually do--and then fail, crops are 
not spoiled. In addition, becaus.- the Delta does not rely entirely upon local rainfall, 
water plants like papyrus and lilies do not suffer and are available as food. 

Foot-and-mouth disease 

From May 1960 to early 1966, foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) was almost continuously 
present in one part or another of the north. In fact there were eight outbreaks recorded 
between 1948 and 1970, although by far the longest period was coincident with the worst 
period of the drought. In almost every incidence, these outbreaks occurred in the Boteti 
River area, Ngamiland or the Chobe District and involved as many as 700 000 head of 
cattle and an equivalent number of sheep and goats. 

In May !960 an out -:a:k of SAT 3 type FMD was diagnosed at Nata and traced to the 
Boteti. The virus involved was characterized by low infectivity and avirulence. Shortly 
afterwards, a further outbreak, of SAT-I. was found at Sibanini. This one was both 
virulent and infectious and spread rapidly to cover much of the northern Central District. 
At the same time, there was another outbreak of SAT-3 in the northern Tuli Block which 
spread to Dibete. By October, SAT-I covered most of the northern part of the country, 
while SAT-3 had died out. In June 1961, restrictions were lifted on the export of cattle 
east of the railway, but in September a fresh outbreak occurred west of' the Ngwato 
central cordon fence. A severe outbreak in Namibia in July 1961 closed the entire west 
side of the country. Because the disease did not infiltrate Botswana, the area was re
opened in September 1962. As a result of all these outbreaks of FMD, cattle exports 
were restricted during the first two years of the real drought. The worst hit areas, how
ever- those east of the railway line wei -losed for the shortest period. 

More outbreaks of FNID occurred be: . en 1964 and 1968. Exports from the Boteti 
were banned from January to June 19%A. An outbreak in 1965 in the central 
Makgadikgadi area was not contained until April 1966, and in 1968 the disease broke out 
in the Chobe District. 

The Vetcrinar, Department established its own vaccine production centre in 1963 as a 
result of the failure of imported vaccines. A system of regular inspection by mouthing 
was initiated, followed by an annual vaccination campaign in 1965. After the 1968 out
break, research was becun on the incidence of FMD in wildlife, particularly buffalo, and a 
new cordon fence wa constructed north of Makalamabedi. 

Certain facts emerged. During drought, FMD is spread by illegal movement of cattle, 
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probably by people looking for new water and better grazing, or by those avoiding
mogau (Parvetta harborii), a poisonous plant eaten by cattle during very dry periods.
Once animals in a weakened state contract the disease, it is often impossible to move
them to crushes for vaccination, which results in the persistence of the disease. It was also
found that drought-stricken animals required booster shots, in addition to single or even
double vaccinations, before being cured of the disease. Research on buffalo revealed that
they are carriers of the live virus, without actually contracting the disease, and are thus 
the probable cause of the infection in cattle. 

Wildlife 
Travellers' records and oral history indicate that during the last centur certain species,

such as wildebeest, hartebeest, springbok and gemsbok, were by no means prolific in the 
Kalahari, although there were vast herds of wildebeest and zebra on the Boteti and other 
huge herds in better watered areas. Hodson (1912), who trzvelled extensively in the first
decade of this c,!ntury, makes no reference to these great herds, yet by 1946 springbok
had become so numerous that during the next four years countless thousands trekked 
twice across the Molopo. By 1960 wildebeest had so increased that herds of 100 000 were 
not uncommon, and there were probably more than I 000 000 in the Kalahari alone. The
hartebeest population is increasing rapidly. 1962 wereIn they fairly numerous, but in
'.inall herds; by 1972 it was possibl- to see one herd numbering 40 000 animals. Desert
species tend to increase dramatically-given certain environmental conditions-reach a
peak, and then decline. Drought appears to provide some of the req! d conditions for 
this cycle. 

The Kalahari wildebeest populations trekked north-eastward from 1960, presumably
looking for moister conditions, since they are not well suited to a semi-arid environment.
In 1962 Riney and Hill made a survey in northern Botswana for the United Nations,
reporting: "Bechuanaland contains within its boundaries a grea, variety of game, includ.
ing the largest concentrations of plains game occurring in Africa today." In 1963 the
wildebeest seen by Riney and Hill died by the hundreds of thousands around Sua and 
Nata. Too weak to run, many were speared where they stood and their tails sold for
fifteen cents. The Bushman Survey Officer, working in the Central Kalahari Game Re
serve in 1964, reported to the Central Government: 

"In late 1962 thousands of head died and the zebra were very nearly, if not totally,
exterminated in that drought. A census I conducted in the northern part of the 
Reserve showed that the game population was below one percent of its normal for 
that time of year in many areas where there was nevertheless good grazing" (Silber
bauer, 1964). 

He had witnessed the cycle in its entirety: the vast build-up, which reached its peak in the 
Kalahari about 1961, the trek north-east, where Riney and Hill recorded it; and the 
collapse and death from lack of food and water in that and the following year. While the
Kalahari herds are again increasing, there is little doubt that variable weather conditions 
precipitate the explosion and that drought destroys it. 

Few records on wildlife utilization exist for those early years. but oral history indicates 
that three consecutive years of drought had turned arid land dwellers to extensive hunt
ing. In the Kalahari alone, trophy dealers in 1964 bought and recorded 17 793 springbok,
8 040 genet, 2 845 bat-eared fox skins and 2 031 kilograms of ostrich feathers. One 
trader, in 1965, exported about 30 000 springbok skins from this area. Von Richter 
(1967), using only trophy dealer records, calculited that during the drought every man,
woman and child at Salajwe had access to seven kilograms of game meat annually; at 
Kang, one hundred kilograms; and at Ncojane, ninety-six kilograms. How much was 
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actually utilized is difficult to say, but probably not less than three tintes this amouint. 
It was also during the drought period thai other species vanished from certain areas. 

Zebra and giraffe disappeared from the eastern Ngwato, giraffe fron the Ngwaketsc and 
much of the Kweneng, tscssebc and reedbuck from Nata, waterbuck from the Ngotwanc, 
and sable from the lati fIrms. No doubt inan) of these animals were hunted, but some 
species disappeared because of changing environmental conditions. 

Lifect oil the %eld 

All reports h veterinarians and stock inspectors indicate that large areas of grazing had 
alrcad> been denuded by 1960 %hen the drooght struck. This was ascribed to heavy over
stocking of water points and to variable rainfall during the preceding six years. Perennial 
grasses do not thrive during periods of poor rainfall arid often cannot survive long periods 
of drought. 

The general picture. then. was one in which grass was almost non-existent within one 
kilometre of a water point, sparse and of little ,aluc for th,. next three kilometres, and 
slightly more adequate after that. One nad to go at leai" ten kilometres beyond that be
fore grass became sufficient to feed the large numbers of cattle at the water point. Even 
then, much of the perennial grass had been destroyed for an additional ten kilornetres. By 
this stage, one had often reached the perimeter of another grazing area. Thus, cattle 
usuall% had to walk a considerable distance from their water point to feed. In aweakened 
state, they often zould not travel the return journe) i. a da ,,which meant either thirsting 
or starving for aday,. Because temperatures were very high particularly during September 
and October and grass fires a problem, many cattle sacrificed food for water. In the 
Kalahari. farmers tended It)drive their cattle out to better grazing, perhaps fifteen kilo
metres from the water point, and allow them to make their own way back two or three 
days later. 

In areas -where mophane predominated there was practically no grass, so cattle fed al
most exlusivel, on browse, particularly young plants. The general effect on the veld was 
extremely serious. Although cattle were transferred to new boreholes drilled in the sand
%,eldin 1964 65. the move catte too late to remedy the ill-effects of overgrazing. In addi
tion. the ne, areas were seriuusly weakened b) four years' lack of rain, and many of the 
perennial grasses wcre in poor condition. The sudden influx of catde, therefore, had a far 
more negative effect on the grass than it would have had they been moved at a more 
propitious time 

Boreholes and stock 

When rainfall variabilty increased, in 1954, there were about I 140 000 cattle in the 
country and an estimated 1350 borcholes, of which 600 belonged to the Administration. 
By the first real year of drought in 1960. the herd had increased to about I 280 000 head 
and boreholes to an estimated 3 050. of which I 300 were Government owned. By 1965 
the cattle population had decreased from a peak population of about 1 400 000 head to 
about I 350 000. Boreholes had again increased, to about 4 750, 2 000 of which belonged 
to Government. Since boreholes were not registered, there can be no guarantee of the 
accuracy of figures given. Nevertheless their general rate of increase can probably be 
plot:ed against cattle numbers. With so many unknowns, calculations must still be ap
proximate. but let us assume that two-thirds of the borcholes were working at any one 
time, that cattle occupied half of the Government boreholes, and that one-third of the 
total national herd was watered from wells, rivers or other surface water supplies. On this 
basis, then, in 1954 there must have been about 1 000 head watering at any borehole 
(excluding small stock), in 1960 about 500 head, and 1965 about 350 head. From this it 
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TABLE I
 
Cattle figures
 

Year pttla~ l " -. ( 4rea'ss ( otndt'nc'd Htti'hr O)wner (JJJ.ta&t 

1954 1 131) 77.1 6 77t) 5 824'1960 317 23o 7871 77 279 
141 

74 74414271961 319 127 0 893 6404 9987412 o95 76513 1
1962 1 .31778 
1981 4332 103501i IS777 90252 272 

7980 

1903 1349 773 
9 49 5 33 12683327 426 1000411964 2 700 88771 346 533 3878I1i 050 108 001 2886 142 9221965 90051097 322 19568 136414 3 71o 138 t58 

19w) 5 177 9343 330691)22) I,517 173 808124 704 

I 104 7.2 1o45 

3667 
155 2371967 8568 I 781
89 385 14571968 I 250 209 6 617 I299 106 403373 103 77t ", '' "2 
 104 149
 

Note I. Abattoir reopened in September 1954.
2. Abattoir was expanded in late 1964 from a through.put uf 700 t, I 200 per diem. 

No two publications copitais the ame Jr1ures 
tions. however. 

Thosr used are take: from V'etermnar. L)epartment reporti There is tittle doubt that th'v ares the method of collection, did not oniv approvIna.var. from year to Year. the percentage changscs probably provide a Jai picture of what occurred. 



TABLE 2 

Grain imports and local production 

Maize Local' 

Year Commercial As Wages 2 Sorghum Production 

1959 76490 510 3 111 
1960 219 139 1532 46556 
1961 91487 13 281 8076 
1962 157 011 31 945 28930 
1963 176337 35805 54745 
1964 256849 12 270 88603 90000 
1965 426945 141 209898 50000 
1966 343 574 6881 127822 22838 
1967 164050 2344 21 095 797000 

Note I. The above figures relate to 180 lb Srain sacks. 
2. 	 Grain Imported as wages refers to imports made by women who took pain as wages when 

working during harvesting on farms in the Western Transvaal and Northern Cape. 

can be seen that during the early years of the drought, that is until about 1960, grazing 
areas were grossly overstocked. This, coupled with the variability of rainfall, must be the 
reason why veterinary officers reported in 1960, before the drought had really begun, that 
areas were bare of grazing. 

In August 1960 the American Revolving Loan Fund provided money for boreholes, 
and in 1962 the Borehole Repayment Scheme began. It was not unil 1964, however, that 
any real headway was made with drilling. Between 1964 and 1966, approximately 1 100 
private boreholes were drilled, although in the following two years only about 200 holes 
per year were drilled. 

The picture that emerges is one of steady borehole and stock increase until 1964, at 
which time there was a tremendous rise in bcrehole drilling just as the cattle population 
began to decline. The increase in boreholes probably prevented greater stock losses, but 
only with good rains in 1965!66 did stock -gain begin to multiply. Indications are that 
drought was not solely responsible for this tremendou, stock depletion (nearly one-third 
of the national herd) occurring in the critical years. Much of the blame can be attributed 
to gross overstocking he:fore 1960. 

Co-operatives 

By 1960 a number of groups had formed co-operitives, mainly for the - .pose -f 
running boreholes. These gt,;.ps also tended to market their cattle together 2ius cutting 
out the trader or deal:i. A Cu-operatives Law was passed in 1962, and .overnment 
Department established in 1964. The original intention was to try to fort., grain-market
ing co-operatives, the first of which was registered in July 1964. but because there were 
no crops that year, the co-operatives foundered before they became established. Se eral 
turned their emphasis from grain to cattle when it was discovered that marketing dirt 'tly 
,u the abattoir fetched a better price than traders or dealers could pay. As a result, the 
C'q-opera.,ve Department changed its emphasis from the establishment of agricultural and 
grain marketing co-operatives to cattle marketing. 
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Human relief measures 
Initially, relief measures involved school feeding programmes in which children rece.ved 

a daily mug of (powdered) milk. This was then extended to include pre-schooi childrenand expectant mothers. District Commissioners also held a bsr3ll vote which they used to
help destitutes; this programme had been in operation for years.

After discussing various rcoposals with the Administration in 1962/63, the OxfordCommittee for Famine Reiief (Oxfam) began making funds available for the purchase ofsorghum seed and agricultural training. In August 1964 the situation was recognized
critical and over 

as
the next five months 500 tons of maluti meal-meal containing elevenpercent protein, five percent fat, two percent calcium and three percent phosphorus, with 

an energy value of 380 calories per 100 grams-were imported and distributed in areas of 
greates. need. 

A United Nations nutrition expert, touring the north inSeptember and October 1964,painted a more positive picture than might have been expected: most people had an 
average daily consumption of 170 grams of meal and some protein. He proposed greateragricultural diversion and a village level programme of nutrition education. With rains im
minent, however, nothing f.:rther was done. 

After Cabinet declared th, "nuntry drought-str:-'-,n in April 1965, the Prime Ministerinaugurated a National Reliet Fund and an appeal for funds to alleviate the crisis. By June
the situation had been assessed and centres set up in the worst affected areas to distributefood. Destitutes were registered at each centre and by the following month 23 000
people, mainly those near the line of rail, were being fed. Large-scale food distribution
had begun by August, with more than one thousand tons of locally purchased mealiemeal given out by local Famine Relief Committees, through an organization set up by the
Ministry of Labour and Social Services. 

The Government set itself five priorities: 
1) To prevent human death directly or indirectly from starvation. 
2) To minimize malnutrition among those who were most vulnerable to it (i.e., the 

children).
 
3) To help people to earn money with which to buy food.

4) To alleviate the effects of drought on the cattlh 
 industry by contributing to the long

term campaign against overgrazing.

5) To promote the quickest possible recovery of agriculture in the following season.
 

Certain measures 
taken earlier could not be further expanded, such as increasing the export of live cattle, expanding the abattoir and asking the South African Chamber of
 
Mines to increase the quota for mine labour.
 

Assistance wa.s 
obtained from the World Food Programme, in cooperation with the USGovernment, the British Government, Oxfam, the War Want, the World Council ofon 
Churches, the Red Cross and many other organizations. Once adequate help was assured,a Relief and Rehaoilitation Unit wa- established as a separate department under theOffice of the President. In 1965 it % clear that ever increasing numbers of people
flocking were

to the towns. One of the first duties of the Unit was to stem this flood. To do sothey tried to ensure that relief was provided at people's homes and not just in the larger 
centres. 

Headquarters were set up in Francistown and Gaborone, staffed with Regional Otficers,
each with four Relief and Rehabilitation Officers (RRO's) and, between them, seventeen
International Voluntar Service and Peace Corps volunteers. A i.,,Jor food distribution
centre was set up in Gaborone, and food stores were erected along the rail line and in
major centres. Ration points were established in 232 places, with their own small storesand ration clerks. The World Food Programme, which was responsible for delivering foodto Ramatlabama, had agreed with the Administration that the food be used to promote 
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community development projects, such as the building of classrooms, teachers' quarters, 
toilets, small dams and district road extensions, as well as village cleaning and the clearing 
of tsetse-fly-infested wetland for future agricultural use (using a labour force of 540). 
Villages, in conjunctv,, with District Councils ;.nd District Commissioners, were asked to 
draw up projects whi. h were then submitted to the RRO's for approval. A project icader 
was assigned to each one with the required number of workers to assist him. 

At first the projects were badl, handled since there was little supervision and few 
trained workers. Many of thern were village cleaning, hole filling or road repair schemes. 
By September 1966 a much better selection of projects had been made, and the pro
gramme was working reasonably well. At its peak there were 686 project leaders and 
37 050 workers employed. In all, a total of 823 projects were completed, comprising tile 
building of 163 classrooms, 195 teachers' quarters, 19 clinics, 88 soil conservation and 
darn projects knainl. tilelatter), 147 buildings (stores, rondavels, olfices and community 
centres). 223 toilets. 662 miles of road (building and repairing), the destumping of 324 
acres of land and the affort station of 24 acres. (itis interesting to note that ninety-five 
percent o'all the %oluinteer workers were women.) By June 1967 tilenumber of people 
working had :allen to about 15 000, and project ceased in September of that year.tile 


One major :acet of tileWFIH operation (generally known as Food-for-Work) was its 
association with Ipelegeng (literally translated as *self-uplift'), a programme started by the 
Community Development Department. It was run at villal;e level, with villagers providing 

some o1 the materials and most of :he labour needed for the development project, while 
the Department supplied tileremaining materials. Ipelegeng had begun before tileheight 
of the drouqlit. and -ood-for-Work tended to displace it, however, tileresults achieved by 
tilelatter's programnes seemed to put new fire into Ipelegeng. After Food-for-Work 
ceased, tileCommunit, I)evelnpment Department did its best to carry on with lpelegeng. 
Although it iasted :or Some years, however, it was never very popular and eventually 
ceased. 

Other relief measures 

Lfforts bevin in 1963 to alleviate the agricultural crisis had not been far reaching, 
largely because the length of the drought was underestimated and because funding was 

not sufficient. Loans had been obtained, however, for private borehole drilling, agri
cultural extension including an inormation programnme for which radios were distrib
:ted provision of sorghurn seed, and the co-opcrative miovemen t. 

It',as not until 1965 that the dire seriousness of the situation was full) appreciated, 
althu .Mh the Sins ihad long beef, _-.1dent. One of tile first of tile new programnes was tile 
Famine Relic; T facit,r IIire I.filt. financed through the levelopment Bank and using 

tractors hnird lr,,n .Masey -ergusorn 'ractors Ltd. Ploughing started in November 1965, 
wAith applicants recc ing loans up to R30. rhe cost .,:ploughing was R3 per acre. 
Private zcotractor, also jpied i the scheme, and b%March 1966, 7 565 acres had been 
ploughed. I:.;966 a :urther twenty-three (,vovernrnent tractors were added, and about 
9 ,00 acres pfluLed. Blecause (i the poo;r season in 1965 66. bew of' tihe loans were 
"epaid. '.hich ham;p-reJ pl,ughing in tie lollo ing seasonm. Nearly R95 (100 was owed by 

Mar,:h 196. 
..pprosal :or P50 000 for the purchase and treatment of seed was not received until 

Jul, i966. m:aKn s,tablc scd extrenel, difficult to obtain. InOcobcr about 5 000 

bags o: , rnostl,, s,.rkhu.n, were distributed. [ie WI' agreed to supply considerableod 
Quantitmc, s[ ted 20 000 tons consisting ol whole maize. J he firstcon-Stock up to 

signment 'cezhed 4 S(J(J tons. of which 1400 tons had to be processed for human con
simptin. as human supplies had not yet arrived. The feed was distributed to the 
Kgatleng, the eastern Ng,,ato and tileNorth-Last Districts only. The initial programme 
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ran from August 1966 to January 1967. As a result of good rains it was discontinued 
in January and the remainder of the original supply was not required.

A Purchasing Committee was formed to buy breeding stock in western areas and bring
them onto quarantine camps. The price offered on the Boteti River wa,. such that only
fifty-three head %ere botght. With this experience, another at nmpt was made in the
southern Kgalagadi. but the scheme never really caine to anything. Areas in Odeakwe. 
Nata and Dukwc quarantine camps verc used as relief grazing for 2 000 head of cattle 
moved from the east and 315 head tno~cd north from lochudi. 

A Mechanical FOlder Unit was set up in the IBarolong Farms to make hay. Funds for
this, however, were only received in mid-August 1966, too late in the season for those in 
charge to do anything other than assess some of the working problems. At first the Unit 
could produce only three hundred bales of hay per day,. (Two thousand bales were sent 
to Mochudi.) Although it was moved to Nata and worked well after the 1966/6"/ rains,
they had been so good that the hay was not needed until two years l:cr. The cost of the 
Unit and the transport of ha- was ,o great that one doubts it was really economic. 

A final programme involved the ,'mergency drilling and equipping of borcholes. In all,
ninety-three were drilled by Sept,:inber 1966, arid of these all but eighteen were success
ful. The bulk of the boreholes were drilled on the sandveld in the "gwato, Kwena,
Ngwakets and Nata areas. It took considerable tune to equip all of them, and even then 
some were not actua'l, stoLked irnmediately because of arguments arising over various 
costs. Drought-relief boreholes continued to be drilled over the ensuing years, but mainly 
on State rather than tribal land. 

Good rau: in February 1966. followed by a good season in 1966/67, resulted in good 
crops and a partial recover) of some of the least depleted grazing areas. As a result, most 
famine relief measures ceased in early 1967. 

The 1968 drought 
Rains faded in the south between the end of November 1967 and 19 January 1968,

whde in the north-west crops grew normally. Ploughing took place in the Rolong and 
parts of the Ngwaketse. but by January 15th most people had returned from the lands to
their villages because of the lack of water. By January Ist Government realized the situa
tion could become serious and began to consider action. Initial application for aid was 
made to the W|.P in February Under the Ministry of Local Government and Lands, the
Relief and Rehabditatjon t.nit was ree¢stablished to work directly with the Community
Development Department An assessment was made of the food needed, and plans were 
formed for relief schemes which could be operated in conjunction with existing school
feeding progrunmes. dccentrali/ing them as far as possible to keep people close to the 
lands Soon it was discovered that many, people, particularly in the Kweneng, considered
 
it Government's duty to 
teed them during a drought and had little intcntion of shifting
 
for themseh es
 

In April Government decided it 
was necessary to establish a permanent organitation tomonitor drought and to prepare for future eventualities. A committee was formed in Slay,
of senior officials in the ministries and departments concerned, to ensure that the Food. 
for.Work projects initiated %uuld be the most appropriate and would conform with the 
National Development Plan. 

The relief programme began in May B, the middle of the month it was obvious that 
more areas had been aftected than was previously believed, and that stock would have to 
be moved from areas in the eastern Ngwato. 

A further application for food was made to the WF:I' in 1969, and a new programme
commenced on July 1st. In 1970 stock began dying in Ngamdand, Kgatleng, Kweneng,
South-East District and the Ngwaketse. resulting in a further stock-relief programme. 
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Some conclusions 

The following points may be made in summation: 

1)Although the signs of impending drought must have been evident, when it struck 
in 1960 the Administration was quite unprepared for it. By 1965 it had reached a peak, 
yet still no proper measures had been taken to alleviate it. Consequently, by the time any
thing on a national basis was implemented and functioning, the drought was finished. 

2) While cattle numbers had doubled since the !930's drought, when considerable losses 
were suffered, grazing areas had not expanded in proportion. Consequently, by 1960 
when the drought struck there was little grazing left and cattle were not in condition to 
withstand it. It was, therefore, not just the drought which killed the cattle, but also prior 
overgrazing. 

3) Foot-and-mouth disease becomes a much greater danger during drought periods. 
Movement increases, sick animals are difficult to collect for vaccinations and, when run 
down, are not always cured with one or two vaccinations. 

4) Variable weather conditions may cause wildlife population explosions, resulting in 
massive treks and huge die-offs. Better use should be made of these animals before their 
value is lost. 

5) In remoter areas during drought, extensive use is made both of wildlife-products and 
meat--and of wild food. 

6) Effects on grazing and br-'..se near water points are extremely severe during drought. 
7) Relief measures, particularly the initial issue of free food, created an attitude among 

people that Government had an obligation to feed them. 
8) During the 1960's drought Government's approach to the phenomenon changed. It 

acknowledged the necessity of constant monitoring, of keeping a relief organization in 
readiness, of working through existing departments, and of integrating projects with the 
Development Plan. 

9) Attitudes in the Department of Co-operatives changed as well; attention focused on 
cattle and consumer rather than grain-marketing co-operatives. 

There are three other conclusions which appear likely, although no absolute proof exists: 

10; It is the smaller stockowners who keep their cattle in the most overgrazed areas. 
They are, therefore, probably the most affected by drought. Many must lose most, if not 
all, their cattle and have neither the money to buy food nor the means to plough. When 
the drought breaks they have no way to recoup their losses. Those who suffered in the 
1960's drought now comprise about fifty percent of the non-stockowning population. 
II) The attitude towards selling stock for slaughter has shifted, with owners now more 

anxious to sell. This may well have resulted from the drought when many people helpless
ly watched most of their stock die. 

12) From the fact that ninety-five percent of the volunteers in Food-for-Work were 
women, it seems obvious that it is they who are hardest hit by drought. Men have op
portunities to seek work elsewhere which are not available to women. 
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General Discussion 

The first session of Part 3, Social Aspects of Drought, opened with papers by K.K. 
Prah (University College of Botswana), R.K. Hitchcock (University of New Mexico) and 
A.C. Campbell (National Museum) on traditional responses to drought, its effects on 
societies and attempts to alleviate these effects. 

Austin said that according to Prah and IHitchcock chiefs had food stored which could 
be doled out during drought. Yet in Kutse people said they had onldy enough grain to last 
them six months. How then do chiefs fill their storage granaries? Hitchcock described the 
system of tribute whereby some of the grain produced by individuals went into the chief's 
storehouse. In addition, people cultivated the chiefs special fields (,nasotla), and the 
proceeds went into tribal granaries. The chief also extracted other forms of tribute, for 
example, sehuba, the breast of large wild animals shot in tribal territory. lie could decline 
these forms of tribute in times of famine or drought, thus providing people with more 
food; or he could redistribute them among the needy. Storage was not always possible, 
however, nor could all tribesmen produce enough surplus to contribute to the chiefs 
granaries. Ideally and mos: of the relevant literature (e.g., Schapera) talks in terms of the 
ideal-stored grain was given away to the needy in times of drought. In reality, however, 
it appears that this grain was actually sold at reduced prices. This meant that tribesmen 
without the means to buy from the chief's store suffered. 

Odell asked Hitchcock for his assessment of the grain ma:keting system and its future 
in Botswana. The latter replied that marketing co-operatives do not penetrate the more 
remote areas; thei: infrastructure is poor. In addition, very few people in remote areas, 
particularly in the sandveld, produce enough grain to sell. Without subsidies, the co
opertive marketing system will not work very well here. 

Grove asked how the picture we have from available records of aiardship and suffering 
during 19th century droughts fits in with Prah's image of a traditional system well adapted 
to drought. Prah replied that societies in semi-arid lands had c.ecks to deal with drought, 
although these were not always successful. Io Africa, perhaps these mechanisms were not 
as well developed as in some societies in 6ie Near an(. F:r East which had large bureaucra
cies to deal with water rontrol. 

Grove then asked if a successful response to drought at low Ian I-use intensity would 
lead to increases in population and land-use intensity, to more disastrous droughts, and to 
greater development of social mechanisms for coping with it. Ford agreed that societies 
can back themselves into a corner with all their successful strategies, citing Ghana and 
Mali as examples. From 900-1591 no bad droughts were recorded; until perhaps the 17th 
century these societies were on a small enough scale to cope. As they became more suc
cessful, their populations became too dense, their use of land too intense to accommodate 
the increasing vulnerability to what may have been essentially the same kind of environ
mental or climatic fluctuations. 

Mr Kalapula (Ministry of Agriculture) asked if cassava had been considered as a crop for 
Botsvana, sine it is very orought resistant. White replied that cassava cultivation was 
introduced as a drought relief measure in East Africa, but met with little success. In addi
tion to requiring careful preparation to avoid poisoning, cassava was resented as an impo
sition. 

Mr Wilcox (Ministry of Agriculture) wondered if the 1960's drought would have been 
so disastrous had the methods of winter ploughing now advocated been in use. Campbell 
commented that traditionally (until 1966) the chief controlled when people started 
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ploughing and when they finished harvesting. This was to ensure that all citizens werein the village from May/June until November when irportant tribal business was takingplace. In the early then,1960's, winter ploughing Nould not have been possible. Infact this method will not work until people live on their lands. Mr Taylor (World FoodProgramme) mentioned a scheme Botswanain where farmers were given food in return for winter ploughing: this increased their productivity, lie then enquired if thetraditional methods of grain storage are completely lost and if new methods are beingdeveloped. On a tribal level, Hitchcock replied, traditional methods have fallen intodisuse. Individual households, however, are still storing grain as they always have. Theirmethods are important aspects of their ability to cope with the environment.
Stocking rates doubled between 1930 and 1960, with disastrous consequences duringthe 1960's drought, Hitchcock sa~i. Are there any reliable figures, national or regional,for these rates? How near is the stocking rate to the absolute limit? Mr Salisbury (University of Slalawi) asked what Botswana is doing to control these stocking rates, given thethreat of a drought in the 1980's and Campbell's assessment that oveigrazing prior to the1960's drought exacerbated its effects. After passing the question unsuccessfully to Fieldfor comment, the Chairman, Mr Molosi (Min. of Finance and Dev. Planning), agreed to answer it during his presentation later in the week.
Hitchcock said he was told by local people that melons may do better in a dry year thanin a wet one. Dr Silberbauer (Monash University) cited Leistner as saying that melongrowth is mainly dependent upon the early rains. People may have noticed that melonsdid well in years whit the main rains failed. By overlooking good early rains, it seemed tothem that the fruits benefited from diy years. In addition, burning increases during dryyears thus encouraging the growth of melons which prefer not to compete with grass for 

sunshine. 
Verstappen asked how many cattle are in Botswana at present. lie also wondered if we can predict the effects of cattle numbers ard present grazing during the next drought.Campbell guessed there are at least four million head, most of which are still in the same area they were in before the 1960's drought. lIe predicted disastrous effects.
Ms Hudson asked if there are any irrigation schemes in Botswana now, to whichLocke replied that the Maun Secondary School has one. 

Ms 

Discussion ended with Prah's observation that traditional systems of coping withdrought have fallen into disuse because the social and political framework has beendestroyed by outside (western) influences. Hitchcock commented that although people'sperceptions of drought have not changed, they are less confident now about the macropolitical structures (i.e.. government, which has replaced chiefs, its ability to deal withdrought, etc.). lie cited the recent emergency in Ngamiland, where floods cut off foodsupplies and Government was unable to help quickly. This led to a loss of confidence inGovernment's ability to deal ,,ith such crises. Molosi disagreed, saying that Government's
problem was that it was unable to move quickly enough to mobilize the resources needed 
to alleviate the crisis. 
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Social Hibernation: The Response of the 
G/wi Band to Seasonal Droaght 

by G.B. Silberbauer 

The 'ethnographic present' in this paper is the period of my fieldwork, 1958-1966; the 
people discussed arc Giwi-speaking Bushmen hunter-gatherers of' the Central Kalahari 
Game Rescrve in Botswana. 

I am concerncd here with seasonal drought rather than with the irregular episodes of 
prolonged failure of rains that the term usualdy denotes. Despite the many attempts to 
establish objective criteria, drought is essentialy a subjectively defined phenomenon per
ceived by its sufferer in terms of his disappointed expectations of rain, the degree of dis
comfort or danger ie experiences and, sometimes, his dissonant cognition of his circum
stances. The ( wi see drought in terms of hea t and thirst, the absence of rain and a 
scarcity of ;'ood. 

Climatic factors 

The annual pattern of seasons in central southe:n Africa may be summarized as a cold, 
dry winter followed by a period of warm, then %ery hot, windy weather prior to the 
onset of summer rains. Wet-season daily maxima, ahhough high, zi yus1=.. ameliorated 
by cloud cover and reduced ground-reflection due to the spread of vegetation stimulated 
by the rains. After the summer rains follows a period of increasing desiccation and falling 
temperatures. 

In the central Kalahari winter minima regularly drop to zero arid have been measured at 
-1 3C. August and September are less chilly, although frost has been recorded as late as 
the last %,eekof September (Andersson, pers. comm.). By early- October shade tempera
tures reach 35-45C and relative humidity (measured at 1400 hrs) averages 20-25%, with 
a scorching wind blowing hard ;ur mo;t of the daylight hours. The wet season is usually 
established only towards the end of December, after the modal daily maxima fall by 60C 
and average relative humidity at 1400 hr rises to 40%. Mean annual rainfall is 350 milli
metres, most of which occirs duing intense, localized thunderstorms. Seasonal variability 
from the mean is60 percent (Pike, 1971 ) and the unreliability of rains is compounded by 
the erratic nature of thunderstorms, which often results in great differences in the timing 
and amount of rair, received in adjacent iocalities. Runoff on the fire-grained Kalahari 
sand is slight, ever. on the hard-floored pans and drainages twelve millimetres per day is 
my estimate of the intensity of rainfall required to produce any flow into the shallow 
waterholes vhich at! found on all but the smaiicst pans. This amount does not fall on all 
of the days on which r,un is experienced, and with evaporation rates of 250-300 mili
metres per month during the wet season fik, et al.. 1972:85), standing supplies of water 
are seldom avaliabie to the G.wi for more than six or eight weeks in each year. 

Ecological characteristics 

The flora of the central Kalahari consists principally of coldldry deciduous perennials 
and ephemeral species which only germinate in response to rain and complete their growth 
and reproe :ctive cycle in the second half of summer. The leafless trees and bare sand 
exacerbate the early-summer stress of sun and wind as there is little shade or shelter to be 
found. Wik, et al. (op. cit. :88-91 ) indicate the difference between bush-shaded and un
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shaded temperatures to be as great as 180C and Leistner (1967:25) reports a differencenearly twice as great (300C). Reflectivity is of the order of 80 percent (Andersson, pers.comm.), so ambient temperatures experienced in the central Kalahari are considerablyhigher than the screened daily maxima mentioned above.As midsummer approaches, the deciduous shrubs and trees refoliate as they emergefrom dormancy. The drouglit-evading ephemerals respond with dramatic rapidity to thefirst good falls of the wet season and in a startlingly short time transform the barren scenewith their luxuriance. A rich diversity of invertebrate and vertebrate herbivores shelters in,feeds on this vegetation and, in turn, supports a correspondingly broad range of predators. The fauna responds to the seasonal rise and fall in vegetative crop level with its ownebb and flow. Most of the invertebrates either die or are dormant during winter. Once newleaves appear on the deciduous perennials, or the annual species begin to grow after rain,they attract hordes of caterpillars, grubs and other insects. These voraciously chew theirway to maturity and reproduction or provide prey for hungry predators who are in asgreat a hurry to produce their own offspring before the coming drought season withers thesummer flush. Among the vertebrates are many amphibians, reptiles and small mammalswhich hibernate. About half of the bird species, and large numbers of he gregariousantelope species, migrate out of the reserve at the end of summer. The end of the droughtseason brings them back again to join those which have wintered in the central Kalahari.The combined effect of the behaviour patterns of flora and fauna isan explosive increasein biomass which then remains steady for a while, later to contract with increasing rapid
ity under the tightening grip of the drought season. 

The 'square of conflicting aims' and habitat resources 
One of the problems facing hunters and gatherers who live in arid, or semi-arid countrylike this is to strike ani optimal compromise between the four aims of: 
1) Obtaining the requisite amount and variety of food, and other resources to exploit
2) at the least cost in time and energy

3) so as to retain intact for the maximum period

4) the largest residential group which can be sustained by the resour-es.
 

These aims are, of course, mutually exclusive in that there isa conflict ietween (I) obtain.
ing the resources and (2) minimizing expenditure of time and energy. There is similar
opposition between (3) prolonging the time a group remains intact and (4) the size of the
group: the larger the number of consumers, the shorter the time taken for them to deplete
the resources. In the same way there is conflict between aims (2) and (4); the larger thegroup, the more costly it is to find the necessary resources. The four aims can be represented at the corners ,f a square, the sides and diagonals of which represent conflict be.
tween the aims: the intensity of their inompatability is proportional to the length of the
 
sides. 

Ihe intensity of conflict will be greatest when resources are scarcest and will be leastwhen resources are at their most plentiful. It is, for example, easier to find resources for alarger group, and keep it intact for longer, when there are good supplies of food, etc., onhand in the vicinity of the place of residence than it is when the necessary resources arefew, far apart and difficult to find and exploit. For their long-term survival the G/wi
require a nexus of resources: 

I) An adequate variety, number and density of food plants to provide for their needs inall seasons and within the wide range of variation of annual rainfall and other climatic 
factors. 

2) A sufficiency of grazing and browsing to attract !nd sustain antelope and other
herbivorous prey. 
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3) Trees for shade and for timber to make shelters, weapons and other artefacts. 
4) Pans, or other impervious drainages in which rainwater can gather in the wet season 

to provide a supply of drinking water for man and animal. 
5) Sufficient space to contain these sparsely distributed resources in adequate amount. 

These resources must be present in combination, and lack of any one constitutes Z* nit
ing factor which would nullify the utility of the others. 

Categories (I) and (2) are directly proportional to the amount of biomass in the .,.oitat, 
and the fourth category is only of usc at the time of year when biomass isat, or near to, 
its highest level (i.e., the wet season). It istherefore true to say that conflict between the 
four aims referred to above will be greatest when biomass is least, and vice versa. In other 
words the strength of mutual exclusion, hence the area of the square, is inversely propor
tional to the amount of biomass (see Fig. 2). 

Residential strategy 

Assuming that any human population will be grouped in communities, the G/wi could 
choose to form residential groups two or three hundred strong and migrate from one 
resource nexus to the next, or they could stabilize a smaller community of fifty to eighty 
about each nexus. A large community would have the advantages of greater manpower 
for hunting and other cooperative undertakings and of combining in one coherent social 
entity a wider diversity of skills and knowledge. However, as is apparent from tiledis
cussion of conflicting aims, sustaining a residential group of such size would be 
enormously costly in terms of the time and energy unavoidably expended in frequent 
moves to new campsites at short intervals. 

The Giwi follow the second strategy, and each small community occupies one of the 
limited number of areas containing a resource nexus. "fhe community, or band ismarked
ly stable in its conceptualized identity as a group of people associated with a geograph
ically specific territory, controlling the use of the resources of that territory. Minor 
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changes of band membership occur every few years, but it is regarded as an enduring
social unit by members of other bands, who also respect its territorial integrity.

During the period December-May, when biomass levels are high, a band of fifty or sixty
members exhausts the food resources within economical reach of a campsite (i.e., gather
ing plant foods within a radius of six to seven kilometres) after all average period of ap
proximately three weeks. It is then necessary for the band to move its campsite to another
location with a new supply of food. Typical esculent-plant crop density in these months
is six to ten times higher than in the early summer months of drought. At the height of a
drought the band w.)uld face the same problem as did the hypothetical large community
having to shift camp a three- or four-day intervals. 

It rmight, of course, be possible for the G/wi to limit band size to that which can be
sustained by the resources within reach of one forcampsite as long as three or four
weeks even in the worst part of the year. This means a community of only five or six 
persons. The long-term lack of soc.al and psychological stimulus may, however, bring its 
own problems. For example, in non-literate society knowledge is stored only in the 
memory, and the collective memory of the twenty or thirty adults in a band of fifty
individuals is more than ten times richer than that of a community of five or six with only
two or three adults. (Consider how common it is for recall of a whole sequence of for
gotten' information to be triggered by mention of a single item in the sequence.) The
minimum viable size of a community is not known, but it looks as though it could not be 
smaller than ten. 

The Giwi band does resort to this smaller grouping as a temporary expedient when
biomass levels are low. When drought becomes severe enough to depress crop density to a
point where shifts of campsite appear to be growing intolerably frequent, the 'square ofconflicting aims' has become unmanageably large. The band's remedy is to split up into its
constituent households, each one retreating to its previously agreed wintering range in the
territory and remaining there until conditions improve and the band can re-form and resume its pattern of migrating to a succession of joint campsites. As a rule the isolated
household occupies only one camp for the duration of the period of separation. 

U) 

S4pt. DeC. Aug. 

Fig. 2 
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Population and resource densities 

As hunters and gatherers the G/wi are not able to manipulate their environment to suit 

their society. Instead they manipulate society to suit the habitat and, by dispersing the 

band over its territory, reduce localized population density to match the greatly depressed 

density of food resources. At the cost of living in a part-time society the band is able to 
wet season and autumn,maintain membership at Lhe level which can be sustained in tile 

thus gaining tie benefits of i,large-scale social unit. 
The allocation of wintering ra.-;gs begins when the rains finish and accurate forecasts 

of resource-states of the territory in the following montls can be made. It is done by 

public agreement in a coherent, coordinated manner, with none of the potentially 

destructive competitiotn which might occur in a free-for-all. Claims for ranges are made, 
to the same area are arbitratedunreasonable claims anid conflicts between rival claimants 

by tilewhole band. The (;!wi clearly understand that successful employment of the 

strategy of dispersal depends on each household's being allocated a range which will meet 

its survival needs durivg the period of isolation. The whole band, in effect, must protect 

each household against incursion of its range by others. 

Dispersal and the energy-budget 

The 'square of contlicting aims' is brought down to manageable proportions by severely 

curtailing the residential group. The fact that the same campsite is occupiedsize of tile 
and the same area of resources exploited during the period of isolation may make it ap

pear to be an excessive curtailment. ilowever, it is doubtful if the space contained in most 

bands' territories permits large enough wintering ranges to make shifts of campsite either 

practical or worthwhile. As far as the size of thz wint..rg group is concerned, the house

hold (three to six persons) is a convenient social unit for this purpose as it is the 
structures. It is the one in which occur, in unique combination, the'tightest' of the G/wi 

relationships of husband and wife, parent and child, and sibling. Both sociologically and 

psychologically the household is a more durable group than any other in G/wi society, 
and the needs which exist within it are more completely met by the household members 

than by any other person. 
Reduction .,fthe residential group to this scale represents an extremely conservative 

energy-budiet. B) restricting itself to one campsite, the household saves energy which 

would otherwise be expended on searching for a new one, moving to it and building 
adults and sub-adultfresh shelters. A unit of three or four able-bodied indiv.duals (i.e., 

children) is a very small and inefficient scouting force to 'learn' a new stretch of country. 
a fair amount of time to discov,'r the location of significant foodIt would take them 

plants available in the drought season and to become familiar with the distribution and 

patterns of movement of the small antelope fof which snares must be set at this time of 

the year. By taking up its wintering range before conditions deteriorate to their worst 

level, the househi)ld allows time to 'bat itself in' and explore its range while food is still 

relatively easy to fiod. 
By September conditions have usually become so bad that the household is, in fact, by 

n: means too small a group for its resources. At this time there are only two species of 

food plants available in sufficient number to yield worthwhile amounts of food and fluid 

(four other esculent species are also available but these are either scarce or have small 

subsistence value). The area which must be covered to gather one day's ration of food for 

one person averages 0,414 square kdometrcs (fifteen times as great as the December 

average and three hundred times larger than the best periods observed). Without a plenti

ful supply of water the heat makes it impossible to do any gathering or hunting between 

about ten z.m. and four p.m. Tii, 4aily individual fluid-intake from edible plants is 
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estimated to be about 3,51 litres in this season. Wyndham and his collaborators (Wynd.
ham, el aL, 1964:885-888) measured the sweat rate of Bushman subjects and established 
an average of 577 millilitres per hour. A man working between ten a.m. and four p.m.would lose nearly all lus daily fluid intake in sweat and incur a fluid deficit. Sweat rates
during work done in the cooler hours are much lower (Ladell, 1957:44). By resting in the
shade during the hottest hours and cooling themselves with urine-moistened sand or
chewed fibre of Raphionacme and Co-cinia tubers, the. G/wi conserve body-water and
restrict losses to safe, but by no means comfortab!-, lij,,;fs Many, by their lassitude,
malaise and atypical irritability, manifest what appear to be the prodromal signs of heat
stroke which, although not developing into stroke episodes, indicate how slentder themargin of survival sometimes becomes under th'ese conditions. In such circumstances the
energy-budget no longer seems excessivel' conservative. 

Social hibernation 
Seasonal dispersal of the band is analogous with animal hibernation in that the band, as 

an organization, suspends its normal range of activities under conditions which are tooextreme for these normal processes to operate. The conservative energy-budget of theisolated household represents a considerable reduction in per capita respiration losses (in
the ecological sense); in thi3 wi.y, too, band dispersal resembles animal hibernation and
also plant avoidance ,. irought. Like the hibernating animal, the band per se is dormant
and inoperati-, as a social entity. Nevertheless it continues to exist in the minds of its own, and other bands', members, and its identity survives unimpaired and undiminished
by the fact that it is not a functioning unit at this time. Like hibernation, dispersal is a means whereby the band membership, by drastic energy-conservation measures, is able to
extend its habitat and occupy otherwise inaccessible niche-space by avoiding some of the 
habitat's lethal pressures.

Hibl..,ation, however, is only available as an escape to those organisms which havedeveloped the necessary specialized functions to make this behaviour possible. G/wi bands
face the =m,! need for specialization. In the same way as the hibernating species must be
able to achieve dormancy, survive during the dormant period, and then fully recover
faculties, the band must be able to separate without destroying itself, households must allbe capable of independent survival during isolation, and the band must be able to re-form
and resume coherent social functioning without confusion or disruption of order. 

Band orgerization 
The problem in 'social drought avoidance' is to organize the band in such a way that thecohesive influences are not too strong to inhibit dispersal, yet are sufficient to draw thehouseholds together again: to give the households enough independence to survive with

out developing destructive anarchistic tendencies. 
The principles on arewhich the band is organized provided by G/wi world-view andthei; kinship system. It is a tenet of G/wi theology that Nadima, the Deity, created theworld as a normally self-sustaining, self-regulating system in which no life form enjoys

primacy over others (in contrast to the Christo-Judaic view of man as the summit of
creation). The Creator is also the owner of the world and he may intervene in its affairs if
the order which he ordained is disrupted or threatened by the behaviour of individuals or 
groups. Man, therefore, has no rights in the land and its resources beyond those necessary
to his survival. fie is a 'sufferance tenant' who may take only as much as meets his needs.
This means that all individuals have limited, but equal right of resource exploitation. By
creating the world as a self-regulating system Nadima placed himself beyond human
reach; there are no explicit acts of worship or sacrifice and, h"nce, no priestly class. 
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Equality of rights to the resources of the habitat and the absence of a rcligious hierarchy 
block off two otherwise fruitful lines of development of social stratification and struc
tural differentiation of economic and political power within the band. Structural elabora
tion of this nature is incompatible with dispersal, for it is accompanie ' by proliferation of 
interdependence between households, reducing their autonomy and capacity for inde
pendent existence during isolation. 

Relationships and redundancy 

A kinship system contains categories of relationship into which those persons within 
the ambit of the system are sorted. It also contains prescriptive definitions of the relation
ships and the types of behaviout appropriate to them. The Giwi system has a few narrow, 
specialized categories with highly distinctive criteria of classification; most of these are 
relationships within, or derived from, the household. 'Tile remaining categories are broad 
and generalized and their criteria tend to be non-distinctive. In these are classified the 
majority of inter-household or extra-household relationships. In the G/wi system kinship 
is not confined to relationships stemming fromn marriage and descent, but includes those 
,ho ae kin ,rkinsmen. *The system is thus potlntially capable of almost indefinite ex

tension ind. as a set of rules about relationships and behaviour, is normally applicable to 
the whole ineinbcrslip of the band, which consists of a set of overlapping kinship circles. 
T)pically. an% hand will cottain a small number of households wldch are linked by 
relationships belolging t,, narrow, specialized categories je.g., siblinghood, or parentthe 
child) 3nd majority by structurally non-distinctive relationships. I'llea linked lack of 
structural speciahiatin confers a hlgh measure of equivalence on these latter extra
household relationships and a corresptrndingly low measure of structural interdependence 
among them ie.. it A. 11, C and 1)are approximately equivalent to one another from the 
point of vie, ) X. then X's dependence oinany one o," them is likeiy to be low). :rom 
tilepoint )f view of the organization of the band. this means that subtraction or addition 
of a houehold is unlikely t)cause 5ignificant disruption, and the low level of structural 
coh.slon het .eei the majority of households greatly simplifies the process of separation. 

The pliti,:al OrR.mlzation of the band is such that decisions are arrived at by consensus. 
.hich legitimuzes them and gives them binding force. Leadership in decision.making 

processes is ephemeral and is diffused among the adult membership, one person exerting 
influence on -,cc.lsion, else This of" organization is dienwic someone ol another. form 
antithesis of a centralized political authority, a consensus polity potentially involves 
everybody. hAt only when they are togeder. When they are not together, political pro
cesses are stispendLd. and there is therefore no dependence ol others for direction and 
auzhtority. This. too. is .tn arraileVCten t well-suited to the needs of a community which 
must periodically disperse. 

I d, tot ia.to v.ie the impression that structural features which facilitate tileprocess 
of dispersal make (d it a completely smooth and painless operatioin. I am only indicating 
that these make dspersal p,.sihh.. J lie (t. i view the prospect of an annual period of 
islation -. ii a .,od deal oi misgiving and gloom, for they have the normal human 
psych,;I, gicai dependence ,n th, company of their fellows. li their case t.his dependence 
is,it an..thing. heidtened b the powertul conditioning ofI their social va'ues, which in
cline %tr,,ngl%t.,ards the estabhshien t and maintenance oflharmonious relationships. 

Psychloilcal dependeuice, combined with perccption ot the survival value of coordi
nated sociai cooperation, projvides the centripetal force to draw the dispersed households 
together again. But. htver powerful they are. :hese motives can only he satisfied by 
coherent sequeiices o ordered social interaction. 

The structural equivalence wich :,e kinship system bestows on extra-household 
relationships. while iacilitatig tie process of separation atid reunification, creates a prob
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lem in the organization of the band as a continuing social system. For the mlembers to 
interact in coherent fashion in the daily business of their lives, it is not sufficient for 
them to treat the majo;ity of people in other households as all being equivalent to each 
other. In the intimacy of band life there is a need for means to distinguish different 
degrees of closeness, intensity and other qualities of relationships. In other words, there is 
a need for a source of information to overcome tie redundancy inlliercnt in those of the 
kinship categories which ate broad and unspecialized and to provide narrower definitions 
of relationships. Such a source of information, and the sets of definitions which it 
provides, should be unequivocal but not inflexible or it will inhibit the vitally necessary 
facility of dispersal. 

The exchange system 

One such source of information is the system of exchange of goods and services. It is a 
social truism that relationships can only be expressed in interaction, it is only through 
our exchanges with one another that we communicate our mutual standing. Paradoxically,
interaction also creates and defines relationships. The G!wi exch:uige system demands 
that receipt of' a good or service be reciprocated. But the exchanges are self-perpetuating; 
return of a favour received niot only discharges the obligation to return it but also places
the new recipient under an obligation to reciprocate tie good or service which has been 
rendered him, and so on. he kinship system entitles kin to call upon one another for help
and to use much of one another's property, thus initiating many of the sequences of 
exchange, for these rights of kinship are not immune from thre requirement to reciprocate. 

The currency of exchange is highly versatile, aservice may be returned with goods; one 
good may be giv,n as payment for an entirely different one. The value of what is given is 
principally det--rnined by the recipient's needs but is also influenced by the capacity of 
the giver. A small gift of tobacco given to a man wh has none by a man who has only a 
little is more highly valued ,an is a larger amount passing between two individuals who 
have plenty. rhe value of' expert help given by somebody highly skilled in the particular
activity is fractionally discounted by the consideration that he has been given an op
portunity to use and display los skill. 

Relationships, then, are broidly sketched as kin categories, but their colour and detail 
of quality are more closely delineated on an infinitely graduated scale by tilenatun of 
goods and services exchanged and by the intensity of the rate of exchange. Like the 
consensus style of' politics, the exchange system functions only when people are together.
Within limits it expands its scope and complexity according to the number of people in
volved, matching its capacity to the increase or decrease in population and also providing 
a m,"e or less ;inely graduated scale of differentiation. (The system, as I say, is limited 
and appcars to be a limiting factor in the organizational capacity of the band. My irmpres
sion is that G Ai social orgamn/ation is niot capable of ordering a communitytof incre than 
ninety to 3 hundred people for any length of time.) The exchange system also has, in 
common with the c,)isensus polity, a marked egalitarian influence. Valuing exchanges in 
terms of recipients' needs and givers' capacity creates agradient of flow from the *have's' 
to the 'have-not's'. The more a marl has, the -nore he is required to give and the less lie 
receives Iof the particular goods iealready has) in order to maintain parity of reciprocity.
The elect of this standard of values is to equalie the distribution of' wealth and to sone 
extent to compensate for the differential in the skills possessed by band members. 

These 'acfors, the tenets of (j;wi theology, the redundancy inherent in cxtra-household 
kin categ-)ries, and the egalitarian nature of the social, political and economic organization
of the band combine to make it possible for the (, wi to respond to seasonal drought in a 
way analogous to hibernation. Lmphatically it is my argument that these factors only 
make the response possible; they do not make iteasy. We have heard much of 'the original 
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affluent society' and impcatuons that hunters and gatherers laze about leading la dolce 
vita. This response of the G/wi is one of orderly desperation by a people in a habitat 
which is genero,: ,t times but also, in its season, a bitter and dangerous environment. 
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Drought and Poverty
 

by Paul Devitt 

Does drought discriminate in its effects on rich and poor, and if so, why? This questionis asked here in the context of African, predominantly cattle keeping, communitics, and 
some conjectural replies are offered. Despite many decades of apparently detailed studies
of African pastoral societies, we know very little about the response of indigenous herdsand their herdsmen to drought and plenty. Th'!re is very little infornation, in particular,
on the effects of' drought on small and large herds respectively, or on those households
which, possessing no stock of their own, depend on others. 

In most pastoral and semi-pastoral societies, livestock are very unequally distributed 
among the households. the majority of cattle may be owned by a few households, whilemost families own small herds, or none at all. It is unlikely that drought would affecteach category equally, since the most widely adopted method of reducing the risks as
sociated with drought is for individuals to increase the size of' their herds as fast as pos
sible.' 

In support of the theme of this paper, tha: drought hits the poor hardest, two concepts
are proposed. P'rob.bly, neither is original, and both are certainly questionable. The onlyexcuse for their appearance here is that ij they happen to be valid, the consequences for
livestock development planning and for drought relief measures may be significant. The 
concepts are the 'critical herd size' and tle 'concertina economy'. 

The critical herd size
 
In the course of a recent livestock study in the southern Sudan2 
 seven indigenous herdswere monitored over a complete year. The rainfall in that season was roug.ly average and 

the increase or decrease of those herds is shown below: 
Opening size (in head) 48 50 51 95 105 170 176Closing size (percent of opening size) 77 80 71 94 110 113 110 

In this small sample there appears to oe a critical herd size of about one hundred head.
Below this level all he,'ds decreased in size, and above it all herds increased. In the herds ofless than one hundred head the average calving rate was about half that of the larger herds,

'hile the mortality rate was about double. Unfortunately no reasons for this are provided
in the report.

In my own work in the western Kalahari, between 1969 and 1974, people kept tellingme that small herds were very vulnerable, while big ones were more robust. Brothers who
had inherited cattle from their fathers, for instance, often preferred to keep their cattle
together as one herd under the management and authority of the elder, until such time asit was large enough to divide. This point was seldom reached until the combined herd was over one hundred head for two brothers, and pro rata for more. Often an impatient youn
ger brother would withdraw his share of the herd when it was only twenty or thirty head.
This was considered rash, as such a small herd on its own was not regarded as a %iable 
unit. 

Herd histories collected in the same community showed that wealth and poverty, in
terms of approximate herd size, tended to be hereditary. People born poor tended to stay 
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poor, unless they had quiti' unusual skill, ingenuity and perseverence. Tie latter was 
especially important, due t(. the continual setbacks experienced by the small herd, of 
which drooght was only tht worst, often completely wiping out the breeding nucleus. 
Then great diligence and economic restraint were needed to start all over again. Big herd
owners, on the contrary, suffered spectacular losses during droughts, but tended to 
recover fast. It appeared, therefore, that somewhere was a kind of threshold below which 
herds were extremely vulnerable, especially to drought, and above which they became 
more resilient and viab!e. 

Why do the odds appear to be against the small herd and in favour of the large one? 
Some possible answers tollow. 

I ) l)rought reduces the small herd to its breeding nucleus mure rapidly than ie large 
herd because (a) small herds often have a smaller proportion of males than large ones, 
since poor men are under greater pressure to sell in order to meet basic needs than 
wealthier men. Consequently, when drought comes and food is needed, the poor man is 
soon reduced to selling heifers and then [reeding stock in order to survive. (b) Small :nen 
selling to meet immediate cash needs may have to sell to local traders or other local buyers 
because they pay at once, while the richer man may be able to sell through a more distant 
but better paying outlet because Ire can afford to wait. As a consequence the small man 
must sell more cattle to meet his mninimumi cash needs than the big man. 

2j The household with few lactating cows and many children is faced with constant 
tension between the demands for milk of children and calves. Immediate necessity de
mands milk for the children. and perhaps for adults as well- but the household's longer 
term interests are best sersed by ensuring that the calves have all the milk tie, need. The 
amount of milk produced by indigenous cows under pastoral conditions issmall, and the 
conflict beco: ies acute during times of stress. As human needs must take precedence, 
even fairly mild droughts lead to high calf mortality rates and, for tihe survivors, low 
growtl: rates. l'his adversely affects the age structure of the herd, so the effects of drought 
may be manifested in poor herd performance for many years thereafter. 

In some parts of A..rica, though not in the Kalahari, milk is sold or bartered for grain. 
This can pros ide a three way tension between the demands of chiddren and calves and the 
need for money. Again, it is the small herdsman, not having sufficient milk for all three 
purposes, especiall% during drought, who experiences this conflict most acutely. The 
sustained demand for milk can keep cows lacta:tng for very long periods, but this reduces 
their condition and delays conception. Long calving intervals result, especially when the 
range is poor and the cows poorly fed. 

3) Traditional stockkeeping islabour intensive. Small herds are often poorly managed be
cause their owners do not have enough labour to tend them properly. toor management is 
probably the single factor most deleterious to herd performance under pastoral conditions. 

A small herd is often insufficient to support the owner's household, and therefore 
provides little inducement for his sons to remain with him. The long-term inducement 
of a substantial inheritance is also lacking. The young men must therefore look for other 
sources of livelihood and may work for the larger herdowners or leave tie pastoral com
munity altcether !(, find work elsewhere. If the ;ierd is very small, the owner himself 
r.1ay have to take work %,ttha wealthier man, leaving his stock in charge of small children, 
who cannot give them adequate attention. 

The possession ot cattle which are surplus to the irsimediate needs of the family enables 
a man to marry, perhaps several times, and to secure the labour of his sons. This surplus 
also attracts people who have too few resources of their own to subsist on and who hope, 
by making themsel,es useful, to enjoy some of the milk, meat and even custody of ani
mals from the larger herds. 

Drought tends to increase the size of the herd which is able to support adequate labour 
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for its own management, so that those who previously found a living from their small
herds must leave them to augment their income with work elsewhere, thus accelerating
the decline of those herds. 

4) The best grass is usually the farthest away from the camp or settlement, and this isesp:cially the case during drought, when the areas normally grazed may be virtually bar
ren. Cattle then have to walk abnormal distances from water or kraal to good grazing.
Whether they a.e herded or not, cattle have to be tended at pasture, lost ones sought,
thieves and predalors discouraged, new calves lcked after, etc. Iterds which are notadequately manabed tend either to remain in the care of small children on the over
grazed area around the settlement or to graze unsupervised far away where they get lost,
eaten or sto'en. Because the large owners are able to attract strong herdsmen, they have
easier access to the better grazing than the small men.

Watering at boreholes usually costs money which the small owner may feel he cannot
afford. If there are alternatives such as wells or pools he may prefer to water his stock 
there. But these are sometimes saline and dirty. Cattle cannot drink as much from them asfrom a borehole with sweet water. They therefore must drink more often, and hence 
-annot graze far from the wit, :. This can lead to very high mortality rates in small herds
,hich become too weak in a drought to move between water and grazing.

S) The more market oriented, or agriculturally committed pastoralists "end to castrate 
mo.t bull calves for draught work or for sale. In such cases the small herdowner, withonly a few cows, car: seldom afford to keep a bull of his own. The common expedient of
castrating bull calves late is not particularly effective, as a mcaris either of serving cows orof rearing well grown oxen. The alternative, of hoping that .,r- ebody else's bull will cover
one's cows. is also inefficient, since in times of stress cows i:'y come on heat for only a
few hours at a time. If herds are kraaled separately, those without a bull may have very
low conception rates, as the only opportunity for service to be cffective may have passed
in #..he night.

Pastoralists usually select their breeding bulls according to locally approved criteria,
which often include such facto rs as si/e, conformation, and the dam's performance. But
such selection can oJuly be mea..ingtul when a relatively large number of bull calves are 
present in the herd. The sm-nall man, if he selects at all, has too limited a range of alterna
tives for the process to be very useful. 

6) Small herdsmen with fields to ploughi oftt i do not have enough oxen for a team.Therefore they- also employ cows, heifer:Lulls, and anly quadruped which will bear a
yoke. The stress imposed by this duty on breej,. ig stoc!., even during a normal year, is very great and reduces bull performanc-e and calving rates. l)uring drought, attempts to 
use breeding stock tfor draught purposes has especially deleterious effects.


But the small man who has no capital reserves, and whose herd alone cannot support his

household, must pltough, in a harvest later.
the hope of reaping ile therefore uses what
ever livestock he has to draw the plough, with the consequent penalties in herd performance. or else he postpones ploughing until he can borrow enough oxen, and by plant
ing late, risks low yields. The area he is able to plough, either with his mixed team or with
his borrowed ,,r hired team, will also tend to be less than that of tle owner of a full team 
of oxen. 

With his relatively unproductive agriculture, the small man, especially during drought,
is forced to depend more on his livestock, and is thus constrained to sell his oxen to buy
food. In this way he gives impetus to the cycle of deterioration in his domestic economy
and the viability of his herd. 

7) Past')ralists appear to maximize the size of their herds in order to minimize the risk
of being annihilated by drought. Strong social relationships may be used to the same end
by enabling the afflicted herdsman to call on his more fortunate friends and relatives for
assistance in rebuilding his herd. One of the characteristics of a good relationship is that 
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when in trouble you can ask for what you need and your friend or relative will find it 
hard to refuse. But strong relationships in a pastoral community are usually established 
and maintained throughi the medium of cattle. 

To minimize the risk of' permanent damage to one's herd through drought, it is neces
sary to have cattle in excess of one's needs. If one's herd is not even large enough for 
one's own domestic needs there is no surplus and, consequently, little opportunity to 
reduce risk by forging strong ties with other cattle owners. 

This does not mean that poor people are not helped by the rich, but that the degree and 
kind of help tend to be less conduive to the small man's recuperation after a disaster 
than is the case with the inan who had tile means to diffuse his risks before the crisis. 
Post-drought help to the poor from tile rich often comes in tile form of milk, meat, crops 
and other consumables, becau,' that is how the immediate need of a man reduced to 
great poverty is met. Hielp to people between whom strong cattle-based relationships 
exist tends, in coitrast, to comle in tile form of breeding cattle, assuming that tile 
recipient is not reu.,ced t.) titter destitution. In this way the latter is provih'd with the 
basis for recovery of his prcvious economic status, while the poor man may be reduced 
to perpetual dependence. 

8) In pastoral communities people with too few livestock and other local resources to 
support their household tend to depend fairly heavily on the distribution of surplus from 
large herds. Milk, meat, and loan cattle are probably the main sources of support for such 
dependent househo>'s. As long a the community retains an economy which ismainly focus
ed inwards, these commodities circulate locally, to the mutual benefit of rich and poor. 

lncreasin, comnercialiation of ivestock surpluses directs them outwards, and they 
are therefetre no longer available for internal distribution. They are converted into cash 
which does not tlow along the customary internal channels followed by livestock sur
pluses. Whereas t*e latter are highly visible resources, and therefore susceptible to requests 
for help, money is often kept in a bank account and is therefore both inaccessible and 
invisible to the local economi . Lven if it is kept in a tin under the floor its use is con
lined to one man. and the distribution of its benefits islikely to be very restricted. 

During drought and other stress periods, the circulati;1 of benefits from livestock (and 
other sour-ces "ends to decrease as the surpluses themselves diminish. This is especially 
the case witl. a ielatively commerciahied pastoral economy, because, with the advent of 
improved marketing an cash deposit systems, new opportunities for assurance against 
drought risks are provided. It becomcs possible for the larger herdowner, who perceives 
pasture reserves dwindling and who anticipates no relief in the near future, to sell off his 
non-breedine stuck and to hold their value in the bank until the drought has broken. ile 
can use the morte t., live on, to buy stock feed (if it is available) to bring his breeding 
herd throuh. and i: there is any left, to buy more stock when the rains come. The poor 
man is o:'ten little better of iimmediately after a drought than during it, and he may have 
to sei some .).all of his remaining animals to those w,ho are in a position to buy them. 

These a ;;ust a ,e, 1:the reas,,ns why poor pastoralists tend to stay poor, and why 
povert. and %,.eaithare ,,tten hereditars,. I- the arid lands where most pastoralists live, 
drouJ,t js :re(cuent and the effects of one on small herds has seldom worked itself out by 
the time the next one st.ikes. The effects of droughit on large herds may be drastic in 
terms o: the number m,anmals ist, but there is usually at least a breeding nucleus re
maning which provides ,ie basis t(r rapid take-off when the diought lifts. 

All tlis zives little e,idence o: 'Ahzre the distinction between small and large herds lies. 
In the western Kaiahari it appeared to be about forty head in tile early 1970's. House
hold. kith less than to's number ,ended to be economically and politically dependent on 
those with more. theu.su?::ered losses from all manner of misfortunes, of whiic,, drought 
and drouht-related adversities such as diseases were by far the greatest. Many had several 
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times built up their herds to twenty or thirty head, only to lose all or most to drought
and its aftermath of lingering poverty and hunger. Their sons left to work in Namibia or 
for wealthy local herdsmcn; cattle were sold mainly to local traders, who paid on the spot,
but half as much as the co-operative, which paid only after three months. A combination 
of biological, ecological, sociological and economic factors made herds of less than about 
forty head difficult to manage successfully, but it was usually drought which precinitnteA 
real crisis in these small units. 

It is most unlikely that the figure of forty head has any wider or enduring significance
than to mark the lower threshold of herd viability in the early 1970's. Evidence from the 
Sudan suggests that at that place and time one hundred head was the watershed. Probably
these critical levels change with rainfall, management methods, alternative sources of in
come, cattle markets and prices, etc. 

The case for the existence of critical herd sizes has not been established, but only sug
gested by rather inconclusive field data. Nor do we know with any certainty what 
mechanisms influence these levels. But there does appear to be enough evidence for us to 
take ieriously the possibility of there being such a phenomenon as the critical herd size. 

The concertina economy 

The Kalahari community referred to had what might be called a collapsible economy. In 
years of good rain a wide range of economic opportunities for the use of local resources 
was available; cattle prospered, field crops were bountiful, small stock multiplied, and 
there was an abundanct of wild foods of both animal and vegetable origin. Access to these 
opportunities was not open to all, but was apportioned according to the social and 
economic status of the members of the community. Those at the top of the scale con
centrated their efforts on cattle and to a lesser degree on agriculture, those in the middle 
on small stock, and those at the bottom on wild foods. 

Resources are ranked in value and there is general agreement among local people on 
the validity of the ranking order. Corresponding to this vertical ordering of resources is 
the social order, which to a large extent coincides with the possession of economic 
assets. The more valued resourc.es, such as forage and water for cattle, are not equally
available to everyone, partly because most cattle are concentrated in a few hands, and 
partly because the best pastures are, for reasons explained above, more easily accessible to 
big men than to small ones. The least valued resources, such as the wide range of edible 
roots, tubers and other vegetable products, and small animals like springhares, are 
accessible to anyone who wants them, but most people do not when other food is 
available. Only those who lack the means to gain a livelihood from the more valued 
resources normally depend on he least valued ones. 

The parallel ranking order of social, economic and resource values can be portrayed as 
follows: 

Socia! Econosmic Resources 
Large, influential 
Kgalagadi households 

Many cattle 
Small stock 

Grass 
Borehole water 

Small, uninfluential 
Agriculture 
Few cattle 

Arabic land 
Browse 

Kgalagadi households Small stock Well water 

Lala 
Agriculture
Small stock Browse 
Hunting and gathering Well water 

Wild foods 
Sarwa Hunting and gathering Wild foods 
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It is characteristic of the ranking order of resources that the most valued ones tend to be 
most immediately and severely affected by drought, while those at the bottom of the 
scale tend to be depressed relatively little. When a drought begins to bite, which often 
happens surprisingly suddenly, it is therefore the better off people who suffer spectacular 
losses of livestock ind crops, while those whose customary livelihood is won from the 
lower ranks of resources seem relative' little affected. 

In reality, however, in both the short and the long run it is the poor who are most 
afflicted by drought. They feel the effects before anyone else because commodities like 
milk and field crops, which aie distributed with a fairly free hand by the wealthy in times 
of abundance, decrease rapi . '. drought, and the available supplies are consumed by 
their owners. This forces the ;:, 'cz people back into a dependence on wild provenance 

-for virtually all their food. If the drought persists, the niche which th poor had virtually 
to themselves is invaded by people one rung up on the social and economic ladder, whose 
modest resources, often of small stock, can no longer sustain them. For their niche, too, 
has come under pressure from those above them, who are likewise compelled by the 
drought to stoop to exploiting resources less valuable than those they are accustomed to. 
The poor. whose niche at the best of times affords an austere standard of living, find 
themselves increasingly in competition with the rest of the community. 

This situation could be portrayed by analogy with a concertina. In good years the con
certina is fully extended, reflecting the widest possible utilization of local resources, with 
each stratum of the community occupying its allocated niche in the hierarchy. In lean 
years the concertina is squashed, from the top downwards, as the upper niches are closed 
off and lower ofes become increasingly crowded. In addition, as already mentioned, 
dependency reiaionships are usually curtailed during drought, so that those of lowest 
rank suffer the double hardship of deprivation of the benefits of dependency and compe
tition for their lowly resources. 

Compression of the concertina in times of stress may have the effect of squeezing some 
of the poorest members out of the community altogether. There is a continual drain of 
the poor from pasteral communities, as those who can no longer make a living are ob
liged to tr, elsewhere, but the leak is accelerated during drought. 

Conclusion 

If the concepts of the cr;'ical herd size and the concertina economy are applicable to 
certain pastoral societies, there are several factors to be considered in planning for their 
development. Some of these are mentioned below: 

I) If herd. helo, a certain size arc fundamentally unsustainable there is little point 
directing developmrent inputs towaids them unless the effect of the innovations is to lower 
the critical herd size. 

The format;on of yiroup ranches or graziers' associations nav bring members whose 
herds are :ndisidoal., below the viability threshold into the iiable category. This cannot 
be known until the leel ot !lie threshold and the factors influencing herd viability are 
well understood. 

3) Most pastoral societies include a proportion of stockless households and in most cases 
a majority o" households with less than the critica: herd size. Many such households are 
more or less htavily dependent on the larger herds for an important part of their liveli
hood. If the sirplu~es from these larger herds are diverted from local distribution to sale 
on the market, the effect on the r.oor is likely to be drastic. Since the poor are rarely very 
articulate, this effect islikely to pass unnoticed by government and project staff. 

4) As a continuation of the last point, every pastoralist knows that calves which receive 
all their mothers" milk grow out much faster than those which share it with people. It is 
contrary to a herdsman's financial interests to milk his cattle in order to feed many 
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dependents. This is especially the case during drought, when drawing milk for human 
consumption can greatly increase calf mortality.

5) The adoption of livestock strategies, such as moving large herds away from settle
ments to bet!er grazing, heavy selling of stock during drought, and early weaning, are
probably beneficial to the large herdowner, but deprive dependents of access to livestock 
and their products.

6) Small stock hive been neglected in this paper, as in most livestock development
projects. They are usually more c'ficult to commercialize than cattle. But they are often
of greater economic importance to the poor man than large stock, being relatively cheap
to acquire, easier to manage, and under favourable conditions, rapid breeders. Neverthe
less they are also much more drought, disease and parasite prone *-allcattle. Small stock 
are often the means whereby a poor man acquires cattle. In riny ways they are com
plementary to cattle, and both have essential functions in a pastoral economy. It is there
fore soetally and economically desirable that their improvement be undertaken by live
stock projects. 

7) Livestock economics are often analyzed as homogeneous wholes, consisting of average herds and households. They are not. Social and economic inequalities are usually
even more marked than those in agricultural communities. A project based on the assump
tion that the problems of households in a pastoral community are basically the same islikely to enhance existing inequalities and cause hardship to poor families. This can hardly
be avoided until we have a bett.r understanding of the dynamics of pastoral herds andflocks; of the effects of drought and other disasters on the various leveh of the pastoral
economy: and of the -flects of commercializing what we call 'surpluses' in indigenous 
herds. 

NOTES 
I. The fact that the cumulative effect of these individual strategies is to aggravate, or even hasten theonset of. the ntxt drrught is not lost on local herdsmen, hut it does not deter them, for there is 

usually no better alternative available to them. 
2. Hunting Technical Services (197S) So:thern t)orjfur landuse planning sure),. Ministry of Agricul

ture. Sudan. 
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General Discussion 

Continuing with the theme of social aspects of drought, P. Devitt (UK) and G.B. 
Silberbauer (Monash University) presented papers dealing with the concepts of 'critical 
herd size', 'concertina economy', and 'social hibernation' among the G/wi Bushmen. 

In reply to a question from Mr Leach (Rural Development Unit), Devitt said that there 
is a critical herd size, which most herds fall below. Development programmes aimed at 
herds below this critical size will fail unless they are geared towards reducing it (i.e., in
creasing health, breeding rates and productivity of cattle). Critical herd size will vary over 
time, possibly affected by the Second Livestock Development Project. Devitt felt that 
group ranching may be a solution to the problem of developing small herds by creating a 
unit above the critical level. Grove then enquired about 'optimum' herd sizes and whether 
herds might occasionally get well beyond optimal level (i.e., too large to be practical or 
economical). Devitt replied that although herds sometimes do beccme too large and un
wieldy, there are traditional mechanisms for dealing with the problem: nwfisa. bogadi and 
ritual slaughter at important life events, lie also stressed the difference in scale between 
herd owncrship and herd management units, explaining that he had been referring to 
management units when discussing critical size and that his study has not been made dur
ing a drought period. 

It was pointed out by Mr Rose (Animal Production Research Unit) that recent studies 
by Swedish anthropologists, Dahi and Hjort, have drawn attention to the concept of the 
'fallow' herd, as distinguished from the widely accepted (and misunderstood) concept of 
the 'surplus' herd, or that proportion of a herd seen by developers to have commercial 
potential. lie went on to say that the fallow herd functioned in much the same way as the 
fallow land of arable cultivators. The concept may be defined as that proportion of a herd 
which is not currently being utilized by stockowners for milk, meat (for domestic 
production), btood (East Africa) and draught, but which is needed later for such pur
poscs. because of the low productivity parameters of indigenous cattle-and for herd 
build-up after epidemic or drought. Again, low reproduction, as characterized by low calv
ing percentages, high calf mortality, slow growth rates, etc. (see the Report on Beef 
Production, 1970-7, APRU, Min. of Agriculture, Botswana), is conducive to a slow 
recovery of herd size after a disaster. The more marginal or disaster-prone the region, the 
higher will be the average herd size, both currently productive and fallow. Within the 
country, actual herd size will vary around the mean, according to individual owners' 
abilities to obtain and keep cattle. One of the rapporteurs then commented that critical 
herd size may go up with commercialization if a surplus must be produced in addition to 
the currently used herd and the fallow herd. lie said that the only alternative to increas
ing the critical herd size is to reduce the demands on the herd for functions other than 
breeding and sale. Ridgway remarked that the problem of overstocking must be addressed 
differently in different districts as not all of them have the same stocking rates and carry
ing capacities. White then questioned Devitt on what alternatives to commercialization 
Government is pursuing, given the high social costs. The latter did not feel qualified to 
reply, having been away from Botswana since 1974, but Molosi said he would be dealing 
with the subject in his presentation later in the week. Field noted that studies by the 
Ministry of Agriculture have indicated that a herd size of roughly 400 beasts is required 
for commercialization. Sandford pointed out that in many societies people do amalgamate 
herds and therefore have better management units. Devitt replied that traditionalIv a man 
would sell cattle from his own herd but not from a management h-rd, which Lad been 
lent him in a mafisa relationship. 

Discussion of the mafisa system and the concept of generosityireciprocity then ensued. 
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Mafisa, or aistment, has a valuable place in Botswana, according to Odell; it can help the 
small farmer raise his herd above Devitt's critical size, improve the capacity to plough,
and improve herd and income distribution. Odell mentioned Gulbrandsen's work as an 
anthropologist in the Southern District which indicates that the mafisa system would not 
be destroyed by commercialization. Although cattle may initially be withdrawn to start a 
ranch, they will later be restored to the communal areas as the cattle population on the 
ranch begins to exceed the allowed stocking rate. In the meantime, however, the removal 
of cattle may affect the ability of some people to plough, since many with small herds 
rely on mafisa cattle to make up the balance of their draught animals. Ms Olsen 
(anthropologist) pointed out that in the case mentioned by Devitt where a man took 
back his mafisa cattle to start a ranch, lie first ascertained whether the people from whom 
he took them had cattle or income from other sources. Hudson observed that although 
big cattle owners might be very generous in good years, they might not be so in bad ones. 
Devitt affirmed that this was his impression also. Generosity and reciprocity are cultural 
norms in the society. Richer men will 'couk in a big pot', sharing with all visitors who 
'happen' to drop by during the cooking. Many rich men will ke-p a milk herd larger than 
is needed to meet the requirements of their own families, so that they can give milk 
freely to poorer people, friends and visitors. During droughts, the degiee of reciprocity 
and interaction between rich and poor, and between different ethnic groups, may decline 
as the population scatters to make use of the more dispersed remaining resources. In addi
tion, there is less to share, milk production goes down and people husband their resources 
more carefully to make certain that the needs of their ow,, families are met before giving 
to outsiders. 

Sandford asked whether employment would go up or down during a drought and 
whether a rich man's generosity transfers from food to cash in bad years. Grove wondered 
what the motive was behind generosity of rich to poor. Devitt felt that there was a lot of 
purely altruistic motivation involved, but noted that many times a rich cattle owner 
received game products and veld foods in large quantity from the poor to which he him
self might not have easy access because of the time required in obtaining it. Devitt also 
noted that in the western Kgalagadi District where he worked mafisa isnot given by the 
rich to the poor as often as it is given by the rich to the rich. Through mafisa, people with 
many cattle create bonds of cooperation with each other. Tus means, however, that the 
system does not help the poor of the area as much as it does those in the eastern parts of 
Botswana. Kreysler suggested that the informal systems of reciprocity might be replaced 
by more cash flow as commercialization of these relationships takes place. Devitt thought 
there was an inverse relationship between reciprocity systems and monetarization. lie 
added that althotgh goods flow out of the community, with commercialization which 
might previously Nave circulated within it, and are converted into cash in bank accounts 
of wealthier people, the patterns of reciprocity do not immediately collapse. People who 
are commercially uriented will still keep up a sometimes singular generosity towards their 
home community. For instance, they may leave mafisa cattle in the hands of dependents 
they know to be bad managers. This is perhaps a compensatory measure for getting richer 
by taking advantage of resources theoretically belonging to everyone (i.e., grazing land).
Patterns of generosity are a means of offsetting some of the resentment this might cause. 

Ward asked Devitt if a wealthy man might give mafisa cattle to another wealthy man 
because the latter has access to good pasture not available to the giver, or because he is 
known to be a very good manager. Devitt thought that, althougf, this might sometimes 
be the case, he had seen many instances where a man gave mafisa to a village neighbour
who had access to the same grazing land and was an qually capable manager. Sometimes 
bo"adi (bride-prce) cattle are left as mafisa in thc kraal of the original owner. It seems 
that mafisa is often used to increase the mutual support and obligations among successful 
cattle owners. 
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Wz.d then asked if small cattle owners were poor because of bad management practices. 
In some cases this is probably true, Devitt thought, but he felt poverty is more often 
caused by cultural factors. A man growing tip in a poor family may never learn successful 
management practices from his father and, in addition, may not inherit a sufficiently large 
herd to be above the critical level. 

Odell raised the questions of what provisions should be made to ensure the survival of 
the mafisa system: in TGLP planning, tax structure, arable policy. Can the system be 
stimulated and expanded to include more of the rural poor and non-relations. Devitt sug
gested that perhaps a progressive local tax could be instituted, scaled so that those below 
critical herd size paid little or no tax, those at and somewhat above paid only a moderate 
tax, and those well above paid a much heavier tax on a per capita basis. 

On a different topic, Mir Yeskin (Dept. of Water Affairs) asked whether Silberbauer had 
observed any changes in Bushman adaptation resulting from water source development 
such as boreholes. The latter replied that boreholes seem to have made Bushman groups 
mo-e sedentary and increased the length of time they could live in large groups; he cited 
the Ghanzi example. In Australia, he continued, boreholes became 'super waterholes', 
attracting large populations of hunter-gatherers (300-500 people). This produced social 
stress, alcoholism and violence, pedi,-p becd!,w i. !,'-d,;cpcdri,: n go-.'rnment 
welfare, but also because hunter-gatherers lacked the mechanisms of social control with 
which to deal for iong periods with such macrccor,:munities. Many retirned to the bush 
and to living in small family groups or bands witl-. which they f-It more comfortable. 
(Later Sdberbauer commented that the provision of boreholes may actually increase 
Bushman mobility in some areas, by permitting exploitation of such areas for food 
throughout the year which previously could be utilized only when local water was 
available. Hudson then asked whether there were ever winters with conditions so good 
that Bushmen could stay together in large groups, and years so bad that the groups could 
not recombine. Silberbauer said that there definitely were such times, citing examples of 
winters where groups did not fragment completely and surmers where food was so scarce 
that the re.forming group might be smaller than the whole band. 

Field then asked what could be doile to offset the effects of drought as discussed by the 
speakers so far. Silberbauer suggested that a drought response strategy would be either 
evasion or avoidaice. lie thought that we might concern ourselves with the consequences 
of these strategies. If people scatter into small groups, communication with other groups 
is going to be lessened. survival chances will be lowered it this persists for a long period, 
since a small group has less knowledge from which to draw than a larger one. In asense 
the larger social aggregate more than sums the experience and wisdom of its members. In 
longer droughts tjere might be danger of small groups dying out in isolation. Devitt ad
dressed Field's question from a different perspective, noting the drought contingency 
planning of farmers in Namibia, who had constructed five or six paddocks per ranch, each 
with its own water supply. This was to reduce veld damage from overgrazing, thereby 
protecting it from the intense drought destruction wrought on severely damaged land. In 
addition, the Namibian farmers had good communication and marketing arrangements 
which allowd them to otfload several hundred cattle in a few days. If it appeared that 
drought was upon them, they could sell off surplus stock quickly, keeping breeding stock, 
and thus lessen the chances of range deterioration. Good banking facilities permitted 
them to rebuild herds quickly after drought, ulrough the purchase of new stock. Devitt 
wondered whether such a system was possible in Botswana, since the markets are dif
ferent, with limitations on the degree to which the abattoir can be expanded. 

Chairman Molosi ended the discussion with the comment that the main theme emerg
ing from it seemed to be that management practices must be improved. 
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Drought in the Sahel:
 
A Broader Interpretation, with regard to
 
West Africa and Ethiopia
 

by H.I. Weth.rell, J. Holt and P. Richards 

Until recently, drought has been a neglected topic in African studies. For example, the 
index to the tenth volume of the World Survey of Citolog (Griffiths, ed., 1972)
provides only a handful of passing references. Although the picture has changed out of all 
recognition since 1973, survey of much of the recent work suggests that in two respects
at least the focus is not as sharp as it might be. The first is the tendency, in some quar
ters, to underestimate the extent to which drought disaster-proneness relates to and 
derives from social and economic factors (O'Keefe and Wisner, 1975). The second con
cerns the importance of drought and rainfall unreLiability in areas outside the low rainfall 
extremities of the semi-arid zone. Drought may not be so spectacular in higher rainfall 
areas, but it can be of greater overall significance since it is in such areas that major
population concentrations are found. 

It may be useful in the first place, however, to commence discussion with a brief over
view of Sahelian drought, both because the Sahel comprises such a substantial segment of 
the northern half of the African continent and because the region has featured so 
prominently in post-1973 discussion of drought and desertification. 

Drought in the Sahel 

The Sahel zone as usually defined stretches from central and southern Mauritania 
through northern Senegal, centrJ Mali, northern Upper Volta, and the southern half of 
Niger, into central (had. A wider definition might include diarts of northern Ghana,
northern Nigeria and the western Sudan. Normally, total annual rainfall within this zone 
is between approximately 750 millimetres and 250 millimetres, decreasing from south to 
north. The region is characterized by l',w bush flora and low grasses although much of the 
area is capable in normal times of supportiing grain cultivation. Towards the lower rainfall 
limit, forms of millet and sorghuia are grown which are adapted both to low rainfall and 
to a short growing season. 1his at this northern limit of cultivation that grain producers
have increasingly encroachedl upon the traditional grazing areas of pastoralists who form a 
significant minority of the region's inhabitants. 

Extreme variation in annual rainfall undoubtedly represents the most important threat 
to Sahelian pastoral and agricultural communities. A variation of more than thirty per
cent from the long-term mean can result in serious food and fodder shortages, and local
ized variation is a common feature whereby, in the same season, fields only a few kilo
metres apart show marked differences in the amount of grain harvested. 

Swift ( 1977) has discussed the way in which nomadic groups, in particular the Tuareg,
managed in the past to operate an effective economic system, circumscribed by social and 
physical constraints which prevented any population explosion and provided for adap
tion to drought. Ile emphasizes that in the case of both pastoralists and agriculturalists,
"'the relationship between human exploitation and resources depends upon the size of the 
population and the state of its technology." It is not suggested that there was necessarily 
a static equilibrium in the ecology of pastoral zones, but that man's relationship to the 
environment was balanced by flexible herd management strategies and external controls 
such as pastoral shortage, disease, and war. In this sense, Swift observes, there was a 
dynamic equilibrium. 
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But market economies increasingly encouraged the peasant farmer to cultivate more 
land to pay for the goods and tools utilized in competitive production of crops for cash. 
The upward spiral of indebtedness and the increase in rural populations, intensified 
cultivation and threatened land fertility. Land hunger grew. Meanwhile, pastoralists were 
similarly affected as disease control and well drilling led to the imbalance of increased 
herds and dry season overgrazing. Their position was worsened both by agricultural en
croachment upon grazing areas and by restrictions to pastoral movements across national 
frontiers. In these circumstances, some agricultural and most pastoral communities in the 
Sahel were unable to respond with their traditional flexibility to natural hazard, and 
disaster ensued in the drought which reached its peak in the Sahel in 1972/73. 

The subsequent concentration of attention on drought on the desert edge has led to 
increased discussion of the subject of desertification, as exemplified in the 1977 con
ference in Nairobi. But it would not do to assume either th't drought only significantly 
attacks normally arid areas, or that all of Africa's desert edges are to all intents and 
purposes the same. In order to gain a wider appreciation of drought in Africa, we will 
look at areas in Nigeria and Sierra Leone, where climates are very different to that of the 
Sahel proper, and in Ethiopia, where superficial similarities with the Sahel may hide 
interesting basic differences. 

Nigeria 

The area to the north and west of ibadan iii western Nigeria is transitional from forest 
to savanna. Murdoch, et al. (1976) give I 227 millimetres as annual average rainfall for 
forty stations in the area over the period 1950-70. Ibadan itself had an average 3f 1 258 
millimetres. The rainy season is of the double maxima type, peaking in June and Septem
ber and extending from April to November. Totals vary considerably from year to year: 
for instance, the 1968 and 1971 totals for lbadan were 155 percent and 74 percent of the 
mean, respectively. Old people have vivid memories of drought and famine in 1912/13 
(rainfall for 1912 was at 62 percent of the 1905-1970 mean, averaged "or twenty-three 
local stations), and a sequence of bad years in the 1940's is widely recalled as the time 
when cassava first came into prominence as a foodstuff in Oyo Prosince. Rainfall was 
lowest in 1948 (seventy-two percent of the 1905-70 mean) but seven years out often in 
the decade of 1941-5C were below average, amounting to a ten percent reduction over 
the decade. Oral historical evidence confirms that these were years of great agricultural 
difficulty (tligh. t al..1973, Oguntoyinbo and Richaids, 1978). Ibarapa farmers also 
recalled 1953 and 1955 as subsequent drought years. Figures for the region as a whole 
show '1958 as the lowe st total for the 1950-70 period with eighty-one percent of mean 
annual precipitation and only 50 millimetres of rain in July as against an expected 155 
millimetres (Oguntoyinbo and Richards, 1978). Slightly above-average rainfall was 
recorded in 1953, but the beginning of the rains was uncertain (April rain was fifty-four 
percent of the expected level). Reduced totals in 1950, 1956, 1961 and 1964 passed with
out rem irk, probably due to the fact that the earlier rains were acceptably reliable. 
Maize and sorghum planted in August is vulnerable to an early cessation of the rains, but 
there is little doubt that both real and perceived drought hazards are at their greatest 
from February to May or June during the period when deficit water balance conditions 
still prevail. 

It is in this resr.ect that 1973 was reckoned to be a drought year of unprecedented 
magnitude. Ibadan's February-May rainfall was sixty-two percent of the 1950-70 mean. 
Igbo Ora, eighty kilometres to the west, !iad only 51 percent of its 1964-72 average from 
January to June, and even less-39 pe:cent-for the February-May period (57 percent 
and 46 percent, respectively, ol Murdoch's 1950-70 average for the region as a whole). 
These deficits were disastrous for early season foodcrops such as maize, melon and yam, 
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and similar dama:gig effects on tree crops such as cocoa and oil palm were reported from 
the forest zone a little further south. 

Final annual rainfall totals for the region proved to be about average (as opposed to 
twenty to forty percent below the mean in most northern and eastern localities in Nigeria,
Fig. 1). But this did not allow much amelioration of agricultural problems. Because the 
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) failed to move further to the north in July and 
August, cultivation of the 'second season' grains was hampered by excess rain. 

NIGERIA 

Fig. Ia: 1973 rainfall as percentage of the mean 

1 0 
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Fig. Ib:1969-19 73 rainfall as percentage of the mean 
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An area of transition into savanna vegetation, with some 1200 millimetres of annual
rainfall, is still arguably 'semi-arid' and likely to experience drought prone conditions. 
What is the situation where genuinely humid tropical conditions prevail, that is, where 
annual rainfall isin excess of 2 000 millimetres? 

Richards (1977) shows that Ikale farmers in the neighbourhood of Okitipupa (close to 
the Niger delta and with a 1950-63 annual average rainfall of 2 422 millimetres) are ex
tremely conscious of a rainfall reliability problem. Excessive early rainfall (rendc:ring it
impossible to burn a cleared farm) is as significant a difficulty as drought. Nevwrtheless 
there is an absolute moisture deficit from November to March, with soil moisture re
charge remaining incomplete until the end of May, and in some years significant drought
problems are e.perienced, especially with oil palm, the major cash crop in the area. Per
centage deviations on a monthly basis can be large larger, apparently, than the data for
the lbadan area so far examined. For example, in the period 1950-63 extreme values
ranged from 21 percent to 200 percent of the April average and 63 percent to 163 per
cent of the May average. Lower quartile deviations, as percentages of the median mea
sured over the period 1937-63 show values in the range thirty to fifty percent for Febru
ary, March, July, August and November (July and August being 'little dry season' 
months) and twenty to turty percent for April, May, June and October. Only September
shows a quartile deviation of less than twenty percent. Fluctuations of the order of thirty
percent in months otherwise charac-terized by soil moisture deficit conditions (namely
March, April, May and November) make it not unreasonable for the Ikale farmer to talk 
about drought problems. In this respect 1973 was a particularly bad year, but this was 
not always immediately apparent due to delayed impact on certain tree crops, especially 
oil palm. 

Sierra Leone 

Sierra Leone provides even clearer evidence that drought can be an important problem
in humid areas. ttere, rainfall totals are generally in excess of 2 000 millimetres through
out the country and intrinisc rainfall reliability appears to be greater than in the Nigerian 
case considered above. Gregory (1969) indicates that the coefficient of variation (standard
deviation as a percentage of the mean) for large parts of central and eastern Sierra Leone
seldom exceeds the range five to ten percent for annual rainfall totals. Figure 2shows that
in 1973 the majority of the country experienced rainfall of ten to thirty percent below 
the expected annual total. Since upland rice (the major staple) isgenerally planted in May,
June and August, rainfall of thirty-five to forty percent below that expected in extreme 
western and eastern parts of the country proved to be of particular significance in 1973 
(:i-. 3).

Once again, tnterviews of farmers revealed widespread awareness of and concern about
rainfall problems during this particular year. In some areas, early rice planters were re
ported to have lost almost their entire crop. In Kono the ensuing hungry season was com
pared to tie renow,ned (;endeneh famine of the 1940's. Coffee and cocoa were reported
to be badly affected in several survey localities in Kono and tile and theKenema area,
Eastern Province IADP project stal in Kenema estimated apossible one-third reduction in 
oil palm yields in 1975 76 as a result of drought problems two years previously. Govern. 
ment export statistics also indicate marked drops in production (as opposed to earnings)
trom coffee, cocoa and paln produce in the 1974-76 period when compared to tilefour 
or five years preceding tiledrought.

We would c;nclude then that the ef:ects of the so-called Sailc drought were to be felt 
even in as humid an environment as that of Sierra Leone. Quite how severe these effects 
were in relation to other areas of West Africa would require further detailed analysis. 
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Ethiopia 

The discussion has admittedly strayed rather far grom tile desert edge but we can now 
return to it, though in a different part of Africa. The fact that the major Ethiopian 
drought of this decade began at very much the same time as that of the West African 
Sahel might easily have prompted the assumption that the two events were in all impor
tant aspects similar. In parenthesis, one sometimes finds commentators broadening the 
definition of the Sahel to include the arid rangelands of the Ilorn of Africa. This exten
sive area includes the Danakil Desert of tLe north-eastern provinces of Ethiopia 
(Eritrea, Tigrai and Wollo), and extends south through the Issa Desert and the Ogaden 
region, through much ot Somalia (particularly northern Somalia) and northern Kenya to 
the lowlands of Lthiopia's southern )rovbices (Sidamo and Gemu Gofa). 

In a brief paper, it is not possible to offer an analysis of recent droughts in this entire 
area, but we would like to point out one or two aspects which are notably different from 
the West African Sahel, arid we will concentrate on Ethiopia. Perhaps the most striking 
difference between the desert edge (or more properly, the rangeland edge) in Ethiopia 
and that of" the Sahara is the abruptness with which the Ethiopian terrain changes from 
one suited only to a pastoral economy to one which is essentially used for crop produc
tion. This abruptness is due to sudden differences in altitude arid hence in precipitation. 
'The rangelands, with altitudes varying mostly between 300 ana 1 200 metres, are 
bordered by escarpments some 700 t) 1 000 metres high, from the top of which extend 
the agricultural highlands. Rainfall da'li for Lithiopid are neither reliable enough nor 
relpresentative enough to allow a close ,o parison of long-term means by region. But it is 
sufficient to observe here that the highlands usually receive from 500 millimetres to over 
I O millimetres more annual rainfall than the rangelands, and yet the distance between 
these two Lones cal be as little as thirty kilometres. There is thus a geographical barrier 
against the kinds of close economic relations between pastoradists arid cultivators which 
are so evident across the Salhel. In Ethiopia it is true that rangeland livestock reaches some 
highland markets and highland grain reaches the pastoralists, and indeed forms an im
portant part of their diet in the dry seasons. But there is little of the Sahel-type
'symbiosis', whereby pastoralists take the livestock of farmers to far grazing while the 
crops are growing, anid farmers allow the herds of pastoralists onto their fields after 
harvest to eat the stubble, thereby gaining valuable fertilizer from animal droppings. Nor 
in Ethiopia do we find the complex gradations of mixed economy which are a growing 
feature of the Sahel, where villagers or semi-sedentary groups exhibit subtle differences in 
dependence on crop-growing and livestock production. 

But there are exceptions in lithiopia, arid two in particular should be mentioned. One is 
the Jijiga area on the northern edge of the Ogaden, where a more gentle approach to the 
highlands offers a wetter and traditionally important grazing area which in recent years 
has been significantly encroached upon by crop cultivation. This has led to conflicts 
reminiscent of the marginal agricultural areas of the Sahel (Cossins 1972). (It seems 
relevant that this area was a principle, one might almost say symbolic, focus of hostilities 
in the recent war between Ethiopia and Somalia.) Another area of mixed economy 
seriously affected by drought was the isolated southern lowland region of Gemu Gofa 
Province (Turton, 1977), where the people depend :or their subsistence both upon cattle
rearing and upon grain cultivation on the banks of rivers after the seasonal flood retreat 
(once again reminiscent of the Sahel, i.e., the flood.retreat cultivation on the banks of the 
River Senegal on both the Mauritanian and Senegalese sides). 

The great majority among Ethiopia's larger pastoral groups, however, whether Somali, 
'Afar or Oromo, engage in no cultivation at all. In the drought crises from 1973 to 1975 
they were thus doubly hit. On the one hand they lost more than fifty percent of their 
livestock anid obtained very low prices for some of the remaining animals during a period 
of panic-selling in local markets, on the other they were faced with grain prices which rose 
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to two to three times their normal level. In the midst of such disaster, and mindful of
previous reports of overgrazing, government and aa personnel in Ethiopia reacted as they
did across the frontier in Somalia as well as in t!ie Sahel. They looked to the possibilities
of a settled, agricultural way of life for pastoialists who they felt would never recover
their traditional economy and independence. But in Ethiopia, as we hive seen, there is an
apparently insurmountable geographical barrier to extensive local settlement for pastoral
ists, even if such should be socially feasible. Nevertheless, some attempts have been made.

The peak of drought in the Ogaden from 1974/75 resulted in as many as 100 000
people crowding into relief camps, and a crash programme was begun to settle 80 000
former pastoralists on the banks of the Wabi Shebelle River on new, mechanically irrigated
plots. Before hostilities overran this project, some 20 000 people had been transported to
that area, but there was already considerable doubt as to whether they would remain(without stringent military control) longer than the time necessary for the remaining
herding members of their families to build up sufficient stocks to support them again. At
all events, the Ethiopian Ogaden alone is normally inhabited by some 500 000 transhumant
pastoralists, arid their future would appear to be almost as heavily dependent upon live
stock as was their past.

Further north the River in Wollo, termon Awash a longer project of irrigation,
principally for cotton production, had begun well before the drought, and the 'Afarpastoralists had lost crucial, rich grazing lands, to some extent with the agreement of and 
to the profit of, their sultan. It has not been uncommon since the drought to hear
development personnel speak privately of the extent to which the devastating loss of
cattle and other livestock 'softened' up the 'Afar, and made them more amenable to
settlement. A multimillion do!lar ELC-aided project has been to settle 'Afaragreed
families to grow cotton and crops on a permanent basis in that region. But meanwhile,
livestock extension workers have been surprised to find that groups of 'Afar who they
thought would take ten years to recover their previous level of livestock-i,)lding have
already recovered sufficiently to reduce this estimate by up to half, using their traditional
expertise in tne rapid accumulation of stock numbers from a small surviving herd. 

The history of Ethiopia has seer invasions of armies of pastoralists into large are-,s of
the High Plateau, where many Oromo eventually settled into a primarily agricultural way
of life, and indeed became the subjects of landholders among the Arnhara and Tigre whom
they had originally conquered. But in modern Ethiopia it is extremely unlikely that any
large-scale settlement of Somali or 'Afar pastoralists will occur on the highlands, whether
peacefully or otherwise. It is arguable that the pastoralists on the Htorn have generally
lacked one opportunity which saved the lives and livelihoods of many Sahel pastoralists.

For on the Horn there is not the well-established trade route to a more wealthy and dense
ly populated region such as that of coastal West Africa, where high prices are 
paid for
livestock, including not only cattle but also chickens, frcm the Sahel zone. Unlike

coastal West Africa, Ethiopian highlands not with tsetse
the are infested fly, and live
stock production is an important complement to crop production in agricultural areas.
Such competition, added to the problems of movement of cattle on the hoof up to and 
across the highlands, tempts the easte:n pastoralists to sell what they can of their extra
stock inside Somalia and in Djibouti. Without great investment in a linkage with the
international meat market, or a far greater involvement of pastorali-is in the wider
Ethiopian economy through increased internal consumption of rangelant; livestock, it is
not easy to see a direction for rapid change in the economy of the pastoralists or for their 
greater economic security in times of severe drought.

The sparse literature on famine morta!ity in the Sahel drought suggests that while food
production among the marginal agricultural populations was seriously affected, the large
majority of deaths occurred among pastoralists (Seaman, el al., 1973; Center for Disease
Control, 1973). From late 1973 the pastoraliss of eastern, and later southern, 
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Ethiopia also suffered mortalities on a large scale, especially among children (Seaman, el 

al., 1978). Yet tl - ,'imine area which first and most frequently featured in tile interna
tional media (howe ;;r belatedly) was the agricaltural area of eastern Wollo Province, and 

for once the media did not misjudge the matter cLrtirely. For unlike the 'Sahel experience, 
the majority of famine deaths which occurred it- Ethiopia were among farming families in 

north-eas:ern lthiopia. The question arises whether tkis oisaster can be interpreted as tie 

effect of marginali;:ation" in the same way that the Sahel "agedy has so often been inter

preted. This question is peculia'ly problematical in Ethiopia. For I-thiupiail farmers, the 

most common distinctions to be drawn in their envirunrient are not simply between 
fertile and infertile areas, but between agricultural highlands and agricultural lowlaids. 
Differences in altitude mean differences in both precipitition and temperature. Above the 

height of approximately 2 400 metres, barley and wheat are the common crops. At an 

intermediate level, downl to some I 700 metres, tie preferred crop of (eragrsts) teff is 

grown, a very small grain millet which is only eaten iil Ethiopia. At this altitude sorghum 
and maize are also important crops, and these become paramount in tie lowest agricul
tural areas, down to some I 500 metres, where tef will not grow well. These areas might 

be described as 'marginal' in that their increased exploitation by farmers has been due to 
land hunger, and tile soils are less fertile and the raim less trustworthy than at higher 

altitudes. But population is far denser than in the rangelands, and rainfall is on average 

higher than that over most of the Sahel. In the eastern agricultura! regions as a whole, 
mean annual rainfall approaches that of the area of western Nigeria described above. 

Now it is true that in north-eastern L-thiopia from 1972, one devastating focus of 
drought was precisely the lower limits of agriculture on tie upper edges of the escarp
ments. But it is far from true that these marginal areas were tie only major agricultural 
focus of drought and famine (Belete, et al.. 1977). For instance, in Wollo there is an ex
tensive, highly fertile plain through which the main north-south road runs. For several 
generations this region had been tile scene of successful crop production, including teff, 
and had become .rcognizedas something of a new grain basket in the province. The 

plain is at the eastern side of the Iligh Plateau of northern Ethiopia which is bordered on 

the west by the lowlands of the Sudan frontier. The land has, for some seventy to eighty 
years, been taken over by increasing numbers of the dominant Amhara and Tigre people. 

The acculturation of the settled Oromo had procee(ed to the extent that their language is 
scarcely any longer to be heard, and they are disting'iished rather by their adherence to 
Islam and by their common position (until recently) as tenant farmers. 

This area, where the high rate of s,'ttlement has in recent years been further he!ped by 
the control of malaria, was a principle focus of the \\ollo famine in 1973. Raiin failures 

are known to occur in localized areas of lthiopia from year to year, but tile experience of 
local farmers on the Wollo plain had not led them to believe that their area was one of 
special risk. They had therefore not developed tile defence mechanisms of farmers push
ing at the northern limits of cultivation in the Sahe;. The drought was thus an overwhelm
ing shock to them. In Wollo Province alone, out of a total population of some 2,3 million, 
nearly I m'Iion people in agricultura, areas were seriously affected by tile drought, not 
only did a conservat've estimate (t 50 000 pe.,ple from the agriculural zone die of starva
tion and o' diseases . ssociated with crowded relief camps, but also tile social and econom
ic disruption Aas on a scale which has not been reported for any of the Saliel agricultural 
pop 'aons (Rivers, 't. al.. I076). 

That drought shou,d have brought so great a human tragedy was, in the last analysis, 
due to the overall poverty of Ethiopia's typical farmers, exacerbated both by an exceed
ingly limited network of roads (for there is still no motor road leading from tlhe north
west, which had a very good harvLst in 1973, to the north-cast where famine struck), and 
by a government whose hesitance to admit and react to early reports of an acute food 
shortage was one of the factors which led to its downfall. 
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From the Ethiopian experience we conclude that drought can bring human disasternot only to normally arid areas or areasto marginal of agriculture, but also to areaswhere rainfall is relatively high ajd cultivation normally very successful. For Vest Africa,
looking south from the Sahel, we .otethat rainfall does not necessarily become morereliable as annual totals increase. In regions where long-term records do allow talk of'highly reliable' rainfall, even noderate deviations from the mean may cause serious lossesin production if farming systems are not adapted to withstand drought hazards. Droughtmay be correlated with excessive rain at unexpected times in nearby regions; both kindsof irregularity can be agri.:.!turally damaging. Again, even when annual rainfall totals are
high, wherever there is a marked dry season and associated soil moisture deficit, droughtproblems are likely from time to time during tht early rainy season months. This is espe.cially true of areas with tree-drained soils. for instance, much of Sierra Leone. Droughtproblems in tree crop economies may be of a longer term and less obvious nature thanthose in of annual food-crop cultivation. All of these problems require further at

areas 
tention, and should not be ignored when research into drought isstimulated by extreme 
events in more arid regions. 

Monitoring and surveillance
 
There is probably a consensus among people working 
on drought problems that in thelong term the best way to avoid human disasters is to pu-s-,e economic options anddevelopment programmes aimed at reducing the vulnerability of populations to acutefood shortages from one year to the next. In the short term, however, foreign grain hasbeen the currency both of famine relief and of planning to avoid imminent disaster. Weshould therefore like to end with a brief look at the subject of monitoring and surveillance. Following a resolution on the subject at the World Food Conference in Romein 1974, an expert committee, under the joint auspices of WtO, FAO and UNICEF, metin Geneva in 1975 to discuss a methodology for nutritional surveillance. The idea was notsimply to monitor the nutritional status of vulnerable populations, but to take account ofrainfall, agricultural production and market prices in order to offer a far better system ofearly warning than that already maintained by FAO. Although it would be difficult toidentify any aspect of the general subject which is not mentioned in the resultant report(WHO, FAO, CNIC-F, 1976), the methodology of applying surveillance on the ground incountries with poor technical and personnel resources remains obscure to this day. Yet
the apparent recurrence of acute food shortages in the Sahel recendy, with the attendant
dearth of reliable information, underlines the urgency of the problem. If the rationalization of regional and local food stockage by iovernments (also agreed at the World Food
Confereice) is to have efficient results when drought occurs, African governments need
not only agenuine will to act early to warning, they need the warning itself.
At present the true complexity of the drought phenomenon in Africa -in terms of spatial and tenmoral rainfall fluctuations and their social and economic impact-is inade.quately reflected in data from the continent's sparse network of rainfall stations. Newdata dimensions, es;-e cially in the socioeconomic lield, need to be opened up. hi thisrespect insufficient use has been made of one readily available and unique data source,namely, the local knowledge of farming and pastoral communities affected by drought. Itis suggested that there is much to be gained from a policy of incorporating local observations and perceptions into drought and rainfall monitoring work, and that 'indigenous'priorities should provide a basis for determining drought avoidance strategie!s. hi both cases, however, it is necessary to demonstrate that local knowledge concerning droughtis relevant. This has been attempted for Nigeria by Oguntoyinbo and Richards (1977)who assess the general level of knowledge concerning drought and rainfall, and the impact of the 1973 drought in particular, for six different farming communities in a zone 
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stretching from the forest margin to the Sahel. The findings of the study, together with 
some additional comments applicable to Sierra Leone, can be briefly summarized here. 

Empirical knowledge and explanations of rainfall and the passage of the seasons agreed 
with recorded observations. A link between bush-burning, cumulus cloud formation and 
the earliest rains was suggested on numerous occasions. Line squalls, storm tracks, wind 
pattern shifts associated with movements of the ITCZ, intra-seasonal changes in rainfall 
patterns, and the little dry season phenomenon were all identified by specific terminology 
in the relevant languages. Avian, plant and insect indicators of the approachinf, rains were 
frequently cited, much of this in.orrnation being encoded in the form of folk stories and 
proverbs. Patterns of drought stress and periods of special vulnerability for different crops 
were reported in detail and appear to correlate with published agronomic findings. Elab
ora'e classifications of drought types according to timing and duration were reported, and 
farmers proved capable of plausible estimates both of crop damage caused by drought and 
of the rainfall pattern in good and bad years on the basis of citing expected rain.days per 
month. Attempts to elicit ideal' as opposed to 'normal' rainfall patterns provided some 
insights into why drought and excess rain could both be problems at certain times of the 
years for example, too much rain may itnhibit late season production of seed yams. Oral 
historical information on past droughts appeared to be consistent and accurate when 
checked against independent sources. Auxiliary information on why certain droughts 
proved particularly problematic, and on the way in which people coped with food 
shortages during these periods was of special interest. The adoption of cassava in tile 
Guinea and savanna zones in the 1940's was linked by numerous respondents to the 
drought conditions prevailing during most of the decade. Attempted explanat-ons of the 
impact of drought, although not numerous, were generally plausible (e.g., a reduction in 
the moisture retentive properties of soil, due to vegetation clearing and overcultivation). 
Comparisons between past and present drought underlined the impact of transport 
systems in the modern cash economy and of changing labour supply patterns. The 
adaptive responses described ranged from mulching, the adoption of drought-resistant 
crops, tractor-ploughl:ng and land irigatton to the consumption of local famine foods, 
migration, and begging. It is interesting to note that study of indigenous rice varieties in 
Sierra Leone reve?'-: ;everal which appear to be grown mainly as insurance against 
drought.
 

There is, of course, every reason why farmers in this and other regions of Africa should 
maintain the closest observation of those environmental phenomen: which can help them 
make aecisions about what, where and when to plant, how to budget their food stores 
and credit to the best advantage, and how to use the local market. The poorer th.- farmer 
and the more risk-laden his environment, the more this kind of information is vital to 
him. The problems of creating an effective national monitoring system remain consid
erable, but administrators will take an important step forward if they recognize how 
much they have to learn directly from local farmers and herdsmen. 
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Experience of Drought in the Sahel Region 

by D. Rijks 

Introduction 

While drought has not been reported in Botswana in the last few years, iepossibility 
of its occurrence at some future date is real, given the intrinsic variability of weather 
parameters in tileclimate of the area. An account of the experience of drought in the 
Sahel, and of some of the measures taken to alleviate its effect in future years, may be of 
more than academic interest to planners and policy makers in Botswana. 

The Sahel is sometimes defined as tileregion of northern Africa with an average annual 
rainfall of between 750 and 250 millimetres, but such a definition is somewhat arbitrary. 
For this paper it is also inadequate, as phenomena occurring within this area are affected 
by external influences and have profound repercussions on the lives of people and on the 
environment outside this limited area. nany respects limits of 100 to 1 200 millilIn tile 
metres may be considered miore appropriate. 

In West Africa, where tie variations in climatic characteristics change with latitude and 
are very tonal, drought cannot be described in precise quantitative terms. Human activi
ties and ecological equilibrium are basically well adapted to this zonal variation; the 
physical en,.iroament and the range of these activities vary distinctly from one zone to 
another. In the context of this paper, drought can therefore be described ab a situation 
in which lack of available water significantly impairs the routine human activities that 
occur in "nornial" years. Such activities include arable farming, livestock husbandry, 
domestic water supply, health, navig-tion, and electricity generation. 

This lack of available water is measured in terms of its distribution-in-time for tile 
sedentary population groups that are foond south of the 400-millimetre isohyct, and in 
terms of space and time for tile migratory population groups to the north. This distinc
tion is closely associated with the different i:echar,ins that bring the predominant 
portion o rainfall in these two regions. In the noriern areas tileisolated storm is the 
most importan, rainfall-bringing mechanism. southTo tile the rain f'om squall lines is 
often far more important ahan that from isolated storms. 

Rainfall and drought patterns 

Few long-tcrm records of rainfall exist and those that do have been found in widely 
dispersed stations. No long-term area-integrated records exist either, with perhaps the 
exception of the stream-flow records on the major river basins in the Sahel region, the 
Senegal. Niger and Lake Chad. But these basins represent a water region area much more 
extensive than the Sahel. Drought periods have been reported from 1914-1919, from 
1939-1943 and trom 196?-1974. 'The former two went relatively unnoticed inthe non-
West Arrican world. A less well-developed system of local communication and preoccupa
tio with other human activities in the *western' world contributed to this lack of atten
tion. 

Stream-flo, records permit onei t)discern an approximate cycle of about fourteen 
.normal* years. severn wet and seven dry. I hese records, however, appear to indicate that 
this cycle (,Ithirty years has occurred only three times. "The same records permit other 
conclusions about the frequency of cycles, none of which are distinctly convincing. 
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Analyses of rainfall records may produce a similar multitude of apparent conclusions. 
This is not surprising since these analyses, by necessity, are based on selected stations. 
Our lack of understanding of the mechanisms of rmnfall and the relatively short duration 
of records of rainfall data prevent us from supplyiig answers to these questions and from 
drawing unequivocal conclusions regarding the presence of cycles in the occurrence of 
drought. Statistical analysis of rainfall information is complicated by the fact that data 
obtained during peiods where the rainbringing mechanism was tile squall line, follow dif
ferent statistical distributions from periods when rain fell mainly as isolated storms. 

The rainfall pattern in the Sahel isbasically monomotal, with a skewed seasonal distribu
tion, especially in the western part. The onset is variable and the increase in amount and 
reliability is gradual. The end comes fairly abruptly, both in time and reliability. This 
results in either shorter than usual seasons or interrupted ones. In the northern part of 
the Sahel rainfall variation in space also determines whether a situation can be described 
as drought. 

Total annual rainfall is definitely not a reliabl: parameter for identifying the presence 
or absence of drought. A better assessment is possible by considering within-sezson distri
bution of annual rainfall. In a 500-millimetre rainfall area, good distribution (e.g., sixty
four percent of the average), with eight I 5-millir,etre five-day totals followed by tern 
consecutive 20-millimetre fine-day totals, will almost certainly result in an area food crop
production tha: exceeds production from a 500-millimetre year having bad within-season 
distribution. An example can be found in Senegal in 19.3. 

The analysis of five- or ten-day rainfall reliability is an immediately useful tool for 
planners of agricultural production policy, etc. Natural vegetation, pasture and crops,
however, ultimately react to a more complex water supply system than that based on 
rainfall alone. Some of the other factors involved are topography, soil physica; charac
teristics, type and stage of development of plant cover, and atmospheric factors determin
ing rates of plant growth and evaporation. We canl analyze the influence of each factor 
separately, but together their causes and effects can be termed the water balance for any 
one situation. Water-balance calculations can be drmwn up for different situations: arable 
agriculture, extensive livestock husbandry, domestic water supplies, health, navigation
aad any other activity. The first two relate to the activities of a large number of people.
For those concerned with the well being of this group of people, accurate water balance 
assessments constitute a direct and accurate means of judging the actual water supply 
situation. 

The causes of drought 

The causes of drought in the Salel are basically meteorological. Early in the season, rain 
occurs mainly in isolated storms. Later on, when the ITCZ is nearly established well to 
the north of the zone of observation, rain may occur as a result of the east-west move
ment of squall lines. Squall lines, or disturbance lines, are rainfall and storm zones that 
may measure 100-400 kilometres in a north-south direction, and move from east to west 
with a speed of twenty-five to forty knots. The conditions of their genesis and the means 
by which water vapour is supplied to them as they proceed or gradually become extinct 
are not precisely known. In most years squall lines are responsible for supplying the major
part of total seasonal rainfall in areas south of the 400-millimetre isohyet. In years when 
these are not ol'served as the major rain-bringing mechanism, ra fall is usually very 
erratic. 

In zones and years where the major rain-bringing mechanism is the isolated storm, ob
viously rainfall is variable, both in space and time, throughout the season. This isa major 
handicap for plants with discriminate flowering habits which do not possess the capability
to defer flowerinR until sufficient water is available. It is much less a hmdicap for the 
gr, .wtof natural pasture vegetation. 
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Forecasting the amount and time of rainfall, is a much sought goal. But basic research 
on the exact mechanisms of rainfall is necessary before this can be achieved. Predicting 
the zgricultural consequences of certain weather situations is a more realistic short-term 
goal. A certain amount of information exists about reactions of vegetation, insects, ani
mals, and plant and animal diseases, to certain weather conditions. Research to gain more 
detailed knowledge of these reactions and those of' other species of vegetation, insect, 
animal, etc., is clearly still necessary. Enough is known at present from weather and agri
cultural observation techniques to predict tile state of vegetation or of plant, animal and 
human health situations in the near future. Tile causes of drought must also include: the 
contributory effects of the state of natural vegetation and its capacity to reduce erosion, 
the physical characteristics of soil as they may change throughout a season; tie macro
and microtopographical factors; and the current agricultural and livestock husbandry prac
tices. The effects of drought 'ary according to its nature. It can be widespread or local, 
affecting livestock movement, it can be caused by a shorter than normal season or by an 
interrupted one, affecting early sown crops or only those that do not have a drought
evasive flowering habit; or it can act on one human undertaking, such as rain-grown crops, 
but not on others, such as flood retreat crops. 

Human activities in the Sahel are organized in such a way that alternative resources can 
be employed in most years. In years when drought affects these alternatives (e.g., both 
rain grown and flood plain crops) and in situations where the in-built diversity of the 
system has been abandoned (as when multi-line crop seed is replaced by highly productive 
but narrow range seed varieties), the result cal be catastrophic. 

Dealing with drought 

The drought in the Sahel has focused attention on the necessity of defining a course of 
action for the future to alleviate its detrimental effects. The fundamental requiremlent in 
this task is a qualitative assessment of the availability of watcr in the Sahel and of the 
state of the vegetation as a result of this water availability. Additional basic requirements 
concern the state of health of the crop and the potential for attacks by diseases, insects, 
rodents or birds. Such an assessment requires an operational agrometeorological and 
hydrological service. A furtler requirement is a comprehensive record of reactions of the 
agricultural production system to previous favourable and unfavourable situations, espe
cially as coincident with departures of actual weather fiorn normal. The lacumae in such a 
series of records must gradually be eliminated by applied research. 

The action possible in certain circumstances is multiple and varies according to the 
physical situation at any one time and place. It may include, for example: 

I) The supply and use of shorter term seed varieties if the seasonal rains are late, or if 
rains are followed by a prolonged dry spell so that early sown crops of the normal growing 
season have suffered. 

2) The emphasis on other crop systems, such as the usually later sown flood-retreat 
crops, if the rain grown crops get off to a poor start. 

3) A special assessment of the economic importance, relative to expected total produc
tion, of crop protective measures to be implemented by farmers and the encouragement 
of such implementation. 

4) A special assessment of the economic importance of animal disease control and 
prevention. 

5) The early assessment of the range and natural vegetation potential for grazing; such 
an assessment may influence measures for cattle marketing or price structure interven
tion. 

6) The early assessment of total dry matter production and factors limiting it at any 
point dunrig the season. 
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7) The need for more rapid or less rapid harvesting, depending on (he expected post 
harvest conditions. 

8) Large-scale government intervention on a national or international level in the case 
of cricket attacks, etc. 

9) The assessmeni of tota! expected production and the need to adjust marketing struc
ture or policy. 

10) The adjistment of inter-zonal transport.
I I ) The regulation of inter-zonal cattle movement. 

[here are many others. 
To obtain quantitative and real-time knowledge of water availability, crop growth, and 

crop health situations, the CILSS states have created the AGRIIYM-T Programme. Its 
iminediatz objectives are to. 

I ) Lstablish a network of representative stations where observations on meteorology,
hydrology, vegetation, crop growth and livestock can be made daily.

2) Establish a telecomnmunications network to transmit these observations. 
3) I.stablish a service to analyze the observations and to formulate information that is

useful to and understood by planners, policy makers and executive government agencies
as well as by primary producers, in those cases where they are concerned. Such informa
tion may be of delayed-mode or real-time impot tance.


4) 
 Establish a central base where extra knowledge about relationships between environ
ment and agricultural production can be consolidated and formulated, ready for applica
tion, and where additional research can be programmed and executed. 
The iniplementatiton of this programme has required the following actions: 

I) Lstablishment of' informal inter-ministerial contacts (sometimes formalized at a later
date) between data producers (meteorological, hydrological services) and data users
(agricultural, heahlth, engineering, commercial development and other services).

2) Establishment of a training programme for agrometeorological observers, with a syl
labus covering the disciplines of meteorology, hydrology, crop phenology, crop and ani
mal disease, state of crops, animals, pests, etc. Initially these observers were trained for
employment in tite meteorological and hydrological services. Later reflection suggests that
good use can be made of existing manpower in agricultural services by adding a meteoro
logical component to the training of agricultural assistants. Where necessary, additional 
training may be given on the job.

3) Establishment of a ;eporting network. Existing meteorological networks and part of
the agricultural networks are being upgraded to provide the full complement of informa
tion required. In some cases entirely new stations are being established. Instruments cover 
the routine meteorological, soil and water observations. 

4) Establishment of a station and instrument maintenance service. 
5) Defirition of a complete and uniform methodology. This methodology is in use in all

Sahel countries, so that data are homogeneous, permitting an immediate area-wide inter
pretation of phenomena and conditions that transcend political boundaries. It is being
reinforced by coordination mptings held every six months. 

6.) Establishment of a telecommunications network permitting quasi-instantaneous
transmission of all relevant data. This network is linked in the Global Telecommunication 
System for meteorology, which permits a rapid and unbroken flow of data to and from 
all countries concerned in the region.

7) Establishment of national data reception, data verification and data analysis centres.
These naticial centres are permanently linked to a Sahel regional centre that analyzes
those data covering more than a single country, those phenomena requiring data on a re
gional scale in order to be understood, and that deals with those problems requirirng
facilities or expertise not available in national centres. 
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8) Establishment of an information dissemination system geared to planners and execu

tives and to primary producers. The data dissemination system works on a national basis 
and draws on experience from all services concerned (e.g., meteorological and agricul

tural stations, broadcasting, etc.). 
9) Establishment of a regional centre for training technicians in hydrology, meteorology 

and agrometeorology at university level. This centre also houses the regional data analysis 
service, and promotes coordination between the national services. At a later date it will be 
called upon to participate in applied research in agrometeorology and hydrology. 

10) Training of the staff of the agricultural extension service in the interpretation and 

dissemination of information at the village level and in the collection of farmers' reactions 
to and suggestions for the operational aspects of the service. 

It is obvious that a service, as proposed, with an ultimate network of about 170 stations 
which report on the full range of observations required, can provide only a sample assess

ment of the actual situation in an area as wide as the Sahel. When the data provided by 
the system are linked in with data derived from Landsat and Meteosat observations, how
ever, a complete understanding of the physical environment in the Sahel can be obtained, 
with fully defined limits of distribution of distincdy described conditions. The value of 

each of these two systems, Landsat/Meteostat and AGIIYMET is greatly eahanced by 

such a combination. 
The A(;RIIYMI-T programme is not one that can become operational in a very few 

years. The professional training of an adequate number of personnel alone is a multi.year 
activity. Started in 1975, the first five years will be devoted primarily to training. The 
next five years will see the establishment of a data analysis programme as well as the con
tinuation of the training programme. A further five-year period will see the beginning of a 

coordinated applied research programme. 
The length of time required to establish a fully operational programme, far from delay

ing its beginning, encouraged the CILSS countries to make implementation their first 
priority. 
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General Discussion 

The two papers presented in this session discussed the recent drought in the Sahel and
the measures being taken to prevent a recurrence of such serious r-nsequences. H.I.Wetherell (International African Institute) dealt with the implications of t;'e drought,
particularly in West Africa and Ethiopia. He was followed by D.R. Rijks (Centre Regional
de Formation et d'Application en Agrometeorologie ct Hydrologic Operationelle) who
described the establishment of drought monitoring systems for the Sahel.

Kreysler began the discussion with a question on what technical developments have
been achieved since AGRHYMET was instituted, to which Rijks replied that it is not yet
operational. The major, and long-term, problem is one of training.

Mr Lee (Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne) fully supported the idea of data collection
and dissemination but wondered about the costs of establishing such a service so that
economists can work out cost/benefit ratios and present the results to planners. Rijks
replied that since his arrival he had worked out that equipment would be roughly
S130 000-S200 000, with additional materials; salaries would be S124 000 per year, with 
training costs covered by fellowships.

Mr Fako stated that organizational constraints had not been covered to which Rijks
replied that one way of solving these was through informal interministerial meetings.

Austin commented that Rijks had laid out a beautiful programme which would permit
planners to get information the next day, but he wondered how local areas would get such
information. If it comes only from central government then people may feel they have 
to wait for this government to take action. Radio bro_,.casts by government officials
each v eek, replied Rijks. can do much to clarify any misunderstandings that may arise.
Agricultural extension staff are also needed to explain things to people. The scale of the 
programme can be tailored to suit the nation's requirements.

Grnve asked if there were not some difficulty with scale, in terms of rainfall regions.
Rijks replied that there are two basic rainfall mechanisms in West Africa, one of which has 
a wide squall line that can be as much as 400 kilometres wide.

Odell asked if there was a contradiction between the two speakers in that Wetherell had
emphasized the need for local participation in an early warning system, while Rijks
approached it from a broader perspective. Wetherell replied that local participation should
be an input, but not the output. It should not be an independent system in monitoring.
Rijks stated that one way of getting local information is through village level agricultural
assistants. Wetherell added that the point of this kind of work is to forecast and then to 
mobilize; the two systems must be made to work together. 
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Drought and Migration: The Lake Malawi 
Littoral as a Region of Refuge 

by J.B. Webster 

And there was famine in the land: 
And Abraham went down into Egypt 
to sojourn there; for the famine 
was grievous in the land. Gen. 12:10 

This paper surveys the history of migrations into Malawi, coordinating them where pos
sible with known or suspected droughts in the Central African region. It postulates that 
the Lake MNalawi littoral was seldom subjected to a drought severe enough to force people 
to emigrate, but that Central Africa has witnssed droughts of such length and intensity 
that numerous peoples have been compelled to migrate into the littoral fo- survival. The 
lakes and highlands of Malawi have provided a refuge-just as ancient Egypt .''-within a 
drought-prone climatic region. The accompanying charts bring together the data on 
drought now available for East, Central and southern Africa. They include: 

1)The low or summer Nile levels, which correlate with precipitation levels in the inter
lacustrine region of Fast Africa. These records go back, although somewhat imperfectly, 
to 622 A.D. 

2) An andysis of the tree rings of an ancient yellowwood (Podocarpus Palactus) in 
Natal, which began its growth around 1300 A.D., indicated that it fulfilled the basic 
dendroclimatologicai principle of sensitivity, exceptional growth, indicating wet years and 
very little growth, suggesting drought. 

3) Documentary reports of droughts in Indian Ocean localities and in Central Africa, 
available, again imperfectly, since the late fifteenth century. 

4) Oral references, especially from Mutapa historical traditions, dated by combining the 
genealogical method and written sources. 

Source material 

It is conventional to open a paper on African history with a discussion of source 
material. The writer is not eager to be conventional, but since the sources upon which the 
theory of this paper is constructed are so varied, some discussion of them appears to be a 
necessity. It is not everyday that the historian has to handle Nilomneter records or tree 
rings and some are still ,ague about how oral traditions are dated. Non-historians may be 
even more ill a: -:-kwith a2!2 this type. (ne is always in a weak:.f position when em
ploying evidence from disciplines outside one's own. Specialists within tLose disciplines 
invariably believe either that one is reading too much from the evidence or that the statis
tics have been misinterpreted. It is safer, if less rewarding, to remain within the conven
tional limits of one's own sublec . 

The low Nile levels are froim Arabic sources in Lgypt, and these have been correlated 
with genealogically dated oral traditions in the interlacustrine area. The Nil. level records 
go back to 622 A.D. and the oral traditions to about 1400.' African historians are aware 
of the weaknesses ot oral sources, but the Nde records have been sharply questioned also: 
first, because of the silting up of the Nile, second, because of the debate over how much 
of the water in the summer Nile is derived from the interlacustrine region; and third, 
because of the question of the time span between a rainfall failure inlast Africa and 
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a drop on the Nilometer in Egypt. Even more serious is the fact that records for two of
the five centuries under discussion here have been lost or have never existed. 

The Natal yellowwood whose rings have been analyzed, like the Nile records, provides
precise dates, but again they have been questioned. Dendroclimatologists feel that in orderto ensure an accurate chronology a large number of specimens should be cross-dated to
eliminate 'statistical noise',.fow many 670-year old trees can be found in modern Natalis quite another problem. They are lost, one fears, like the records of the Nile. 

Drought years for Indian Ocean localities have been calculated from documents from
those areas that go back to 1555. Central African drought references are either from
Portuguese sources or from Mutapa oral traditions. These have shown that droughts in
the Indian Ocean localities do not correlate well with droughts in Africa. Portuguese
documents are notorious for their lack of continuity and knowledge about the interior.4 
There are long periods where no records exist and 'famine' may refer to a local phenome
non. Silence may not mean an absence of drought, nor does a report of famine necessarily
refer to a widespread drought.

Most drought references are plotted on the charts according to exact years. Some are 
not and these must be explained. The long drought shown for the interlacustrine region
(1500-1530) and that for Rhodesia (1450-1480) refer to droughts dated to a generation.
These were not droughts of tlirty years' duration. Rather, drought occurred somewhere
within each of the thirty-year spans. Many of the interlacustrine drought references are
calculated from a number of genealogies. 5 What appears on the chart are the years com
mon to them all. For example, the drought of the 1620's was one of the worst, according
to or! .raditions of the region. Its dates are calculated from seventeen different tradi
tior- dated by the generation method. The dates common to all are 1621/22, so these 
are the ones shown. The Nile levels, however, indicate that rainfall was much below nor
mal between 1600 and 1622. 

The advantage of Nile levels, tree rings and, to a lesser extent, documents is that they
give precise dates which tell historians about the length and intensity of the drought. Oral
traditions must be assessed more subjectively. The length and intensity of a drought must
be judged by what is recalled about it, what actions communities took, and what geo
graphic distances it covered. Ideally, the precision of Nile levels or tree rings should be
combined with the colour and power of oral testimony. For example, in the inter
lacustrine region, tradition recalls starving cannibal hordes roaming the land, and an army
and a migrating people crossing the Nile on bare ground in the generations 1580 to 1625.This would indicate the severity of the drought even if it did not coincide with Arabic 
sources, which reported the drying up of the Nile in Egypt in 1621/22, as well as wide
spread cannibalism and the estimated death of half of the population from starvation and
 
disease.
 

It may be recalled that this was the era of the fierce Jaga and Zimba. If the Zixnba were
soldiers of the Lundu, they had an exact contemporary counterpart among the soldiers of
the Sukuma hero, Nkanda, who turned cannibal and terrorized the land.' The Zimba may
be exceptions to the rule that migrations flowed into Malawi, not out of it. 

Drought and migration 
This paper moves chronologically backwards, beginning in the late eighteenth century,where evidence is fullest, and ending about 1285 when, except for Nile levels, the evi

dence for drought ceases to exist. It postulates that a prolonged drought in East Africa is 
a pertinent indicator of drought in Central Africa. Between 1800 and 1500 when droughts
in Central Africa were reported in written documents, this hypothesis generally seems to
hold true. For example, a prolonged drought ended in the interlacustrine region in the1780's, ucurred in Central Africa m the I790's and in south-eastern Africa at the turn of 
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Drought years in areas relevant to Central Africa 1300-1600
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CHART 2 
Drought years in areas relevant to Central Africa 1600-1800 
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for earlier centuries is not specifically for Central Africa,the century. While the evidence 
the pattern appears to be the same. Nile levels and interlacustrine traditions show a 

lengthy drought period from 1587 to 1622, while south-eastern Africa experienced 

drought between 1624 and 1627. There is no specific reference to drought during that 

period, but the Zimba and Jaga traditions of starving, rapacious hordes strongly suggest it. 

to the reader, a drought of three years' duration is referred to as 'serious',As a short guide 
one of four to five years as 'severe' and that of even greater length as 'prolonged'. 

The history of Malawi is punctuated by a succession of invaders who migrated into this 

lake-land and ultimately became assimilated or formed a distinctive new cluster of people 

in the community. From the Ngoni and Yao in the nineteenth century, back as far as the 

Phiri migration of the fifteenth century, the lakes and highlands of the Lake Malawi lit

toral probably were an attractive area for human settlement. Much of the rest of East and 

Central Africa consists of undulating savanna plains, subject over the centurics to recurring 

droughts. The lake littoral has seldom, if ever, experienced a drought of the intersity 

where untold thousands of humans and animals perished. Elderlyfamiliar to East Africa. 
men in northern Uganda argued that every generation witnessed one such climatic 

were confident that theydisaster. Having lived through the drought of the 1890's, they 
would not witness another, but that their children would. 

Many of the migrations which constitute such a major part of East African history have 
or inadequate rain overbeen attributed to drought. The e!ders again argued that no rain 

or starvation. Consequently droughts ofthree consecutive years meant either migration 
less than three years have been ignored here. Within the Ugandan region, migrations were 

inevitably from the savanna lands of southern Sudant and Ethiopia towards the lakes, 
either the western Rift Valley and the Ruwenzoris or towards the broad littoral of 

Victoria-Nyanza. 
historical traditions in the Ugandan area are replete with stories of droughtWhile most 

and faune, the Baganda living along the northern littoral of Victoria-Nyanza do not 

report a single drought in their lengthy and detailed traditions. Buganda's history paral

lel that of Malawi. Here too, serious droughts and famines are conspicuously absent 
are any guide, drought infrom the traditional records of Malawi. If colonial records 

to rains which were two or three months late or which temporarily failed inMalawi refers 
district. But -drought over the whole country never has been experienced."' Certainone 

ly a drought which might have forced long distance mass migration, does not seem to 

have been a feature of the country's history. 
a land from which people emigrated, but rather oneHistorically then, Malawi was not 

into which they came; their coming may have been to escape the ravages of drought else

where in eastern, central and southern Africa. Yao traditions make the point repeatedly 

that their second dispersza was czused by a severe drought. Fui hermore, the most satis

factory explanation of the turmoil in south-eastern Africa, which saw t&e emergence of 

Shaka and set the Ngoni on their great trek, relates to a severe drought in that part of the 

continent between 1799 and 1803. A brief recapitulation of that story will be useful to a 

re-interpretation of the Yao dispersal." 
Portuguese settlements were esta.blished on the coast near Delagoa Bay in the eighteenth 

century. It was not until ther, -iat maize became generally available among the Nguri. 

Maize has a higher yield but also requires wetter conditions than the sorghum which it 

replaced. The last half rf the eighteenth century was wetter than normal and this facili

tated the spread of maize even into areas usually looked upon as marginal for agriculture. 

With the expansion of food production, both the human and animal population increased. 

Then came the Mahlatule famine of 1799-1803, which cr--ated a population crisis and 

a struggle for survival-cum-dominance, usually referred to as the Mf'ecane. in which certain 

clans emerged victorious while others dispersed over the southern half of the African 

continent. The subsequent rigorous reorganization of the Zulu state may be viewed as an 
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effort to control and utilize the human, bovine and land resources of the region in a more 
rational manner than had hitherto been the case. The Ngoni, who ultimately settled in 
Malawi, emerged from this upheaval. In fact they may have been propelled northward by
three later droughts which occurred in 1827-29, 1833-36 and 1845. 9 Although it may
be romantic to think of the Ngoni crossing the Zambezi during an eclipse of the sun, it is 
probably more historically relevant that they crossed in the midst of a drought. 

Similar factors in the same decade probably affected the Yao. Their second dispersal
the one which brought them into the Malawi region-seems to have occurred in the same 
decade as that of the Nguni upheaval in south-eastern Africa. Both were reacting to sever'! 
drought. As with the Nguni it was not only a process of dispersal but also one of state 
formation. Genealogical dating suggests that Malemia, Kawinga, Makanjila and other Yao

°speaking founders of chiefdoms were contemporaries of Shaka.' 
Climatic evidence suggests that a severe drought such as the Mahlatule had not occurred 

in south-central Africa since the 1620's. If we suppose that the Yao had begun to switch 
from sorghum to maize after the 1620's drought-and they had probably corne to rely 
upon that crop earlier than the Nguni- then th.re were nearly one hundred and seventy 
years during which no dangerous famine situation arose in cornsequence. ,evertheless, the 
Mahlatule struck the Yao with as much force as it did the Nguni. Yao famine raditions 
are supported by reports from Tete and for north-eastern Zambia of a five-year drought 
between 1794 and 1798.11 

The comparison between Nguni and Yao reactions in the 1790's may be carried further. 
Just as Zululand was the clashing point for Nguni and Sotho, so the region of the 
Amasaninga and Amachinga became the confrontation site for Yao, Nyanja and Lomwe. 
From the explosion-where dominance alternated among Yao, Nyanja (Malemia) and 
Lomwe (Kawinga) clans-all emerged as Yao speakers. Similarly, while the Swazi and the 
original core o what became the Malawi Ngoni may have been primarily Sotho, they 
adopted the Nguni language. Both situations conform to tie theory that strong chieftain
cies are likely to emerge under crisis conditions in multi-ethnic communities. 

Moving further back into the past, the Ngulube migration, which saw intrusion oftile 

the ancestors of the modern ruling houses of Ulambya and Ungonde, has been dated at 
around 1560. The Ngulube people came from Ukinga, an infertile area north-east of Lake 
Malawi.Ia Evidence indicates there was a three-year drought in the Mutapa Empire be
tween 1561 and 1563." Tile latter year was also reported as being dry in Indian Ocean 
localities, while Natal three rings indicate 1569 and 1570 as drought years in south
eastern Africa. The drought of the I560's was less severe than that of the 1790's and this 
is reflected in the traditions. Stories of tie Ngulube migration lack the urgency and 
violence associated with the Yao and Nguni dispersals. In other words the more prolonged
and severe the drought, the more violence one may expect to be associated with its 
traditions. 

Still further back in time let us speculate upon the Phiri migration. Since tileearliest 
Portuguese referencc to the Lundu occurs in 149014 we may begin by surveying drougi t 
evider--e for the previous century to discover the forces which propelled the Phiri to
wards the Lake Malawi littoral. Two possibilities may be considered. The first relates to 
the 1470's and 1480's. The Natal tree rings indicate a three-year drought in the 1470's 
and a four-year drought in the 1480's, while the Mutapa Empire experienced drought
calculated from oral evidence to have occurred in the generation c1450-1480."5 Tile 
drought in both the seventies and eighties may well be that referred to in Mutapa tradi
tions, the two having come so close together that they have been fused in the traditions 
of the Mutapas. It the Phiri came from the Shaba region (Katanga), then the migration 
begun under the impetus of one drought may ha-ic been re-activated by tilesecond, just as 
the Nguni were propelled northward by a series of droughts. 

If the Phiri migration began in the 1470's and reached the Malawi highlands in the mid
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eighties, however, it seems unlikely that the Kalonga had created his stf-.e or that the 
Lundu had already separated from him and settled in the Lower Shire by 1490. This leads 
to the second possibility. Between 1400 and 1409 East Africa was afflicted by a prolonged 
drought which was a major factor in the internal collapse of the Bacwezi Empire. Upon 
the rui.. of that empire, newly arrived immigrants-the Lwo, propelled into the empire by 
the same drought-laid the foundations of the empire of Bunyoto-Kitara.L The Natal tree 
rings point to a drougY'* in south-eastern Africa from 1410-1412. Suice this comes before 
the Portuguese and before detailed Mutapa tradition, corroborative evidence can come 
from neither. The data available indicate that Central Africa also experienced this drought 
and that it was serious to severe. Since Phiri traditions do not suggest such a dramatic rise 
to power as the Lwo had in the Bacwezi Empire, one might surmise that their penetration 
and ascendancy to power was slow, so slow indeed that the traditions are not clear as to 
just how it occurred. At least for the sake of periodization, which is a major problem in 
African history, historians would be grateful if Bunyoro-Kitara and the Maravi empires 
proved to be contemporaneous creations. 

It is possible that during this drought (1400-1412) the Ngulube peoples migrated from 
Ubena in the north to Ukinga and the Yao first dispersed from Yao Hill. These twin move
ments may have brought the Ngulube and Yao peoples into intimate contact which, in 
turn, might begin to explain the similarities in their languages. The Ngulube had been 
people of the plains, but like the Phiri, they betook themselves to the mountains of 
Ukinga. The Yao also dispersed from plains around a grassy and insignificant hill to 'Jigh
land areas: the Mandimba, Mchisi and Nyese hills and the Makale Plateau. It r.y be an 
indicator of climatic sever:;y that Phiri, Ngulube and Yao all soup.ht refug, in highland 
regions. The name Phiri aid the names of all ten subsections of the Yao refer to hills and 
mountains. 

Climatic data -Nile levels and Natal tree rings-stretch back one century further, and it 
would be less than courageou; not to specldate on that evidence. The Nile levels indicate 
that the half century prior .o1400, when the Bacwezi Empire flourished, was one of 
abundant rain. Before t.. there was a period of prolonged dry wCdther (1285-1350),1 7 

the like of which ha. iiever since occurred in Africa. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
only Baganda traditions penetrate this period or that the major event in those traditions 
was the migration of Kintu from a potentially dry area into the Nyanza lake shore."S It 
seems unlikely that most of Uganda or indeed the East Africa region could have sup
ported an agricultural population during these sixty-five years. 

It is obvious that the drought in south-eastern Africa in 1335/36, ,s indicated by the 
tree rings, was the most prolonged the region has experienced in the last six hundred 
years. Given the correlation regarding severity and length, it seems fairly certain that 
Central Africa passed through a similar prolonged period when agriculture was hardly 
possible over vast regions and human populations survived only in specially favoured 
areas, as for example the littoral of Lake Malawi. Even in Malawi it is likely that agri
culture was precarious, confined mainly to swampy areas near the lakes, and that the 
main source of sustenance was fishing. Probably only the Batwa hunters could survive 
over most of the region. It is likely that even they moved off die plains of Central Africa, 
clustering in favoured areas such as Malawi. Drought often favours hunting peoples. Not 
only does their strength increase vis-a-vis the agricultutalists, but also thei: prey, by con
gregating around the water holes, becomes easier to shoot or trap than during wetter 
periods when it disperses. In any case hunter-gaderers continue to demonstrate their 
ability to survive in dry environments which are beyond the resources of agricultural 
peoF~'s. The clustering of the Batwa, their numbers and strength in the region, may ex
plain why the traditions of their existence have survived so much more vividly in Malawi 
than those of their neighbours. 

There are no traditions of Banda/Nyanja migration into the Malawi region. They are 
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considered 'of the soil' and it must be assumed that they settled here !ong before 1300. 
The Nyanja are associated with water; whatever their history before 1285, certainly 
during the long dry spell of possibly two generations, they must have been almost totally
dependent upon the lakes and rivers for survival. The tradition has endured. Ever during
short periods of drought in the nineteenth century, the tendency of the Nyanja to retire 
to the lake shores and rv¢; banks was noted.19 It is possible that the Banda/Nyanja had 
neither completed the resetdement of the plains nor wrested complete control of them 
from the Batwa by the time the Phiri penetration along the highland ridges began.

It is often the case that people from the mountains originated as plains inhabitants, dis
placed by later and stronger immigrants. This is not true of the Phiri. Their preference for 
the highlands may be related tu climatic factors. One informant, referring to a later period,
claimed that "'drought ii rarely felt in the hill country . . . but often on the river and 
lake." Again, "up in the hill country ... the drought lasted only a short time and latterly
the rains came, but on 'he river the rains failed entirely." When the Yao arrived, there 
was a drought and the Mang'anja fled to the river. 2' Except for the period 1285-1350, it 
must be recalled that within the Nalawi region drought had a much milder connotation 
than in Central or East Africa generally. Normally for the Banda/Nyanja, fleeing to the 
water side was a two-month expedient. The Phiri, however, were moving down the 
mountain ranges of northern Malawi from areas of proloncd drought. Initially they did 
not have the lake shore option. They were not fishermen and the lake shore was prob
ably already overpopulated. As they began to occupy the highlands, the Banda were re
settling the plains. Clearly, before the Maravi Empire was born, there must have been shift
ing combinations of Phiri, Banda and Batwa. 

Conclusion 
When one causal factor is isolated and its effect traced over five hundred years of 

history, the cause and effect relationship begins to appear mechanical. When that factor 
is climate, it may appear as if the writer is propounding a theory of geographic determin
ism. Historians in Africa traditionally have paid more attention to the writings of 
anthropologists than to those of geographers. Since anthropologists have been notoriously 
poor geographers, historians have followed them in this weakness. Whole volumes of 
African history, spanning a thousand years, have been written without passing mention of 
rainfall, the major determinant in the life of an agricultural population. It is as if we still 
lived in the age before historical geographers had demonstrated the vital, even paramount, 
role which geographic factors played in the decline and fall of the Roman Empire.

It is not being suggested that drought was the only causal factor in the displacement of 
people. The migration of Chikulamayembe 1760-1780 came at a time whem there was no 
evidence whatsoever of drought in Central Africa. Earlier migrations of the Tumbuka
speaking peoples have been ignored because they are dated so poorly that it is impossible 
to speculate either upon the climatic conditions of their time or upon other events or 
movements of peoples which might have persuaded or compeUed Tumbuka migrations.
The Mfecane has demonstrated that the 'domino effect' which it produced displaced
peoples and set migrations in motion long after the effects of drought had ceased to be 
felt in Zululand. The unfortunate impression one gets from reading African history is that 
migrations often appear to have no cause. Hopefully this paper demonstrates that this is 
not the case. 

NOTES 
I. 	The statistics of the Rodah Nilometer may be found in Prince 0. Toussoun, VIemotre mJr 

Ihijsojre du Nil. Cairo, 1925. They have been analyzed by R.S. Herring, "Hydrology and 
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chronology: The Rodah Nilometer as an aid in dating interlacustrine history." The correlation 
with oral tradition will be found in J.B. Webster, "Noi! Noll: Famines as an aid to interlacustrine 
chronology." Both of these are included in J.B. Webster (ed.), Chronology. migration and drought 
In lnterlacustrineAfrica. Dalhousie Series in African Studies, In press with Longman, U.K. All 
material related to the Nilometer and interlacustrine traditions is from this book (hereafter 
Chronology. migration and drought). 

2. All of the data on the Natal yellowwood comes from Martin Hall, "Dendroclimatology, rainfall 
and human adaptation in the Later Iron Age in Natal and Zululand", Ani. of the Naral Sus 23(3): 
693-703. Drought years have been calculated from the histogram of annual growth increments 
which accompanies the article (hereafter. fall. "Dendroclimatology"). 

3. 	D.J. Schove and HI.P.Verlage, "Pressure anomalies in the Indian Ocean area, 1796-1960." Pure 
and Appi:ed Geoph.sics (Basel: 1965), pp. 219-231. I'heauthors note that while there is no 
barometric evidence before 1796, documentary evidence does exist for the years shown on charts 
accompanying this artic:. All references to Indian Ocein localities come from this source. 

4. 	 A pertinent example is given in .HI.K. Bhda. "The Kaphwiti.Lundu Complex in the Lower Shire 
Valley to 1800 A.D.: myth (.rreality,- International Conference on Southern African History 
(Roma: 1977). 

5. For example, the Nyarubani.a Famine cl587-1589 was dated to those years by taking the com
mon dates from five traditions of famine scattered from the southern Sudan to Rwanda and one 
great forest fire reported from northern Tanzania. These traditions were all dated by the genera
tion method. It is significant that seven migration traditions and six nilitary invasions were dated 
to the generation which included tle Nyarubanga Famine. See Webste , .' Noi!", op. cit 

6. G.S.P. Freeman.Grenville. "The coast, 1498-1840," in R. Oliver and G. oshew, of I.asrlistt.r), 

Africa. 1:138-139 (Oxford. 1963). where the Zimba are described as "kill ng and eating every liv. 
ing thing . . .sparing nothing . .. The Galls were also raiding as far soutl. as Malindi at the same 
time. Freeman-Grenville also notes that excavations at Gedi have shown that the water table was 
falling "and perhaps rainfall was diminishing" (p. 144). The soldiers of Nkanda are described in 
oral tradition almost identically as the documents describe the Zimba. See B. Itandala, ilembo, 
"Nkanda and the Girls." in Chronology. migration anid drought. For the Zimba as soldiers of the 
Lundu, E.A. Alpers. I,)r> and Slates in East Central Africa (Heinemann. 1975), pp. 49-53. 

7. 1.1. Stegman (1953). "N)asaland droughts,",V>asalandJ. 6(l). 
8. 	 What follows is a resume of Martin Hall's interpretation in "Dendroclimatology". 
9. 	 A.D. Roberts. A history of the lBemha. p. 104: F.|. Ferrao to the Portuguese governor 23/10/1829 

anJ 23/11/1829 claims that widespread famine was causing unrest in Portuguese Africa, in F. 
Santana Documenracao avulsa Mocambique do A rquivo Historico Ultramarino. 1:791 ff (Lisbon, 
1964). Following the Swazi invasion in the early 1830's a period of famine and drought, lasting 
until 1845. struck Maungwe. D.P. Abraham, "The principality of Maungwe: its history and tradi. 
tions,".\at A/f. Dept Ann 28:68. 1951. la the "History of ,Mashona tribes", the history of 
Soswe mentions that Zwangendaba came during the same reign which experienced the famine, 
Nat. Arch. of Rhod., File No. 3/33/8. For this reference I am grateful to the SOAS-institute of 
Commonwealth Studies joint semirar paper entitled "Draft article summarizing our evidenceso 
far". (No author). Feb. 1975. In Great Zimbabwe. tradition claimed a displacement of the people 
caused by a drought, sixty years before 1905. R.N. Hall, (;real Zimbabwe (London, 1905), p. 85. 

10. 	 The '.an material is from Y.B. Abdallah. The Yaos. edited and translated by M. Sasld,crson 
(Zoriba. 1919). plus a preliminary working through and construction of genealogi~s from 
Anhachinga Yao Tradirions /. a typescript collection of one hundred interviews by K. Lapukeni, 
P. Rashid. N. Kumwembe and the writer (History Department. Chancellor College. 1977). 

I i. Shortages of food among the Ihsa prompted migration to Chewa Country. R. Burton. The lands of 
Ca:embe. pp. 78, 92. 93: M. Newiti. Portuguesesettlement onithe Zambezi. p. 18. 

12. 0.1. Kalinga, "The establishment and expansion of the Lambya Kingdom, c1600-1750" (in press). 
13. 	A very severe drought, locust plague and human epidemic swept the Mutapa Empire and lasted 

for tyo years. Fr. F. Je Sousa. Oriente conquistado, 1 866-67 (Lisbon, 1710), and noted in D.P. 
Abraham. "The early political history of the Kingdom of Mwene Mutapa, 850-1589" in Vansina 
and Mauny (eds.) (1962) Ihe histori o in Tropical Africa. p. 70. 

14. 	 J.H. da Cunha Rivara. Arquivo Pornugues (ricnial 3:198 Nova Goa, Imprensa Nacional, 8 vols. 
1857-186. I am debted to DSr.Hf. Bhila for this reference. 

15. Abraham, op cit. p. 64. 
16. 	 J.B. Webster (ed.). .4 history of Uganda migration anid settlement. 900-1900 (in press with 

EAPH). 
17. 	 Herring. op cit 
18. 	 M.S.M. Kiwanuka. A history of Buganda (Longmans. 1971 ).suggests that the Kintu migration may 

have been caused by Lwo movements. D)avid Cohen writes: "An estimated date of A.D. 1250 ± 

IS0 may be offered for the arrival of Kintu" in Buganda. See Kintu and lukama: The historical 
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tradition ol lasoga (Clarendon. 1972), p. 10S. From the imperfect genealogical evidence of both 
Lwo and Baganda sources, the writer has dated Kintu to 1287-1314 or at the beginning of the 
period of the prolonged drought. 

19. Chendombo, a Yao headman said: "A severe drought occurred %hen the hlang'anja fled to the 
river Ifrom the invading Yaol. The people had just planted their crops and they were growing well 
when the drought occurred and killed them." From ".Nyasaland Droughts", op cift This was prob
abl) the drought of the earl) I860's. The chaos resulting from that drought seems to have been a 
major factor in the failure of the UMCA Magomero Mission. Another YJo tradition of the same 
period claims: "Lake Ciuta almost dried op during his reign, a very great drought!f mine". Oral 
intersiew hy the writer with eight elders. Ngokwe Historical Text No. I. 20/4/77 in Ainachinga 
Yao triditlions 1. p. 220. 

20. *'Nyasaland [);oughts". op. ct. 
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A Comparison of Rainfall Variations 
in Kenya and Zimbabwe 

by T.R. Masaya 

Introduction 

Drought and floods are common phenomena in eastern and southern Africa. Long 
spells of drought are usually followed by heavy rains which cause human suffering. The 
occurrence of heavy rains elsewhere may serve to signal the possible occurrence of heavy 
rains, some years later, in a different country. It is the objective of this paper to .vmpare 
rainfall variation in Kenya with that in Zimbabwe, to investigate possible similarities in 
the series, and to prepare ground for further research. 

Method 

In tis analysis spectral methods are used, witil the sample spectral estimate at theith 
frequency given by: 

fxW = a + 1Rxx(L) P(L) B 

where a = 2 white noise 

B = Cos W.L. 

W = jIM, j =0, 1 ......M = 20 in this study 

St = truncation point 
RXX,L) =sample autocorrelation function at lag L 

P(L) = Parzen wi.idow. 

A. is well known, a peek in the spectrum suggests the existence of a cycle. An ap
propriate test under the hypothesis of white noise may then be applied.If several series 
are influenced by factors originating from the same source, their spectra will assume the 
same shape. Series may be compared by the lengths of their cycles. This method isused 
in the analysis that follows.' 

Results and analysis 

The Zimbabwe series for Gwelo, Fort Victoria and Umtali cover the period 1899-1972. 
The Kenyan series range from fifty-three observations (for Lodwri to eighty-three (for 
Mombasa) for the nineteen rainfall stations studied. The twenty-two stations, togetier 
with their periods, are shown in Table 1.Except for five rainfall stations (asterisks), all 
stations have dominant cycles ranging from 2 to 2,5 years. The five excluded from this 
range of dominant cycles are Kenyan. Lleven ot the twenty-two series (five percent) have 
three cycles. two have four cycles, as indicated in the table. Series falling under this 
description are Kenyan. 

Table 2 shows series exhibiting, at most, two cycles, with spectral power dominant at 
between four and five cycles per decade. The first eight series are characterized by the 
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TABLE I 
Periods and frequencies for contribution greater than 12% 

Station (Kenya) PeriodI Period2 Period3 Period4 
(Years) (Years) (Years) (Years) 

Embu " 2,2 3,5 5,0 
Kabete " 3,2 - 5,2 
Kiambu " 2,0 2,5 3,40 5,1
Kisumu " 2,2 2,9 5,2 
Kitale " 2,3 3,1* 5,5 
Kitui 2,4 3,5 -
Lamu 2,3 3,2 -
Lodwar " 2,2 3,4 -
Machakos " 2,5 3,5* 4,9 
Malindi " 2,3 3,2 -
Marsaoit " 2,1 - -
Meru 2,1 2,5* 3,4 5,2 
Mombasa 2,2 3,2 -
Muranga " 2,4 2,7 4,7 
Nakuru 2,3 3,2 -
Narok 2,4 3,3 5,3 
Ngong 2,6 3,2" 5,2 
Nyeri " 2,0 3,3 -
Voi 2,4 3,6 5,5 
Umtali (Zimbabwe) 2,2 3,1 -
Gwelo " 2,3 .. 
Fort Victoria ' 2,5 

*Spectral power here is strongest, as opposed to other stations where #.estrongest power 
is associated with period 1, followed by periods 2 and 3 respectively. 

TABLE 2 

Location of Series with a max. of two cycles 

Station Period / Period 2 CPD / CPD 2 
Ra,:nfall Rainfall 

Frequenc), Frequency Location 
Kitui 
Lamu 

2,4 
2,3 

3,5 
3,2 

4,2 
4,4 

2,9 
3,1 

7,1 
7,5 

2,9 
2,5 

Mount Kenya 
Coastal 

Lodwar 
Malindi 
Mombasa 

2,2 
2,3 
2,2 

3,4 
3,2 
3,2 

4,6 
4,4 
4,6 

2,9 
3,1 
3.1 

7,5 
7,5 
7,7 

2,5 
2,5 
2,3 

Lake 
Coastal 
Coastal 

Nakuru 
Nyeri 
Umtali 
Gwelo 

2,3 
2.0 
2.2 
2,3 

3,2 
3,3 
2,1 

4,4 
5,0 
4,6 
4,4 

3,1 
3,0 
3,2 
-. 

7,5 
8,0 
7,8 
4,4 

2,5 
2,0 
2,2 
5,6 

Lake 
Mount Kenya 
Nlomb3sa 
Inland 

Fort 
Victoria 

Marsabit 
2,J 
2,1 -

4,0 
4,8 -

4,0 
4,8 

6,0 
5,2 
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presence of two :ycles, while the last three stations are characterized by the presence of 
only one cycle. 

Defining any ra.nfall value below the secondary mean (Masaya, 1978) as drought,' one 
sees a close similarity betwe.!n drought frequencies in the first group. Unitali cycles are 
closer to the coastal and lake rainfall cycles than to the two inland stations, namely Kitui 
and Nyeri. The one Kenyan rainfall series close to the Zimbabwean series in the second 
group is from Marsabit. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This study has shown that rainfall cycles on the Kenya coast and lake areas are ap
proximately identical with the Umtali rainfall cycles. There are also similarities between 
the 2,2-year cycle at Umtali and those in mountainous areas in Kenya. The estimated 3,1 
year Umtali cycle was closer to the secondary cylce on the Kenyan coast than those on 
the Kenyan mountainous areas. This group of rainfall series was typified by two cycles. 

Gwelo and Fort Victoria rainfll cycles did not show much similarity with Kenyan 
series. These Zimbabwe seies were characterized by one peak in the spectrum. Marsabit, 
however, shows some similarities with the two Zimbabwean series. 

The similarity of rainfall frequency in eastern Zimbabwe suggests that the factors in
fluencing rainfall on Kenyan coastal and lake areas originate from the same source. One 
such source would be wind direction from the Indian Ocean, lake water and mountain 
height. 

This information could be used as hazard warning. Thus, if heavy rains in Zimbabwe 
lead to those in Kenya, this information may enable policy makers to take precautionary 
measures against floods, drought and other related hazards. 

NOTES 

The series were derended using the transfer function of the series T(Wj) = I-2(0,9S)COSWj + 
(0.95)2. 

2. 	Ths is arhtrary since the amount of water required in different countries depends on the variety 
of the crop. 
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Botswaia Drought Symposium 

General Discussion 

The two papers under discussion at this session were by J.B. Webster (University of
Malawi), on the use of the Lake Malawi littoral as a refuge for migrants from drought, and
by T.S. Masaya (University College of Bo:swana), on rainfall variations between Kenya 
and Zimbabwe.
 

A question from Dr Roder (Univ. 
of Zambia) focused on spectral analysis and what its
assumptions were. Masaya said that some of the series are statistically significant, where
upon Roder noted that things may be statistically significant but still spurious. Masaya
replied that because he was speaking of the frequency domain rather than of the time
domain, this must be white noise. The problem with time series is that those we have are 
not long enough. Tyson was worried about the use of spectral analysis to link countries
which are so distant and which are subject to different meteorological phenomena. What 
does it mean, for example, if the rains lag two years behind in Zimbabwe? 

Grove assumed that Webster was using Nile flood figures published in an Egyptian
geography journal in 1921. The problem is that high water levels are hard to deal with
because of uncertainty about the divisions on the scale. Using local records, though, is a
different matter. Lake Victoria, for example, is very sensitive for its size and any fluctua
tions in climate in East Africa could cause the flow out of the lake either to increase or to 
cease altogether. lie wondered if there isany possibility of correlating these levels in terms
of rainfall, which would be a means of getting at precipitation levels. Webster replied that
the Ottoman Turks who came into Egypt and changed the scale did so because of a dif
ference in the sizt. of cubits. Thc point is that this information all correlates with local
traditions in East Africa. Admittedly, the further back in time one goes, the poorer the
information. It is significant that the Nile stopped flowing duri.ig the course of a single
generation: thus, the Nile and tree ring records fit into the oral history structure very well.
Ford noted that the problem with oral traditions is that one is dependent on people's
memories, fie wondered how it is possible to judge the intensity of droughts with this
kind of information. One way this could be done, Webster said, is by reference to can
nibalism, which always occurred in the worst droughts; another way is by the sL e and
the violence of migrations, still another is by the drying up of lakes. It would be much 
more difficult, he admitted, to interpret traditions without reference to the Nile rccords.
Dr Ngcongco (University College of Botswana) was very pleased to have drought tied in at
last to human history. Drought has been important in the breakup of societies such as 
the Sotho-Tswana. Looking at oral traditions in anumber of other regions, similar trends 
can be seen. Serious ecological problems can be discerned through oral history (e.g.,
through cannibalism, which was known among the Sotho).

Wrigley noted the Symposium's emphasis on population pressure being a key factor in
drought frequency, but wondered whether this might be excessive. Astle commented that
drought can affect remote populations as well as dense ones and cited those who are
dependent on large mammals like hippo. Webster debunked the notion that African 
populations of the past were sparse.

Noting that Tyson had looked at South African weather from the perspective of the
Southern Hemisphere, while Webster and Masaya were talking of patterns in the north,
Odell wondered about the validity of comparison. and whether the Sahel had something
to tell Botswana. Tyson replied that there was no suggestion that things were moving
from the south. As one moves north, the dominant controls are different from those at 
the Cape. Still other controls would come into play at about the latitude of Francistown. 
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It is because these controls change as one moves north that he is uncomfortable with the 
idea of correlating information about places as far apart as Kenya and Zimbabwe. Webster 
noted that the Sahelian drought did not correlate with some of the changes he saw in 
East African history. Cooke stated that in his work on Lake %Iakgadikgadi, he initially 
assumed that the temperature records gotten from caves, and low temperatures between 
30 000 and 16 000 B.C.. would be correlated with the high levels of the lakes. Work oil 
the lake itself indicates thtat its high stand may have occurred at a different time. This may 
be due to the catchment of the lake as it was in Angola, and it may have been drier there. 
The possibility of earth movements must also be considered. Correlating climates is 
hazardous until more information is available. Masaya remarked that it may be possible 
to correlate rainfall in various regions exacdy. Rai- fall can be used as signals. 
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Botswana Drought Synposium 

Networks and Information Systems
 
for Dealing with Drought
 

by Leonard Berry and R.B. Ford 

This Symposium on Drought is part of a larger effort to enist the help of local institu.
tions in several eastern and southern African nations to deal with environmental issues as
they relate to development policy. As we have learned at the Stockholm Conference on
the Environment (1972) and on many similar occasions, African nations are concerned 
about their environment. But they are concerned about environmental problems on
African terms, nrot from western viewpoints. Trhus, institutional development to deal with 
African environmeital questions demands a fresh approach.

In an effort to establish a collaborative programme to determine precisely what is the
local perception of and definition of environmental issues, Clark University's Programme
for International Development has joined with local organizations in seven count-ies. The
activity has been underway for two years and has set a first state of objectives as follows:
(a) to undertake a review of the environmental context of development in each of the
participating nations. (b) to determine environmental priorities; (c) to identify existing
local institutions which could work on the problems; and (d) to prepare a set of activities
which would lead to the incorporation of environmental perspectives in development 
planning. 

The key concept in this collaborative work is that environmental concerns will be iden
tified and placed in priority order by the local institutions. This Symposium on "Dealing
with Drought" is part of this process. Activities in other countries include: 

I) In Sudan, the University of Khartoum, the National Environmental Studies Center,
the National Council for Scientific Research, and the Ministry of Agriculture are review.
ing, on a province by province basis, the environmental situation for the country. The 
review will pull together existing literature on environmental concerns as well as sum
marise current environmental problems in Sudan including desertification, deforestation,
soil erosion, water quality, health, and agricultural productivity,

2) In Ethiopia, the Institute of Development Research and other personnel from the
University of Addis Ababa are identifying major environmental problems and placing
them in order of severity and national priority. Ior Ethiopia, particular emphasis is 
placed on the historical dimensions of the environment. 

3) In Kenya, the Ministry of Agriculture, the National Environmental Secretariat, and
individuals from the University of Nairobi are working jointly to prepare an "Environ
mental Bible" for Kenya. The effort will pull together a district by district review of the
environmental situation as well as current data relating to those problems. Detailed maps
will aid planners to place more environmental information into the development project 
design and appraisal.

4) In Tanzania, the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use Planning and anum
ber of regional health officers are working jointly in a system which will monitor linkages
between environment and health and evaluate a number of current activities designed to 
reduce disease and ease environmental pressures;

5) In Malawi, the Department of Geography at Chancellor College iscoordinating work
which includes a preliminary review of environmental problems and will then focus more
directly on questions of soil erosion, water borne diseases, and the potential impact on 
soil productivity of range burning, 
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6) In Zambia, the National Scientific Research Council, the University of Zambia, and 
the Ministry of Agriculture, are conducting a number of local field studies to identify the 

variety of environmental concerns within tilenation and bring this infmation to the 

attention of developtmen t planners. 

Should this first phase of project activity result in concrete ;ecomnendati,,ns (in the 
case of Botswana, it would be formal follow-up activities as a result of the Synosium on 
Preparing for l)rought), the collaborating institutions will carry forward with project 
work. 

There .re a number of advantages to this collaborate work. First, suich a network places 
environment iltouch with one another and offers opportunitiesAfrican specialis, ol tile 

for them to exchange both experience' and possible solutions. Second, the network 
from African countries whoincreases the number of skilled and expcitenced specialists 

can offer advice to project planners and to representatives of dolor organizations. Third, 

such collaborativc .rk increases the awareness of environmental issues oil a regional 

basis. Fourth, the exchange within and among countries increases awareness of tie num

ber of development strateg~es which will increase the productivity of tilelocal environ

ment. Finally, a collahorative netwo~rk helps to focus (liways that environmental infor

mation cal be incorptirated directly into proiject planning. 
In the case (! ltotswata, the netwo)rk oflfers the possibility to focus directly on drought, 

a question (i high priority to the countrv. toiBotswana, drought is a periodic eveni It is 

also an event which can throw other environmental issues into dramatic relief'. For 

example, the several ycars oI tileSalielian drought created a crisis in food and livestock 

production. But the driiuglit alsoi brtought into sharp locus a numbcr of long existing 

s tuatiojis which s,crc not previously considered tt)be problems. People, animal, and tile 

land relatuonships had been changing in the Sahel over a long period; yet their inipact had 

evolved so) graduaily that the hange was hardly perceptible. 
As thi: Sahelian drouglt deepe'e', it seemed that information o zica waa as shorttile 


as its rainfall. l.ater. it became clear that although sorne vital information was miss ig, 

there was also) a vast store of knowledge aailable oi the area. The information, though 

available, was n it accessible. Nor was it necessarily directed to the problens involved. In 

addition, a Salielian institutional structt re ti) direct and use that information was not in 
place. 

Bolts%&a:.a, thr, tnJI thus S tnlposiutn and other activities, Jemonstrating a ligh level of 

awareness ot the major ;.oblems in dealing with drought and the inevitably accompanying 

environmental degradation. Thus 1.; per attempts to oiutline die kinds of information which 
might be impo)rtant in dealing with drougJht and mininlizing longer term loss of produc

tivity. I is obviot;s that in deaiing with issues of information, tihe question of how tile 

information .kill be used isas important as what will be gathered and by wlhmn. 

there are many kinds ,I ,n%ironmental information and many ways of classifying this
 

complex data set. I ,rtic purphses tifthis paper, it is uiseful to use a simple classification
 

based oin woho holds and uses the inl'orniation. %e have three categories:
 

)1 IAr 4t'tt'rt 011 t1u]irma UtoiCi%; ict 
Mos, ,,;us at this meetin' uIse"western" scientific information as tile basis of our 

wIirk. We mneasure, (oruse othcr pcop'e's neasurements. We analyse numerically, 

physicall, T, , oth.vr pciphes analyses. We may not all equallychc:mcall ir use 

understand the( details hut we all undertand amnd accept tile
basic principles. 

2) IIddcri ',I ini',. otttlititl tImrmatluoo 
rh'.; categ,'V- has h e:l moemtmed rcpeatedly at this Symposium. These are the 

people -. h p,,sess and use elvrinmental information all the time. They are the 

farmers and herders. the I ood gatherers and local weathernlen; the traditional 

healers and terrace builders. A characteristic (of their knowle.g' is often that it is 
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very local, frequently extremely detailed in respect to some aspects but quite gen
era] in respect to others. It is not usually codified or written down though it is part
of the set of technical skil!s of being a 'small farmer.' 

3) Holders of "know-how" o~r informal technical information 
If you have lived and worked in a country or a region for a good period of time, 

you are able to supplement the sharply focused scientific knowledge of the country
(agriculture, range management, geumorphology) with a good overview of other
environment attributes. Some of this knowledge may come frofii books and 
statistics, most of it will come frorr. field visits, talking with farmers and colleagues,
and personally sensing and integrating the information. 

Our theme is that a %ariablemix of these three ingredients is require I to promote sound
development planning and development action. The right combinati( n of the szien tifi,
approach, the insights of etlino-sience (local knowledge), and technical knowledge can
provide optimum environmental inlorllatiol. "here is, of course, no universal formula fr
the mix. Different interactions of forrmal and informal knowledge are appropriate to dif
('entplanning situations at different scales. Ltlinosciejntic data may be most effective at
local scales in rural situations. technical know how may function best at intermediate 
sca!es, and scientific information may he more us. ful at broader scales of inquiry. 

Western scientific information 

Scientific information oin natural resources is gathered in a variety of' ways ranging from
the lone researcher pursuing an idiosyncratic theme to highly bureaucratized government
agencies, systematically investigating lar'.,c areas. Thee main types exist research irivesti
gation, project investipation, arid the sy trniatic survey.

Each of these methods has its own v,,e of specialization: th. research investigation onits :'eme or hypothesis. the project on -pecific project goals, sometines cited as a scope
of %horkor terms of reference, and the s%stematic survey on its disciplinary specialization.
Fach of these types (If specializaton allows admirable focus on ;in issue or a sector but
frequently resu;:s in minimnum integration with other endeavour . 'roducts or each kind
of study differ. Retriesal and a Iplication or each present special sets of problnes.


(overnment avencies usually exist to carry 
out geolbgical mapping, topographic map
ping. and soil and hydrological surve%. The coverage is usually most complete for topo
grapluc arid least complete ttor soil, at an) level of detail. Other forms of data collection 
are usually a cotinu_.e survey funictilr, (Ii a government agen..y but may be undertaken
 
on an intermittent basis by ministries i(.r special purposes, 
or mor- usually be carried out
 
under the auspices ot universities oir visiti ,! technical *canis.
 

( oncernimw natural resource use. seoeial 
 characteristics are apparent in using these 
governmcnt.collected (Jata .it a nat,(,na: level (If generahzation The result is that when 
natur- ' .source data are needed. it is likely that 

I ) Some data at a national level o generalization exist.
 
2) "ime s-.quences oI dnamic data are relatively short.
 
3) Man'.. eciIgcal aspects ,o: laturZ. 
, sources have riot been studied. 
41 I.-vels of detaii ot data -AiI .iry trout topic to topic wdhin the sante area arid from 

area to, area. 
) 'ubhlished data are scattered widcl\ in different journals arid papers, riot easily 

available. 
6) I)isiphnan spe rai/atorn %kill obscure the prese.ce of data in other fields of study. 
In nian cases, there is riced to synthesi/e the data, t) focus them Iito particular areas. 
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TABLE I 

Information on natural resources/environment 

I'spe ()J 
Ilnifliatido 

;cological 

'Iopo-tnappihg 

lcrrain 

Vgetation 
('over 

Land Use 

Soils 

Soil Irosion 

Water Movement 
(Hydrology) 

Othcr Process 
Gcomorphology 

Climatic System 

Eco System 

Total Regional 

Availability 
Sc :e 

Iata Stsle 

Static 

Static 

S'atic 

(hanging 

Changing 

Static 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Static/ 
Changing 

Static 

XXXXX 
National 
Cover 

Iata 
OutputI ormy 

t:anp%. Report.. 

ktap% 

Map!., Report,% 

Maps. Reports. 
Photos 

Maps. Reports 

Maps. Reports 

Statistics. 
Reports 

Statistics. 
Reports 

Statistics. 
Reports 

Maps. Reports 

Maps. System 
Diagrams 

Maps, Imagery 

XXXX 
Wide 
Availability 

I 'pes 
of DataHase 

Photos/Survc) 

I RIS-Surve 
Photo 

Photo/Survey 

Photo% 

Photos-I:RTS 

Photos/l-.RIS 
Survey 

Isolated 
Studies 

Recordings. 
Estimates 

Isolated 
Studies 

Recordings. 
R.S. Data 
Surrogate 

Photos. R.S. 
Isolated ERTS 
Studies 

Economic. ERTS 

XXX 
Locally 
Available 

Relative Type ofOrganization 
A vailahilits .sed to Collect /at

xxxx ';ovetnment
 

XXXXX Govcrnment
 

X Univ. or team
 

Univ. or ,cam
 

X University
 

x ;overnmcnt
 

University
 

XXX Government
 

University
 

XX Government
 

X Univcrsity 

®) Univ. and team 

XX X X 
Some A few studies Very Isolated 
Data or readings Studies 



Hotswaatro -uIr,,gh .%i'ni/tusrIjin 

or to supplement the data through specific studies o)rthrough access t; iiew loritls of ,I.
formation. 

Lthno-scientif'c informatio 

I .hno-s cintitic iiit,,riitaticii becomes part of the knowledge o) .a cultural group over a 
long per,,d ot time and through a largely deliberatc pricess III trial iiind error. It ,+
collected underltanJiin and c,iceptuali/,tiin )fhow 

ahe 
tie wtorld %4,)rks.and how people

can successtoll% dt.cl %.i i ial ,orld. )rat leastth I miiiiiii ti es Iiist)rtoC IIIit. I:tjiIo
scielice is and ratioal an ,.tplidiatito ofoldly mna as tilea iri,IC , pliecn, western 
scientists. et it dc.is In difti.ret terms and In %.\plaiattr.-devices that the westerner
sumettines wc a\ 'uprtit ion, tcrniie I lie .s."st'rner ha. tj cd 'ethnin onht the front
(it scientist :"I thi . t .epa.at,, heciusc it isseen aS )naii.ig itich c\traiiertus 
nmatcrijl that is 11,4,scillitit.IC 

lhat c Miiustri,/c is thait thre areof ti %.ry s,,uid rcasmis hr lical practices, rea
t,,s that %e hiJ%, lit tkii., the"tie III the past t)discc)ser. aind rcascmis that miglt miake 

plalinninL it)r sci..csttl it the> \,.,retAcr Inito Jccuiit 
It is tilli '.ic A tIti le cl,,x that is useltl and coiistructisc. It is ,twing die local

S);itern as ha,.mg a w II ,I iItii)allatin ilcr we ar )ril)abl to miodify our pertoit)l if 
spectites recardin ssh coitiitc helpful iiitoriiiatioti. I xaimpls ziclud tie Interlock. 
ing rituail.agriitural cacrndar that keeps the %ket.r.ic sstern oth).of Java runiig sill 

the %l>s)w tribe use , segb,j].s and plaiits fr m 
 their eiiirlclnit whlich conveiitioinal 
niaiie.s,)rg Jm iciiil., tcr:n ,ceds. tihe small plots. widely dispersed, that keep die
Japanese rice tar."ner fr,)i l,,sing eser, thing in a locali/ed attack of insectsor disease. low 
can these nt)t he coisidered ipi)rtant ensiromneiital itortoatiot ' (Table 1I.) There ismuch to ir,)nilear uthers, btithitr uur ,)wn %a) tflite and tu help others improve their 
uw n through understanding the local sy %tci. 

Informal technical knowledge 

This is less casil) de:ined As we use the tern. it describes die knowledge of an area
carried b> nmany e\perts and h,,.itechica' workers who have had experience in that 
area. In some cases. it is the well inlormed amateur who knows most about an1area, InI

t)thers it is die pictssccial in ,me field wlic has. Utioug) area interest, widened his scope
("know ledge The 'strict agricultural oflliccr. tilearea water engineer, the political agent,
 

ur the Ic)ng ter:m +esideit all fill ti; role. Ih.ir knowledge is often not written dowi, but,

like ethn.scieiitic Information. i. carried head. When it is written, it is usuaUy
in the 
in the form f une ur two cup) wr.ernal memuranda' ajilable in a lucal office
 

Informal 
 technical knolcdgc is a bridge between ethnu.scientifc and western scientific 
knowledge in sescral wa>. ' irst. informal technical knowlcdge iinks the two others be
cause it is it. lt a blend .cf the itw,.Like scientific inforinati c. it is founded on a formally
educaled base. L.ik cthnincscienticc information, it is clsel) related to a personal knowl
edge ,fthe area insl.ed Sec,)nd. tilesicabulary of informal technical kiuwledge in
corporates both the scientific and Ic)cal wc,:Id. I'mall> arid perh:ps most important, the
scale c)t under;ta:'dinit , iit,irmal and tcchical kii,)wledge acts .,a bridge in scale. The 
informal techn:.al kn,,wlcdv,enlar,es mi that scale ard provides cntr- to the national 
and international sCales.a 

lntornmal tcclinical Kncwledge 
sa 

at its best proides a powerful (,serview cif aii area and its
prohl.rms. coupled with an undcrsta.iding ()Ifpeople and iistitutius at a l)cal and regional
level In -nost Cases. gj.en that the right questions are asked (A anumber of people, such 
knowledge canc be a oial componeit cc4environmental informatiun. 
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Botswana Droug.'t Symposium 

Present use of the three components of environmental information 
Itis clear that these diverse and very rich data sources for environmental information do

exist. The difficulty, is first to make available the various types of data and then to use
them effectively. Unfortunately, decision-making processes frequently reverse what should
be happening. The demand&. of time and budget and the need for clear-cut, quick results 
are too often the real parameters of development thinking, instead of the needs of the
field situation. A large-scale problem calls up a large-scale respcnse, with little considera
tion of small-scale localized implications. Equally, a small project receives only local at
tention, with little thought to the long-range effects or to wider implications of the solu
tion in other spheres of life or in other localities. The available information is badly
abused when one category is :'sed to the exclusion of the other two. Conventional 
planning does not at present work in ,erms of data mixes from varying sources.

Two divergent theories of environmental information "or development dominate efforts 
to date. The most common is the inventory, approach, a systematic survey undertaken at
large scales of analysis and designed to assess the total resource potential of an area. De
spite impressive achievements of classification, such costly .1-tegrated resource surveys 
have liberated little development potential.

The difficulty seems to have been the translation of a mass of well ordered and closely
documented scientific information into specific development projects. Clearly this has
been achieved in many instanccs, hu: in many ,thers the multiple cornpc:.Ints necessary
for 'follow through* have not been pr. -er.t and the volumes gather dust on library shelves.
In contrast. is the cost optimization approach. This argues that natural resource infor
mation gathering should be guided by developmental potential. As developmental po
tential is a function of infrastructure in the short run, data gathering is best directed to
wards areas where development has already begun. 

The implications for questions of drought and environmental degradation in Botswana 
The general theme outlined above is probably familiar to mot of you. What has been

found difficult up to the present has been to integrate the various concepts of env..on
ment and natural resources into development planning.


The Republic of otswkana is a large con nt;y with an important part of the economy

continuing to be based on its land and water resources. There has been an imaginative 
process involved in the Tribal (razing lInds Programme throgli a close interaction between the Central (overnment an'! !'-:! people. Also, at the national level, we find our
selves at a conference on drought, not in the middle os a drought, but planning for iction
 
to prepare for and react to the period of dry years which will surely come.
 

Botswana is in a posItwo of strength from three kinds of information: envirc.-;.,ental,
natuial resource, arid drought. At IL scientific level, expcrience has already been gained
in Botswana in tie use of renote sensing for assessing the status of, and monitoring
change in, national resources. Within the University College environmental studies are
becoming a part of' the curriculum and students will be acquiring scientific backgrounds
relevant to this country.

At the informal technical level, there is considerable knowledge of Botswana in the
heads of many of you here and others in the government arid elsewhere. That knowledge
is often gained over a period of many, years, and is sometimes linked with more scientific
knowledge as in the Botswana Society's study of the Okavango Delta. Within Botswana
and within this room there are a number of people who have good working knowledge of
the Botswana environment. flow do we bring tis information to bear on the question of 
drought and environmental degradation in Botswana. 

Thirdly, within the country, the Tribal Grazing Linds Programme discussions have 
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demonstrated that people in rural areas have, as they usually have, a clear idea of the 
issues involved in tile maintenance of rural livelihoods and of tile rural environment. 
Within rural Botswana, people understand their local environment and keep track of 
changes within it. 

a result of this meeting and other policy discussions, to set upIf Botsana wishes, as 
procedures to con.,tue to prepare for drought and to minimize its long-run impact, the 

following components would seem to be important: 

1) The setting up of a number of local (rural) experinents which encourage simple 
statusmonitoring of key environmental components such as: (a) ground water levels; (b) 

of range; (c) nutrition of children: and (d) a fenced-off demonstration plot. 

If local schools and local people become involved in such exercises, they become aware 

of changes in the environment and when dry years come, local understanding of the 

changes and the needed local actions is greatly improved. 

The sum of local ch,n1ges is also the picture of national change. 

2) An examination of the practicability of a low cost environmental'drought assessment 

unit rade up nostly of part-time people fom key ministries and institutions. The linking 

of our three types of informiatio, in this assessment, including remote sensing monitoring 

of a few variables, periodic telhnical assessment, and the integration of local information. 

The assessment team couid alo consider contingency plans. 
3) Some type of formal inior:iation exchange network system. 

4) 	Local training in skills for the work outlined in (1) through (3). 

This Symposium has demonstrated that Botswana has already made an impressive be

ginning in Ois effort. In that this Symposium carries forward with the work already be

gun, it shall be judged a success. 

NOTE 

1. 	This section is hiscd on an original draft by Hilary Renwick, Clark University, to be published 
in "Making .Most Irom the Least." Holmes and Meier, 1918. 
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Australian Drought Watch System 

by D.M. Lee 

Introduction 

Prior to 1974, the Bueau of Meteorology in Australia had issued Drought Reviews 
based on a laborious method of subjectively selectin, areas of conicern for detailed analy.
sis. This method employed a Senior Meteorologist I )r some eight or nine working days 
per month and only allowed the production of a DrLught Review at least a week and a 
half after the end of the current month. 

A computerized system was introduced to remove subjectivity from selection of the 
analysis areas and to speed up publication of the Drought Review. The operation of this 
system is described in detail below. A comparison is made between the computerized
approach and the previous manual method for the 1972 Australian drought, with an 
example of its application to Mahalapye in Botswana shown in some detail. It is believed 
that such a drought alert system would be feasible on a world-wide basis, resulting in 
benefits to mankind. 

The first part of the paper discusses the definition used for drought and explains the use 
of decile values and ranges to describe rainfall distributions. 

Concept of drought 

There are numerous and varied definitions of drought, but critical to an understanding
of the term is that it is a 'somply and demand' phenomenon. The most satisfactory defini
tion, then, is 'lack of sufficient water to meet requirements'. This covers the aspect of 
demand. With thus factor included in the definition, it follows that the delineation of 
drought occrrence depends on the water need. What is regarded by a vegetable farmer as 
drought may cause a cattle owner no concern. So drought occurrence depends on the 
density and distribution of plant, animal and human populations, their fife-style and their 
use of the land, as much as on rainfall deficiency. 

The definition of drought as 'the situation when demand for wa'er exceeds supply'
needs some amplification. Reduced availability of water may result in modification of 
demand. Rainfall ;h.ich produces a zero crop yield obviously results in drought, but the 
amount below which a crop is considered to be drought-stricken depends on the degree 
to which a reduced yield can be tolerated. Usually the criterion will depend on economic 
factors. The limit may be set at that which reduces yield to a quarter, a half, or three 
quarters of the optimum yield. Obviously there is no unique criterion. 

Urban communities and industrial activities also have a demand for water, the ac
ceptable minimum of which might be that necessary to maintain essential industry and to 
meet the needs ., personal health and survival. The amount of water considered to be the 
optimum for ,' oan and industrial requirements depends very much on the standard of 
living and the life style of the community and the nature and extent of its agricultural 
and industrial activities. 

Although many factors are involved in considering water availability, the single most 
useful index is rainfall. Because rainfall is non-continuous in time and space, however, its 
statistical description is rather complex. 

The best known and most commonly used rainfall statistic is the mean (often called the 
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'average' or 'normal'). In the case of a Gaussian (normal) distribution, the mean, together 

with the standard deviation as a measure of dispersion, are sufficient to describe the 
distribution completely and to calculate the probability of occurrence of values within a 
given range. It is rare, however, for rainfall totals to be normally distributed; a more 
meaningful way of describing rainfall distributions is by the use of non-parametric meth
ods, for example, the use of percentile or decile values. 

Gibbs and Maher (1967) advocated asystem which uses the limits of each of the deciles 
of a distribution to describe rainfall. Thus the first decile is that value of the rainfall total 
that is not exceeded by ten percent of the totals. The fifth decile is that rainfall amount 
not exceeded on :,ty percent of occasions. This fifth decile is also known as the median. 
The decile ranges are the ranges of values between deciles. Thus the first decile range is 
that below :.he first decile, the eighth decile range between deciles seven and eight,and the 
tenth deci'! range above decile nine. Decile values give agood description of rainfall at a 
particular station. The decile range in which a particular rainfall occurs gives a useful indi
cation c" its departure from normal. Thus decile range one suggests abnormally dry and 
decile ,ai;a ten abnormally wet conditions. 

As :iis impossible to have a definition of drought which will apply universally to all 
uses of water, rainfall deficiency isused as a criterion for drought. 

The definition adopted by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology for rainfall deficiency 
is that. "A severe deficiency exists if the rainfall for a period of three or more montls 
does not exceed the five percentile values for that period." Similarly a serious deficiency 
is referred to the ten percentile (first decile) value. 

System description 

The system is based on the monthly rainfall totals from sonic 800 selected stations 
telegraphically reporting throughout Australia over a period of at least forty years. 
Stations were selected on the basis of length of records, reliability of reporting, and on a 
geographical grid which gave relatively good coverage of Australia. Also included were the 
records for the district raintf*,i averages fur the 107 districts extending from 1913 to date. 

l)istrict average rainfalls are calculated from telegraphic reports of rainfall on a weekly 
and monthly basis. \ %electednetwork of stations is used so that the average total is repre
sentative ()Ithe average rainfall ov .r the whole district. It isemphasized that these district 
averages arc neant itindicate **thebest climate at the time of observation" of the average 
rainfall )ver the s hole district. 

I he drought s.atchi consists of two pha..es, analogous to the use of a coarse grid fol
lowed by a nuch finer grid over selected areas. The coarse grid involves only the district 
averages. to give a broadscale picture of the rainfall. If the analysis of these figures high
lights any areas of possible rainfall deficiency the individual stations in and around these 
areas are e\ajinined more clsely. letailed figures are prepared for them and these are then 
used to prepare the text, maps and tables comprising the Review. 

Basicall. the dr,,uOit watch system invol,:es looking forward in time in all areas and 
assessing the amount of rainfall required in. the current month to exceed specified 
criteria tor drought. Ihis enables limitations ot investigation and detailed analysis to those 
areas where rainfall deficiencies are likely to meet the specified criteria. Intervals of one 
month have been adopted because of data collection procedures. It has been found that 
rainfall deficiency periods, once established over a period of three months, can be suc
cesstully delineated over %ell defined areas which are then monitored as the deficiency 
extends on tt)tour. tlvc or more months. 

Application of this systern makes it possible to tell, some twenty days before the end of 
the month, which areas of Australia are definitely not experiencing a rainfall deficiency, 
which areas are marginal, and, by proper application of climatological knowledge, which 
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areas will definitely be below tile ten percentile value for any specific period by the end 
of the month. A close watch is maintained on the weekly and daily figures to eliminate 
as early as possible any marginal areas which receive sufficient cumulative rainfall to 
exceed the ten percentile value. 

The Drought Review has already provided factual statistical information for e ,omic
planning and analysiz during drought both for government and for private bodies. The 
Australian Federal Government uses these Reviews as a basis for allocating relief pay
ments to farmers in drought affected areas. The data will also serve as an invaluable source 
of case histories for research purposes. 

Detail of the system 

The analysis of rainfall deficiency consists of: 

I) Calculation of the amount of rainfall in each district required in the current month 
to exceed the ten percentile valu. for the n-month periods. These periods (n) are defined 
as 3, 4, 5, etc., to 12, then 18, 24, etc., to 48 months. An example of the computer report 
is given in Table 1. 

2) On the right hand side of Table I there are values for each district which correspond 
to 'break' criteria. There are two of these whuch are defined as follows: 

(a) It the rainfall in the current month exceeds the thirty percentile (third decie)
value for the three-month period from the current month to two months ahead, it is 
arbitrarily decided that a 'break' has occurred in a possibly deficient area and period.
The figure listed under B*I indicates this thirty percentile value for the appropriate 
three-month period. 

(b) If the rainfall for the current month plus the two preceding in.onths exceeds the 
seventy percentile (seventh decile) value for that period it is again arbitrarily decided 
that a 'break' has occurred in a deficient period. The figure indicated under B°2 shows 
tile amount needed in tile current month to meet tile criterion. 
3) Similarly a critcrion of *casing' in the rainfall deficiencies is defined as the rainfall in 

the current mioth exceeding the seventy percentile value for the current month. This is 
the same as sayving that the current nonth's rainfall is above average. But care should be 
taken in using this criterion, as the average for the Month could be a relatively low value 
compared to the previous months over which the deficiency has accumulated. The value 
is precalculated and listed under 'Lase'. 

4) Inspection of, Table I will indicate which districts are likely to experience rainfall 
deficiencies for any it-month period. A second computer programne is used to prepare a 
table which is mailed to the appropriate Regional Office of tile Bureau, indicating in ad
vance which stations and areas are likely to be in a rainfall deficient situatiol at the end 
of tile month. An example of this report is given in Table 2. 

From the same computer programme a second table (Table 3) is producud. This is then 
used as a working sheet when the rainfall totals for the current month become available. 
Concurrently a third table (Table 4) is produced indicating for each of the nominated 
stations for each nominated period tile forty lowest totals, with the year of occurrence 
and the percentile ranking.

5) Routinely on oJr a)out tile first wurking day of tle subsequent month, rainfall totals 
for the *current' month are telegraphed to Ilead Office from Regional Offices. These 
totals are for each district as well as for the selected stations as advised by the report 
shown in Table 2. 

6) A visual inspection of 'able ' using the district totals, will show if a district has or 
has not receiv.d stifficient rain to exceed the ten percentile value for each of the n-month 
periods. Similarly the ease and break criteria are examined. The rainfall totals from 
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TABLE I
 

Bureau of Meteorology Rainfall deliciency Report No. I
 
Amount needed in tenths of milimetres during month 12 year 1972 to exceed the rust decie value
 

Num r',Int 'ithsIII p'rl 'd 
Dist. ,'i. ? 4 5 6 7 S ) 10 I1 12 18 24 30 36 48 .ast' B°1 B*2 

010 342 381 381 391 391 411 688 1179 1968 3.61 2854 5336 5608 1h77 5233 1910 
020 940 2284 765 
030 27 13 13 17 115 351 337 686 2703 688 
040 26 39 56 287 720 773 234 788 329 
050 104 568 168 
060 1 110 67 
070 II 61 193 697 155 447 277 
075 24 117 239 193 
080 13 57 1259 112 135 375 
090 55 682 659 915 922 1026 522 1084 2309 13084004 191 203 592 
095 79 257 261 585 757 925 998 1001 73 61 1006 3030 264 373 941 
100 29 121 113 115 161 188 519 455 65 1799 107 143 428 
105 48 220 115 129 265 475 524 725 735 871 1060 1133 1738 1629 3171 157 202 513 
110 58 40 18 75 145 186 242 169 272 530 497 834 875 173 248 360 
120 606 173 296 246 
!30 25 10 6 29 21 1063 1307 229 361 281 

Blanks in the bod) of the table indicate that the firt decile value for this pernod/district has already been exceeded. 
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TABLE 2
 
The monthly telegraphed rainfall totals for the following list of stations for DECEMBER
 
1972 are required in Meteorological Information Services Section of Head Office, prefer
ably by noon on the first working day of next month to assist with the production of the 
Drought Review. 

Station Station Name Station Station Name Station Station Name 
002012 
003006 
004027 
008038 
009034 
009534 

Halls Creek 
Fitzroy Crossing 
Nullagine 
Dalwalinu 
Perth Regional Office 
Donnybrook 

002014 Kununurra 
003030 La Grange Mission 
004043 Red Mont 
008091 Moora 
009504 Boyup Brook 
009561 Kendenup 

002032 Turkey Creek 
004020 Marble Bar 
007040 Mundiwindi 
008151 Walebing 
009510 Bridgetown 

,. . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . 

Director of Meteorology 

specific stations are likewise entered on the working sheet (Table 3); and percentages of 
normal, together with percentile ranking and other details derived from these working
sheets and the listings are in Table 4. 

7) The percentile values for a specific n-month period are plotted for the individual 
stations on a map, and geographical areas of serious or severe rainfall deficiency (as
defined previously) are thus delineated. The maps so produced, together with the details
from Tables 3 and 4 constitute the basic material for the Drought Review which is pub-
Lished within three working days of the end oi the month. 

8) The data obtained in this process, together with routinely processed daily rainfall 
data, are added to the special data set for the Rainfall Deficiency System in the first week 
of the subsequent month. The network of reports is updated and enables statistics, as 
described above, to be calculated for 'next month' and the next analysis of the rainfall 
deficiency situation. 

Relevance of drought watch system for Botswana 
Given detailed m '-dy rainfall records for a spaced network of approximately fifty

stations' throughou tswana, the system shown in this paper could be applied either 
in computer form, if t Npacity is available, or in manual form. 

In either case, the pr equisite is to establish lists of n-month rainfall totals ending in
each month of the year ,or periods of n = 1,2 .... 12. These cumulative totals would 
then be ranked for each location, and decile range values ascertained for each station/
period ending in each month. These decile range values would then form the basis for the 
objective comparison and delineation of rainfall deficiencies. 

Maps of the first decile value for each n-month period could be constructed and used 
to interpolate data values )r locations which do not have records of sufficient length to 
calculate decile values. In this way the usable data base can be greatly extended.

When assessing a current situation, it is a relatively simple matter to list the amount of 
rainfall received in the previous ti-I months and the first decile value of each location for 
the n-month period up to the end of the current month. Asimple subtraction provides the 
amount of rainfall required at each location during the current month to exceed these first 
decile values. By reference to decile rankings, the probability of receiving at least these 
amounts can be calculated. 

For the hypothetical stations in Table 5 we could say with some confidence that station 
2 will not be in a rainfall deficient situation at the end of February, stations 5 and 6 will 
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TABLE 3 

Working sheet for Rainfall Deficiency System 

(1) 
Station 

(2) 
Period 

(3) 
Y'ars 

(4) 
n-month 

(5) 
C rr-tt 

6) 
itals 

(7) 
t'riod 

(8) (9) 
%ile ol 

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 
Amount needed to exced Ease/Break 

,Number )I (ofrt'('ed ,ital moth n-] nths total !ile ai erage Lowest 5%ih' iOile Ease B*l B*2 

008021 7 72 2458 915 -500 342 686 536 820 1414 

10 72 317 3578 -294 369 780 536 820 1414 

008325 3 94 1964 823 -3 221 446 781 1063 1383 

4 94 2015 1007 -17 121 242 781 1063 1383 

10 94 5749 3149 6 831 1210 781 1063 1383 

084002 4 86 3206 1768 -478 -146 165 946 1593 ",01 

10 86 8083 4346 471 1401 1670 946 1593 1101 

084003 10 91 6440 3306 531 793 1277 879 1414 871 

084005 10 90 6804 4165 -485 283 863 808 1517 847 

084007 3 40 2596 1965 -889 37 260 1140 1715 1747 

4 40 3681 2061 1685 2224 2633 1140 1715 1747 

Allstati ; within selected districts brselected periods. Month 12. Year 1972. 
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TABLE 4 

Rainfall Deficiency P.cport No. 4
 

Rainfall amounts (tenths of millimetres) in ascending order with percentile ranking for
 
given stations.
 
Period: 4 months ending December
 
Station: Walebing 008151, 30 42S 116 12E
 

Start Year Rain Total Ic'ile Rank Start Year 

1892 421 1 1902 

1961 433 2 1936 

1972 462 3 1953 

1954 473 4 1956 

1957 500 5 1938 

1911 506 7 1894 

1896 574 8 1900 

1901 612 9 1910 

1935 623 10 1908 

1944 625 11 1927 

1937 634 12 1884 

1960 661 14 1948 

1920 666 15 1964 

1895 671 16 1897 

1934 682 17 1886 

1907 702 18 1943 

1922 704 20 1899 

1939 713 21 1929 

1959 714 22 1946 

1916 731 23 1933 


A'wnber of periods =84 

TABLE S 

Example of a 'current' situation 

Amount First decile 
.Voy-Jan Vov-Feb 

Station (Inrn) (InIn/ 

1 120 130 
2 125 120 
3 100 115 
4 92 100 
5 68 90 
6 7 56 
7 34 67 

A iount 
required 

in February 
(uInn) 

10 

0 


15 

8 


22 

49 

33 
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Rain Total %ieRank 

732 24
 
739 25
 
744 2'
 
754 28
 
769 29
 
781 30
 
806 31
 
820 32
 
823 34
 
824 35
 
833 36
 
839 37
 
850 38
 
865 40
 
8(5 41
 
897 42
 
907 43
 
907 44
 
915 45
 
924 47
 

Probability of receiving 
at least this amount in 

February 

0,40
 
1,00
 
0,25
 
0,51
 
0,01
 
0,00 
0,11
 



TABLE 6
 

Monthly rainfall at Mahalapye, Botswana (millimetres)
 

Year Jan Feb Aar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1917 89 54 2 11 9 2 1 13 7 10 104 131 
1918 282 82 181 0 1 - 1 23 21 75 35 127 
1919 152 122 57 17 9 1 - - 2 3 102 29 
1920 109 130 59 - - - 95 22 66 
1921 70 87 188 49 37 - - - 52 139 110 
1922 49 37 53 - 16 7 29 - 33 67 18 
1923 287 84 75 11 5 - - 2 5 40 52 
1924 38 94 102 -- 10 - - 14 35 75 79 
1925 143 42 153 40 56 6 - 21 34 30 12 
1926 45 36 29 1 11 3 11 - 2 12 72 41 
1927 54 67 25 10 - 3 - - 90 I0 84 
1928 146 32 77 13 - 1 -- 19 22 4 103 99 
1929 53 43 32 - 4 I - - 22 69 103 68 
1930 100 69 28 16 5 - - - 1 * 53 72 
1931 133 34 131 42 0 0 2 0 0 21 172 14 
1932 83 44 120 71 6 0 0 0 1 5 16 56 
1933 109 46 23 3 0 0 0 0 23 0 98 72 
1934 127 92 33 19 12 0 1 0 5 57 197 
1935 16 52 28 6 9 0 0 0 22 3 0 52 
1936 133 62 159 7 23 0 0 0 0 66 128 55 
1937 73 155 53 4 0 0 0 0 4 77 8 184 
1938 83 45 52 64 0 3 0 2 1 8 53 96 
1939 96 174 41 I 8 0 17 3 16 1 138 44 
1940 41 18 111 57 2 50 0 0 55 2 41 249 
1941 87 74 37 63 0 0 0 2 0 33 39 63 
1942 64 28 239 0 18 * 0 1 1 49 33 63 
1943 54 59 44 50 28 0 4 19 9 69 98 75 
1943 46 260 49 0 1 23 0 0 1 45 61 12 
1945 44 40 136 20 0 0 0 0 0 15 75 51 
1946 226 101 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 14 24 
1947 36 50 115 41 0 0 2 0 16 17 51 88 
1948 94 30 216 50 32 0 0 0 3 77 101 40 
1949 148 50 66 0 0 1 0 0 0 13 40 46 
1950 69 79 6 I1 39 0 0 1 0 6 29 170 
1951 30 22 58 153 104 0 16 0 7 95 69 27 
1952 24 48 27 18 2 2 0 0 0 69 51 154 
1953 66 424 113 63 0 0 0 0 0 1 143 104 
1954 60 62 60 6 0 0 0 0 1 31 147 72 
1955 103 359 60 16 17 41 0 0 1 7 61 264 
1956 16 117 87 4 13 0 0 0 3 34 110 89 
1957 70 85 22 3 35 7 40 5 16 31 56 62 
1958 191 82 120 23 0 I 0 0 61 0 18 209 
1959 71 90 61 40 4 0 0 0 0 5 42 45 
1960 92 60 49 14 16 7 0 10 0 10 121 208 

indicates data not available 
* indicates between 0,1 and 0.4 mm 
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TABLE 7 

)ecilk %aluesof rainfall for Nlahalap)c 

Jan I'h .Miar ..lpr . i Juns, Jul .Iik .cp (1i .\.1r kc 
LA est 1 .' 2 U 0 0 0 0 0 12

ecrle 1 33 31 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 2!
I,-,lk 2 45 40 2) 0 i) 0 0 0 4 30 41
IDecle? 54 45 42 r ° 0 0 0 * 0 40 52
Iecilr 4 52 5_ ii 2 0 0 0 1 10 51 62 
DeIcric 2 543 5 5 0 0 0 2 10 5') 70
lkce,3C ) , 1, ' I 0 ° 3 33 7 -9
Ikcdr - Or, I(Oh .11 2 1 13 40 99 94
1 '; i No1(14) 20 4 2 5 20 60 104 131 

I ' i( 3 3o L 13 19 22 77 139 202Il:d-.: 2 - -124 _'' V 104 50 40 2995 61 l72 26,4 

lea;: 3 . - 25 13 4 3 4 9 30 69 88 
()h 44 44 44 40 42 3.1 35 40 44 44 44 

TABI E 8
 
Firm decile %aluesfor ,ariuus ;periods ending in the month shown for Mahalapye
 

IPcrt,,d JaF, Ich lar ..lpr .1/9 Ju4,; lul .. ut Sep cl .\M- Dec 

2 m:0h 
3 rci:,ths 

33 
-0 

124 

31 
' 

105 

.'4 
71 

1j 

0 
2, 

-

0 
I 

40 

0 
0 
.t 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

1 
5 
6 

15 
33 
37 

21 
72 
85 

5 1)4:,144 1" 20-1 ,55 0. 43 4 0 0 5 33 92 
5m'4:)UhS 

6 
it,2 
(4 

"2- 24 1 
2',,I'h225 2( 

209 
25" 

05( 
233 

.7 
i45 

44 
'l 

4 
44 

* 

-
5 

11 
32 
31 

85 
82 

10.:Wts 

h 

,. 
.. 

212 
-,42> 

2' 
2, 

;5-'S 26-
25-1 
. .2.)3 ) 
25) 19 29-

... r. 42.. 

242 
-'34 
29 
29-
... 

144 
240 
259 
297 
... 

90 
181 
250 
282 
3-4 

49 
103 
189 
253 
290 

_8, 
62 

122 
200 
261 

37 
60 
98 

172 
253 

80 
88 

107 
170 
225 

.3 3 32_4 29(, 304 304 297 305 312 298 334 366 
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TABLE 9
 

Amounts of rainfall (mm) required in December 1972 to exceed the ten percentile
 
value for the ten month-, from 1 March 1972 to 31 December 1972 

Amount Probability December 1 manth 10 month 
'equired of at least total decile d. cile 

State District (minI this amount (nan) rank rank 

Western Australia 
040 5,6 0,70 9 4 2 
090 91,5 0,00 1 1 1 
095 92,-, 0,00 4 1 1 
100 11,5 0,30 1 1 
105 72,5 0,02 2 2 1 
110 18,6 0,25 5 3 1 

South Australia 
160 13,4 0,40 2 2 1 
170 15,3 0,35 0 1 1 
200 35.1 0,18 2 2 1 
210 33.4 0,26 11 3 1 
220 32.8 0,18 12 4 1 
230 21,1 0,55 16 3 1 
240 15,5 0,50 9 3 1 
250 36.1 0,15 9 3 1 
255 17.2 0,65 6 1 1 
260 32.8 0,50 2 1 1 

Queensland 
330 93,0 0,45 3 1 1 
340 8.3 0,95 16 1 2 
350 53,1 0,70 17 1 1 
4 "1 50,6 0,45 0 1 1 
46 09,1 0,SI 0 1 1 

New Souti, Wales 
460 47,4 0,15 1 2 1 
470 27,8 0,22 8 4 
480 10,0 0,35 5 1 1 
490 19,9 0,50 8 2 1 
500 21,7 0,75 13 2 1 
510 25,5 0.6% 20 3 1 
620 43,1 0.60 42 4 1 
630 51,6 0,65 39 3 1 
650 85,9 0,22 22 3 1 
690 93,8 0.35 9 1 1 
700 95,4 ",,27 I1 1 1 
710 91,7 0,28 5 1 
720 108,1 0,13 41 4 
730 48,1 0,50 9 1 
740 36,3 0,40 2 1 
750 20,2 0,55 6 2 
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Amioui' Probability December 1 moth1 10 month 
required ojat least total decile Jecile 

State District (mn) this amiount (mrin) rank rank 

Victoria 
760 29,8 0,35 2 1 
800 
810 

12,2 
16,7 

0,70 
0,68 

5 
2 

1 
1 

1 
1 

820 79,9 0,18 3 1 1 
830 141,7 0,10 2 1 1 
840 156,3 0,08 4 1 1 
850 122,2 0,09 10 1 1 
860 112,7 0,15 4 1 1 
870 83,8 0,12 2 1 1 
890 23,2 0,75 3 1 1 
900 23,0 0,80 11 1 1 

Tasmania 
910 173.6 0,05 19 2 1 
920 170,1 0,05 14 1 
930 90,0 0,16 15 I 1 
940 19,0 0,90 7 1 1 
980 5,3 0,98 10 i 2 

*indicates rainfall between 0,1 and 0,4 mm 

almost certainly be short at the en.. of February, sation 7 has only one chance bi n1ine of 
overcoming the deficiency, while the case is unclear for stations 1, 3 and 4. 

Rairfall data for Malhalapye ,23004 S, 26048' L) are presented in Table 6, and the 
decile values for each month are given in Table 7. The first decile values for various 
periods ending in each month are given in Table 8.
 

For what things were like at the end of April 1951, 
 we have to extend the three-month 
period to four to include April. One hundred and ten millimetres we- "eived to the end 
of March. 155 was the value of' the first decile for the four montlh uing April, so 45
millimetres were needed. JThe probability of at least 45 millimetres in April was quite low,
0,25 but from Table 6 we see that the highest April fall in forty years of observations 
was recorded, thus relieving the deficiencies. 

Another situation we can look at is the 'wet' of 1959/60 at Mahalapye. By the end of 
le:ember 1959, .lahalapye had received 92 millimetres of rainfall. Since the first decile 
value for the three mrinths to l)ecember was 85 millimetres, the situation was dry, but 
not yet ;nto our definit n of drough. 

By the end ot January. Mahalapye needed to have accumulated 164 millimetres since 
October. This meant that 72 millimetres would have to fall in January. There was a 
slightly better than ev.en chance that this amount would fall. In fact 92 millimetres did 
fall in January, and no deficiency resulted for Mahalapye in that year, even though it was 
a below.averige wet season. 
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Application on a world-wide basis 

The computeri ed system has been effectively applied in Australia to monitor drought 
for the past tour years. A manual version had been employed from 1965 to 1973. It is 
clear that the system can be applied on a world-wide basis, with economic benefits to all 
nations resulting Ir an objective alerting system indicating areas in or approaching rain
fall deficiencies. 

Its organization would neccssarily transcend national boundaries and would therefore 

require allinternational body, such as the World Meteorological ()rganization, to coordi
nate the activities and to do the technical processing of the necessary data. There are, 
however. a number ot basic requirenents for such a system to become operational. These 
are 

I A c coiitr;'cd set of" montlhly rainfall figures for number of 
appropriatel. -,paced .ta'iots. each with data records exceeding thirty years, and prefer
ably more than sixty yt ars. 

2) Computer capacity sulliclit to perform the calculations. 
3) (ommunication channels to collect data olnrainfall routinely and rapidly. Methods 

of dissetmination of' results are also needed. 
4) A centralh'ed body Iperhaps within WMO) to maintain the system and evaluate the 

analyses produccd. Altertatr.-ely, national systems could be maintained, but coordinated 
by \1O. 

quality data a large 

The full set tk calculations ctould be perf'ormed for each station in the data set. This 
would uinohle morc calculation than is the practice in Australia, but the full set is inore 

desirable. 
A first e titoatc ot tie nutmber of statiois required is approximately 10 000, and as a 

preliminary guide the netvork ot' A'MO synoptic reporting stations could be considered. 
Ilowever these would have to be checked to establish a history of at least thirty years of 
rainfall records. 

Maps of die d-cile :anking of annual rainfall calendar year werebaseu on tile prepared 
from data supplied by tile Natiotal (entre USAfur Atmospheric Research in tile for the 
years 1950 to l"1f0. The data provided actually covered a longer period but the best 
coverage \.:;s that for tilestated period. These figures are shown at the end of this paper, 

and indicate the vat.abk' nature in both time and space of the occurrence of specific 
decile rankings of annto, .ainfall. 

No specific ctnnmeints .-re offered oi these diagras as tilescope of such could well 

occupy a paper by itsel:. I lowever die drought of 1965-66 in Botswana shows up in the 
calendar year ranking for 1965. Similarly the dry, but not drought, conditions of 1968 
are evident. 

Althou, not a great uc-ilof1%ork was carried out on teleconnections, preli ilary 
anal, sis of the data indicates that there is no positive evidence on a global scale of such, 
teleC orne. tlolls. 

FIhowever the :iures do si, that the application of decile analysis on a global scale has 
value as a method oI objcctively comparing one period with aniother; as such it provides 

a reasonable basis ;or assuming that a glubal drought watch system has practical value 
and is "easible gp.eni the tec;inology Of the computer age anid modern communications. 

Application to Australian drought: December 1972 

To dem mst:ate tile suitability o! the o bjective system in delineating areas of delicient 

rainfall. the 1972 data were selcted as a trial anal)sis. The procedures outlined in tie 

section on detail o: the system were followed as if it w.ere a real-time analysis of December 
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Botswana Drought SYmniposin 

1972 data. The production of Rainfall Deficiency Report No. I (Table 1) sdiowed die 
details as presented in Table 9. 

From tables of decile values for each district, the probabilities of receiving at least the 
amount of rain to exceed the tellpercentile value in December were calculated for each
of 54 out of a possible 107 districts. Note from Table 9 that only three of the 54 districts 
received sufficient rainfall in )ecember to exceed the ten-nonth first decile value. 

'File reports produced fron the computer programmes (Tables 2, 3 and 4) were used to
calculate percentile rankings for the selected stations and these were plotted on maps.
After analysis the results were shown in Figure 1. Figures 2 and 3 show tile thatmaps 
were originally published as the Drought Review of 5 January 1973. These maps were
based on data 'rom far fewer stations than die objective system allows, hence the 
delineation of areas of rainfall deticienc is correspondingly more coarse. 

Conclusions
 
Applicationt of the objective system, based 
on a constant network of reporting stations

of sufficient density,. enables a better delineation of areas of rainfall deficiencies than was 
previously available under a subjective systen.

By perftorllng Ilan.% of the calculations pior to the end of the month, it is possible to 
make prbahilit, statements about the state off rainfall deficiencies that will exist some
three vweeks into the Itture. fturther work will possibly allow longer time periods for 
which meaningful probability statements could be made. 

If the system were applied on a world-wide basis it would establish an alerting and ad
visor)' appr,)ach on a rouline and objective basis foi areas where there is concern regarding 
rainfall deficiencies. 
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plete ) ears of data for each location. 
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Botswana Drought Symposium 

General Discussion 

Although not originally inthis section, Combating and Ameliorating Drought, both the 
paper by R.B. Ford (Clark University), on institutions and networks for dealing with
drought, and the one by D.M. Lee (Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne) on the Australian 
drought watch system, rightfully belong here. 

Silberbaucr opened the discussion with the comment that there is often a great dif
ference between western scientists models of reality and those of ethnoscientists. This
has been of great concern to anthropologists because if ethnoscientific models are wrong.
then it is likely that anthropological models, which are based on these, are also wrong.
Ford remarked that it there is such a difference between the models of ethtioscientists 
and western scientists, the so!ution is not to decide which of the two is right but to find
the links between them. The 'inormal technical know.how role' can, be that link. The
language of the planner is often different fr,'m the language of those being planned for, so
methods must be devised for translating ideas both ways. Ms Kache (Community Develop.
merit Dept.) argued for a systems approach. lvery society has its own way of dealing
with problems, so plans must be tied n with the way people live. People must be part of 
the planning process.

Tyson congratulated Lee on his simple b.;' elegant system for dealing with drought
prediction. Unfortunately, according to Wrigley. most Australian farmers have no knowl
edge of the system described by Lee. On the local level, however, there are 'pasture
protectton boards' which Lventually channel information to the Ministry of Agricultur.
w4hich can then declare a drought. Lee remarked that tiii is a good example of what is
essentially a political process, because farmers very quickly learned that they could get
aid even in years when there was not a real drought. The drought watch system he de
scribed provides objecte standards for measuring rainfall. It has a o recognized that
drought depends on more than rainfall deficiency alone (i.e., on land-use intensity and 
population density).

Three questions from Austin followed: (H) i!jw can the number ofone ascertain 
stations required? (2) flow far back do records have to go? (3) Ca, the three-month
period used for Australian calculations be varied for different places, s .ch as Botswana?
Lee answered that the best thing to do is to use whatever number of stations and time
depths are available. In Australia, he said, there are some 6 000 stations having an average
record of 45 years. Fewer stations than this number give good results as well; although
a thirty->ear series gave better results, shorter series of ten to twelve can also be very
useful, fie also felt that the three-month interval used in Australia could be adapted to
different conditions. To Austin's question to heof rules of thumb used for network
spacing, Lee replied that one should begin with existing networks and fil in the gaps.

Grove asked Lee if his system assumed that the probability of higher or lower rainfall in
the third morth was iniluenced by that of the previous months. What is known about
the causes of rain'aii, Lee replied, indicates that they are haphazard enough to support
the assumption that rainfall in the three months is independent. Mr Pratchett (Ministry
of Agriculture) enq:2ied if being able to predict three weeks into the future would really
help Botswana. In .\us::-_.-a this was useful, according to Lee, because it had thefacilities to move livestock quickly out of a drought-affected area. For Botswana, Ford
felt the key to the system's usefulness depended on its contingency planning. Field said
he had tried to compare rainfall early in the seson with the yearly total and had found a
correlation. fie was optimistic about the usefulness of such a drought watch system for 
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Botswana. but wondered whether it was possible to fit it to the country's zones of vegeta
tion and land use. If the zones were climatically consistent. Lee thought it would be pos
sible. With 107 meteorological zones, the system in Australba is to some extent zonal. 

Zones are defined on th.-basis of record consistency at a number of stations. 
Ventappen remarked that Lee's data were processed by computer while has maps were 

hand drawn, he A~ondered whether computer drawn maps would speed up the system. 

Since he had to understand input well enough to explain it in written reports. Lee felt 

more comfortable making his maps by hand. as he then became thoroughly familiar with 

the emerging patterns Odell commented that as a social scientist he too felt more com

fortable with data he had gone over personally, lie then asked Lee whether Botswana's 

lack oi coastlines might make its weather picture simpler than that of Australia. whach 

was surrounded by oceans. fewer stations would therefore be needeJ. While he agreed 

that Botswana would probabl) need fewer stations per area than Austialia. Lee thought 

that initiall the system should be based on objective and quantitative cr.teria, after which 

the results could be :onipared %,ithlocal knowledge. lie also said that the figure given of 

fift> stations as a minimum necessary to start such a s)steni was merel, a guess. Wilson 

confirmed that there are alicady more than that iumber in Botswana and that m.st of 
them hase more than ten )ears of records, while some have as many as sixty. Couke added 

that Utese stations are unevenly spaced according to population distribution, so large 

areas are nut at all well co%,. red Lee was optimistic about using Botswaiia's existing 

stations to begin a drouphit watch system, since he had gotten very good results in 

Australia using onl) 200 stations for the entire continent. 
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An Aspect of Warning Systems for Drought:
Information Collecting in the Districts 

by Elizabeth Wily 

Background
 
To date, comprehensive contingency planning 
 for drought has not been a consistent 

part of overall Government development planning, despite a recognition of the inevitabil
ity of drought in semi-arid Botswana, and generations of tribal, colonial, and finally post
independence experience of the havoc drought wreaks on the economy and tilesociety.
Generally it has been dealt with when, and only when, it comes.


The actual handling of dought has usually been 
on a sectoral basis, with departments
and ministries largely taking independent action in their area of concern and, in some 
cases, establishing their own channels of communication and responsibility. The Ministry
of Agriculture, more especially the Department of Animal Health, is perhaps the onlyGovernment body which has had any long-standing strategy and procedure for dealingwith disasters requiring relief, such as foot-and-mouth epidemics. But not even that De
partmeat would claim to be prepared for a major drought. Furthermore, such a depart
ment is obviously concerned exclusively with relief of the livestock sector.'

Responsibility for human relief has, since Independence, l,;rgely fallen to the Ministry of
Local Government aid lands. In 1967, it became the executing apeiicy for the World
Food Programme, which, at Independence, was already providing large amounts of food
aid to people stricken by the severe mid-1960's drought (in which Botswana lost a third
of its national herd. At one point, one quarter of its population was receiving sonic form
of famine reliefJ This duality, with the Ministry of Local Government and Lands dealing
with human relief and the Ministry of Agriculture responsible for animal relief, continues 
to this day. With rainfall failure in parts of Botswana during tile of 1972-73, itsummer 
was clear that neither ministry was adequately prepared to deal with drought situations,
individually or cooperatively. Fuod aid for example,to people, did not actually reach
them antil September 1973. when aspecial Drought Relief Project was begull.2 

Concern at this lack of preparedness prompted the emergency literministerial Com
mittee, set up to cope with the drought, to recommend as early as July 1973 that it be
come a permanent body for dealing with long-term drought planningg.3 The committee 
was discontinued, but in January 1974, the Ministiy of Agriculture again sought support
from the Ministry of Finance and lXevelopment Planning for the establishment of a stand
ing intermimsterial relief committee. The former also set up internal working groupan 
"to develop a long.term programme for contingency planning for dealing with livestock 
inder drought conditiuns." 

Meanwhile the Ministry of Local Government and Lands was addressing itself to the
task (,flong-term planning for human relief. In January 1975, the World Food Programme
Advisor, who had worked closely with tileMinistry, submitted a paper suggesting the
establishment of a perrnaneit committee or body within Government to plan and organize
the implementation of disaster relief (Jobber, 1975a). This paper was followed by another
making specific suggestions for contingency planning, notably labour intensive publicwork programmes, free services (such as the exemption of local taxes or school fees), long
term sustained arable production projects and drougnt recovery schemes (Ibid., 1975b).
These would pre-'.de more viable means of relief than the food-for-work programmes or
food handouts of the past (except in terms of what he called 'hard core' destitutes). 
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The first paper was submitted to all District Development Committees (DI)C's) (29 
January 1975) for their comments and recommendations. It would appear that only two 
districts replied. Both fully endorsed tileneed for a standing central committee, but 
stressed the need for local district committees to be tile time. Ilowever,set up at same 
none were ever established at either level and the question of' drought planning was largely 
dropped.
 

By July 1976, the Ministry of Agriculture's internal committee had considered a num
ber of drought relief proposals for livestock, and finally requested a consuiltancy. This was 
to deal with a variety of questions, ranging from estimating drought probability and evalu
ating drought relief measures for livestock, to recomncnding a set of criteria and a deci 
sion making system by which various proposals could be evaluated and action taken. "'ite 
consultant was also requested to indicate necessary institutional and administrative proce
dures for the warning and monitoring of" drought. This consultancy was seen as the first 
step in a lengthy investigation, analysis and planning programme of the Ministry of Agri
culture (their position paper, Octobr 1976). 

Shortly afterwards, tileRural l)evelopment Unit, of tileMinistry of' Finance and 
Developmeti Planning, took up the question o. tile need for comprehensive planning 
and coordination for both animal and human populations. The matter was discussed at 
three major meetings of the Rural Extension Coordinating Committee, the National 
Resources Technical Committee, and finally the District l)evelopment Conference (No
vember 1976). In the last meetng, it was resolved that: 

I ) There should be a national body responsible for policy formulation and execution 
with regard to drought. 

2) lhe District )evelopment Committee should be the district's coordinating body. 
3) Lmergency storage capacity should be planned; this could include the use of one 

classroom per village. 
4) Drought-prmne regoins should be identified. 
5) There should be a permanent planning system for droughts. 
6) Extension officers should be used fully in emergencies. 
7) In an emergency situation, there should be food-for-work. 

The topic of drought relief planning should be included on the agenda of the next 
National District Development Conference. Few took tht resolutions of the Conference 
any further. The Kgalagadi District looked into suitable classrooms for storage space, and 
the North-East District recommended tileestablishment of a permanent boay to deal with 
drought (January 1977). 

The Ministry of Agriculture consultancy was finally carried out by St.phen Sandford, 
of the Overseas Development Institute, between October and December 1976. Even be
fore his 'nal rcport was officially submitted to Government (May 19/7) interim discus
sions prompted the creation of an lnterministerial Working Party on Drought, the terms 
of reference of which were largely of a policy nature. The group was to coordinate the 
more specific tasks of two subcommittees, established in tileMinistries of Agriculture and 
Local Government and Lands, responsible for planning livestock and human relief, 
respectively. 

Sandford's final report, with its clear and thoroughly thought-through findings and 
recommendations, did indeed give Government a lead in a fair number of drought 
planning-related issues. One of the key areas he stressed as requiring immediate planning 
was the establishment of an "information system, which gives warning of incipient 
droughts, and which triggers off successive (as the warnings get more intense) semi
automatic responses to set the machinery of drought relief in action." 

It is the task of the remainder of this paper to document how far this particular element 
of drought planning has progressed, some t.-'Ive months later. 
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Information for drought warning 
First a note on the framework of responsibility within which action has been taken:The lnterminibterial Working Party on Drought gave the Ministry of Local Government

and Lands Subcommittee the following terms of reference (July 1977): 
"The Committee should have four main areas of focus: 
1) Food supply:

(a) Establishment of a monitoring system of food prices and retail and wholesale 
food stocks. 

(b) Assessment of the ability of farmers to obtain and keep oxen and seeds in time 
of drought. 

2) Food -:,2-qge:
(a) On-going assessment procedure for monitoring basic foodstuffs kept in rural 

people's homes. 
(b) Food, seed and feed storage plans for each area.
 

3) Food distribution:
 
(a) On-going monitoring process of nutritional status of population.
(b) Policy decision on the food-for-work programme, free handouts, etc., in times 

of drought.

4) Coordination process between Central and Local Government 
 in times of drought:Establishing lines to ensureof contact rapid response to drought, famine and as. 

sessment of policies' effects." 

Based on these terms of reference, the Committee, which first met in August 1977,
selected the following primary working aims: 

1) Establishment of a permanent monitoring system on the impact of drought (of vary.
ing degrees of severity) on the huma i population.

2) Establishment of a system of communication (and responsibilities within thatsystem) of information pertaining to apparent drought conditions, and the timing of such 
alerts.
 

3) Investigation of transport capacity, storage capacity and 
 the establishment of
drought officers at district and central levels. 

4) An evaluation of the nature and source of aid in times of drought.
5) An examination of criteria for the distribution of relief, ,icluding an investigation

of which groups are vulnerable in time of drought; who in fact obtains assistance in times
of drought; what conditions should be attached to relief.

6) Drawing up terms of reference for a consultancy on the effects of drought on the 
human population. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
The Ministry of Local Government and Lands has, over the last twelve months, activelypursued a strategy of decentralized planning, enabling districts to formulate their ownimmediate and five-year plans for incorporation in the overall Fifth National Development Plan (1979-85). Consistent with this approach, the Drought Committee thereforerecommended that districts individually devise procedures for monitoring drought conditions or indications and associated procedures for implementing drought relief, forwhich they will be responsible. This move was not so far removed from existing proce

dures: in the 1972/73 drought District Commissioners (DC's) were held responsible fordrought relief in their districts, with their staff organizing and supervising drought relief 
measures. 

An information collection system for drought warning was thus passed over to the 
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districts to develop, although they were given the following guidelines or framework 
(October 1977): 

1) The District Commissioner would be responsible for calling for regular reports (four 
times ,"year) in his District Development Committee. There would be a standing agenda 
item in this connection. These reports would deal with: 

(a) The state of grazing in all areas of the district (to be given by the Regional 
Agricultural Officer (RA()). 

(b) Conditions at lands areas, including amounts of food in stores (Regional Agri
cultural Officer). 

(c) Rainfall amounts and timing since the last report and a comparison with 
historical averages of that time of year (District Officer, Development (DOD)). 

(d) Indications in respect to the nutritional status of the population (Regional 
Medical Officer). 

(e) Indications of drought-caused distress among vulnerable groups in the popula
tion (Council Secretary, after liaison with Community Development Officer, Remote Area 
Development Officer and Sister-in-Charge). 

2j Tile Council Secretary should be responsible for ensuring that Ids extension staff (in
cluding Community Development, I-amily Welfare Educators and Remote Area Dwellers 
Officer) are made aware of their responsibilities in regard to monitoring drouught and in
forming their supermising officers of an) indications. 

3) The District (onmiasolner would be responsible for immediately informing tile 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Local Government and Lands after any adverse report 
at I I ) above had been given, even if it related to only a part of his district. lie would be 
expected t) describe the action he had initiated in respect of the report in the interim and 
to make recom:n,endations on what action he deemed necessary. 

4) The permanent Secretary. Ministry of Local Government and Linds, would be 
responsible for taking up the matter with the Interministerial l)rougt Committee through 
the (oordinator of Rural IDevelopment, with a view to action being agreed therein. 

.\s well as being asked to(report back :o tile Ministry on how they proposed to monitor 
coiditrmns %ithin this framework, they were to identify what information or assistance 
was required from the centre, and to detail how they would have handled drought in 
197h should oine have occurred. They were reminded that their plans should be broad
ranging, covering such aspects as. identification of those needing relief, criteria for select
ine those to receive assistance, types of relief required, organization uf transport capacity, 
special iunding arrangements Icapital arid recurrent required), responsibilities of senior 
district start, i rmatton ot District D)rought Committecs (recommended as subcomrnit
tees of the IX"s), and indicatiom of drought incidence (vegetation, rainfall, malnutri
tion). In this way the Ministry hi:)t as a buck-passing exercise, but to make real its de
centralized planning initiative), requested districts, in effect, to do tire detailed contin
gency planning for drmoght. 

Not ail districts iornally repired th tile Ministry circular, however, and IDrought Plans 
for three nt tile nine were still nit filed in April 1978. -urthermore, the key aspect, 
establishing a drought-warning system, was not taken up by all districts. Those who did, 
presented the lollowing procedures. 

North-East District (17 November 1977) 

Incidence ,i drought and drought relief will be monitored and coordinated by a Drought 
Relief Subcommittee of th District )eveloprnent Committee. This Subcommittee will 
meet before DI)( meetings, or as required to carry out :'unctions and report regularly to 
the DIX The I)1X is to intorm the It ermnisterial Drought Committee, through tile 
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Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Local Government and Lands, if drought relief measures 
are needed. 

Information requirements 
"Not all types of information will be needed at once; some will only be required when 

other informaticn indicates the lik.lihood of drought. Types of information, in the order 
that they would be required are: 

1) Raintall: Sources include the Meteorological Dept., Agricultural Demonstrators 
(AD's), possibly laskins' stores; as a first indicator but not reliable by itself. Special 
attention is to be paid to subareas of the District. 

2) Crop conditions: Source -- AD's monthly reports. The critical time to begin looking 
at crops is March; there should be crntinuous monitoring throughout the harvest. 

3) Livestock water supplies: Sources are the AD's borehole pumpers,since most livestock 
water supplies (e.g., dams, sand rivers, shallow wells) require annual recharge. Pumpers can 
report significant increases ii -iumbers of cattle watering.

4) Grazing conditions: Source -- AD's monthly report. These depend t.i, the stocking 
rate as well as rainfall. 

4) Food in stores: From AD's. 
Nutritional status: Three possible sources: Family Welfare Educators' monthly reports,

which include information on causes of death (one or two month delay); statistics sub. 
mitted by staff nurses on cases seeni (two month delay); information from staff nurses on 
increased attendance at nutrition clinics (available within four weeks).

Vulnerable groups: Sources are the ACDO's and village teams. The most vulnerable 
group in the North-East District is likely to be people without their own draught power
who must borrow ploughs and draught animals; they will plough too late to take advan
tage of what little rain might fall. They .'re also the most likely to have small grain stores. 
Increases in destitute lists are also a possible indicator. 

5) Famine Relief Supplies Available: Source IFP Officer-in-Charge. Needs for addi. 
tional supplies should be known well in advance so that supplies can be ordered. 

Transport: DO(D) will collect !nformation on what transport is available and what 
is needed.. " 

Ghanzi District (23 November 1977) 

"A DDC Subcommittee on Drought will be established only in times of drought. Mean
while the District will watch for drought by the following indicators: burnt-out veld, 
scanty grass, reported lack of water, increased malnutrition among children, excessively
lean domestic animals. These will be observed by District extension staff of 'he Social 
and Community Development Department, Agriculture, Family Welfare Educztors,
Revenue Collectors, Headmen and Councillors, the Mobile Health Clinic, and the Land 
Conservation committee members .... " 

Kweneng District (7 December 1977) 

"From now on, the monthly reports made by all extension workers to their supervisors
(ACDO's, AD's), will include the condition of the land, rainfall, livestock and people,
with a view to anticipating drought. Department heads will use these reports to compile
quarterly reports to the DDC, where appropriate action will be prescribed. Councillors will 
also be asked to observe conditions in their areas, and their information will reach the 
DDC via the Council Secretary and Chairman. 

"Information needed: We would like rec, rds/information from previous experiences
with drought. Also, a plastic raingauge, cost.ng P2, should be given to each school in the 
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District, along with a log book, so that each Headtezcher can turn the collection of rain
fall statistics into an educational exercise. Each school will be asked to submit the rainfall 
records either to the AD, ACDO or directly to the DDC Secretary (DO(D)) .. 

Central District (8 December 1977) 

"Recognition of drought: 
It was agreed in Central District that it is nccessary to have a procedure for recognizing 

the likelihood of drought so that remedial steps can be planned as early as possible. How
ever, 'drought' is too broad a definition, as rainfall irregularities can affect three areas: 
arable agriculture, grazing for cattle, and domestic water supplies. The problems, remedies 
and departments concerned vary in each case.... 
Problem indicators: 

"On crops, AD's make a variety of reports of their monthly meetings, and these are 
available to the RAO. They cover rainfall, the area of each crop planted, crop damage 
from pests, etc. All these can be used to predict the point of interest. the likely harvest. 
After the harvest it isvery difficult to estimate how much food people have in store, how 
much cash from sales to BAM B [Botswana Agricultural Marketing Board], etc. Therefore 
there will always be some uncertainty as to the likely shortage of food. 

"Regarding c'!'.c, both the RAO and the Veterinary Officer receive regular reports of 
grazim. These can be cornp~red and combined with rainfall records to give warning of any 
!ikely deterioration in cattle health. Prior warning is crucial if action is to be taken while 
cattle are still in reasonable condition. 
"Itis recommended that more data be collected on domestic water supplies (and cattle 

watering points). These would include river and well levels at appropriate points; all bore
holes should have their level and yield tested whenever visited by a BPMS or council 
repair or maintenance crew. Several months' forewarning of a borehole failure can be ob
tained by noting a drop in level or yield. 

"The critical period for crops here is December/January. If there is no rain before Feb
ruary the growing season is hopelessly restricted. It was therefore decided that in No
vember of any year (assuming the previous year was drought-free) the District Commis
sioner should call for reports from the Veterinary Department on die state of grazing, 
from the RAO on crops and rainfall, and from the Council Works Superintendent on 
domestic water supplies. These should be followed bv reports at monthly intervals, until 
the extent, if any, of drought danger has been confidently assessed. If h previously good 
situation suddenly deteriorates, the relevant officer will bring this to the attention of the 
DC." 

Kgatleng District (12 January 1978) 

"A Drought Committee was established (Subcommittee of DDC), and listed what in
formation it thought should be collected to give indications of current or incipient 
drought in Kgatleng. 

I) Yield of Council and syndicate boreholes throughout the District (BPMS). 
2) State of grazing in all areas of the district (DAO, Vets, Dept). 
3) Rainfall amounts, timing since last report, and comparison with historical averages 

(AD's, DAO). 
4) Conditions at land arLas, including amounts of food in store (AD's, DAO). 
5) Indications in respect of nutritional sta !is of population, with particular reference 

to under-five's weight monitoring charts (Nursing Sister). 
6) State of crops: hectarage, germination rate, development (DAO). 
7) Availability of seed (DAO). 
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8) Extent of ve!d fire damage (Fire Ranger, DAO).
9) Amount of commercially available foods, especially through co-ops, and where it is 

being obtained (DOD). 
10) Any large movements of stock to be investigated (Vet, DAO)." 
This district felt that any unnecessary routine reporting should be avoided, both to

economize staff effort and to ensure that reports were considered carefully when received.
A schedule for reporting was suggested, which would demand information at key times of 
the year, as follows: 

"I)Rainfall reports should come in the months November to February, so that shortfails in any area and the probable future effect on crops and grazing could be assessed.
2) Grazing conditions should be surveyed in June/July and veld fire damage in August/

Septernber for assessment of livestock condition and possible supplementary feeding
requirements.

3) Crop hectarages and germination rates should be assessed from January to March to 
predict probable food supplies. 

4) Borehole yields should be checked regularly, as well as any non-borehoie domestic 
water supply, and pollution counts taken where possible.

5) A general assessment could come at the end of March. Ani adverse report on any ofthese key points should trigger more intensified investigation and reporting on other 
drought indicators in the affected area." 

Thus the Districts formulated their information for warning systems. 
The subject came up again in the broader forum of the National District Development

Conference of January 1978. The Chairman introduced the question of utilizing tradi
tional means of drought prediction. Monitoring of nutritional status was also dealt with
in more detail. Some districts requested assistance for carrying out more technical moni
toring of conditions for drought warning. In response a representative from the Meteoro.
logical Department poi'.::d out that climatological data could be analyzed to a certain 
extent by correlating past data with the present situation, but informed the Conference
tha; a central forecasting office should be established to develop more detailed analysis
using additional information (e.g., cloud mov:ment, temperature changes) front neigh.
bourin countries. A Ministry of Agriculture official described rainfall analysis techniques 
to the distncts. 

For all intents and purposes, however, the lay system the districts have devised, based 
on field staff reporting their observations ultimately to the District Commissioner, is, and

will remain for some time, the only means of monitoring drought. Unsophisticated as it is,

it still has not been balanced at central level with the necessary policy decisions on han
dling drought reiief measures. Issues relating to the source and release of funds to districts,

the source and nature of relief aid, the degree of a.sistance (transport, storage, subsidies,
seed, post-drought recovery, etc.) the centre will provide, and so on, have simply not yet
been resolved. More seriously, the aim of collecting information to "trigger off semi
automatic responses to set the machinery of drought relief in action" was side-stepped
completely in a recent relief-requiring crisis, the Ngamiland floods, reports and requests
from the District to the Ministry of Local Government and Lands never came to the
attention of the Ministry's internal subcommittee, let alone to the iterministerial Work.
ing Party, and were dealt with on the same old ad hoc, emergency-reaction, basis. In fact,
neither committee has met this year.

Nor has the potentially problematic division of responsibility for relief for humans and
livestock been entirely eliminated by the establishment of an interministerial body with
coordinating functions. Field staff in the Ministry of Agriculture continue to report in.
formation for drought warning both to their headquarters and to the more general 
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District Development Committee. A dual reaction strategy for dealing with drought may 
yet again appear, with the same imbalances and anachronisms evident it) previous 
droughts. As Sandford (1977: 2.6e(iii)) said, "It is a remarkable fact that, in past 
droughts, relief food for humans had to be worked for while relief food for cattle was 
given away free." 

More generally, sceptism as to whether planning for emergencies such as drought iseven 
necessary, continues to appear from time to time. This Symposium is timely in raising 
awareness of the issue and in acting as a catalyst to the as yet faltering steps Government 
has taken in this area of concern. 

NOTES 

I. 	 The Ministry of Agriculture was, however. involved with a generally successful human relief pro
gramme. Food.for-Fallow. and with the less successful Food-for-Tank Dams, 1973/74. These 
schemes acted as incentives for early ploughing. 

2. 	The Food.for.Work Programme his project was run hy the Ministry of Local Government and 
Lands. in co.operation w~ith WF P. It was designed to provide food.for.ork rations for 7 500 
families %,. met the criteria of (a) having no emlboyed members (and no remittances). (b) no 

livestock. and (c) no 19" 3 crop. The work focusd on hrickmaking for classrooms and rural health 
facilities. 

3. 	A major coincern at the time was the future administration of hiireholes drilled arid equipped in the 
emergency. and handed over. temporarl). to needy cattle owners. 
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The Role of the Institutional Food Programme 

by R.O.R. Keakopa 

As a result of the 1965 drought, the Government of Botswana in 1966 requested the 
World Food Programme (WFP) to provide food for a supplementary feeding programme 
for primary school chldren and vulnerable groups (i.e., expectant and nursing mothers, 
pre-school children and TB outpatients) in order to help combat widespread malnutri
tion. As a result, a plan of operations was devised by the two organizations. 

Government designated the Ministry of Local Government and Lands to implement and 
administer the Project (324 Exp.) through its arm, the Institutional Food Programme
(IFP). The Ministry of Finance and Development Planning was responsible for policy mat
ters on the project. When it was inaugurated, 84 000 pupils, 45 000 mothers, 63 000 
preschool children and 2 500 TB outpatients were to be fed. Scho,,s were supplied for 
daily term-time meals with yellow maize meal, dried skim milk powder, vegetable oil and 
dried fruit, while the other groups were supplied with milk and vegetable oil. In 1972 
maize meal and milk powder were replaced with one new commodity, corn soya milk 
(CSM), for both categories of beneficiaries, later in 1974, instant CSM, which is a finer 
precooked blend of corn soyc milk, was introduced primarily for the vulnerable groups.
When the WFP post-primary school feeding project was phased out in March 1976, youth 
trainee brigade feeding was incorporated into Project 324, in accordance with Govern. 
ment's request. 

The IFP now fe,:ds about 280 000 people throughout the country. The value of this 
food is a significant subsidy in the low income groups until their earning capacities im
prove. The benefici3ries number '41 679 primary school children, 96 153 preschool
children, 31 779 mothers, 4 073 TB outpatienws and 1430 trainee brigades. This is about 
one-third of our population. At present 10000 Zimbabwean refugees are also being 
provided with food under the Project. 

Supplementary primary school feeding helps those pupils who do not receive any food 
before leaving home because of poverty, distance from school and the absence, neglect or 
laziness of parents. The meal replenishes energy so that pupils may better absorb their 
lessons. Although this is hard to measure, teachers confirm that in the absence of feeding 
some children lose weight, alertness and concentration; the rate of mental productivity of 
classes declines noticeably. Teachers also say that the feeding programme encou;agel nod 
school attendance. 

The feeding of vulnerable groups combats malnutrition by supplying foods that have a 
high nutritive value, which helps to ensure the good hcalth of future generations. The 
feeding scheme is also an incentive tu mothers to bring their babies to preventive health 
service centers for health and nutrition education, maternal and child care, immunization 
schemes and other general social welfare progranines. The use of the weight charts at 
maternal and child health clinics (MCII) is ole check on a child's health, but there is no 
yardstick at present to assess the other benefits of the vulnerable group feeding scheme. 
Nutrition centres and clinic nurses testify to its usefulness. Tile IFP is out to see that feed
ing is closely linked with preventive medicine. To improve health education some volun
tary organizatiort feeding centres have been grouped together under MCilI clinics and 
health posts, or transferred to such centres. 

In time of drought this feeding scheme, which was born of the 1965 drought, will be the 
first line of defence for vulnerable groups though it will exist alongside other drought 
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relief schemes. I anticipate that in such times, participation in WFP commodity meals at 

primary schools will rise. If so, there is a possibility of increasing rations in drought
affected areas, provided there are sufficient cooking facilities, etc. The same thing would 

apply to vulnerable group feeding. There would be a manifold increase in attendance at 

the feeding points, necessitating the further distribution of WFP commodities to them. 
The project will automatically ameliorate the effects of drought because those in the most 

immediate danger would already be receiving food, while tilemany more who qualify 
would not be barred from participating in the scheme. 

There are probably twenty-five percent more nreschool children and mothers who 

would be eligible during a drought. When it has been identified, necessary preparations 
and arrangements are made by the Interministerial Committee. These include making 
food available and identifying deserving people from lists prepared by Local Government 

it is necessary toauthorities. If IFP is required to handle drought relief commodities, 

strengthen the Department, allocating to it additional resources in the form of funds,
 

labour, and transport and storage facilities to enable it to cope with the hectic task of
 
food distribution. I1:1would prefer weekly or fortnightly bulk ration issues in original
 
packages, rather than daily rationing, which usually ends up in discrepancies resulting
 
from incorrect measurements, commodity pilferage, wastage and loss of weight. IFP also
 

tries to ensure that rations go to deserving people and works closely with other depart

ments connected with tile
scheme. 
The future of Project 324 is uncertain, particularly with the ever increasing food 

shortage in the world, but one hopes the World Food Programme will be in a position to 
help desering beneficiaries in Botswana as long as it is classified as a least-developed 
country. On uic uLJor hand, local preparations for supplementary feeding by Government 
should be made in case WIlP food aid ceases. It is of primary importance that the popu
lation as a whole be taught good food habits in terms of both present and future standards 
of living, when more money is available to buy food. School gardening aspects of the 
Project must be intensified to ensure sufficient produce for use at least as additives and 
relishes to supplementary foods. This cannot be achieved without professional guidance 
from the Ministry of Agriculture. Consistent with the spirit of W/P,that only the needy 
members of vulnerable groups should benefit from the Project, appropriate criteria for 
selection of these people must be devised. Attempts to monitor the health of both bene
ficiaries and non-recipients should be made for comparative purposes. Brigades should 
undertake some productive projects like gardening, poultry and pig rearing along with 
their training programmes. This will give them additional livelihood and in the long run 
a greater measure of self-sufficiency. 
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Nutritional Surveillance in Botswana
 
as a Method of Planning the Prevention
 
of Hunger Situations
 

by J. Kreysler 

Introduction 
Surveillance of the nutritional status of populations has become a subject of increasing 

concern to both national governments and techlucal agencies in the fields of food, agri
culture and health. 

The World Food Conference in Rome in 1974 made a specific recommendation' for the 
coordination of surveillance activities of international agencies and emphasized the need 
for a collaborative approach to planning in this area. Many of the fundamental causes of 
global malnutrition lie in the weakness of contemporary social organization; however, it is 
felt that technical guidance on systems by which nutritional problems can be charac
terized and qualified will increase social awareness and contribute to the solution of 
hunger situations. 

It has also become evident that nutrition surveys, which characterize the nutritional 
status of populations on a point-prevalence basis, are insufficient instruments for the 
formulation and execution of policy. This is mainly due to long lead times between survey
and evaluation and to incorrect problem formulation at the outset of nutrition research 
efforts (FAO, UNICEF, WI O, 1976). 

Around 1970 a number of authoritative statements were produced (FAO, 1968, 1971a,
b) which led to a wrong perception of global and national nutrition problems and conse
quently produced wasteful planning in many governments. In this context, three major
issues are if paticular importance: 

I ) Food problems are mainly regarded as a question of protein.
2) Humans require animal protein for adequate nutritional levels. 
3) Food 'self-reliance' on a national level in itself will eliminate malnutrition. 

The misconceptions inherent in the first two statenents have been overcome through a
review of scientific evidence, which clearly indicates that human physiological protein
requirements are lower than formerly assumed (Payne, 1971).

The last argument is more difficult to contend with; nevertheless, events in the Sahel 
zone and elsewhere clearly show that although natural calamities underscore weaknesses 
in the underlying social tructure, they do not cause them. If agiven social and economic 
system is vulnerable, it may reach the point of famine even without natural disaster. For 
example, in the especially famine-prone (i.e., structurally vulnerable) countries, even a 
small shortfall in grain production can lead to full-scale famine when accompanied by less 
cash to invest in the next year's crop (and therefore by less employment and income for 
rural workers), by boarding and speculation on the part of local grain merchants and 
traders, and by the consequent rise in food prices that puts the poor totally outside the 
market (George, 1976).

These mechanisms operate on an increasing scale internationally; the rise of energy
prices in 1973 had a direct impact on the cost of food consumer prices. 

The nature of effecwh-e nutritional surveillance 

Planning stages are seldom clear-cut, nor do they follow each other in orderly sequence.

It appears that iteration is natural to planning processes (Joy, 1973). For convenience in
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I and 2. 
Since nutritional surveillance is not an isolated activity, but should lead to th~e formula

ti()n and execution oft po)lcy, one basic dilemma has ito hc faced o~n thle (mie hand it is
imposibl to ,develop an etfficient system ofl in'.,rmation collection without knowledge
f thc purposes f ,r w.hich this in'irmat,,n is to he used. On thle other iland ,,'tihlenis

cannot he detined notr policies formulated in the ahsence ofl info r..ationt htIitially, a~1ysurveillance ystern and any definition o: policy can be based onuly on available informa
tion at~d ,, objectives that appear important at tr - time. Surveillance must produce feed
back, however. which may modify policy, anld lead to redefinition, of objectives. Only
experience canl show how far the collected information is relevant and, thtus, the ways in
which the surveillance system needs to I~e modified. I-or this reason the results presented
tPthis report represent only a starting point.

SurveFllance is partcularly urgent in countries where the 
 normal nood supply situation 

s marginal and wthercnstant variatio insociopolitical and nvironmental factors o tetn 
precipitates disaster situations, which .ay 'nflude malnutrition of epidenic proportioi s. 
Where these conditions exist, the administratie and technical framework for any form of 
surveillance is usually deficient, and if existent, poorly utilized by decision making bodies. 
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As a consequence, the need for action is rarely anticipated, and the disposal of resources, 
when committed, is often wasteful. Similarly, action to reduce the frequency and severity 
of both acute episodes and chronic situations requires longer-term planning, which, again, 
will only be effective when based upon adequate information. 

Thus surveillance is seen as providing an early warning system for nutritional disasters 
and a method of monitoring trends in a situation of chronic deprivation. The specific 
objectivei of nutritional surveillance have been summarized by a joint expert committee 
of FAO/UNICEFWlIO in the following form (Ibid., and FAO/UNICEF/W!tO, 1976): 

"Nutritional surveillance is a continuous process that should have the following specific 
objectives: 

I) To describe the nutritional status of the population, with particular reference to 
defined subgroups who are identified as being at risk. This will permit description of the 
character and magnitude of the nutrition problem and changes in these features. 

2) To provide information that will contribute to the analysis of causes and associated 
factors and so permit a selection of preventative measures, which may or may not be 
nutritional. 

3) To promote decisions by governments concerning priorities and the disposal of 
resources to meet the needs of both normal development and emergenci.es. 

4) To enable predictions to be made on the basis of current trends in order to indicate 
the probable evolution of nutritional problems. Considered in conjunction with existing 
and potential measures and resources, these will assist in the formulation of policy. 

5) To moritor nutritional programmes and to evaluate their effectiveness." 

Identification of groups at risk 

Usually medical statistics provide national or regional aggregates of figures indicating 
disease patterns, wuch remain inconclusive with respect to the question of who is at risk. 
The process of identification requires attempts of different levels of classifications to 
narrow down as precisely as possible Ohc group to bc considered. An approach to defining 
these groups in a functional classification is presented below: 

1) Geographical classification: 
(a) Administrative structures 
(b) Ecological zones
 

2) Biological classification:
 
(a) Age group 
(b)Sex 
(c) Physiological status: pregnant and lactating women 
(d) Exposure to infection and other health hazards
 

3) Socioeconomic classification:
 
(a) Rural or urban 
(b) Migrant 
(c) Settled or nomadic 
(d) Subsistence, salaried, etc. 
(e) Access to health and other social facilities 
(f) Family status 

The accuracy with which risk-groups can be described depends largely on the interpreta
tion of existing information. Through the operation of a highly disaggregated surveillance 
system, the identification of groups at risk becomes more precise and will have an in
fluence on other specific information required to arrive at conclusive programme pro
posals. 
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Causal analysis of the nutrition problem 

The question of why a specific group is at risk is paramount in effective formulation of 
nutritional and noai-nutritional interventions. Usually the existing data base suggests a 
probable working hypotiesis. Predictive indicators can then be chosen to monitor acces
sible factors in the food supply chain for the group(s) at risk. This highly complicated 
process requires close and permanent ccdaboration of different portfolios in a govern
ment, such as agriculture, health, education, commerce, planning, etc. As a consequence, 
permanent agencies charged wih food and nutrition planning have been established in 
many countries either as govcr ent departments or as parastatal agencies. Nutrition 
councils or other forms of pure. idvis,,ry bodies proved to be not efficient enough to 
effectively influence necessary poiicy formulation. The following chtckhst indicates the 
complexity of predictive indicators in a foodchain which normally would have to be 
considered: 

Predicteindicator Influencing factors 

Food produced Climate 
Soil 
Level of husbandry 
Seedstock 
Crop Mix 
Available labour 
Capital equipment 
etc. 

Food market availability Food transported 
Less export 
Plus imports 
Surplus added to stocks 

Food prices Market demand 
Effectiveness of price control 

Household purchase Household income 
Consumer preference 
etc.
 

Nutrients obtained by
 
family member Food preparation
 

Allocation of food within family 
Breastfeeding 

Nutritional status of 
individual food-intake 

Characteristics of predictive indicators 

The main purpose of surveillance is to predict or document a situation that requires 
action. It is therefore essential to know the distribution of any given measurement in 
order to be able to define the values that trigger action. When actual data support the 
assumption that the measurements follow normal distributions, it is possible to use the 
mean and the standard deviation as an indicator. 

The value that marks the boundary of acceptability is called the 'cut-off point' for 
Lhdividuals or for items of data. For instance, when the weight of a two-year old child 
fals below a certain point, it signals the imminent risk of severe malnutrition. Likewise, 
when the family income falls below a certain level, the risk that members of this family 
will suffer from malnutrition might also be unacceptable. 
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Using cut-off points in nutritional surveillance allows concentration on a restricted 
range of the variable. The proportion of people failing below the cut-off point can usually 
be measured manually, can be displayed easily, and iswell understood by administrators 
not familiar with nutritional techniques. The proportion of observations below this cut
off point requiring intervention may be called the 'trigger level'. The decision to define 
the trigger level has largely been avoided in the past; however, the introduction of a series 
of graded responses on : variety of trigger levels, which have been determined outside the 
political arena, had a beneficial effect on the constancy of planning as such. To give an 
example of graded responses: when ten percent of agiven preschool population fall below 
the cut-off point of an expected weight for age, it might be sufficient to increase their 
ration scale of supplementary food to a certain level. At twenty percent, voluntary feed
ing groups in the community with full food supply might be the adequate response, and 
a! thirty percent trigger level the estabLishment of a residential nutritional rehabilitation 
centre might be necessary. 

The problem of per caput indicators 

The principal problem with using per caput indicators is that they measure only average 
availability to the nation. In most cases they providc little information about the situation 
facing specific groups at risk. 

Food availahlity data can be obtained or estimated at the local level for these specific 
groups. For other groups, regular surveys might fill the information gap. There are alterna
tive approaches that start with national per capita figures and attempt to derive from them 
estimates of food or nutrier "availability for particular groups at tisk. Estimates of this 
kind, however, may lead !.o.".n sense of confidence concerning knowledge of theundue 
food situation. Such indirect approaches, by their very nature, are likeiy to produce esti
mates containing a large amount of error which may go undetected until direct informa
tion becomes available about the groups at risk. 

Prices of staple foods have been suggested as advance indicators of crop shortages, but 
an increase in price might also result from a general inflationary rise in prices and wages. 
This might in fact be advantageous for the people to whom' such staple foods are im
portant. Prices of food are not in themselves very informative, but a ratio of the cost of 
food to family income can give useful information about the nutritional situation that is 
developing. 

Health indicators of the nutritional status 

Malnutrition is perceived as an 'iceberg', with only the tip being seen; many more people 
suffer from it than are clinically detected. On this basis it is sometimes wrongly assumed 
that, where low values for the measures of individual nutritional status are common, 
there is a high prevalence of clinical malnutrition. Ilowever, since .he iceberg concept has 
been neither qualified nor tested in the case of malnutrition, the prevalence of asympto
matic cases is a poor indicator of the prevalence of symptomatic ones. The usefulness of 
any indicator of malnutrition that is not clearly related to the prevalence of symptomatic 
ill-health must be examined critically. 

indicators that are considered most useful for the surveillance of nutritional status are 
summarized in 'Table 1.A detailed discussion of t.ese individual measurements does not 
appear necessary because they are well-established tools of conventional surveys of public 
health statistics. As mentioned earlier, the choice of a cut-off point isinevitably arbitrary, 
based on available experience. 
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TABLE I 

List of indicators of nutritional status 

Phenomenon 	 Indicator 

Maternal nutrition 	 Birth weight 

Infant- and preschool 	 Proportion being breastfed and 
child nutrition 	 proportion on weaning foods by age 

Mortality rates in children aged 1, 
2, 3, 4 years, with emphasis on 
two-year olds 

If ages are known: 
weight for height 
height for age 
weight for age 

If ages are unknown: 
height for weight 
arm circumference 
clinical signs and syndromes 

School child nutrition 	 Height for age and weight for 
height at 7 years or school 
admission clinical signs 

Background to nutritional surveillance in Botswana 

According to staistical evidence, Prott in-Energy-Malnutrition (PI'M) is not a childhood 
disease of great importance in Botswana. In 1975, only 0,8 percent of all admissions to 
hospitals were diagnosed as "avitaminoses or other nutritional deficiencies", which gave 
this group of syndromes a priority ranking of only 22nd. In the age group 0-4 years, 176 
cases, or 3,2 percent, of pediatric admissions were classified as PIM, which gives the 
disease a ranking order of 9th within this group (Central Statistics Office, 1976). 

Nutritional status surveys were never carried out on a national scale in Botswana. flow
ever, more recent point-prevalence surveys in various parts of the country showed relative
ly higher figures for PIM in the preschool population (Table 2). 

TABLE 2 

Author Geographic area Percent PfiA. Year 
Burgess, HJ.L. Kweneng District 22 1971 
Schapira, A. Ghanzi District 2 1973 
Kreysler, J. Kgatleng District 8 1975 

These data afe not strictly comparable, since various definitions were used for Protein
Energy-Malnutrition. 

With the introduction of Nutritional Surveillance in 1976, definite cut-off points were 
defined by the Ministry of Health for weight/age measurements in the preschool popula
tion (Kreysler, 1976j. Using the ten percentile of the Harvard Standard (Ibid.) a wide 
range of percentages of children at risk was found for the clinics in the catchment area of 
Princess Manna Hospital (Ibid.), see Table 3. 
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TABLE 3 

Number and percent of 'at risk' children in clinics referring patients 
to Princess Marina Hospital (Dec. 1976) 

Name of Clinic Total Vo. No. 'atrisk' % of TotalNo. 

Gabane 336 101 30,1 
Oodi 72 21 29,2 
Kopong 33 6 17,1 
Ntsweletau 44 6 13,6 
Kgale 165 21 12,7 
Bontleng 45 3 6,7 

Present status of national nutritional surveillance in Botswana 

In October 1977, the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Local Government and Lands, 
requested District Commissioners, in a Savingiam entitled "Measures for Monitoring and 
Dealing With Drought", to report on indications in respect of the nutritional status of 
populations. (P.S., 1977) (Responsible for this would be Regional Medical Officers.) 

The Ministry of ttealth responded to this request by establishing a National Nutritional 
Surveillance System (NNSS), which has been fully operational since January 1978. It 
presentl, consists of the following elements: 

1) A collection of weight-for-age data of preschool children on a random and monthly 
basis in as many health facilities as possible. 

2) Evaluation of collected data through the Nutrition Unit, Ministry of Health and the 
Medical Statistics Unit in the Central Statistics Office. 

3) Detailed feedback to Regional Health Teams and participating clinics and health 
posts on a montdy basis. 

4) FoUow up of 'at risk' families through socioeconomic questionnaires. 
5) Formulating village-specific nutrition intervention programmes through Regional 

Medical Teams and Village Extension Teams. 

The map shows the coverage of villages as at May 1978. The evaluation of results for 
January and February 1978 (Nutrition Unit, 1978) showed a wide differential of risk 
percentages between Health Regions and Clinics (Table 4). 

TABLE 4 

Regional summary, nutritional surveillance (January - February 1978): 

Health region No. clinics Ao. children No. children %'at risk' 
'at risk' 

1Maun 2 224 40 18 
2 Francistown 12 1614 490 30 
3 Serowe 5 1920 465 24 
4 Selebi/Phikwe - - - -

5Gaborone 14 1784 518 29 
6 Lobatse 9 1274 333 26 
7 Ghanzi 6 870 167 19 

National Total 48 7686 2013 26 

The high 'risk' percentages in Health Regions 2 and 5 (Francistovm, Gaborone) are 
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caused by clinic results in the peri-urban areas of low income populations. These and 
other findings point out that nutrition risk in Botswana is probably largely connected 
with socioeconomic factors and presently is not caused by environmental factors alone. 

To arrive at a comprehensive and sufficiently disaggregated picture suitable for pro
gramme formulation, it will be necessary to develop an integrated sampling frame in 
which indicators other than medical risks are collected and interpreted. 

Proposal for the development of an integrated nutrition surveillance system 

The Ministry of lealth has given high priority to nutrition surveillance and to the 
establishment of a National Nutrition Policy (Min. of Health, 1978) for the National 
Development Plan V. In order to obtain sufficient information for nutrition policy forma
tion, the following socioeconomic indicators are proposed for an integrated surveillance 
frame (Table 5). 

TABLE 5 

Possible socioeconomic indicators for nutrition surveillance in Botswana 

Constants useful for 
Food supply svstern Possible indicators predictive purposes 

Subsistence cropping Decline in rural food stocks, Adequate staple food 
abnormal intra-rural and rural- quantity per family 
urban migration. crop production/ 

water balance 
relationships. 

Subsistence livestock Rainfall distribution, livestock Minimum herdsize 
distribution, pasture pest and per family required 
animal disease incidence. Grazing for subsistence. 
and surface water availability. Indices of rangeland 
Abnormal migration. productivity. 

Cash cropping Same as for subsistence cropping Adequate nutrient 
and: cash crop prices, input costs, intake per family. 
input availabilities. 

Commercial livestock Same for subsistence livestock Adequate nutrient 
end: cattle prices, input costs, intake per family. 
input availabilities. 

Wage employment Ratio of cost of nutrition to Adequate nutrient 
minimum wage rates. Ratio of intake per family. 
cost of nutrition to informal sector 
earnings (or estimated income 
levels), levels of employment and 
unemployment. 

NOTE 

I. 	World Food Conference. Rome. 1974. Resolution V. 13: ... "recommends that a global nutritional 
survedlance %)stem he established by FAO. WHO and UNICEF to monitor the food and nutrition 
conditons of the disadvantaged groups of the population at risk, and Io provide a method of rapid 
and permanent asse'sment of all factors which influence food consumption patterns and nutri
tional status." 
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General Discussion
 

Interesting papers were presented by E. Wily (Min. of Local Gvt. and Lands), R.O.R. 
Keakopa (Min. of Local Gvt. and Lands) and by J. Kreysler (Min. of Health). These 
covered the topics of drought planning in the districts, food relief programmes and 
nutritional surveillance. 

Vierich opened the discussion with questions directed to Kreysler concerning the origin 
of the growth standard being used in Botswana. She wondered whether it was based on 
western populations and might, therefore, not be applicable to developing countries. She 
also asked Kreysler if he thought food-for-work was reasonable in times of extreme 
drought, when the nutritional status of potential workers was very low, caloric needs 
were likely to rise substantially if work for food was required. More relief food would 
then be required than if it were given away free at the outset; in addition, the condition 
of those worst hit by drought might not be sufficient for them to participate in such a 
food-for-work scheme. Kreysler replied that the standards used in Botswana are interna
tional ones "ised on work at Harvard University. He felt it would be difficult to acquire 
enough accurate data to develop standards specific to the population in Botswana, and 
pointed out that the aim of such standards is to have some way to recognize undernutri
tion. Replying to the second question, he felt it was reasonable to expect people to work 
for relief food if they could be supplied at a level of 3 000 to 4 000 calories per day. En
ergy foods are the most important in most situations of undernourishment. Protein foods 
alone are often inadequate. This is true for both adults and children, although the average 
protein requirements relative to energy requirements are higher in children. Kache felt 
that undernutrition in Botswana was largely a problem resulting from migration into 
towns. She wondered whether dietary changes, particularly the increasing consumption of 
refined foods, might be causing new malnutrition-related diseases, and asked if anything 
was being done to tea-h people that the old foods-such as whole sorghum porridge and 
the many kinds of higdy nutritious wild foods-were better for them than the refined 
foods. Efforts to preserve knowledge of veld foods were being made, according to Wily, 
who further said that a programme had been initiated to re-educate the public in the 
value of such foods. 

Kalapula asked whether there had been a decrease in child mortality as a result of the 
WHO-sponsored feeding programmes in Botswana, to which Kreysler replied that indeed 
there had. 

Mr Morgan (Min. of Finance and Dev. Planning) then enquired whether priority should 
be given to certair cash crops, with which people could then buy food, or to staple crops, 
which might be more nutritious. Emphasis on the development of high protein cereals dur
ing the 1960's was misplaced, thought Kreysler, and should have been on energy yield. 
High-price incentives for cash crops might be counter-productive and lead to local food 
shortages. Mr Motseene expressed the opinion that recipients of relief food were becoming 
too dependent on it. Taking up the issue, Wily pointed out that drought would affect a 
much brcader section of the popul3tion than the permanently destitute; attention should 
be focused on finding out which groups are likely to be most vulnerable to drought. Sand
ford stressed the importance of making the distinction between the temporarily and the 
permanently destitute. Leach agreed; since there are local programmes to help the latter, 
this should not be the function of programmes such as IFP. Ngcongco thought that the 
prevention of family disruption was an important part of any programme t,) alleviate 
drought; according to Kreysler village level programmes are being formulated to deal with 
these problems. 
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Lowering the domestic price of mealies would help to deal with problems of under
nutrition, said Mr Hubbard (University College of Botswana), both in normal and in
famine periods. Mr Jones (Min. of Agriculture) indicated that the promotion of beef 
marketing would allow Botswana to purchase energy foods which is more economically
sound than lowering the cash price of domestic grains. In any case, commented Mr Shor
rock (Min. of Agriculture) there is trot enough beef available to satisfy the needs of the 
population without supplementation. Kreysler noted that inflation in Botswana is forcing
food prices higher relatively faster than those of other goods. As a result the poor are be
coming even more disadvantaged.

Citing the case of East African pastoralists who live on iilk and blood, Kgosidintsi
asked if this might be a viable diet in Botswana. Kreysler replied that the situation among
such tribes as the Masai of E-ast Africa was changing with commercialization of cattle 
farming. Besides, cattle are not available to the children of migrant. into urban areas. Mr
Jeske (National Institute for Research) asked if there is a higher percentage of 'risk' 
children in the periurban than in the remote areas. fie also wanted to know if Kreysler
had fotnd a difference in diet due to social and economic factors. Kreysler answered that 
the regular feeding of preschool children is very important to their development. In the
periurban areas, many of the mothers are out working, often for poor wages. Their chil
dren are thus faced with a greater scarcity of food and continuity of feeding than their 
rural brethren. 

Mr Youngman (Inst. for Adult Education) noted that drcught is only one aspect of the 
problem and asked about contingency plans for other disasters. There are general relief 
programmes for drought, but floods, refugees, etc., are not accommodated by existing or
ganizations. Staring thought it a sad commentary that it took such a long time for food 
relief to be organized after the floods in Ngamiland, while foot-and-mouth disease relief
 
was mobilized immediately.
 

Ms Fielding (Min. of Agriculture, Dairy) added some points to Kreysler's talk: (I) Milk

is an important source of dietary protein. Urban expansion has caused problems with the 
traditional system of distribution, however; cattle areas have moved farther from villages,
thus preventing easy access to the milk for some groups.

(2) The country has a limited potential for producing quantities of energy-high foods 
and isbest suited to protein production.

(3) Poor people will parchase milk as a priority when cash isavailable. 
Sandford felt the situation at district level seemed more advanced than at central level. 

He asked Wily for a more detailed explanation of the local mechanisms. She replied that 
the District Commissioner is officially responsible for collecting quarterly reports, for then 
reporting to the Ministry of Local Gov't. and Lands and finally, for directing aid to vul
nerable groups. Information comes from several sources including Social and Community
Development staff. Jones added another reason for the apparent lack of activity on the 
central level: lack of emergency funds, no drought, delays both for perceiving the problem
and for determining the appropriate action. Mr Bekure (ILCA) said that in Ethiopia in 
1973,74 it was very difficult to coordinate the different agencies with a central suurce of 
power. A new agency was therefore created with staff responsible for different activities 
and power to assume control when required. 
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Drought and Arable Farming
 

by D.B. Jones 

The original topic of this paper was to be the post-drought recovery of arable agricul
ture. Our knowledge of tile subject is so scanty, however, that I have widened this into a 

general consideration of arable agriculture and drought, with sonic suggestions of possible 

measures to assist post-drought recovery. Insofar as I make judgements and recommenda
tions, I must emphasiie that I am not speaking for the Ministry of Agriculture or the 
F-ord Foundation. 

In Botswana, kke tend to think of drought mainly in terms of its effects on livestock 

and rangelands. Some justification for this may be found in the fact that the livestock 
sector contributes four tines as much to gross domestic product as does the crop sector. 
But Irofm a s cial iewApoint. the efects of' drought on arable agriculture may be more 

serious than its efiects on livestck. Sixty percent of' households ho!. cattle and tend to 
be riJcher seenty percent engage in arable agriculture. These include tile middle income 
grtoup; al%a%. h rural licololc standards) who engage in mixed farming with their own 

ivest ick is ,Jrxi:.id p er. as %%ell as a sitable proportion of the poorest households 
shlIch hasC :,) cattle and have to bo rrow. earn or hire their draught power. The richest 
rural groups are those witli hundreds of cattle who, according to the Rural Income 
Distribution Survey- characteristically depend very little on arable farming. Drought in 
tile livestock ;ector diminishes the herd but can still provide some sort of an income flow 
to many households even in the form of (lead cattle and distress marketing. Drought in 

the arable sector can cut off the Income flow altogether. 
There i s. theret,,re.a Cac r pa ing as much attention to arable as to livestock drought. 

This presunrcs tt ,,ne is nit simnpl de finong drought as a lack of rain. Whatever tile 
dictionaries sa,.. the important aspects of drought for policy makers in Botswana are 
economic. It is ) noi) wniticane to say that we are suffering from a drought in the dry 
season. The condition that concerns us is a combination of meteorological and ecological 
conditions that deprive aeric:ulturahts of their incones. 

-ror thlis tandpoint. it is clear that arable and livestock droughts do not always coin
cide. Pr-,r.,n2-:d peri',ds -) is% raintail naturall produce both, but less dramatic situations 
inave more ,e!ec,'-e e,:r,. ( r,)p, are tar more sensitive than cattle to patterns of rain
tail. A combination o, late tirst rains and early frosts canl cause widespread failure of the 
sor~luil c ',p. even it the ittal precipitation over the growing season is adequate. A dry 
period -.,hen mai/e is tasselling call mean that no seed gets set. [he absence of stress 
periods is ip,,tat. Ilie w.hole relatioinshtip is very complex. We do not have a good 
series ,i re.,,mal cop statistics goting back beyond 1973.74. and there have been no very 
bad rainail -c-rs since ihen. but n' attempts to compare rainfall with crop output show 
no apparc-nm :c:J othwlp between reonial prdii,:lton and regional rainfall totals Idivid 

init, .arl% anm!d l i " in srh. BI' ct.trast, the imestock sector is tar less sensitive. lssentiall) 
this Isbecaue,l. :"c.:d ,S or ioni ass riot seed heads, although it is true that lack of early 

mpensated ioe the colderrail an n. tr by copi )Us rain in season when growth is 
slo'wer. 

Again. tilc ..'co,,mc c ti is different. lmist,)ck driuLt characteristically involves 
tie dctruct:u ,i the iarrir' pr,,dtctive capital his herd but lie call still consume his 
dwindlin asset. Thus. c'.en 11drugh t produccs a negative inCome I ir one year, it is not 
likely to be disastrous fir the household dependent upon livestock. Partly for this and 
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partly for ecological reasons, a disastrous drought for livestock is usually the cumulative 
effect of several years of poor rains. During the great drought of the 1960's, it appears
(although the figures are shaky) that livestock numbers stayed up until 1964 and then 
went down with a bump for tie two followirig years. By contrast, arable drought call 
reach its peak in a single year, and a year of widespread crop failure, like 1970, may be 
sandwiched between two good years. The pr,,ducti~e capital (i.e., tie fertility of iis land)
of the purely arable farmer does not dwindle, but cannot he consumed. One would there
fore expect disastrous crop failure to be more frequent than disastrous drought. Sandford 
points out in Dealnug with Drought that this is indeed the impression one gains from 
colonial reports in this country. It is Ilso the case in recent years. There has been no
serious national drought since 1965,'66. Since then, the national herd has increased year
by year, and offtake has continued to rise. Compare this with crop estimates (Table 1). 

TABLE I 

Crop production in Botswana: 196,  1977 
S,,rghun .Ilaize Total 

Production Ila. Production Ila. Production Ha. 

000 t 000 
1965 3 174 1905 -- 5 079 -
1966 18 140 1361 19 501 
1067 36 280 5442 -- 41 722 -
1968 10400 57 7400 30 17800 87 
1969' 29800 103 12800 42 42600 145 
19701 "1800 120 2 100 26 9900 146 
1971 73 300 161 16600 38 89900 199 
1972 68 300 180 10300 26 78600 206 
1973 10300 90 22 300 19 32600 109 
1974 72 393 181 33893 113 106286 294 
1975 33843 100 28677 100 62 520 200 
1976 55 540 178 62 587 223 118 227 401 
1977 33024 110 35404 123 68428 233 

I.Excludes BWteti River and westerni State Lands.
 
Source Reporti of nistry of Agriculture Divisin/Department of Planning and Statistics.
 

Ithas to be admitted that the data are not very reliable. Nevertheless, they probably give
 
some indication of the direction and magnitude of change. It can be seen that since the 
end of the great drought in 1966, there have been comparable one-year arable droughts in 
1968, 1970 and arguably, 1973. Note that sorghum and maize output frequently move in 
different directions, and that 1966, a year when the national herd was still falling, was a
vastly better crop year than 1965. In fact 1965 was by far the worst crop year of the 
19 60's. The years 1963 and 1966 were about tile same and tile earlier years were very 
much better. 

The comparison of the situatioun of the pure pastoralist with that uf the pure arable 
farmer is, however, somewhat academic, since most rural Batswana farming households 
are involved in mixed farming. 'here are strong links between the two 'enterprises' be
cause livestock provide most of the draught power for arable farming and, to a lesser 
extent, are themselves dependent upon stover as dry season grazing. The mixed farmer 
does see an essential part of his productive capital stock decline during prolonged 
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drought, and the poor arable farmer is in an even more serious position as he- or more 
often she-depends on the borrowing, hiring, or earning (by 'putting in hands') of 
draught power. A decrease in the surplus stock of draught power is therefore likely to 
cause a serious problem. 

Recovery of arable agriculture 

Let us now take a conjectural look at the recovery of arable agriculture. It must be 
conjectured because, so far as I am aware, no serious work has been done on the subject. 
even after the bad drought of the 1960's. 

One would expect that a single-season arable drought would cause far less serious 
recovery problems than a multi-season drought, because the herd would remain more or 
less intact. This appears to be borne out by the crop production figures. The early 1970's 
were recognized as a drought period by some livestock n'.-ners, according to an as y,!t 
unpublished survey by lain MacDonald. 1970 was certainly a mediocre year for cattle as 
well as a disastrous year for crops, but the following year saw twenty-five percent more 
land cultivated, and .arecord crop harvest (though still a mediocre cattle year). Despite 
tus, it is hard to believe that a single disastrous arable drought year would have no im
pact on the ability to produce crops the following year. One would expect oxen, to be in 
poor condition and farmers to be particularly short of seed and cash. We have little or no 
direct evidence of this, however. The scant) evidence we do have for the more serious 
droughts suggests that the increased incentive to cultivate, arising from shortages of grain 
and cash.overrides the increased problems of doing so for more aable farmers. One would 
expect the exceptions to be farmers with the least resources of cash, labour and cattle. 
It should be recognized that these constraints always apply for a large number of farmers 
in Botswana. and the necessity for action isnot confined to drought years. 

The proviso. 'if livestock drought coincides with arable drought." is important, because 
rus isnot necessanly the case. It is hardly possible to have a livestuck drought without an 
arable drought, hut it is quite easy for the revers, to be true. If tus happens, recovery is 
correspondingly easier, the only drought-induced constraint is likely "o be lack of seeds. 
One possible qualitca:ion to this conclusion which ;hould not be overlooked is that 
arable drought ma, induce increased cattle sales for economic reasons, and may tus tip 
some fa.mers over the margin from being able to plough as much as they wish, to being 
constrained by lack of cattle This is most likely to be a problem where there are no 
alternative income sources. It seems unlikely that it is a major consideration in short
tcrin arable drought in Botswana ' 

Government need% to be far more concerned by the problems of rulti'year drought. 
whether these are arable-only droughts, or arable-plus.bvestock droughts (hvestock-only 
droughts are .ifficult to envisage). Again we havc little firm evidence from the past of 
what is likely to happen. One might have expected to find studies of the impact of the 
drought of tie 1960's. hut these do not seem to exist. Evidently, when disaster, even a 
major long.term one, strikes, few people see that one of the immediate priorities is to 
study and measure it. Yet if this isdone. it can be of immense value for future contingen
cy planning. We should, perhaps, dr . ,ume conclusions for the present foot-and-mouth 
epidemic, which in some areas has the proporuons of a major drought. Government 
should not only be providing relief, as it presently is. it should also be planning major 
monitonng and measurement worksocial stu'ics,etc., to determine die bet ways to plan 
future action. But that is a digression. 

Lucy Syson (19 1j suggests. on ., basis of her Shoshong enquiry, that a significant 
proportion of small cattle owncr, had their herds eliminated b; the big drought of the 
1960's. Eighteen percent of households with no cattle in 1970 claimed they had once had 
some, and the predominant reason given for decline in cattle holdings (seventy.five 
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percent) was drought. The majority of these claimed to have had small herds of one to 
nineteen head. 

lain MacDonald's 1977 survey tried to go into more detail, but with the Cisadvantage
of a small survey (1 13 households in Ngamiland, N.E District, Central District (Bobirwa)
and Kweneng) and agreater time laps since the big drought. One problem with this survey
is that it did not cover any households that had been deprived of draught power since the 
last drought as a result of drought losses. I am, however, grateful to him ior his vajuable 
new work in this area, and for letting me use his results before they were published.

Farmers were asked a number of questions about ploughing "after the last drought",
which, according to recollection, could mean the 1960's or early 1970's. Nincty-six per
cent replied that they had been able to plough. Those who had not been able to plough
tended to come from the groups who presently held the smaller herds (up to one 
hundred). But as already pointed out, this survey ignores any farmers who had lost, and 
still not rebuilt, herds, so drought probably prevented rather more than the four percent
of farmers indicated from ploughing. Since some farmers were thinking of the relatively
mild drought of the 1970's, it is not possible to put even an approximate figure on the 
proportion prevented from ploughing by the very severe drought of the 1960's.

Of those who did plough, twenty percent had to borrow or hire draught power to do so. 
The mzjority of these (66) had less than twenty.five head at the time of tile interview. Of
th- remaining 79 farmers, 8 had used donkeys for ploughing, and 10 had inspanned cows, 
so that only sixty percent of the total had managed to field a full team of their own 
oxen. MacDonald's enumerators had the impression that the area ploughed after drought
tended to be smaller than normal because of the need to use weak and untrained oxen 
and because of the problems in obtaining seed grain (including shortage of cash). This is as 
one would expect, and the production statistics show that the 1967 crop was rather poor
compared with subsequent years. Indeed, arable production did not experience a really
good year until 1971. It should, however, be noted that the draught capacity of the 
national herd islikely to be les; affected by drought than its rep~oductive capacity. Rank.
ing in order of decreasing vulnerability, drought hits first at old cows, then cows in calf,
lactating cows and their calves, dry heifers, tollies and last of all, mature oxen. The post
drought herd can, therefore, be expected to contain a disproportionate share of oxen. 

Policy implications 

At this point it is important to reiterate that the views expressed herein are my own
and are not in any sense official. I consider that there is a long-standing need for seed and 
draught power to be provided free or cn credit terms to some households. This need is 
not solely confined to drought years, but 's much pressing after them, and particmore 
ulaAy after multi.yea. arable-plus-livestock droughts.

Shortages of seeds appear to be a significant influence on arable production, even in
fairly good years. It seems that many farmers do not retain enough seeds from the 
previous harvest for the following year. C.A. Bond's survey in the Kweneng (1974)
showed that out of 196 resp'ondents only twenty-five percent had used their own seed in 
1973/74. In the Ministry of Agriculture's larger survey in 1970171, ten percent of house
holds who ploughed a larger ,:rea than the previous year, and thirty-three percent of those
who plougned a smaller area, ittributed the change to availability of seed. As it happened,
both the crop years in question were good years following poor years, but it does appear
that provision of seed can be a problem.

A mechanism needs to be provided that will make seed available on sufficiently con
cessional terms that the poorest households will not be afraid to use it, '-t will minimize 
abuse. This is easier said than done. The best approach in the long run is probably to 
provide seasonal credit trough co-ocperative societies for the supply of seed, and to 
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'forgive' a proportion of debts in years of widespread crop failure. A fairly objective esti
mate of local ctop failure can be obtained by crop-cutting in the annual agricultural 
survey. In addition it may be :,ecessary to consider some free handouts of seed to the 
poorest households. Village Development Committees are probably the appropriate bodies 
to handle this. Recipients wouid have to be recorded, and the amount handed out to each 
household limited to, say, enough to plant three hectares. This would ;nvolve about 78 
tonnes of seed costing about P8 800 to benefit only two percent of rural households. After 
a single arable drought, three or four times this amount would probably be needed, and 
after an arable drought lasting two )r more years, 't would be reasonable to provide for 
perhaps a fifth of all rural households. Some abuse would be inevitable, but I suggest 
that this would be minimal compared with the social benefits and extra output that might 
be obtained, seed aid is both cheaper and more conducive to self-reliance than food aid. 
Such an approach has implications for Government policy in holding emergency seed 
stocks. In the past there has been no deliberate policy to produce (or buy) and hold 
stocks of seed for post-drought situations. 

The more difficult area is in the provision of draught-power. Again, this is a constant 
problem. Those households that own few or no cattle always have great difficulty 
ploughing. Drought simply exacerbates the problem. Even after aserious drought, there is 
probably surplus draught-power for the nation as a whole, because oxen survive better 
than other categories of livestock. Much of this po,..ntial draught-power, however, iscon
centrated in very large herds. These are, in sor,.: cases, far from lands areas, and owners 
are reluctant to lend or hire because use of oxen for ploughing can reduce their sale value 
at the l3ots~kana Meat Commission. There are traditional hiringlborrowing systems and 
straightforv.ard modern hinng of draught oxen (usually plus plough and ploughman), but 
increasingly, tractors are used for contract ploughing. Contract ploughing charges are 
reported to be very high in some areas, often as much as PI5 per At these rates,acre. 
average crop yields are likely to produce a negative financial, let alone economic, return. 

It seems right that overnment not get involved in direct provision of drau')it-power, 
whether it he animal or powe! traction. Government's costs are high, it has no spare 
organizational capacity and it has to operate within standard hours (or at very high cost); 
it has demonstrably already reached its limit in operating and maintaining a vehicle fleet. 
The alternative approach is for Government to encourage and support contract ploughing. 
It should be possible to determine reasonable rates per unit area. As a general aim, con
tract ploughing should conic within the scope of seasonal credit and thus be largely self
financing. but again, sonic free, or more heavily subsidized, ploughing services would need 
to be supplied to sonic householders, particularly after drought periods. Government 
might consider nominating private entrepreneurs as approved contract ploughers who 
would then operate on a fixed scale of charges both fo: credit ploughing and for Govern
ment paid ploughing. \ L)'s could issue ploughing coupons to needy individuals. These 
would be reimbursed v.hen presented for payment by an approved contract plougher. 
Some safeguard against abuse could be provided by keeping records and randomly in
specting and measuring a sample )i the fields ploughed under credit and the Government 
free scheme. 

A scheme of this sort would be expensive, but not as expensive as might appear at first 
sight. If three hectares were poeJid tree for two percent of farming households (i.e., 
about I 3W0 houxhold;) at a rate oit 120 ha., the total cost would be P78 000 in a year. 
The sale cash value o; crops produced, assuming an average 350 kilograms per hectare, 
would be in the region o1F105 500. But since the crop, would be for home consumption, 
their value t) the household would be considerably greater than this -equivalent to the 
alternative ,-)st of purchasing and transporting maize or maize meal to the consumption 
point. The exercise might thus be cheaper than the true cost of providing food to house
holds that w.ould otherwise be destitute. Again, Government would have to be willing to 
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shouldcr a much higher cost in a post-drought period. It would not be necessary or 
practicable, however, to stockpile draught-power against this eventuality.

These are obviously only preliminary ideas. It is necessary for there to be more 
official thinking along these lines. I also hope other suggestions will be made in the 
course of discussion. 

NOTE 
I. Slight evidence for this conclusion is provided by Lucy Syson, Some aspects of 'traditional'and

'modern' life In Botswana: report of an enquiry in the Shoshong area. Technical Nute No. 22. 
FAO, Aug. 1971. 
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Livestock Marketing and Supplementary 
Feeding in Times of Drought 

by K.W. Ward 

This paper summarizes the marketing and slaughter facilities available to cattle owners, 
both in normal times and in times of drought, the means by which supplementary feed;ig 
can be made available to the stockowner, and the types of supplement obtainable. The 
conclusions reached at the end of the pape, a'e personal opinions and not necessarily 
those of the Botswana Government. 

Existing facilities and procedures in existing conditions 

Drought strategy 
In the event of drought over all or part of Botswana, five courses of action are open to 

cattle owners: 

1) They may sell all their surplus stock (old cows and oxen, spare bulls, inferior young 
stock and steers nearing maturity) and use the proceeds, after meeting their personal 
requirements, to buy supplementary feed for the breeding herd. 

2) They may seU all their stock, save the proceeds and restock later. 
3) They may sell all their stock. 
4) They may move their stock to new grazing area. 
5)They may do nothing. 

To sell and feed is the most constructive move. Not only does it enable the owner to 
continue to breed cattle in spite of the drought, it also encourages him to dispose of un
produ-.tive stock and tends to improve the quality of his herd. The tncertain small cattle 
own.i, who owns cattle by accident or from habit, and who has little or no knowledge or 
skill in management, will probably sell all his cattle to no great detriment of national herd. 

In the past it was traditional to move t another area when the grazing of one was ex
hausted through drought, but this is bec iming less possible as more cattle demand more 
space. In some parts, however, this can still be done, and owners who can both sell some 
cattle to feed the remainder and also move to another area are likely to come through a 
drought unscathed. 

There are stil those who in previous droughts did nothing different from a normal year 
and apparently suffered no loss. This is likely to happen only when grazing is plentiful and 
herds are indigenous, not crossed with more productive but less hardy breeds. 

Disposal of stock 
There are three main channels of sale: 

I) Agents (including agents themselves and theb subagents who visit cattle owners; the 
Botswana Livestock Development Corporation, which buys cattle in the north; traders 
who buy only at their stations; and auction sales in the south-east and in the Ghanzi/ 
Xanagas area). Agents accounted for sixty-six percent of sales in 1977. 

2) Marketing co-operatives (nineteen percent). 
3) Direct to the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC) at Lobatse (fifteen percent). 

There are four methods by which cattle reach Lobatse: 

I) By stock route and rail in the north. 
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2) By rail (for stockowners on the line of rail). 
3) By stock route from the south-west and Ghanzi, and 
4) By road transport (see Appendix i). 
In the past cattle were trekked with comparatively little loss of condition, moving slow

ly and grazing on alternate days. A survey carried out by the Department of Animal 
Health in 1971 showed that if grazing was adequate, the cost of trucking cattle, allowing
for losses from bruising and injury en route, was greater than the cost of trekking, allow. 
ing for loss of weight on the journey. Since this survey was made, however, the national 
herd has more than doubled in size and less pasture is left for trekking cattle, even in 
normal years. Ir any future drought, therefore, it is to be expected that many more cattle 
will be trucked. 

Action possible by Government to implement a drought strategy 
For practical purposes, drought conditions may be said to obtain when little or no rain 

has fallen by January or February in any given season. In such cases, information on graz
ing conditions will be received by the Ministry of Agriculture from field officers and from 
cattle owners themselves, and priorities decided for the worst hit areas. The Department
of Animal Health will then arrange quotas for the slaughter of cattle from these areas and 
stockowners will be persuaded to dispose of their surplus stock. 

This strategy was applied in Francistown in March 1973, when it was apparent that 
drQught conditions were upon us. No rain had fallen since the previous season and grazing 
was scarce to the point where cattle were losing condition. In this area stocking rates are 
comparatively high and there is little room to spare; consequently cattle cannot easily be 
moved. At that time light rains in some less heavily stocked areas were sufficient, but a 
local lack of rain plus a high cattle density (the second highest in the country) produced a 
shortage of grass. A campaign was launched to persuade local stockowners to sell their 
surplus stock and to use the proceeds, after meeting their personal needs, to buy feed for 
their best breeding animals. At the same time the Animal Health Department arranged
with BMC for priority quotas to move cattle from this area to Lobatse for slaughter. 

The response was immediate, which is by no means always the case when advising on 
courses of action in the field. Owners sold cattle through their usual dealers and placed
orderi for stockfeed thiough the Department. The respons, was overwhelming, but sup
phes were ordered and after a slight delay demands were met. At that time the Livestock 
Advisory Centres (LAC) network hid no: been established. 

Twenty-six thousand head of cattle were moved from the Francistown District during
the four weeks in April 1973; at this time the slaughter capacity of the abattoir was 1 200 
head daily, but by special efforts over I 400 were put through on some days. 

Supplementary feeding 
Livestock Advisory Centres have been established at twenty-one places (Appendix 11)

and a further seven are planned. These Centres sell to the public vaccines, drugs, dips,
equipment and feed supplements on a cost covering basis, and have veterinary staff on 
the premises or in the nearby veterinary office to give advice on livestock matters. The 
feed supplements carried include bonemeal and salt (the most important), mineral molas
ses and urea licks and injectable Vitamin A solution, as well as specialized feeds in certain 
areas (for poultry, dairy cattle and pigs) and cattle feed cubes. 

When the Centres were planned, the demand for supplementary feeds was not foreseen, 
so the storage capacity of the buildings proved inadequate. Bulk feed sheds have therefore 
been built at Francistown, Maun and Mahalapye, and a further nine sheds are being built 
elsewhere. In addition to the Livestock Advisory Centres there are some fifty co
operatives. originally set up to market cattle, which may purchase livestock requisites
from their nearest LAC at a whol.!sale price, making, in all, over seventy retail outlets. 
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Because of Botswana's inherent deficiency of phosphorus in the soil and vegetation the 
most beneficial feed supplement is a mixture of bonemeal and salt in equal parts (the salt 
being an appetizer and intake regulator is well as a necessary supplement in itself). Feed
ing trials carried out b-. the Animal Production Research Unit (APRU) of the Ministry of 
Agriculture in Gaborone showed that steers fed amixture of bonemeal and salt maintained 
a growth of over 0,4 kilograms per day over a nineteen month period, compared with 0,2 
kilograms per day for unsupplemented steers. The salt for this mixture is bought from 
South Africa but the bonemeal is produced at the BSMC abattoir at Lobatse. Bonemeal 
proves to be beneficial at all times of the year, whether or not drought conditions 
prevail. Vitamin A injections may be given to counteract a lack of green fodder, and the 
mineral, urea and molasses licks act as rumer,-stimulants to aid digestion of the less 
palatable vegetation. 

None of these additives, however, will compensate for a shortage of bulk, as provided 
by the pasture, in the diet of cattle, and under drought conditions this shortage of bulk is 
critical. In the past large quantities of cattle feed cubes have been imported at such 
times, and it is these which %ere purchased in Francistown in 1973. 

Except in isolated cases, the conservation of grass in the form of hay isnot practised in 
Botswana, and the prevalence of tires precludes the setting aside of grazing as forage. 

Surney of stockowners' actions in times of drought 

A survey was carried out by the Livestock Marketing Officer of the Ministry of Agri
culture, Gaborone, of farniers" actions in the past and their future intentions for the next 
drought. Farmers recollected clearly the drought of 1964/65 and the partial drought of 
1972/73. In the areas sampled it was revealed that: 

1) Forty-nine percent did nothing. 
2) Of the remaining fifty-one percent: 

(a) Sixty-five percent moved their cattle. 
(b) Nineteen percent fed their cattle. 
(c) Six percent both moved and fed their cattle. 

The remainder either sank a new borehole or agisted some or all of their stock. The same 
sample of farmers were also asked what they intended to do in a future drought: 

I ) Lighty percent intend to do something (compared with fifty-one before). 
2) Thirty percent intend to sell cattle, and two-thirds of these intend to buy feed or to 

restcck later. 
3) Thirty-five percent intend to move their cattle and possibly feed them as well. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

One can therefore conclude that: 

I) Government has an interested and receptive audience when offering advice on 
drought strategy. 

2) Farmers are becoming used to the idea of selling and feeding. 
3) The fact that thirty-five percent of farmers would consider moving cattle in a future 

drought implies that the principle of putting cattle out on agistment (tnafisa) is much 
more likely to he acted upon than had hitherto been ira:, ined. 

4) The basic requirements already exist for implementing adrought strategy: 
(a) A channel for selling. 
(b) Means of' moving stock to Lobatse. 
(c) Slaughter facilities. 
(d) A distribution network and retail outlets for supplementary feeds. 

These facilities have not been put to the test of a severe drought with the present num
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bers of cattle in Botswana, when they would probably prove inadequate, but some of 
them are already being expanded, viz: 

1) Existing trek routes are to be improved under the Second Livestock Development 
Project, and new trek routes established. 

2) The slaughter capacity of the BMC has been increased from 1200 head to 1 800 head 
per day (although the processing, freezing and holding capacities have still to be in
creased).
 

3) More Livestock Advisory Centres are being b.' and the storage capacity of existing 
ones extended for better distribution and storage of feeds. 

In the short term, therefore, a partial drought can be dealt with, but consideration 
needs to be given to three main problems before future droughts can be faced with confi
dence: the transport of cattle, the provision of extra processing capacity at the BMC, and 
the conservation of fodder. 

Transport 
Pressure on grazing will increase (there are now 3,5 million cattle in Botswana) and 

stock routes will become very unpopular, even if developed and controlled. Therefore 
consideration must be given to encouraging better road transport. Some preliminary 
investigations have already been made, but more work is needed the economics ofon 
road transport, bearing in mind that domestic and farm supplies can be carried as return 
loads. (The Livestock Advisory Centre at Ghanzi is supplied regularly with bonemeal, salt 
and other bulky items making use of returning cattle lorries, with considerable savings on 
costs). Matters to .nvestigate are: 

1) The optimum size of a lorry. 
2) The setting up of a system to ensure return loads. 
3) The need for better roads. 

Meat processing and export 
While not strictly witlin the terms of this paper, it is necessary at this point to examine 

the country's capacity for slaughtering, processing and exporting as part of the production 
chain, because without an outlet the industry cannot exist. The present slaughter capacity
of I 800 head per day is sufficient for present needs and for the immediate future, but 
the deboning, holding and freezing capacity is only sufficient for 1200 head per day. The 
full slaughter capacity can only be used when there is a market for whole carcasses, usual
ly in South Africa. (At present the South African market is met from its own resources.)
The need for this extra capacity is already acknowledged; all we are concerned with here 
is urging that this need be met. 

There is a secondary, but nonetheless important, aspect of the processing capacity. When 
whole carcasses are exported, no bonemeal can be made. At present the BMC produces 
about 2 500 tons of bonemeal each year, and about one-third of this is sold through the 
Livestock Advisory Centres. But it is to be Government policy, as agreed by the Livestock 
Industry Advisory Council, that when storage is available the whole output will be 
handled by the LAC's to ensure its equitable distribution. Even so, this will meet only
one-tenth of the national herd's theoretical needs, and I am already investigating different 
forms of phosphorus supplement to find the most economical, as well as the most prac
tical, form in which it can be given to stock in Botswana conditions. 

Conservation of fodder 

Importing cattle cubes as a complete supplement is expensive and unsatisfactory. They 
are expensive to transport and difficult to store without spoilage by pests, and they must 
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be purchased in huge quantities to make any impression on the 3,5 million cattle in 
Botswana. 

Deciding when to order poses considerable problems. In January 1977 little rain had 
fallen and cattle cubes were ordered for th,. LAC's. As !he ,Aders arrived so did the rain. 
in copious quantities. With plenty of grazing there was no demand for the feed, much of 
wuch was spoiled in storage and had to be sold off cheaply later, with the loss being made 
good elsewhere. 

Of necessity cattle cubes contain a proportion of cereal, usually maize. ln the face of a 
growing world population which i; not covered by a corresponding increase in grain pro. 
duction, it isarguably morally wrong to feed grain to cattle in acountry liberally supplied 
,withgrass. 

flaymaking is almost unkncwn in Botswana, but the time has come. with the pressure 
of cattle and people on the land, whcn it must be seriously considered as avital activity in 
the farmuig )ear. The cattle owner must, in fact, start to move fom a pastoral economy 
to a controlled one wuch will enable him to conserve some of his grass in time of plenty 
to use in time of need. Supplied with ths reserve of fodder, the farmer can maintain the 
plane of nutrition of his catie throughout the year. He is less restricted when the time 
comes to sell his cattle, and is nut driven to panic selling when suddenly the pasture is 
exhausted. In good years his reserve can be carried forward, and saved for times of 
drought. The requisitzs for haymaking are: 

1) A field of grass fenced against stock. (This is already practised in some areas to 
protect crops from stock). 

2) The .ame field cleared of obstructions to facilitate mowing. 
3) Hlaymaking tools or equipment. 
4) A storage barn. 
5) Fine weather. 
6) The will to make hay. 

Hay can easily be made in Botswana, and in fact is made on some fenced farms. When the 
Tnbal Grazing Lands Policy has been implemented, many more landholders will have 
fenced areas at their disposal. To my mind this is the greatest single contribution which 
could be made towards preventing losses during drought or any other calamity and high. 
lights one very important aspect of the TGLP. llaymaking is a normal farm procedure in 
many of the world's cattle ,.ountries, Botswana appears to have the choice of conserving 
its fodder or drastically reducing its cattle population. At present a great proportion of 
the country's greatest natural agricultural asset goes up in smoke eaci year. If it were con. 
served it could be converted into beef instead. 

I am under no illusion that the Botswana cattle owner will take readily to haymnaking, 
but once the pr:nciple is established it will be found to be the chcapcst form of supple
ment available, as well as the primary one. without which bonemeal, vitarmn injections 
and licks are valueless. Any other complete supplement will price beef out of the world 
market, because the transport and storage costs are prohibitive. In addition it will enable 
farmers to plan a more regular offtake oi beasts for slaughter in good years as well as bad, 
and it wui ooviate the necessity to provide expensive unused capacity, standing idle except 
when needed at irregular intervals for emergency slaughtering 

Finally. once the principle of conservation and home.grown supplementation has been 
established, it is important to ensure that the country does not carry an unnecessary 
burden of unpruducuvc stock. The temptation to keep old cows and oxen in the hope 
that "next >ear they' will fatten up" is always with the stockowner, even in good years, 
and greater emphasis should be put on the culling of 'passengers'. so that the farmer's 
efforts are concentrated on those cattle which will give the greatest reward. 
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General Discussion 

The next session moved more specifically into the realm of agriculture, with papers by 
D.B. Jones and K.W. Ward (both of the Min. of Agriculture). The first dealt with arable 
farming and drought, the second with livestock marketing and supplementary feeding 
during drought. 

The discussion opened with Austin asking if only the large cattle owners benefit from 
feed distribution programmes. Ward replied that an informal quota system isused by per
sonnel distributing the feed, so that large stockowners cannot dominate the purchase of 
these supplies. This is important because shortages often result from problems in trans
porting supplies into rural regions. lie also noted that small cattle owners in the Francis
town area did appear to take advantage of the supplementary feed during the bad year of 
1972;73. 

Rijks thought the conservation of hay a most important way of providing for dry 
periods and wondered why haymaking isnot practised in Botswana. Ward said he thought 
this was because, until recently, cattle were always moved to other pastures d-ing local 
droughts: now, with TGLP, farmers will begin to see land, not cattle, as the basic unit 
needing management. 

Kreysler asked for comment on the use of urea and molasses in the supplementary feed
,ig of cattle, but Ward felt these were not likely to become very important in the cattle 

industry. Shorrock thought their use would depend on whether or not it was a marginal 
protein deficiency that was limiting growth. In such cases these might be useful supple
ments. 

Jeske wondered about the possibility of enlarging the capacity of the Lobatse abattoir 
and of increasing marketing during drought. Problems with cattle marketing are, according 
to Ward. currently caused by the foot-and-mouth outbreak and by an oversupply of beef 
in Europe. It was his opinion that one must try to find wa>3 of feeding cattle during 
drought rather than concentrating on selling them. 

Campbell commented that the droughts of 1962-65 may have been agricultural rather 
than cattle droughts. The peak of the cattle population was reached in 1959, after which 
numbers remained stable, they could not have been affected by drought until 1962. Limi
tation was induced by ashortage of grass, which, in turn, was caused by having too many 
cattle on the land for existing management practices. The cattle drought of the 1960's 
was management-induced. Relief came and cattle numbers again expanded-with the 
borehole drilling programme begun later in the decade. 

An estimate from Sandford was that if the BMC works 300 days each year, it could 
process 500 000 cattle per year, or 1800 per day. Because there are peak months, how
ever, the best we can hope for is 300 000 to 400 000 per year, far less than it is necessary 
to market during a drought. Ward said this was why he wanted to emphasize the provision 
of feed supplements, rather than the sale of cattle. I e told Sandford that 400 000 head 
per year was probably the maximum the IVMC could process if working at full capacity. 

Campbell thought the following steps might be necessary for drought preparation: 

I) Registration of families who have no access to draught oxen, so that oxen or tractors 
may be lent to them. to be repaid only after reaping. 

2) Research on gram storage. 
3) Research on veld fires, which destroy grazing during dry years. 

Jones agreed with Campbell, but added that it was debatable whether the problems were 
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caused by too many cattle or by too little grazing. Under different management, the
susceptibility of the cattle industry to drought might be lessened. He also commented 
that grain storage should occur at district and national levels as well as in individual 
households, as it does now. This requires the establishment of administradve structures 
to deal with collection and redistribution. 
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Beef Cattle Production Research in Botswana 
and Its Relevance to Drought Conditions 

by N.G. Suck 

Introduction 

The natural grasslands of the world are one of the few undeveloped land resources 
capable of increasing the production of human foodstuffs (Semple, 1952). Much of these 
areas is unsuitable for arable agriculture or dairy development due to low and unreliable 
rainfall and soils of low fertility (Whyte, 1960). The most logical use of such grasslands is 
by the ruminant herbivore. In Africa these grasslands are grazed by a wide variety of game 
animals and, where not precluded by tsetse fly, by the domestic livestock of pastoralists. 
These livestock include cattle, ;heep, goats and, in the more adverse conditions, the 
camel. 

The natural grassland areas have always been susceptible to drought which result: in 
wide fluctuations in wildlife populations just as it does in domestic populations. The 
management systems evolved by pastoralists to alleviate the effects of such natural 
hazards include nomadism, various systems of agistment (niafisa) and I maintenance of 
large numbers of animals of low individual productivity, capable of supporting the 
subsistence of small groups. 

The impact of the last century bas radically changed these traditional systems evolved 
over previous centuries. Early colonization introduced disease (e.g., rinderpest and 
pleuropneumonia), then controlled such disease by vaccination; natural selection by 
disease and restriction of numbers was changed by disease control programmes. The most 
significant introducuon was an increase in water sources by the construction of dams and 
the tapping of groundwater sources. This is particOarly so in Botswana where Cooke 
(1978) estimates that seventy-five per:ent of th attic population is dependent on 
groundwater sources. Such exploitation of groundwater has accelerated dramatically in 
the last turty years. The resulting big increase in the cattle population and the com
mercial and social development in the country render traditional responses and reactions 
to drought inadequ- . It is against this background that current research will be 
examined. 

Animal production research in Botswana 

Although animal production and range research had been conducted in Botswana inter
mittently since 1936. there was littl objective information available when the current 
programme beg3n in 1970. This nrogramme embraces three broad fields: 

i ) The measurement of animal productivity from the natural pasture. 
2) The measurement of what the natural pasture could supply to the grazing aninal. 
3) The measurement of the effect animal productivity had on the nature, pasture. 

It was recognized that it ere were two productive systems in Botswana. a ,enced ranch 
system, maintaining only eight percent of the national herd, and the 'cattle post' system 
where cattle graz:d unenclosed communal pasture, with ninety-two percent of 'he 
national herd. The first requirement was to compare the productivity of the two systeins. 
A network of sixteen ranches was maintained and standardized managemect practices 
adopted. The economically important traits of reproduction performance, growth and 
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mortality were measured and compared with those ob(aned from monitoring adjacent 
cattle post areas over a five-year period. 

TABLE 1 

'roductivity under ranch and cattle post production systems 

Cattle post Ranch 
Calving percent 46,4 74,0 
Calf mortality 
Weaning percent 

10,2 
41,7 

8,5 
67,7 

Weaning weight (kg) 122,5 177,4 
Post-weaning gain (7-18 months) kg. 
Weight of weaner calf per cow per year (kg) 

84,1 
51,1 

100,5 
120,1 

Weight of 18 month calf per cow per year (kg) 86,1 188,2 

As may be seen from Table I the ranch management system is twict as productive as 
the cattle post system. The situation on many communally grazed areas is that due to 
overstocking in local areas around water, cattle are undernourished and therefore per
forming far below their potential. At the end of the winter dry season these cattle are in a 
management-induced drought situation, even after a preceeding year of good rainfall, and 
unless the onset of rains is early the familiar drought calls are heard. Should rainfall failure 
occur, even lower performance and heavy losses are inevitable. To a large extent, by
security of land tenure and the adoption of conservative stocking rates, the ranch system 
is able tc ameliorate this situation. 

Pasture productivity 

Grass growth in summer rainfall areas is characterized by rapid early growth at the onset 
of rains; grass is of good nutritive value with high crude protein values and digestibility 
for a short period only. As the plant matures and sets seeds these values decline rapidly.
The mature dry plant of winter is of poor nutritive value. In Botswana the crude protein 
percentage of herbage ha.L been found to be the major limiting factor to cattle growth
(Pratchett, et al., 1977). As a logical sequence to this finding, the common indigenous 
grass species occurring in Botswana were sampled at monthly intervals for a two-and-a
half.year period to deternune which were the superior grasses for cattle nutrition (APRU, 
1977). Having characterized thLse grasses, it is now possible to assess objectively whether 
management practices are having a beneficial or deleterious effect on .angeland. A nation
wide series of transects on government ranches, development projects and elsewhere have 
now been established to detect long-term trends in range condition (Field, 1977). In 
general the situation since 1972 has been one of continua! imnrovement of the range.

Similarly, trials to improvc range productivity are assessed it-, , s way. At present the 
effect of bush clearing and difierent grazing systems is und. r examination. Bush clearing 
hi been shown to effect sr,'all incr -es in herbage yield and botanical composition of 
the sward, but the costs of clearing are unlikely to be economical for cattle production. 
The question of grazing systems is controversial. Savory (1967) has advocated large num
bers of small paddocks, stocked heavily and grazed for very short periods. After three 
years research at Morapedi, no difference has been detected in animal performance, 
herbage yield or botanicai composition from continuous grazing, three paddocks per herd 
or two multi-camp systems (APRU, 1977). There is national concern about the possibil
ities of irreversible degradation of rangeland during drought and of more gradual 
deterioration of communal grazing areas under present usage. To investigate the effect of 
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different systems of grazing on range restoration, twelve different grazing units will be 
established in communal areas. In this context social response and technical parameters 
will also be examined. 

The relationships between rainfall and primary produ:tion of rangeland have been 
mentioned by the opening speaker (Sandford, this volume). The potential carrying 
capacity of Botswana's rangeland has been mapped according to rainfall. There are, how
ever, many other factors which affect productivity. Evaporation rates, soil type and fer
tility, topography and existing vegetation cover have been used to attempt to refine these 
relationships (Field, 1977). Work on the more precise relationships is being conducted by 
APRU, including microclimatological studies (APRU, 1977). The finding that herbage 
yield is greater in the presence of the grazing animals emphasizes the need for a grazing 
regime in all such ecological studies. However precise estimates of potential carrying 
capacity (stocking rates) may become, and however valuable these figures are for long
term planning, the individual producer will be faced with years of surplus fodder and 
years of deficit. The only logical reaction to this is a realistic adjustmera of stock num
bers. 

In a discussion of drought, the value of browse cannot be omited. h is known that a 
variety of shrubs have a higher protein content than the indigenous gra.ses. These shrubs 
also sprout earlier than grass because of their deeper root systems. Under ranch manage
ment conditions, observations have shown that their contribution to cattle diet is 
minimal. Their value for small stock, however, particularly goats, and their contribution to 
the diets of cattle on communal grazing may be very different. Exotic browse plants are 
being exarmned, in particular die growth characteristics of Leucaena leucocep/ialaand its 
nutritive value. 

Tb. deficiencies of phosphorus and protein in the natural pastures of Botswana has 
focu.-d nutritional research in these areas. Supplementary feeding of phosphorus is con
sidered essential for all conditions; it is worth noting that the annual production of bone
meal by the Botswana Meat Commission is only adequate to meet the requirements of 
five percent of the national herd. The ability of the ruminant to utilize non-protein 
nitrogen (NPN) and synthetic protein has led to trials on the use of these comparatively 
cheap supplements. In good rainfall years the value of these supplements for growing 
cattle has been small; non-supplemented cattle were able to make up for a slower growth 
rate by compensatory growth in the following rains. Their value for improving the repro
ductive performance of breeding cows has greater effect (APRU, 1975). It should be 
emphasized that NN supplements will have no effect in the complete absence of forage. 

The inherent low productivity of Botswana's natural rangeland restricts opportunities 
fur intensification of production. The use of fertilizer, particularly phosphorus and 
nitrogen, has been shown to improve yield and botanical composition considerably 
(APRU. 1977). The establishment of improved grass species and herbage legumes is also 
receiving attention, although these certainly require fertilizer for growth and maintenance. 
Conservauon for drought years and for dry season production, through metho-'s such as 
haymaking, is difficult from natural pasture. Small areas of fertilized sown pasture could 
yield good quality hay for drovght use. In arable areas the use of sown p3stures as a break 
crop in an arable rotation on land cleared for cereal production could improve soil 
fertility and augment the income of the smaller farmer. The treatment of low quality 
roughages with alkal to improve digestibility is a field which is receiving renewed intema
tional attention and may find application in Botswana. 

Beef cattle breeding 

Beef cattle in Botswana are expected to produce in a harsh environment. It is tiierefore 
essential that the breeds being evaluated be tested under the conditions in which such 
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production must take place. The breeding programme being followed has three objectives: 
I) To evaluate the major breed types in Botswanp.
2)To effect further improvement by performance testing.
3) To exploit the advantages of hybrid vigor through crossbrteding. 
The Tswana breed is the major one on which beef production isbised, and eighty per

cent of the cattle in Botswa-a are of this type. The Africander, widely represented in the 
east of the country, comprises the bulk of the remainder, and the Tuli, an improved
Tswana breed, is present in small numbers. t isimpossible to describe here the results of 
all breeding investigations. The indigenous Tswana, however, compares favourably. 

TABLE 2
 
Productivity of three cattle breeds in Botswana
 

Weaning wt. (kg) Productivity 
Breed Calving 7c Mortality 210 days (kg) 
Tuli 82 7,6% 183 139 
Tswana 74 7,9% 185 126 
Africander 64 11,5% 178 101 

Considerable advantages are to be obtained by crcssbreeding, and these have been shr 4,n
under cattle post management as well as under impro,.ed management conditions (.&jRU, 
1977). 

Beef prc.duction systems modelling 

The greatest difficulty of the fv,,mal research approach is in evaluating the effect of 
management practices on the whole production system. This is particuiarly so where 
siuations such as drough: are difficult or impossible to simulate experimentally and 
where effects may be long term. Mathematical modelling of beef production systems has 
been achieved by the Texas A & M animal science team, the model being based on de
scription of the beef zow breed and its relationship to nutritional input. In cooperation
with this University and the International Livestock Centre for Africa, and using data 
collected in Botswana on beef cattle characteristics and forage, it has beer, possible to 
simu'late beef cattle production at the herd level. This is providing opportunities to exam
ine the likely results of a wide range of intervention which would not be possible with 
normal research methodology. The effects of drought years on the herd structure may
provide information on the category of stock to reduce, on herd recovery and on the 
stock most likely to respond to preferential treatment. 

Conclusions 
The system of cattle production which has developed in Botswana over the last fifty 

years has diverged widely from a traditional pastoral system. It isnow unable to cope
with the effects of drought by traditional responses and is vulnerable to disastrous conse
quences should drought occur. The possibility exists of serious, perhaps irreversible,
damage to the primary renewable resource. The magnitude of measures necessary to al
leviate drought through the provision of cattle foodstuffs on a local, let al-,ne a national 
basis, are beyond the capability of Government. 

There are opportunities for stabilizing an increasing production by changing the 
production system to a ranch system of management. This necessitates se'urity of land 
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tenure, by individuals, groups and communities, which will aUow them to effect greater 
control over their environment. This opportunity for development is provided by the 
Tribal Land Grazing Poli.y. 
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The Tribal Grazing Land Policy's Relevance 
in a Drought-Prone Environment 

by R.R. Von Kaufmann 

The Tribal Grazing Land Policy 

There is little doubt that the Botswana Society wiJ sooner or later hold a symposium 
dedicated entirely to the Tribal Grazing Land Policy (TGLP). It is probably the most open
and comprehensive land reform programme being undertaken any where in the world at 
this time. It is extremely difficult therefore to give a succinct summary of the TGLP 
(Weimer, ed., 1977), more especially since it is still in a state of evolution with its imple
mentation requiring a great deal of work. In essence, however, the TGLP is aimed at re
forming tribal land tenure to create smaller, more manageable, I nd units with which 
people can identify. The hypothesis is that this is the best and in, quitable way of 
inducing a proprietary interest in long-term husbandry of range rescIrces. The present 
common ownership of land forces individuals to maximize their pri%ate wealth in live. 
stock at the expense of the common wealth of rangeland. 

As a pragmatic first step, Government framed the policy in such a way that it acknowl
edges existing land-use patterns while attempting to eliminate the inequitable trends that 
were causing concern. The unregulated development of water sources by individuals who 
thereby dominated the use of surrounding tribal land has been curtailed. The p,.,,.,
provides for individuals and groups of various sorts to apply to Tribal Land Boards for 
leases to ranch units. These will be granted in accordance with approved district develop
ment plans. it further provides for land to be demarcated 'communal' in the heavily popu
lated areas. In order to facilitate the running of grazing and stock improvement schemes 
involving numerous owners of small herds and flocks, Government has promulgated an 
'Agricultural Management Associations' Act. Other areas of tribal land will be set aside as 
wildlife management areas or as unallocated reserve for future development. 

Ranches and grazing schemes will he supported by a wide variety of projects and agen
cies that will provide items such as ranch management training, improvement of the 
marketing , frastructure, increased extension, research, supply of ranch requisites and 
supervised credit. The TGLP will also have substantial coverage by technical and sociolog
ical evaluation and monitoring teams so that weakness can be detected and corrected. 
Along with the above, Government has commissioned two intensive consultancies to help 
it prepare for the consequences of drought (Sandford, 1977, McGowan & Assoc., 1977). 

Development objectives in relation to drought 

Put in theoretical terms, the farmers' ability to cope with drought is encompassed by 
three dimensions: 

1) The farmers' time horizon that governs his perception of the likelihood and possible 
consequence of drought. 

2) The farmers' experience (ethnoscience) that tempers his judgment and confidence. 
3) The farmers' technical opportunities that determine his options for action. 

The dimensions may be represented diagramatically thus: 
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Time Horizon b 
Fig. 1. Presentcircumstances in relation to drought (see Sect. 3 below) 

The arrows represent negative pressures on the dimensions caused by: 

1) Decreasing tribal cohesion and more dependence on individual experience. 
2) Increasing poverty of many as each disaster favours the more rapid recovery of the 

fewer better-off individuals. The poorer the person the shorter his time horizon. 
3) Increasingly restricted movement due to pon'ulation growth on limited land and the 

diversion of land to other uses.

IT 

i Time Horizon b 

Fig. 2. Modern management in relation to drought 

The arrows represent positive growth in the dimensions due to: 

1) Application of training, records, and commercial and public services and advice. 
2) Increased security of tenure and the appreciation of the value of land as a permanent 

asset. 
3) Application of modern techniques and the use of banking facilities, the media and 

laws of contract, etc., to enable business between strangers. 

The sociological, economic, geographic and ecological circumstances in which the 
farmers are placed will effect various combinations in these three dimensions. To be rele
vant the Tribal Grazing Land Policy must expand the dimensions; this it is trying to do by 
altering the producers' circumstances from those illustrated in Figure 1 to those shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Present circumstances (see Figure 1) 
In past eras the pastoral people of Africa formed cohesive communities that had well

rehearsed and sophisticated patterns of reaction to calamities (Dahl and Hjort, 1976).
They were short of technical alternatives, but their collective experience and vast areas of 
land were exploited in a way that ensured the permanent survival of tribes as independent 
economic entities. From an ecological point of view, the nomadic and semi-nomadic land
use patterns had certain distinct advantages, especially in areas with irregular rainfall. 
However, tribal livestock owners in Botswana have become more or less permanently
resident in defined localities. In the absence of external threats to the tribe, and with the 
exposure to education, jobs, cash and technological advances, not only has tribal cohesion 
weakened but there has been a growing disparity between individuals in their ability to 
manipulate the resources. The individual who has adapted better to a monetary society
and has broadened his technical base will pull through drought better than the one who 
has not. Then, since he is competing for the same pasture, he will make it more and more 
difficult for his less capable and/or less fortunate neighbours to recover. The much-quoted
disparity in cattle ownership in Botswana isinevitable, given the prevailing circumstances 
of intermittent drought. It is in this context that the relevance of the TGLP must be 
assessed (Hudson, 1974). 

Some observers find it difficult to accept the validity of the TGLP because they fear 
that encouragement of commercial ranching will distract resources fiom the urgent need 
to raise the welfare of the poorer members of the rural populace. Others argue that a 
strong conimercial sector is necessary in order to raise foreign exchange earnings, taxes 
and employment in secondary industries. The extraction of capital presently tied up in 
relatively unproductive cattle, and the development of entrepreneurial skills to utilize the 
funds in off-ranch investments is a fundamental objective of the Second Livestock Devel
opment Project. Still other people argue that this is the surest way of shifting the focus of 
the industry from the few freehold farmers to the tribal producers. With their different 
requirements, however, they are not mutually exclusive and may well be supportive of 
each other by promoting leadership and sharing overhead costs of inputs and services. 
Moreover, these arguments affect only the degree r" relevance since both commercial and 
communal graziers should benefit from TGLP.. The fact is that at present the cattle post
owner'. only advantage over the smdler producers in communal areas is larger stock 
numb.:rs and more grazing land per head. Their management is much the same, with 
much more room for improvement; this requires controlled grazing and investment that 
can only follow upon some form of land reform, because whole tribal areas are impos
sible to manage as single units. 

Dealing with drought with TGLP in effect 
Asiuming that the farmers, syndicates, agricultural management associations, co

operatives, land boards and extension services, etc., are given time to get over the birth 
pangs of the TGLP before the next serious drought, the producers who have taken ad
vantage of the opportunities created by TGLP should be better off by virtue of: 

1) Ha ing better pasture and stock management both before and during the drought.
Obviously stock and pasture in good condition are better able to withstand the rigours of 
drought, but more than that, farmers without good facilities will be unable to introduce 
drought relief measures at short notice. For example, it is essential to be able to wean 
early so as to reduce the stress of milk production on lactating cows. Farmers with good 
weaner paddocks and well-practised methods of weaning will be best able to practise
progressive early weaning as the drought continues. 
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2) Being more accessible to extension advice and help. 
3) Being more commercially orientated and able to formulate and practise selective 

selling and agistment of the more susceptible animals, such as old empty and old pregnant 
femles, thus saving pasture and keeping the remaining herd in the best composition and 

condition to make a rapid post-drought recovery. 
4) Having access to more cash from sales and loans with which to purchase minerals and 

feed supplements. 
5) Having the management aids, such as firebreaks, fencing and good watering fa,:ilities, 

In view of the high costs of suppleto be able to reduce the stress on pasture and beast. 

mentary feeding it is essential to be able to segregate the herd in order to feed only
 
selected categories of stock, such as breeders three months either side of calving and
 
young stock up to eighteen months of age.
 

This paper is not a treatise on management for drought, so the above list cannot be very 
comprehensive or exhaustive. It is intended only as an illustration of some of the mea

sures%which can be invoked by enlightened and skilled management, provided it has the 

.iecessary control over land and capital. The TGLP is meant to make this possible for 

tribal producers in Botswana (Burns, 1971). 

The dangers 

Support for the concept of TGLP in the previous section depends on three implicit 
assumptions: 

1) That the next drought does not come too severely, too soon. 
2) That the farmers are properly prepared to practise sound mangement. 
3) That the Government does not allow the policy to fail by default. 

These assumptions remain to be proven. 

low to assure these assumpt'.ns 

As the previous section will have indicated, the correct response to drought invwlves 
one of the most tortuous decision trails in farming. In order to minimize his losss the 
farmer must first be prepared, which requires considerable foresight. Then he has to make 
a series of timely decisions contrary to the profit maximizing ones he is accustomed to 
making in normal and good years. Whether or not to sell off breeding stock, c .efully 
accumulated over years, is one of the many difficult decisions that have to be made in 
good time. The farmer may continue to Aope for rain beyond the time in which it still is 
possible to salvage much forage or cash from stock sales. A drought in the early years of 
TGLP might well exacerbate the difficulties farmers will already be enduring in adjusting 
to the new circumstances of confined grazing and development debts. It would not 
invalidate the Policy but it could be a serious setback requiring great understanding and 
careful remedial action. 

Even later on there is a danger that management will not be adequately enlightened. 
There is more than enough evidence from other parts of the world, as well as from certain 
ranches in Botswana, thai b;.dly run ranches can be the surest and most permanent means 
of degxadin2 rangeland (Botswana Society, 1971 ). The fact that ranchers will have access 
to the technology enabling them to save their cattle through drought could compound 
the pr blem because there will be no respite for the grazing. The TGLP was born in an 
atmosl here created by the easy technical and social solutions resulting from high priced 
beef, low fencing costs and the attractive prospect of moving the large cattle herds out of 
overstocked areas to unutilized grazing. The focus was on fencing as a panacea, with too 
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little attention paid to management. As the cost-price relationships changed, however,
and as it became apparent that the proportion of large herds and the amount of spare
grazing with reasonable water potcntial had been overestimated, the mood changed from 
ranch construction towards farmer training, much stronger extension services, supervised
credit and more rigorous planning. The concept of a super Ranch Development Corpora
tion (RANDEC) to construct ranches evolved into the comprehensive Second Livestock 
Development Project with built in training, evaluation and monitoring. It is essential that 
each component becomes fully effective and is not diverted to other uses and projects at 
the expense of the original, because each has a specific and important part to play in sup
porting TGLP. The various coordinating bodies will have to ensure that external pres
sures, particularly from donor agencies, do not lead to gaps and bottlenecks in the overall 
support for the people effected by TGLP. 

The move towards more comprehensive development policies remains sound, but there 
is an incipient danger that as still more problems are discovered, particularly in respect of 
the land-use rights of non-stockowners, there will be a tendency to shy away and treat 
decision-making with less urgency. With the evidently good pasture induced by the recent 
series of 'wct' years, increasing credence is being given to the idea that perhaps Botswana 
does not have an overstocking problem after all. If Government's bold attempt isreduced 
to the belated issuing of a few scattered leases and to the demarcation of only the odd 
communal grazing scheme, the TGLP will not only be irrelevant to drought but will also 
probably be irrelevant to development per se. Striking a balance between allowing ade
quate time for consultation and maintaining determination and direction is perhaps the 
most difficult task of all. 

Summary 
There can be no conclusion at this time about the relevance of the TGLP in a drought

prone environment because the TGLP is not a single definable entity. It is not a project. It 
has hardly begun and, though it may eventually cease to be discussed as a phenomenon, it 
has no closing date by which it must have reached specific targets. Since Botswana farn'ers 
have the same problems and aspirations as their counterparts in other countries, it ishigh
ly likely that they will adopt similar solutions which, on the basis of all known precedent,
implies farming manageable units with control over defined land areas accompanied by a 
move towards more sophisticated technology. If the TGLP continues to be a flexible 
democratic move in that direction it will be highly relevant to drought and development.

As a final illustration of the need for reform, the reader should consider the most widely
practised response to drought which is to move livestock to unaffected areas. At the 
present time Batswana producers cannot dispatch cattle freely around the country. They 
are limited by custom, logistics, information and communications. Their counterparts in 
America or Australia or even in the freehold ranching community in Botswana can rent 
grazing custom feed or sell immature feeder stock by negotiation and commercial con
tract with any other ranchers, graziers or feeders. Business experience and commerical 
law reduce the influence of custom and personal acquaintance to a minimum. At the 
present time a producer in drought-stricken Sehitwa, for example, would be hard pressed 
to deal with a maize farmer in the Barolong, yet they are close enough to be in the same 
state in Australian or US terms. If the TGLP and its component projects are successful, 
such dealings should be as common between tribal producers as they already are between 
Ghaazi, Molopo and Tub Block ranches. This stratification of the industry would be a 
good means of reducing risk and making optimum use of the resources. 
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BotswanaDrought Symposium 

Prevention of Long-Term Ecological Damage

in a Drought
 

by F.S. Alidi 

Introduction 

Botswana is a semi-arid environment and is therefore susceptible to drought. We have 
heard, from different speakers during this symposium, of a number of ways and means to 
combat the effects of drought in relation tc, our livestock industry, which presently com
prises about fifty-five percent of the country's economy. The rest comes from minerals. 

Characteristics of drought are normally associated with !ower rainfall, which results in 
less moisture for soil and plants. The affected sections in agriculture are crop production, 
animal production and water supplies to both plants and animals. There is also a shortage 
of water for industrial use during a drought. Domestic water supplies become low enough 
to require rationing, which has a tendency to encourage people to move to areas that are 
less affected. Drought is inevitable be it mild or severe, and there is no doubt that man 
does contribute to its effects. During years of steady rainfall which encourages good
growth of forage, multiplication of livestock and wild animal herds, and extension of cul
tivation to lands that would be better left in grass, man feels confident that all is well and 
pushes land use to its limits. This false confidence about the carrying capacity of land 
causes land abuse which makes drier spells seem like drought. 

One has only to look at the lands around urban centres and larger towns or villages in 
Botswana to see how devegetated they are. The effect of devegetation on the local water 
balance is most significant in that it is due not to climatic change but to man. Bare soil is 
less able to capture and absorb what rain does fall and there is a great deal of runoff. If 
the water is unable to soak into the soil, underground watcr and springs cannot be 
regenerated. Losses of the most fertile part of the soil occur because of soil erosion and 
lack of protective vegetation cover. Once the sods are depleted of organic matter and are 
structura".y destroyed, they lose the ability to retain moisture from one rainy season to 
the next. Consequently, the natural vegetation may give way to more hardy species,
while the loss of soil moisture and increased erosion reduce crop production in the lands 
areas. tfere we see an example where man lnself creates drought conditions, for no mat
ter how constant the rainfall of an area is, land abuse will change the soil and plant life to 
that normally associated with a drier climate. 

We know that drought can be temporary or long term, with serious effects on the en
vironment, affecting several years of vegetation and soil cover. Late rainfall in Botswana 
often causes panic, farmers' programmes are upset, and livestock and wild animals lose 
condition from lack of succulent forage at the time of the year when green grass should 
be abundant. Should the rains fail, then utter chaos is the order of the day. The large ani
mals eat every available blade of grass on the land until finally many starve to death. 
Crops fail to take root in the parched ground. The unplanted ploughed soil is lost by wind 
erosion. Veld fires also take their toll. Overgrazing and poor land-use practices all con
tribute to the chaos, more so in a country like Botswana whcie farming isdependent on 
precipitation. 

The title of this paper, "Prevention of Long-Term Ecological Damage in a Drought",
gives the impression that there are ready made solutions to the problem. If these existed 
then there would be no need to be unduly concerned with it. Nevertheless, a humble at
tempt ismade in this paper to point out a number of ways which could prevent long 
term ecological damage in a drought. 
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Education and drought prevention measures 

First and foremost i is necessary to educate the people. Traditionally a man is consid
ered wealthy if he has a large herd of cattle. Whether the land on which he grazes his herd 
is of poor quality and condition does not concern him unduly. There is also an attitude 
that, because drought dues strike from time to time, the more cattle one has the better 
the charces of at least some of them surviving; they become a form of 'drought insurance', 
as it were. Arguments have been put forward by ecologists c'i potential carrying capaci
ties and the need for destocking, but our people do not pay them heed. Government's 
launching of the Tribal Grazing Land Policy in 1975 is seen as one major means of edu
cating people about better management and proper land-use practices. It is important that 
they are taught ways and means of conserving natural resources. Until this conservation 
knowledge is frilly understood, there is, Iam afraid, very little that can prevent long-term 
ecological damage. 

The task before us is to. persuade people that large herds can be detrimental to the range
land. They must see the need for proper land management, both for crop and livestock 
production, the need for improved wildlife management, and the need for the proper use 
of scarce water resources. Our national herd probably numbers close to four million or 
more, due to the good calving season, esulting from good rains experienced over tilelast 
four years. To keep this herd intact .will need better rangeland management practices. 

Although we do expect droughts o occur from time to time, it is easy to forget all 
about them during years of good rainfall. The greatest need is to have some sort of a 
warning system or indicators that will enable us to monitor drought. Our meteorological 
data are sparse and inadequate. Most of the time they are used more for civil aviation than 
for crop production or water storage for irrigation. The need to set up a number of weath
er stations in this country is long overdue. Much emphasis is -ut on industrial develop
ment. Crops, wlich are a renewable resource, are not given top priority, thus agricultural 
development is lagging far behind. In water development programmes, data on weather 
are of vital importance. These give planners a guideline on how water can be used to its 
greatest advantage, be it in agricultural or industrial development. Trained personnel in 
meteor(log' are a prerequisite if acquisition of representative meteorology data and 
monitoring of the weather are to be carried out efficiently. Quality of data collected 
should iot be sacrificed for quantity. 

Agricultural and meteoro!ogical services should be integrated so that information or 
data collected from both fields can be used more appropriately for the benefit of the 
nation. Data so collected should be used promptly so that errors can be corrected rapid!y. 
The immediate use of agrometeorological data serves as an introduction to such systems. 
Production of maps and isolines for agricultural planners helps them to determine where 
to expect a fairly average agricultural crop production, and to identify areas or provinces 
likely to be affected by drought or flood. Boundaries should be drawn according to soil 
types or climate conditions. By combining agrometeorological services we may have an 
early warning system to combat drought. 

Measures that may help in the prevention of long-term ecological damage in a drought 
are thus as follows: 

1)To better train and educate agriculturalists and meteorologists, particularly with 
regard to water use. In a country with only 350-400 millimetres of rainfall per annum, 
intelligent and efficient usage is critical, especially in dry-land farming areas. 

2) T"o establish weather stations that will supply the country with weather reports and 
data to help in the development of water sources for agriculture and industry. 

3) To isistill ailunderstanding at the local level of some of the causes and effects of 
overgrazing, veld fires, devegetation of an area, lack of soil cover, lack of protection 
against wind and rainfall erosion, the characteristics of rainfall, etc. 
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TABLE I 

Botanical composition changes 
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4) To stabilize areas against further desert encroachment by planting hardier species and 
by avoiding the overexploitation of an area, which would result in slow or nol-existent 
regeneration. lardier species provide a vegetation canop) to combat runoff'. -rosion 
caused by water and wind carries away ;-;riiive substances illsoil particles and dust; this 
is most common around livestock watering points be they boreholes, small dams, or hafirs. 
Such watering points become nuclei lor tihe onset of desertitication because livestock 
owners are unwiiiing to control the size of' local herds or their access , - fle pastures 
surrounding tilewatering points. Reticulation of available water for livestock is one 
answer to avciding the deterioration of rangeland surrouilding the watering points. 

5) 'Todestock livestock and wildlife populations. This requires improved management 
by livestock and by nation large.,ivners tile at Reduction of herd sizes and effective 
management systems, including ini;roved livestock qua!ity, will indicate roughly what 
amounts of' tood an require- phyisiological mainteiance, for reproduction, foranimal I'o-
milk production, and for growth and fat storage. I1 time system is successful, then tile 
benefits so realized will result in valuable livestock products, which may be passed on to 
tile for an immediate profit. I lerd reduction of both livestock and wildlife canconsumer 
only be beneficial iteveryone involved und rstands the reasoits for it and realizes the 
opportunities management systems ofler for the bctterment of life. 

6) Improed farming methods for crop productiom. This is essential if the spread of 
desertification is to be arrested. Agricultural crop production is not only necessary for 
food, enipioyment, and rural income, it is also essential ltr halting the spr,-ad of'cultiva
tiun otf in goodpasturelands which should be reserved for controlled grazing, to keep them 
condition for drought emergency grazing. Cultivation of land should be done using 
ecologically sound techniques in continuous cropping, crop rotation, water conservation, 
animal manures, green manures, and, where moisture permi:s, application of chemical 
fertilizers. Such sustainable dry-land farming techniques have been developed and proven 
effective in other countries. 

Agroccology 

Botswana can roughly be divided into seven mappable ecological zones, viz: 

I ) Semi-intensive mixed farming. 
2) Semi-intensive stock farming. 
3) Semi-extensive stock farming. 
4) Lxtensive st ,zk farming. 
5) Marginal non-agricultaral land. 
6) Okavango-.Makgadikgadi drainage complex. 
7) Game parks and reserves. 

The Range Lcolojgy Section of the Division of Land Utilization, Ministry of Agriculture, 
as a result oft tilenational concern over rangeland deterioration in parts of Botswana, 
embarked )n a number of projects, such as range monitoring, carrying capacity evalua
tion, range succession. veld fires, range condition and range rehabilitation. Their findbigs 
are as follows. 

1)Range monitoring: Fromn the first three years of operating the Range Monitoring 
System in Botswana, it appears that range condition has generally improved. This is be
cause of a reduction in annual grasses and forbs, an increase in the basal cover of the 
lower layer and a constant deisity of perennial grasses. The only disadvantageous factor 
would appear to be the increase of weedy species. 

2) Carrying capacity evaluation: Based upon the iformation available from APRU 
work, from private farms, from experience elsewhere in Africa and from the rainfall, a 
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preliminary carrying capacity map was produced. This was updated later in light o ex
perience gained taking into account environmental factors such as evaporat on, slope, soil 
type, proportion of trees or shrubs and composition of the grass layer. Ii.1. Field, in a 
booklet pat out by the Division of Land .Jtilization called Potential Carriag Capacity of 
Fange Land in Botswana. points out that rainfall has proven to be the primary factor af
fecting the carrying capacity of rangeland. 

3) Range succession: One example of primary succession and two examples of secon
dar-y succession have been studied in an attempt to determine the state of laneland. A 
survey of operational boreholes in the Kweneng District was carrird out to assess range
land conditions at varying distances from the water source. A.; area which had been 
scraped clean of vegetation was studied for its rate of recovery and plant repopulation 
Non-operational boreholes art also being surveyed to assess their rate and form of 
recovery after livestock have ceased intensive grazing. Current findings portray a rather 
favourable picti're in that boreh:les that have been rested fur a period of three years 
have good grasses growing up to the borehole itself. The work is still continuing. 

4) Veld Fires: The occurrence of veld fires was mapped in 1975, using satellite imagery. 
This showed that about ten percent of' the country had been affected (60 000 square 
kilometres) and d • the amount of fodder destroyed would be sufficient to carry some 
750 000 cattle thr. 1Ii a normal dry season. 

It is evident that rational land-use plans for the whole country should be created after 
the ecological work has been carried out. The public must be made aware that they can 
only benefit from improved management systems. The ecology of Botswana is very dell. 
cate and thus requires careful management, i.e., improved crop production methods, im
proved livestock management systems, improved game management systems. If the pres
ent habitats are utilized rationally anid areas reserved for use either in an emergency or in 
the future, as the need arises, we will find our resources less damaged during drought and 
recover) rates more rapid. 

Conclusion 

The Symposium has made us more aware of the characteristics and constitution of 
drought, and the role of man and nature i.n it. Drought may be meteorological or agri
cultural but its intensity is accelerated by excessive use of water, overgrazing, less pro
duction and poor land-use practices. To prevent long term ecological damage from it, 
land-use practices must he mcdernized for the benefit of everyone. A provisional national 
meteorological service should )e established to collect and communicate data for all 
sectors. Agricultural metcor'!ogy must be standardized to be more useful, particularly to 
research. Agricultural exper-mental stations should research weather and crop yields and 
correlate their value. The use o fertihizers ought to be xtended to dry-land farming as 
well as to irrigatio:i schemes. S)nctimes irrigation iter:eres with attempts to study rain
fall eftects om unpro ctjproduction. I his is because experiments are confined to smaller 
plots which are not ettecti c and only represent a small particular size. v'ields from ex
perimertal stations arc not representative ot peasant farmig, as they arc conducted with 
technolt.gy una%ailable t,peasant ,ar r crs. Perhaps the occurrenice of drouglt once in a 
while is healthy and bcneficial t,the weliare ,fmarl, for it must surely hae advantages 
that are as .-et un:reasurcd. 

So tar %xcha-,c lo ,ked ,,ily )roughtat the destructive aspects ass:ciated with drought. 
could perhaps be prc~ented by tdie application of the urrodern techniques of cloud-seeding 
to stimulate precipitation, al'hough such artificial rainmaking is costly. I.xpertnincnts have 
been successlull, carried o)ut in various countries iin some cases snow fell. ini others, rain. 
But all these trials only open up possibilities ot modifying rainfall. One would require 
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large-scale operations using ground based generators to spread silver iodide into the air 
and hope the iodide met the supercooled cumulus clouds. The fact remains that over
grazing and overexploitation of our natural resources, not rainfall deficiency, are the main 
causes of drought. 
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General Discussion 

Continuing with the theme of agriculture and drought, N.G. Buck (Min. of Agriculture) 
discussed beef cattle production research in Botswana and its relevance to drought condi
tions. R.R. Von Kaufmann (International Livestock Centre for Afiica) then elaborated on 
" .- Tribal Grazing Land Policy's relevance in a drought-prone environment. Finally, F. 
.'aidi (Min. of Agriculture) commented on the prevention of long-term ecological damage 
from drought. 

Pratchett opened the discussion by asking if it was correct that Botswana now has 
approximately three million cattle on 500 000 square kilometres of land, or about six
teen hectares per beast. When Ward affirmed thUs, Cooke then enquired if this was not 
excessive in terms of present management practices. Buck pointed out that with TGLP 
it would not be excessive, since farmers would then have to learn how to manage their 
resources better, being confined to a fenced area of pasture. Siberbauer thought it highly 
questionable that fencing would affect management practices, pointing out that this had 
hardly been the case in the .,hanizi ranches. lie wondered whether Go eminent was pre
pared to enforce better manag-ment (i.e., to take leases away from cattle owners who 
allowed their land to be overgrazed after leasing and fencing had taken effect. The ques
tion was not answered. 

Returning to the question of overstocking, Sandford asked whether it was reasonable 
strategy to have three to four million cattle in an inherently unstable environment. Per
haps it would be better to follow a conser-ative rather than an opportunistic, strategy, 
keeping numbers down in expectation of drought. Buck felt that the opportunistic 
polcy could be followed as long as rapid response was possible (i.e., quick communica
tion of impending drought, fast transport and marketing of surplus, and so forth). Of 
course, this would largely depend on the abattoir's capacity to handle the load. P-cause 
Government would prnbably be unable to control stocking rates, meaning that it would 
basically have to find ways of coping with an opportunistic strategy, Sandford con"-dered 
the problem more complicated than that. Buck countered by pointing out that, in the 
first place, droughts are rarely national in scope, and, secondly, that TGLP will lead to a 
more stable farming situation. 

Although the range situation seems to be improving, Field said th.t the only measures 
taken have been from farms under (overnment manasernent, where conditions ate bound 
to be better than averagc. In addition, small 'bumps' in the downward trew:.' of range 
c,.,;diti,,ii ma be fs, ling us. IIe also said that very little attention is being paid to main
taming J reserve 'gene pool' of better types of' grasses with which to reseed overgrazed 
areas during a recovery phase. 11such a source of good grass types was avaiJable near to 
these areas, they could recover within five years after the removal of cattle. Leach thought 
that while (povernment may have taker: tie opportunistic strategy, more tune should be 
deoted to planning around the current Ntrategy than to worrying about which one is best. 
.is Skarpe (Mn. of Agriculture) remarked that tile consequences of overgrazing are 
longer.terni than previously indicated, noting that some parts of north-eastc rn Biotswana 
have not ) et recovered at ter a decade of protection. Mr Seitshiro said that the borehole in 
the speaker'*s example was atypical. the critical factors, not taken into consideration, are 
cattle numbers and the length of time land was grazed before being allowed to recover. 
Gro-,e commented that IBotswaua is facing a situation where either there will be a 
disasirous drought w-thin the next four to five years or, it there is no drought, the cattle 
Population will have increased to six million. 

Kache expressed her fear that traditional responses to drought are being overlooked in 
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planning. Government has been concentrating on environmental and economic issues, pos
sibly to the detriment of the social aspects of drought stress situations. She felt that the 
TGLP represents a dangerous departure from traditional practice, which might exacerbate 
a drought situation for many people. Buck urged her to have more faith in the adaptabil
ity of the Batswana to economic and social change, which they have been undergoing for 
the last seventy years in response to education, radio, new employment opportunities and 
so forth. Kache, however, felt that Buck overestimated the extent of change in tie Tswana 
culture; she doubted that change of the magnitude of the TGLP would be easy for people 
to assimilate. Von Kaufmann was afraid she haC 'nsuiiderstood the implications of what 
he and other speakers had said. The change he iad re".!rred to dealt with farming prac
tices, such as encouraging those living far from the albattoir to concentrate on breeding 
cattle, while those nearby concentrated on fattening. 

Ford's paper tried to outline ways in which the traditional wisdom and ways of doing 
things could be integrated with new technology, he thought that if such links were 
established Kache's fears would be groundless. 

Returning to the TGLP's relevan,e to cattle overpopulation, Field thought that the 
programme would enable the country to support more cattle than it has at present, and 
wondered if this Symposium would endorse it. Pratchett opposed this suggestion, saying 
that in reality the TGLP has not yet been implemented. Botswana evidently does have 
too many cattle at present, which will increase the impact of any drought in the near 
future.
 

Finally, Wrigley brought the discussion round to national policy, a subject Chairman 
Cooke had encouraged throughout. lie asked whether it was possible to make a sensible 
analysis unless the objectives were clearly defined-to sell or to keep in times of drought. 
Research done in the Southe n District indicated, according to Odell, that fencing would 
not actually limit stock numbers in the country as a whole. TGLP was conceived as a 
plan to reduce overstocking in the communal areas by moving big herds of large owners 
to commercial areas away from villages. Yet research indicated that owners intended to 
return cattle to communal areas in mafisa relationships once stocking limits had been 
reached on the commercial ranches. fe also pointed out that fencing was not seen as an 
economical proposition by most cattle owners. Instead of looking to fencing, he felt 
concentration should focus on improving management, especially in communal areas 
where it was most difficult and most needed. Von Kaufmann and Devitt had both com
mented that the following were necessary to drought-proof the livestock industry: in
creased offtake, transport, marketing and sales; earlier weaning; preservation of pasture; 
increased access to exte 2sion services; increased access to cash and credit; improvement 
of rangeland manageme. t. Many of these are included in the TGLP. For the livestock 
industry, then, T(UI is perhaps a good form of drought-proofing, despite its high risk of 
failure if drought hits too soon or too severely, if ranchers lack the necessary foresight an(i 
commitment to it,(.it(,overnment defaults on the programme. lie recommended that 
serious planning be initiated at the village, district and national levels to drought-proof 
Botswana, after %hich the Ur'.LP will follow naturally. 

Roder c,,mmented that people usually favour an opportunistic stratgy because they 
think more a out short-term gains than about future uncertainty, lie was pessimistic 
about the possibility of persuading people to follow management strategies not tied to 
rapid payo.f, even though the long-range consequences would be better. Botswana will 
require a far greater abattoir capacity to deal with an opportunistic 'sell' policy. In the 
mid-sixties drought. it was estimated that thirteen to eighteen pc-cent of the national herd 
was sold. %,ard'sestimate of abattoir capacity is 400 000 head per year, maximum. This 
represents wnly eleven percent of the present herd. In the 1980's a capacity of I to 1,5 
million cattle per year will probably be required, or roughly twenty-five percent of the 
national herd, itcattle are not to die unprofit.,bl, as they did in the 1960's. What is Gov
ernment's policy on this going to be? 
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Botswana Drought 5ymnposium 

A Future Strategy for Botswana 

by P.O. Molosi 

Judging from past experience it would be unwise for the Botswana Government to 
perpetuate the type uf ad hoc action which was characteristic of the pre-independence 
era. Planning must app!y across the board to incorporate the natural disaste.rs, including 
drought. There is no doubt that Government is fully aware of the need for and prepared 
to develop a long-term strategy to relieve the effects of drought in a coordinated and 
systematic manner. As evidence, His Honour the Vice President, when addressing this 
Symposium, stated, "Common-sense must tell us that such good times cannot last in
definitely and that another drought must come sooner or later. Government is aware of 
this threat and concrete steps are being taken to prepare for it." This political assurance 
from Government paves the ,ray for relevant and guided action; it also facilitates develop
ment planning, implementaion and the creation of the necessary institutional network 
alleviating drought. 

I must emphasize here alleviation rather than elimination, because the latter is an im
possible task in the foreseeable future. It is also important to recognize that drought is 
not the only natuial disaster or priority which must be subjected to contingency planning. 
At the same time we should realize that Government action is limited to providing the 
necessary infrastructure, delivery of public services, provision of technical assistance and 
promotion of the development of the social infrastructure of the economy. Government 
cannot be expected to make decisions for private households or private enterprise. It is 
important to realize this because it relates closely to the fundamental question of 
people'i attitudes, beliefs and judgements, whose interaction isinevitably critical wherever 
and whenever socioeconomic cl ange is to take place. Any effective planning and imple
mentation of drought relief in Botswana must take this into account. Otherwise, what 
appears attractive and sound on paper will prove useless and senseless in practice. 

The actual strategy adopted must be action-oriented and ivolve both flexible and 
clearly defined element: in order to accommodate the complexity and diversity of the 
environment. Because of the varied causes and effects of drought this approach appears 
to be appropriate, especially at the initial stages of the process. Drought relief must take 
cognizance of the different but related institutions involved in the process. Not all of the 
ten administrauve districts of Botswana are environmentIly the same. The strategy 
adopted must therelore incorporate these differ nces to cover all contingencies which 
may occur. At the same time, asystem of' reporting about and responding to drought must 
be developed and maintained which isclear and comprehensible to all concerned. 

It must be clear trom the beginning with which population groups in the country the 
strategy is designed to deal, those on tribal lands, comprising seventy-one percent of the 
population. those in the rural areas, forming more than eighty-six percent; those who 
own cattle and constitute eighty-eight percent of the population; or perhaps others. (The 
traditional sector cattle population was 2 618 600 in 1976 estimates.) It is interesting to 
note that in 1957 there were 1 188 000 cattle in the traditional sector and 362 880 
cattle in the freehold farming areas of Botswana. In 19'/6, there were an estimated 
2 618 600 cattle (eighty-eight percent) in the traditional sector as compared to 370 000 
(twelve percent) in the freehold sector. These figures raise several questions and implica
tions for the proposed drought strategy. In numerical terms the freehold cattle population 
remained almost constant because it increased by only 7 120 between 1957 and 1976. On 
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the other hand the number of cattle in the traditional sector increased by a significant 
1430 600 during this period. The interpretation of these figures introduces tile question 
of management and marketing, which in my view is the principal variable of some of tile 
assumptions and conclusions likely to be made. 

The basic strategy for development will be related closely to some, he reconimenda
tions proposed in the Sandford Consultancy Report of 1977. I would strongly suggest 
that those who have not read it should do so for further information. The report was set 
in a fairly general framework and stressed, iater a/ia. the need for improved communica
tions between Central Government and the districts. In addition it recommended both the 
'keep' policy and the 'kill' (sell) policy, with more emphasis on the latter. Unfortunately 
in the short-term both policies are difficult to implement, primarily because of the prob
lems with the present marketing system (both nationally and internationally) and with 
internal socioeconomics. To substantiate this statement let me cite the recent outbreak of 
foot-and-mouth disease, which nullified die viability of the 'kill' policy under the present 
circumstances. 

The 'keep' policy may present its own problems. For example, poverty losses in 1960, 
1961, 1964 and 1965 were about 11 300, 25 000, 39 000 and 400 000, respectively 
(veterinary records), excluding deaths from other causes which may add significantly to 
stock losses, especially during drought years. The total number of cattle losses in 1965 
(400 000 head) was more than twice the total number of cattle (170 731) in the whole of 
the Palapye Veterinary District in 1964, or almost four times the total number (103 737) 
of the Gaborone (including Kgadeng) Veterinary District in 1961. 

Cattle deaths from causes other than poverty may distort or worsen stock losses during 
the drought. An example of such stock losses isgiven below: 

Causal 
Disease 1960 1961 

Calf Paratyphoid 6 970 5 263 
Accidents 1689 1488 
Unknown 6 502 5 081 
Vermin 5 045 4 181 
Botulism 2 720 1 601 
B,..ckquarter 2 570 1 000 

(Quarter Evil) 27 446 20475 

Here again, improved management has an important role during drought. In 1973, for 
example the Veterinary Department distributed about 250 000 of Vitamin A/D/E (Vet. 
Circular No. 22 of 1973) to }-rancistown, Palapye, Serowe, Mahalapye, Mochudi, 
Molepolole, Gaborone, Kanyc and Maun. If stockowners are receptive to the advice of the 
Ministry if Agricu:'ure, some of the past heavy stock losses cn be avoided, especially 
during shorter periods of drought. 

Both cattle and people should be the ultimate bencticiarics of any strategy. Obviously 
their requisites are different, though complementary. For example, a recently initiated 
consultar :y in the Ministry of Agriculture is looking at alternatives to teed lots for keep
ing cattle alive during a druglit. Marketing studies are also being conducted on the best 
means ftor increasing ccttake during a drought in a manner equitable to all cattle owners, 
not merely those close t, l.obatsc. But these concerns are very different from ensuring 
that all liatswana have adequate food and water during a drought. This involves questions 
of administrative support as well as price controls and work programmes for food, just to 
mention a few. rhe point is that this task is very complicated. Were it not for the diversity 
of the districts, Central (,overnment could readily devise properly planned organiLational 
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structures to facilitate interaction between itself and the districts during drought. That 
which works for the Southern District, however, may be hopeless for the Ngamiland
District. Although it takes time, the involvement and participation of rural people and 
others concerned is critical to the success of any plans. 

What Government has done since receiving the Sandford Report includes the following: 
I) Obtaining district recommendations on optimal drought strategies for their areas. 
2) Organizing Central Government Committees to examine the logistics of responding 

to various drought scenarios. 
3) Initiating further in-depth technical studies on critical areas such as livestock market

ing. 

Considerable efforts were made during the second part of last year (1977) to com
mence the preparation of a national drougJt rel.ef plan. These efforts slackened off when 
it became clear that there would be no drought in 1978. Our administrative capacity was 
taken up with other things, so it seemed best to wait until after this Symposium and the 
commencement of the consultancy before reactivating the drought relief planning pro
cess. 

This Symposium has provided a lot of useful input in the form of ideas and experiences 
on a wide variety ot topics relating to drought. The next move is to pull all the pieces to
gether into an action plan leading into the development of an operational drought relief 
programme by the end of this ycr. 
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General Discussion 

The final paper for discussion came from P. Molosi (Ministry of Finance and Develop
ment Planning) and dealt with Botswana's future drought strategy. Some interesting 
debate resulted, opened by comments from Hudson on the imbalance in planning between 
the crop sector and the cattle sector. 

He felt that crop farmers, who outnumber cattle owners but tend to be poorer than 
them, will be helped by the proposed Arable Lands Development Programme (ALDEP) 
but would benefit equally from attention to prices. Although the Botswana Agricultural 
Marketing Board (BAMB) paid five percent more in 1977 and will pay up to ten percent 
more than South Africa in 1978 for some crops, he felt that Government's price policies 
are still not competitive w'vth world prices. Botswana is capable of far greater production 
than it has, and low prices only discourage farmers from reaching this capacity. Higher 
prices could create the surpluses needed for a drought reserve. Molosi agreed that the 
pricing policy might not have been aggressive enough, but feared that much higher prices 
might bankrupt BA.IB, which is still very young. Government is now in a position, how
ever, to begin seeking solutions to such problems. 

M.i Modukanela also saw a need to intensify the campaign for arable cultivation, lie felt 
that many farmers who own cattle earn nothing from breeding and selling them, but use 
them largely for ploughing. In 1972 and 1977 crop yields went down for no apparent 
reason, since conditions were good. lie believed the actual reason was that people tend 
not to plough as much when they still have surplus from the previous year. Molosi 
pointed out that Government cannot make the householder's decisions for him. The rural 
population must change its attitudes towards traditional agricultural practices if progress 
is to be made. Chairman Silitshena commented on the implication that incentives should 
be given to farmers to produce even when they had had good crops the previous year. 
Molosi replied that ALDEP, developed as a sister programme to the TGLP, would try to 
shift this emphasis on subsistence ploughing by encouraging the crops sector. 

Is respc,'sibility for overall national drought strategy now firmly located in one ministry 
or centr: nit? asked Sandford. The reply was that an interministerial coordinating com
mittee h -en established, with subcommittees responsible for agricultural and human 
relief in t. 'inistry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Local Government and Lands, 
respectivel) ich confirmed that the committee still functioned, but said that until a 
policy and p .amme had been produced, and its recommendations accepted by Govern
ment, it was premature to set up a permanent structure. 

On the tax system, Kache considered it unfair on the small cattle holder who has barely 
enough beasts to keep him alive, yet is taxed on his holding and not on his earning. Un
like the large cattle owner, he is unable to sell to obtain money, even for tax. Ward 
rerrunded particii.ants that until censuses were begun, the best means of assessing the 
cattle population was by counting the number of empty anthrax bottles after a campaign. 
Once people learned that cattle were being counted they began to hide them and the 
number count dropped. fie argued that increased cattle taxation would deter vaccination 
and could create a disease reservoir. In principle, however, a more equitable system of 
cattle taxation is needed. Molosi also felt there is a danger that the tax collector will be 
more successful at netting the small man who is c'osc at hand than the large owner hidden 
away in the bush. For clarification, Hudson said that Local Government tax assumes in
come of PIO per year, tax is assessed on this income on a sliding scale, reaching a maxi
mum at 96 head. Anyone owning this number or more pays the same amount -1184 per 
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annum. Molod added that if the national income tax was collected properly some of the 
inequities of Local Government tax would dissolve. It was Hudson's estimate that only 
one out of every eight farmers eligible actually pays L"ome tax. 

Kreysler argued with Molosi that Government does tend to make decisions for the 
poorer rural dwellers by fixing prices and controlling activities. Often the poor cannot 
afford to attend meetings where decisions are being made. fie felt there should be a 
monitoring programme to assess just how much influence the poor do have in decision 
making. Molosi pointed out that this almost always involves economic or political power
which is partly why the developed countries, after the war, recognized the need to help
the developing world. He also felt that people will generally use this economic and 
political power at the expense of many.

White enquired about the social costs of removing large herds under the TGLP, since 
this would deprive people in communal areas of mafisa cattle, milk, meat and draught 
power. Molosi agreed that abig change of this sort would cause some social disruption but 
he could not predict how extensive these would be. Kache commented that good govern
ments are aware that such disruption takes place with development and she wondered 
what this Government is actually doing to help the people. Discussion of the TGLP en. 
sued, with Molosi pointing out that it is designed to help both rich and poor by taking
the rich out of existing areas, thereby leaving more space and facilities for the poor. He 
admitted that this might not work completely equitably, but stated that the programme
is justified by existing circumstances and can be carefully watched to assess its develop
ment. In the long term it should reduc: overstocking and v Id deterioration. Small rents 
will be charged in the commercial areas to develop the communal areas. The Chairman 
recalled Odell's point that stock increases in commercial areas would be channelled back 
into communal areas, and asked if it was possible to ensure that small farmers really do 
benefit from the removal of large owners' cattle. Government does not intend to tamper
with the mafisa system, which is a form of social security, said Molosi. If cattle are re
turned to mafisa relationships this will help develop the small holder. 

Mr Midgely (Witwatersrand University) pointed out that drought meant lack of water as 
well as lack of rain, so that storage facilities should be developed, lie enquired about the 
strategy for controlling water for irrigation and cited the Limpopo and its tributaries,
which are near to arable land and to the areas of the densest population that will require
food in drought periods. Molosi remarked that an irrigation scheme can only work when 
people are willing to develop it, which, so far, they have not been. Midgely argued that 
food-for.work could be used to get them to construct irrigation works themselves, but 
since it takes twenty years to make an irrigation farmer, this ought to be done soon. 
Molosi felt the whole question required careful consideration;perhaps state demonstration 
farms would make a good start. 

Saunders agreed with Odell on the likelihood of cattle being returned to communal 
areas and thought a management plan, giving range management advice, essential for these 
areas. lie asked how far Government had gone in preparing guidelines for these areas, to 
which Molosi replied that, while projects are being prepared, little has been achieved so 
far. There is a gap between intention and practice and long delays in the commercial 
areas. 

Buck asked if there were any similarities between droughts of the Sahel and Botswana, 
to which Rijks replied that, while he had had only three days to look at Botswana, he 
thought there were many sinilaritics. In the Sahel, for instance, there had been asteady
increase in population and cattle numbers, all of which put extra pressure on the soil. 
Inhabitants, receiving cash from the sale of groundnuts, cattle, etc., slowly ate up the 
*buffer zone'. In the Sahel some monitoring takes place, while in Botswana there is none, 
so Government here has little or no idea of what is actually happening. Both areas have 
problems of distance which can only be solved through better communications. Only 
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through the awareness of what is occurring :an appropriate action be taken in good 
enough time to prevent the catastrophes wb:ch occurred in the Sahel and in Botswana 
during the last drought. Wetherell said hc had found farmer-based monitoring systems 
useful and reliable- .ie asked whether Molosi found this a useful approach, and if so, what 
methods he wuuld propose to use. Believing in the use of locally available resources, the 
latter did think this a good approach but said that Government had not yet given thought 
to methodology, though some mechanisms may already exist. 

Grove stressed a significant point, that the 1968-74 Sahel drought was not a new 
phenomenon; there had been a similar one in 1913. A paper he gave for a desertification 
conference in Addis Ababa in 1971 had suggested that the Sahel should expect a drought. 
The very next year they were in the middle of it, and as a result he was considered some
thing ot a prophet. In essence, then, droughts recur, and almost certainly there will be 
another in Botswana in the 1980"s. Now is the time to prepare for it. lie pointed out that 
economists prefer not to spend money on projects that appear to have less return than 
others. If the cattle population expands to six million head before the drought strikes, 
stock losses could cost the country P100 million. Once drought strikes, it is almost inpos
sible for economists to think clearly because all values suddenly change. It would be 
better to spend the money and act now to avert loss than to wait for the holocaust. There 
was no official reply. 

Ford suggested that one of the features leading up to the Sahel drought was lack of 
awareness of gradual changes. lIe suggested involving school children and others in a very 
general monitoring programme. Molosi asked Ford how he related this to general decision
making by farmers and the latter replied that a general awareness of what is happening 
equips them better to make their own decisions. Molosi commented that Ford was 
advocating in ditferent words what he himself had propounded: the need to instil new 
management techniques in the rural population. 

Bekure agreed that economists could not attach value to human life, but thought the) 
could give some indication whether investments to deal with drought were justified. 
People concerned with drought a-! often psychologically affected by it, wanting to do 
everything at once. Rather than build a huge slaughterhouse for an event that occurs 
every thirty years, people should be encouraged to sell stock as soon as they are ready 
for market. 

Odell reminded paiticipants cf the studies conducted on mafisa and its commercializa
tion. Preliminary investigations show that Ncojane cattle owners moving to commercial 
ranches still leave small herds in their villages, so that kinship ties irvolved in mafisa 
relationships are unlikely to break down with commercialization. This may help to bring 
the small owner's herd up to the critical level in drought. lIe mentioned Flaaland's work, 
which shows that a local tax system is essential in controlling cattle numbers. Work by 
Crotty suggested that it was also necessary to the redistribution of cattle wealth, lie then 
asked if Molosi saw any connection between the problems of overstocking, maldistribu
tion and a poor Local iovcrnment tax system. Molosi said that while mafisa, as a prac
tical problem, has advantages and disadvantages which can be assessed, taxation, with its 
theoretical aims of distribution, etc.. is much more difficult. Unless one accepts them 
both as practical propositions, they are almost impossible to relate. 

The chairman thanked all participants for an interesting discussion and closed the 
session. 
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Summation Speech 

by Stephen Sandford 

Mr Acting President, Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: this speech cannot be a full 
or clear record of this meeting. It is intended merely to highlight the main themes as they 
appeared to me to einerge, and to try to show their relevance to drought contingency 
planning and relief in ilotswana. Inevitably the result will be eclectic, idiosyncratic, and 
occasionally rather acid, because too much of this speech was written between midnight 
and dawn this morning. 

I am not going to resist the temptation to abuse my position as the last speaker. Before 
getting on with the main topic, I would like to comment on what a remarkable institution 
the Botswana Society is, with its open meetings, where matters of great and current 
relevance and importance are discussed so freely and frankly between Government and 
other people in Botswana. This has been a most unusual :rfie% of meetings which I doubt 
is paralleled anywhere else in Africa. The resalts, I am sure. will be useful not only to the 
participants and to the Government of Botswana, but also and I know this because I 
have frequently used material from previous symposia in my work to people outside. 

M.ly fellow invitees from abroad have requested me to say how grateful we all are to 
those who organized this Symposium a,;i. who invited us to attend: that is, the Govern. 
ment of Botswana, the Lnited States Government, (lark University, l)e Beers Botswana, 
the British Council, and above all, the Botswana Society. We thank you for inviting tict,, 
participate, for taking such good care of us during our stay, and particularly for providing 
such a splendid field trip before the Symposium itself began. We have learned alot, and we 
hope we, too, have contributed to what you have learned. 

It is not possible to mention all the important points raised or to acknowledge all of the 
contributions upon which this speech is based, sonie of which were in fact made outside 
the hall in private conversations. Our discussions could be analyzed in many different 
ways, but because simplicity is necessary here I am going to divide them into three main 
themes: (I ) the causes and effects of' drought, (2) prediction, warning, and information 
on drough., dnd (3) prevention and alleviation of drought. What follows will come under 
these three main groupings. 

Causes and effects 

On the causes and effects of drought there were many papers: by Sandford, Grove, 
Cooke, Verstappen, and Prah, largely on causes; and by Iiitchcock, Devitt, Wetherell, and 
Jones on its effects. Many other papers and comments from the floor, of course, also 
touched on these things. On the whole, concerning causes, we adopted a fairly traditional, 
orthodox, environmentalist approach. Drought, we thought, is caused by excess pressure 
on natural resources, coupled with fluctuations in the amount and timing of rainfall. 
There does not seem to be much evidence for current climatic change, either for better or 
for worse, although this may be a period of greater uncertainty. Whatever happens ". the 
averages, greater uncertainty will tend to mean more occasions on which resources are 
inadequate for the demands put upon them and therefore more droughts. We thought 
that excessive pressure on resources was caused by growing hunan and livestock popula
tions, by poor land management, and by increasing demands from other sources. 

We flirted also with the new orthodoxy, in papers by Grove, Wetherell, and Prah, that 
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,.0il ::.utiu:de. Itut'rt traied is mevitabe. 

( a:.."... " . ;N.: ::.u .: ::c .u are woriused and"::.:. . :;j . drouc:t otteti 

,, t-,a t utI,".." e . ...... c Ii -tit disease. %%e must 
inc vuidits and If at.s '*** " . i..:. .s ! :I,,::::. i tt t.tJ:c plans should be 

p :" +. . s a::. I). t: tl ar. :icused jur attettion, ' J ..-.- " 	 on tie need 
S . .l .:ji. 2: d ,;:-pa'c peulIjarly susc+ptible to drought and liktly tou 

... :e!d :: . 'ereii that tld: arease e.c . .a: ;'. , tot.'d driest may not be the tmtost 
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drought-prone. D'evitt said that groups with the most potential'y stable ecological niche 
may suffer most in a drought when others squecze them out of it. Jones reminded us, as 
did several others in the final session, thiat we must not become obsessed by livestock;
various other people drew attention t', other vulnerable groups. There was an interesting
series t)f exchinces Wednesday ,n the problemnt" the temirporarily destitute. The distribi -
tion ofi drouglt and its ill eff'ects has geographical, ethnic, occupatioril, sectorial, social 
class, age. and sex drrnrsitins, all otf which intst be taken into account. (once, .3tioii 
sh ,tuld ftocut ()n the illost Importalnt arid urgent iot merely on the rnost interesting and 

Predictiun. v.arning and information 

I. !t ,w turn ti, tire sc.'ord i!tJl) ()I thtrnes. (#()I)d papers came trun (.duke, Tyson,
Rrjks. l.ee. ard Masaya ahut prediction warning, ani climatic information. Kreysler,
Ad%.anI Iord. in particular, talked ahbiut ,other sorts of inftormation. The weathermen 
chiatol(ists Acre for the rriuit part humble about their ability to make really useul 
and accurate predictims. l)ebate om this grurop if theri-.s basically acquired three dimen-

IpIWhat I, 'Ie ,nherent usetulrress it the information we ct)llect"
2% \hat .-t f(r and restiurces, in.udr' c. tnUng administrative energy and commit

":en-. h.:! e ve n it) its ci,.llectrorl arid processing
3 1 ' hat use can actuall, be irade (,I the irforrnatir after cohrection aid processing, 

as ,ppised to what use could in theo ry he made ,f it' 

Perhaps I couid ,llustra"! tlis last point by observing that mny report on drought, sub
mitted eighteen months ago. had rot been read as of yesterday by die person who pre
pared and presented te paper for that se,-tio of government roost influential in getting
i: cmimissimed in the first place. flhere are real problems .n getting informatiotn ito the 
hands .it the pci.ple who need ir 

t" ysunms t.eit -year c. e arid Lee's deiiontintorns of how tt) build up a sophisticated,
vast and ,,pc'rple\ droudit watch system frrom extrcniely simple arid inexpensive origins

w;:,ch ame useful i 31l these stages, were p.-.bably the most striking to most participants.

A spiendid exchange betveen two coilcague; ; otr Australia remin led us that drought

watch rnfi ilation systems controlled b) farn'ers can becume, in time, loudspeakers

demanding governr :ent relief. While infrrratiori and participation from local farmers is
 
iTmprtant to -n etticien; drought watch system, one must recognize that, as they discovc
 
thier importance t,, it, farmers may 
also learn to alter the mphasis of information givei,

and to dictate values to suit the., needs. Tus apparently happened both in Australia arid
 
in India.
 

Prevention and alleviation 

The third group of themes relates to the prevention and alleviation of drought. There 
were some interesting discussions on exploiiative strate[ies in semi-arid areas, which 
tended to dilustrate aptly the principle that the esoteric and noisy crowds out the merely
imp,)rtant. The stage was set by Brian \filson's ,jotnote that money is easier to store than 
eater. Sdberbauer's paper on (, % hunter-gatherers" group formation, dissipation, and 
;ocial hibernation developed the theme further. With a conjuring trick involving insects, 
Sandford ended up during the discussi.n with three mutually exclusive poli tes: conser
vative, opporturustic or tracking, arid merely foolish. 

Actually, we reed to come down this ladder, wl,-h reaches into the upper realms of 
socdobiology, and remember a few rather simple facts: Botswana has a crops sector, 
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hunter-gatherer se.,oor, a mineral sector. a livestock sector, and a services sector. Sonie 

individuals straddle two,. three., or een four o1 these. Appropriate exploitative strategies 

Must encompass each ol these areas and nlt just the olle for livestock. Although sone 

pastoral societies, as I pointed out yesterday, appear from their livestock activities to 

practise opportunistic policies. they 'end to combine such livestock activities with alter

native fall-back positions 'i other occupatioIs in tiilne of drougiit , litchcock and Prah 

produced a number ti' e\inples of" socities ill semi-arid areas which do practise conserva-

I1\€ IohlieS. Perhliaps these are tile ,ocieties hich do not ha'e alternative niches or pos

stbili:, ', turn t,. ,'teii an opportunisti,. polic' tails. Ill other words, people, unlike in

sects. do, t,:0 niced ,ursu'e just ,lie stratesv at a ttle, but :al indulge ill complex 

,-tiblAls. to stark dellieatin. M11,Ih 1. among others, hae Indulged in. is in fact 

moni. . :he, paper, ei:iered the teling flhat conservative policies 

aized at :iaxi t i!a"ht%j'ni th:,u;gi: blh ,od times and bad sometimes have large 

:,,sts In terms .,! pr.,oithle ,,iqtt!Cii' : !ic sued in v,,od \ears. Soen examples
i',ied .Ae:e :,,,+ c,,knic.i'~.~It,ltl -.att1 and .hng tt the extra to the abattoir. and 

:1. ! xo%1111i, , dan.. .ainllsear e 
iii p in are. -,earvs rainfall Mien a good crop ,'uld haveman:cir:ar.Tnjl .;.., 
hCen haNnseste \la:is ,,! ,h11L : co,uld have be.'i temporarily and safeiy 
p'rtsued v.itl:,o t e,,l,.cai O.,n;a ... . tier ditficult% o [lite cm, . ,,,e policy is hat 

it lh.s to, he :, rced ,:i- the s ci ' o; i:i/en%,j pre.-:isely tl ti te hen tile, have tile most 

Io '.js, -,.. adoptinL: it I.e . :-I tle . . iiie .1 2 Vood cle of" raiii '.ars. (overnment 

has t,. sa. to them. ") ;t t,, any I these lhings as thre is going tt be a drought so.ni

timze in the :nt1re." \kher: vod r.uis then ta. t .e will say. "It' only I had cultivated 
that field tli .eaf. . ,l I hd put more oxell .)Ilni land this year, I could have really 
made a k:lle ". 

li ct:mi:ttat .:. ,pporttjtinc putlic. ma% be casicr It) sell t, otne's citizens, since re
trendlne;t is :c.torrd at prechel'. the tite when it begins to look inevitable. But an 
kpp,,rtutM+. p,,lic\ oit e\pl,)tatioti also has its costs. there are the possibilities of 
ccol,, ,ia .a:na" ieireticnlmeitit is lelt too late. it substatntial underuse of some over

head Capacit: :,tr riuli )I thl tue. and the important consideratiotn of greater social 
stratifi,ati,:t and '!ari/ation as tie rich manage tt) get through drought better than tie 
p,r. [le :iore risk> puhic:. ra> :cad to) more itequaht%. Moreover, the huianai being is 
not plysi<ahglll.' adapted t, hlihernatiotn, and wule lti productive activities may indeed 
ha',. h.: ,:.rbcd duritng drmvJit. much of his consumption particularly if lie is already 
at ,r tear sunhssmtie Ie0,el camiti be. \%hat will be reqy.ired, therefore, if an oppor
tunistic p,,Lc is purst.ed. ssill be ntt szorage ononiyatl aggregate level fruin good years 

, ad It.e., nait,,nai grain stores), ht also assurance tlhit each individual gets an adequate 
share in lard times [her.: %ill has.e it be free hat , fod-for-work for the poor, or 
S,orIe. PIfLd .,: ;iUppn 

A ersib-c ' ,'. eniient. there:,tre. will clearly tr, mopursue those kinds of strategies 
I.nch ha' c the i',irest hci,eet it ,r the least cost. It needs to1be aware tof the toilnsequences 

,its ts ae . h,,.er. , iree , is th'it otswana is datngerously short ol its capacity in 
the i rarketing and pr,,cessuig srstem tile livestock population policy that itmst'ck hor 
i%de tact, ptursuli. 

(i sts hetiLed ,ut lev. prospects of weather manipulation for the purpose of 

dr,uJit pre.sertlm or alleviatian in the titure. 1here was a marked, and it) doubt cor
rect. ;,hscr;ce d choud-secd:ig and the like. liob I Iitclicock's paper, anddis ussItln 
sonic o:rihut,)tt irm the fo,,r I think by Ilelga Verich indicated that it is only a 
matter ,) tme hetore smte(m sh,,As that traditional rainmakers did in fact bring rain. 
As yet this has n,,t heen pros.en. 

heti it came to discussion 1f attempts by goverrmen ts or societies ill general to 

prevent and alleviate drought. or geographical and time horizons narrowed quite abrupt
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ly. Prah did make some reference to Asian hydraulic societies, and there was sonic useful 
discussion on the policies and practices of chiefs' controls of grain harvests in southern 
Africa a century or so ago. What has struck me most, however, in writing notes on these 
papers are the experiences from which we did P..t benefit. A paper by Cecil Woodhan. 
Smith could have been riost enliglitening )nhow ti,:British (,overninelt allowed two 
midlion Irish t) die in the middle of' the 1114t'e111i century. ()ie on idia's experiences in 
famine relief and drought-proofling which they do c'vcri year Could lia e taught us a great
deal. Uxcellent ,esearchi In these areas has been done. lecause le IShere at this meeting, it 
is particularll ulfortunate %%e could not hear from Solomion Ukure oil po)st-drLought 
rehabijitation of the crop sector in Fthiopia and oIlhow to rol, and eseil more important,
hlow iv, to run a dr,oudit-relief pro rarmine. 

As it is,tie papers ol tills gro lp of' theines conwe fromr the Hotswnad (,oerlnent itself. 
Campbell described the dro,,gl! ! f,,: I060's. saying that (",O'rlllilc:lt's ability to cope
increased witlt its e.\periei ci Iluck. \\ard. l KonRantmann, and Ahdl talked abou actual 
and potential activities wh,:]i n.a\ help it,d;,urit-prolf. 0l,11lly in the livestm.k sector, 
arid W\ilson raised ilteresftle issues of risk and risk reductioll il water supplies Jones 
talked of possible p,,stdr, idiithelp to the crop sector. Iogether these papers illustrated 
tile
essential Initerconnections lJetween gerieral deselapmetnt prograinies, drougl it preven
tion. and drouglit relief. aiid the impossibility of compartlentalzing and separating these 
subjects. 

( orilerl:., h, (,r;),e indicate Illu economists' analyses of programmnes telld to vary as 
the drought c ororn:.;c,:cds Ihis poirnts steciespecially oiglificalt tha, tile typical kiid 
of analysis applied t' :!I,:,Cmnics ,,ia Pror.iinow10 are irrclesant if that programme ise 

largel, Intended t:1
r:dUce Jr,,m J..":al people conlilleitled oil the sub lect 

I his group ,Ittheii:s. and pcrhaps this reflected rn% mental fatigue at the eud of three 
days of papers. ,:Coer-d rather %elI-worn round. aid(our conlparatie lack of experience
did not enabletus to esaluatc their criticall\. Ile papers by Molosi nd Wilv raised the 
critical issue )Iadministratie structure aiid resources, aiid how trtinpleiimeiit policy.
Molosi neatl, pilted tt tihatit us A good deal ca' er to1 devise aii iitellectually
defensible plhc. thill t,(appl. it ill flit real %orld of dav tt da% crises. of regional
diversit .arid of shlut: i! pndicies 'lich liac t) be justified tuother parts of government 
as wellas to the "C.rier Public. Ili, descriptio of the difficulties of applyiig Sandford's 
sell' polic% rcrimided :ie ,ttileIrish railwayiran's reply to an anxious traveller "t you 
want to go there. ,ou shmould;i't start Irii lirrc.'" 

It is rnot e lugit to have oi ' .)Lcv. the administrative resurces and tructnre must be 
available to carr out that r..ic) . Ina coirntry with lhutswaiia's tillypoptutlation arid 
resource;, prop( sals fIor po.lcyrapt shilts and great management complexity will not 
be viable. 

Permit a iore personil conliert to c)-one in at this point. Since my last visit eighteen
months ago, much has iii ,. achies ed. In spite o: Liz Wily's ard 'eter Molosi's 
frank selt-criticism )Iachiceents. :i'-des ai-d in' .rniation for example, in the 
Ministry ,of Local G-,ernmeit and Li ids, ii local g:,crnent thruughout the districts,
and in Water Af3irs are scarcely rccognizable de:,cendants of what I found then, when 
drought was not a subject they really wanted to discuss. A system of drought reporting
is clearly Aell or the 'hay t,,sards establishment, which is a great step forward. 

In the Ministry of \griculture arid in the Botswana Meat Commission it is clear that my
arguments have as yet tailed t,,persuade inany people. I wish that ulcir arguments could 
have been as public as mine. only [luck has really indulged in open debate. Despite the 
best will in the world within ' overnment service, new policies will not be implemented, 
nor new administrative structures rnade effective, unless political will is mobilized behind 
them. This political will requires both the vision and the pressure of contemporary events. 

What has emerged during our discussions is that in other places and at other times the 
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most far-sighted attention to drought gets focused at the local and not at the national 
level. Liz Wily's paper has suggested that this is true o)flotswana's administration even 

now. Maybe tilepolitical vision to mlove lunore quickly call in fact be mobili,,ed at a grass 

roots level. It is not It)push issues or inequality and social stratiticationnecessary tile 

very far to shto that a better system of droughit relief is inlhibited by existing income 

Ile tact is that tinlans Countries the better-tl lmembers of" society can inI 

fac- be persuaded that Oile\ do soIuCtnmg about the less well-ott. 
inequalities. 

have tt) 
IButwhat about tile lack oi1pressure tf. conienrprary eents" Alter live years of good 

rainfll, is it t),)diflicult to persuade people inllots.amra that drought is around the 

corner" Returilllh! to I )ltsso)r lysorl's paper, aid Inspite tilJohn ('ooke's horror o1' 

predictiors. let ue reillil it st)leonte. using I soll's twelty-)ear cyclical llodel,t)lhjat 


had predicted the hha,;c,)%.er Irnm a rain totyears totabove-average raintall at ainy time in 

the last sc%eet% \cars. lie would io,. hac been otffby more than tto years. lyst" :'s 

model. 11'apphed to)eastcrr 1,its,a:na. predicts a challgeover Iroim the present run ol'go )d 

years t)a run fthad %cars bet', cen I(1XI and 1983. hiBotswanra. the best guess is that 

there are less than ,, t)thrce \ears till tne nIext droTught because the livestock popula

tion Iorthe eaj:t i, t,1) lih t, :ic Imoderately bhelow-avcragc rainfall year. The 

drought Cldcure .arlher. Iwo%,)to)thrce \ears is a ver short time it)get prepared. 

)cisltlsos roust he made. tor example. on transport facilities, oilabattoir capacity, on to 

whnl and n,%%,hat teris t,,,ise relict, nine is needed iii which to implement such deci

sio)ns betore tine start ot the drought. (,overrnemt must also tell its people what it has 

decidedI to d) beczise, as \r..Molt)si pinted out. it cannot do everything. People also 

have t) bc rirvurls.ed ard t) rmake their own decisions Mhuch the\- canntot be e\pccted to 

make sensibl% until and Unless they know what (overnment plans. Whatever strategy, 

%hatever poicies are adopted must be explaicd tt)tie public by (overiment in good 
time before tIre text drought starts. 
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Drought is a global problem. A recurrent 
hazard in many parts of the world, lack of 
water has always been amajor roadblock to 
agricultural stability. Present data on antici-
pated world fxd production indicate that 
supply will slip below anticipated world de-
mand in 1985, when z.z billion of the z. 5 bil-
lion population in non-Asian communist de-
veloping countries will be living in food-deficit 
areas. Drought will merely exacerbate the 
problem, decimating livestock herds and cops 
at amore rapid rate. 

Drought has been arecent vita, concern in 
Botswana, and in 1978 the country welcomed 
agathering of experts to discuss the situation 
experienced there. Earth scientists outlined the 
climatological history of the country and its 
effect on Botswana's crucial water supplies, 
and recommended ways of monitoring the 
prohlem. Social scientists explained the coun-
try's reactions to past droughts and how the 
people of some other countries have reacted to 
the same hazard. Finally, Government contribu-
tors outlined proposals that have been made to 
deal with future drought recurrence in Bots-
wana and other countries. 

Shortage of water causes environmental 
stress that affects soil, plants, animals, and man. 
The degree of human stress depends on the 
nature of the society affected and its prepared
ness for that stress. In all situations to which 
the term drought isapplied the key unchanging 
factor is the amount of available water. Al
though rainfall isthe primary concern, evapora
tion rates, run-off, groundwater supplies, 

surface storage, recycling and cultivation prac
tices, livestock numbers, and vegetation cover 
are some of the other important elements 
affecting availability. Since it isimpossible to 
control vagaries of the weather, it is imperative 
to understand the many physical and social 
aspects of drought-caused problems and to 
monitor and control as many of the related 
factors as possible. The experiences at the 
Botswana Symposium will be useful to scien
tists and planners in all countries responsible 
for dealing in an enlightened way with this 
potential disaster of nature. 
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